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LSI talking over
household chores

Look inside
our new
Precision
Pot

ONE- PI ECE CONTACT

For reliability,
performance
and savings.
Since our new potentiometer looks like others on the outside, here's the
inside story ... that's where Bourns makes the difference:

MOLDED- IN

The total construction of this new 1% linearity, conductive plastic, singleturn pot is ingeniously simple. Our one-piece precious metal contact delivers
tens-of-thousands more trouble-free revolutions than the typical failure-prone
two-piece type. Then, our exclusive silver deposition between the molded- in terminals and the element guarantees aconnection that won't migrate or weaken during
installation and operation. And, proven techniques like low temperature firing and
thermal swaging replace unreliable solder, conductive epoxy and silver cement throughout the potentiometer. No one matches our performance, and our price is just as eye
opening — less than $ 6.00 in production quantities.

TERMINALS

With fewer 3arts, unique packaging and solid connections, the result is obvious — the most
reliable precision potentiometer you can specify for the price.
The 7/
8"diameter model is available in either bushing ( Model 6637) or servo mount ( Model 6537)
styles. The larger 1;¡"6" diameter bushing mount ( Model 6657) also offers afull line of non-linear
functions ... all with the same outstanding design and price advantages.
Take alook inside any other precision pot and you'll see why Bourns makes the difference.
Send for our new catalog today for complete details.
SILVER
DEPOSITION

TRIMPOT PRODUCTS DIVISION, BOURNS. INC., 1200 Columbia Avenue ' de, California 92507,
Telephone ( 714) 781-5200 — TWX 910 332-1252.

ej
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There's alittle tiger in
every Cherry switch

...but we're pussycats to do business with
Our products are tough, but our people aren't...

who are really concerned about your problem...

and that's the beauty of dealing with Cherry.
You see, we can control the quality of our switches

to production scheduling and customer service men
who follow-up and expedite to make sure we keep
our delivery promise to you.

because we fabricate most of our own parts
(moldings, stampings, springs, printed circuits, etc.)

Of course we're proud of our modern facilities

Arid we can keep the price down because we're

and equipment... but what we're proudest of is our

loaded with automatic equ,pment to handle
high volume.

reputation for customer se ,vice. Try some.

But the real difference is in the people you work
with at Cherry...from your first contact with a
technically trained sales representative...through
careful analysis and recommendations by engineers

cRE,

e

Test a4ree sample "tiger" from the pussycats at Cherry.
opilit.
I Ask for our latest catalog which contains complete
information on all our switches and keyboards,
,1.1.1111 and we'll include a free sample switch. Just TWX
910-235-1572.. .
or PHONE 312-689-7700...
All
or circle the reader service number below .
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CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP. • 3608 Sunset Avenue. Waukegan, Winois 60085
SWITCHES and KEYBOARDS

— Available locally from authorized distributors.
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From the people who brought you IDIOM *
United States Instrument Rentals introduces...

'Inventory Delivery Information in One Minute.

Unemployment Insurance
FOR TEST INSTRUMENTS)

Does it break your heart to see your test
instruments just standing around idle while you're
kept busy paying for them? Look around on your
shelves ... Are your test instruments not working to
their full capacity because you don't need them all
the time?
Well, U.S. Instrument Rentals believes that you
shouldn't have to worry about paying or caring for
instruments that are not working for you all the time.
USIR feels that your valuable capital should be
spent for equipment that can be employed all the
time.
So, U.S. Instrument Rentals offers you Unemployment Insurance.
Unemployment Insurance means that by renting
your test instruments from USIR only when you
need them, you're protected against paying for idle
equipment. You pay for our instruments only when
they are working full-time for you. And when the job

is finished, you simply return the equipment to USIR
until you need it again.
In addition, by renting from USIR, you're
protected against those expensive calibration,
maintenance and repair cost worries. We take care
of all our instruments' needs.
And to insure that you get the equipment you
need, USIR has thousands and thousands of
instruments that are seeking gainful employment,
giving you abetter chance of finding the instrument
that is just right for your needs.
So for a list of instruments you
might like to employ and suggestions for solving your test equipment unemployment problems,
send for our Unemployment
Insurance Booklet . . . The USIR
Rental Catalog. It's your best guide
to full employment for test
instruments.

us
MY8ff«

IDIOM

Vs

Headquarters
2

951 Industrial Road
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San Carlos, CA 94070 ( 415) 592-9225

INSTRUMENT
RENTALS, INC
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Cover: LSI goes home, 91

The rush in home appliances is to replace
electromechanical parts not just by solidstate controls but by large-scale- integrated
circuitry. Programmable microwave ovens
blazed the trail, and consumers' interest in
reduced energy use and service costs is
spurring appliance makers' LSI efforts.
Cover illustration is by Art Director Fred
Sklenar.
IBM comes out fighting, 80

Packing together the introduction of a
lower- cost, large-scale computer and a
series of across-the-board price cuts, International Business Machines Corp. has roiled
the dust for all its competitors. To what
extent, though, there is no general agreement yet.
Automatic wiring process tests as it goes, 111

A new high-speed automatic wiring technique is the first to test its results at every
step in the process. Solder-Wrap produces
boards with high wiring and packing densities and very low profiles.
Sold-out Electro77 likely, 118

The IEEE's Electro show returns to the New
York Coliseum with what looks to be a soldout exhibit space. The technical sessions
will cover the range from products to circuit
design to careers. While microprocessors
are again the favorite subject, almost every
aspect of design from power supplies to
bubble memories will be covered.
A report on product unveilings at Electro77 begins on p. 133.
And in the next issue . . .

LSI applications in telecommunications: a
special report . . . a product update on
counters . . . an easy-to- use 16,384- bit
random-access memory.
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Publisher's letter
The annual show and convention of
the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers returns to New
York on April 19, and the big question is whether the show will be more
successful in New York than it has
in the recent past. As we point out in
the special show preview that starts
on page 91, the big uncertainties still
center around criticisms of the
regional nature of the show, the type
of people who are attracted to it, and
the disinclination of some potential
exhibitors to come to New York
City.
Our show report presents an early
look at what will be happening at the
technical sessions. As you'd expect,
microprocessors are going to be in
for a lot of discussion, and other
sessions range from computer-aided
design to optical- fiber communications. All in all, 42 sessions— which
include three on professional development and one on psychic research— will be held.
There's more to the show, of
course. So, starting on page 133,
we've assembled a preview of some
of the more noteworthy products
that will make their debut at Electro77.
Microwave ovens are agreat innovation, but, like many advances
made possible by new technology,
they take some getting used to.
"When the microwave-oven makers
say it's awhole new way of cooking,
they're not kidding," comments Jerry Walker, consumer editor, who
prepared the report on electronics in
appliances ( p. 91).
He recently borrowed a programmable microwave range for a
few weeks in order to find out first
hand how they perform. " My wife
April 14. 1977
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and Ihad no trouble programming
the oven, but we both spent a lot of
time learning what to program—
how much time and what variable
power setting to use for different
foods," Jerry relates. " I'd advise
anyone who buys a microwave oven
not to plan on using it the first day.
Allow 24 hours to read the operating
instructions, the do's and dont's —
and most important, the cook books.
It's worth taking the time to avoid
spoiling ameal."
The programmable feature helped
Jerry in getting the hang of the
range, especially in setting fastcooking foods where asecond or two
makes a big difference. His wife
wasn't really sure about microwave
cooking. "She's an instinct cook who
prefers to keep testing while something's on the stove. So the microwave range has been achallenge to
her— opening and closing the door,
resetting times, adding things during
the cooking. Maybe the programmable capability, or at least the digital
display and the countdown timer,
was more of a help than she
thought."
The biggest success, both Walkers
agree, was vegetables, frozen and
fresh, for all-around taste, appearance, and ease of cooking. The
biggest flop: fish that was overdone
and came out tasting like erasers.
"I suppose the success of the electronic control is that you are not
aware of what it's doing," Jerry
observes. " You're more concerned
with adjusting to the speed— and not
overcooking the fish."
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SN-488
programming
system
Kepco's new SN-488 digital interface provides you with aconvenient way to
put our programmable power supplies on your General Purpose Interface
bus. The model SN-488 responds to the " listen" instruction, provides the
"handshake" interaction and gives you two addressable channels on each
card. Up to eight cards can be addressed through asingle bus connector.
Each channel provides 12 bits resolution with programmable range ( 10:1 )
and programmable polarity ( for use with bipolar power supplies). Kepco
makes hundreds of power supplies that can listen on your bus through the
For complte sPecs,
write Dept. BYE- 14

SN-488 interface: fast models, slow models, high voltage and low; unipolar,
bipolar, voltage stabilizers and current stabilizers .. . power supplies designed
for today's automatic test equipment.

KEPCO

. 131-38 SANFORD AVENUE • FLUSHING

N.Y. 11352 U.S.A. • ( 2121 461-7000 • TWX = 710-582-2631

See them in action during ELECTRO ' 77. Our Hospitality Suite is Room 1802. Holiday Inn, 440 W. 57th St., N.Y.C.
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Readers' comments
Ford flies clean
To the Editor: Your otherwise timely

25 WATTS

50 WATTS

100 WATTS

Save 5 Ways with Abbott's
New 77% Efficient
Power Supplies!
Abbott has a Hi-Efficiency series of power modules that can save 5 ways in your system.
The Model "VN" series converts 47-440 Hz AC lines to regulated DC power and uses a
new approach in switching technology that provides a highly reliable line or sixty-three
high efficiency power modules.

The Model " VN" series saves in the following 5 ways:
1 SAVES POWER — High frequency pulse width modulation and C/MOS digital IC
control circuitry allow efficiencies of up to 77% in the Model " VN series. This high
efficiency realizes almost twice the output power per input watt than dissipative regulators.

2SAVES

SIZE — Off line techniques and IC technology combine for packages of
70% less volume compared to dissipative regulators.

3SAVES

WEIGHT — High efficiency means less power dissipated and less heat
generated, thereby reducing or eliminating the need for bulky heat-sinking and
forced air cooling. This translates into less total weight and smaller system size.

4SAVES TIME

— You can quickly get the power supply you need because we have
an extensive line of models to choose from. Outputs of 25, 50 and 100 watts are
available at any voltage between 4.7 and 50.0 VDC. With popular voltages in stock,
chances are the unit you need is available immediately.

5 SAVES

MONEY — At only $299 for 25w, $339 for 50w, and $359 for 110w in
small quantities, the "VN's" are among the lowest priced Hi-efficiency units on
the market.

Abbott also manufactures 3,500 other
models of power supplies with output
voltages from 2.7 to 740 VDC and output
currents from 4 milliamps to 20 amps.
They are all listed, with prices, in the
new Abbott Catalog. Included are:

60 e\_,

to DC

400 -C.1e

to DC

28 VDC to DC
28 VDC to 400

r‘,7-

Who belongs to the IEEE?

12-38 VDC to 60-Plc-

Please see pages 1037-1056 Volume 1of your 1975-76 EEM ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS MASTER Catalog)
or pages 612-620 Volume 2of your 1975-76 GOLD BOOK for complete information on Abbott Modules.

Send for our new 60 page FREE catalog.

abbott

transistor

LABORATORIES.
general

5200

W.

Jefferson

(213) 936-8185
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INCORPORATED

got Iires

Blvd.

Los

Angeles

0111.,

90016

Telex: 69-1398
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1224 Anderson Ave.
(201) 224-6900

article, "Satellite builders face lean
years" [ Feb. 17, p. 78], is unfortunately inaccurate in two regards.
First, Ibelieve that Ford Aerospace
and Communications Corp. won a
fair contest for the Intelsat 5
contract. To hint otherwise without
substance presented is indeed unfair
to all involved.
Second, the article incorrectly
referred to Ford Aerospace and
General Electric Co. as " fairly
recent entries." GE has been building
Nimbus and Landsat series for
years, and Ford Aerospace ( formerly
Philco) built the world's first sophisticated communications satellite for
the U.S. Army back in 1960. The
company subsequently built the successful IDCSP series ( predecessor of
DSCAS Il and Ill), only to be
followed by the currently operational
NATO communications-satellite series. ( The latest NATO Ill B was
successfully launched at Cape Canaveral on Jan. 27.) Hardly newcomers
at all, in either case.
J. T. Chiao
Sunnyvale, Calif.
•The article said price competition is
soaring as the communications-satellite
industry matures and technological
capabilities equalize. Therefore, Ford's
tactics in winning the bid were not
considered unfair by its competitors.
Ford and GE are not new to the field,
since both had successful projects in the
1960s. However, until the early 1970s,
they had not gone after the big
commercial and military contracts. The
story pointed out that their subsequent
successful programs have further divided the business available.

To the Editor: There seems to be a
mystery about why members of the
institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers are so apathetic. To me,
the answer seems quite clear,
although Idon't have sufficient data
to prove my suspicions.
Over the past five years, I have
worked for two major companies,
and Ihave yet to meet a practicing
EE designer who is a member of the

Fort Lee, N.J. 07024
Telex:

13-5332
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PMI
announces the
new 108A.
Do you want to know the real inside
story of our new 108A/308A precision low
power op amp? Here it is, without names
in order to protect our customer. Fact is,
this customer came to us and asked if we
could make some 108A's that met 108A
specs. We tried and couldn't. But we
found out why nobody else could,
e:ther; it was simply designed wrong.
So we redesigned it as a108A.
Corrected the unbalance which
caused the high TCV os.Gave it
our zener zap treatment. Plus ion
implantation. And the kind of
pricing high volume production
parts deserve.
Result? Check with your
distributor. He has 108A's on
his shelf right now. And they
work. Up to MILM-38510/101D-04
specs.
Processed to
MIL-STD883A Level B.
Vos 0.5mV Max.;
IC VOS 50// ct Max.
Just ask for it by name: PMI's ne•N.
108A/308A. The one that works.

It works.
Precision Monolithics, Incorporated
1500 Space Park Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 246-9222. TWX: 910-338-0528
' Cable MONO.
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Get the
scope you
need-Now.
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Readers' comments
IEEE. However, I have met physicists, chemical engineers, and
managers ( some of whom obtained
an EE degree along the way) who are
members. If this is characteristic of
the organization nationwide, it
seems only logical that the plight of
EEs is a matter of apathy for the
majority of IEEE members.
It would be quite interesting for
someone to conduct a nationwide
poll among practicing EE designers
to find out what percentage are
members of the IEEE. Also, it would
be interesting to conduct a poll
among IEEE members to see what
percentage are practicing EE designers. If my suspicions are correct, we
will have an answer to the mystery of
member apathy.
Clyde T. Eisenbeis
3M Center
St. Paul, Minn.
Raster scan reconsidered

1:tit

Our " Instrument Professionals"
will tell you which scope will
do the job best, at the lowest
cost, make immediate delivery
and guarantee performance.
Write or call for data on our other
specialties: Instrument Leasing •
Computer Peripherals • Equipment
Sales • Instrument Service.
Circle 8 on reader service card
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Continental
Rental/
Get
FREE
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Catalog

Div. Continental Leasing Co., Inc.
175 Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford,
MA 01730 ( 617) 275-0850
FOR IMMEDIATE RESPONSE CALL:
N.E. ( 617) 275-0850; L.I. ( 516) 752-1622;
NY, NJ ( 201) 654-6900;
Gtr. Phila. (
609) 234-5100;
Wash., D.C. area ( 301) 948-4310;
Mid West ( 312) 439-4700;
So. Central ( 214) 690-1706;
Costa Mesa. CA ( 714) 540-6566;
L.A.. CA ( 213) 477-7521;
Santa Clara. CA ( 408) 735-8300.

MAGNETIC
MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS

To the Editor: The article " Which
data- terminal display: plasma panel
or cRT?" [ Feb. 17, p. 91] ignores the
raster- scan cathode- ray- tube display, claiming its memory requirements are excessive. This is not true.
For a512- by- 512 matrix, we must
store 2's bits. This much data can be
stored in 16 16,384- bit randomaccess memories. Refresh circuits
for the RAMS are not needed, as the
regular accesses for the raster scan
easily meet the refresh requirements.
The entire display can be built
with less than 100 integrated circuits, while the plasma panel needs
ics to drive its 1,024 X-axis and
Y-axis electrodes. Even with octal
drivers ( if they exist), this takes 128
driver packages.
Peter T. Anderson
Electronic Educator Inc.
Burlington, Vt.
•The author replies: Most minicomputers do not have 16-k words of
memory. More to the point, a rasterscan CRT will require more memory,
have much the same viewing characteristics, and be somewhat more difficult
to control than acomparable randomaccess CRT display. These are the
reasons for the comment in the article
and the decision not to further consider
the raster-scan CRT display.

FEATURING:

MODEL 511
HALL EFFECT GAUSSMETER.

• 0.01 Gauss
Resolution
• 100,000 Gauss,
Full Scale
• . 5% FC Accuracy
• AC and DC Measurements to 1kHz
• Digital Readout
• Price $985.00 Less Probe.

OTHER INSTRUMENTS:
—
—
—
—
—

Electronic Integrator/ Fluxmeters
Magnetizers
Vibrating Sample Magnetometers
Recording Permeameters
BH Meters

ELECTRONICS, INC.
1064 Naughton Avenue
Troy, MI 48084
(313) 689-3623
Circle 99 on reader service card

ACTIVE
FILTERS
Low Pass • High Pass
Band Pass • Band Reject
0.001 Hz to 50 kHz

FIXED FREQUENCY
RESISTIVE TUNEABLE
F Di also manufactures
Sinewave Oscillators, Tone Encoders,
Tone Detectors and other
Communications Products

Frequency Devices Inc.
25 Locust Street
Haverhill, Mass. 01830
(617) 374 0761/TVVX 710-347-0314

Circle 53 on reader service card

What's new in High-Rel circuits ...

RCA COS/MOS:
Zero failures in
100,000,000 hrs.
RCA High-Rel COS/MOS circuits in 10satellites
have operated for over 100,000,000 device- hours
—with zerofailures. That's an MTTF of 108,000,000
hrs. A failure rate of 0.00092%/1000 hrs.
Meanwhile, back on Earth, we qualified 23
COS/MOS devices to QPL Part Iof MIL- M-38510.
Here again, zero functional rejects. MTTF was
75,000,000 hrs. Failure rate,
0.0013%/1000 hrs.
More solid proof of the inherent
reliability of this technology. Which
also brings you low power, high
noise immunity and many other
benefits. You can learn more about
RCA
High-Rel products in
our latest High-Rel
databook SSD-230.
To get your copy,
contact your local
F:CA Solid State distributor. Or RCA. If
you want to discuss
High-Rel COS/MOS,
call Marty Vincoff in
Somerville, NJ, on
(201) 685-6650.

The COS/MOS devices in this table tsere of the CD40 110 Series, processed
to Class Arequirements of MIL- M-38510 or MIL- STD 883.

Satellite

I

Time in orbit
(mo.)

32

Number of COSIMOS
devices
Device-hours
Number of failures
Failure rate
(%/1000 hours)
MTTF , hours

OSCAR-E

I
I

I

ITOS
Series
D; F: G: H

Atmospheric
Explorer
Series
C: D: E

SATCOM
Series
FI: F2

85.5

49.5

16.5

so

168

7.200

1,652

2.073.600

2.585.520

85,536.000

9.812.880

0

0

0

0

0.045

0.035

0.001

00092

2360.000

29.000.000

96.000.000

10.750.000

Total device hours:: 100,000,000 ( Data at 60% confidence, usage thru
Nov. 1, 1976)
Failure rate: 0.03092%/1000 h5. MTTF: 108,000.000 hrs

Write: RCA Solid
State. Box 3200,
Somerville, NJ 08876;
Sunbury-on-Thames,
Middlesex TW16
7HW, England; Ste.Anne- de- Bellevue,
Quebec, Canada; Fuji
Bldg., Tokyo, Japan.
RCA COS/MOS
experience is
working for you.

Roll
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Buy
none.
Gt two
tree.
Just write us anote on your letterhead. Our quad
differential line driver and receivers are so good we're
going to give you one of each
prove it.

We make two quad receivers
and one driver. The Am26LS32
receiver meets the ETA RS-422
specs; the Am26LS33 receiver

Look:
Am26LS31
1. Low output skew rate 2ns typical.
2. Input-to-output delay 12ns typical.
3. Outputs won't load the line when Vcc
equals 0.
4. High output drive capability for 50
Ohm transmission lines.
Am26LS32
1. The EIA RS- 422 driver— the spec is
±
-200mV threshold over ±
-7V
common mode range.
Am26LS33
It has ze--500mV threshold over --L
-15V
common mode range over the military
temperature range.
Am26LS32/33
1. 6K Ohm minimum input impedance.
2. High-speed 17ns typical propagation
delay.
3. Failsafe mechanism that notifies the
machine of transmission difficulties.
4. 30mV input hysteresis.

meets military needs, and
the Am26LS31 driver meets both.
Us and them.
First us. All three parts are in
16-pin packages. ( The old duals
were also in 16-pin packages, so
our quads give you twice the electronics for the same space.)
All three parts are three-state
output; they all work off a5-volt
power supply and they're all TTL
compatible. Wow!
Now them. One competitor
makes duals but no quads.
Another makes quads but no
military quads. And the third
makes neither.
Why are we giving things away?
Have we lost our senses?
No. Here's what we figure: You
decide to check out our parts.
We send you afree pair. You look
over the data sheets. You test the
parts. And you're absolutely
amazed. You take out your order
book and write down " One Carload of AMD's Terrific Quad Line
Drivers and Receivers:'

Advanced Micro Devices
Bipolar LSI. N- Channel, silicon gate MOS. Low- power Schottky.
Multiple technologies. One product: excellence.

Advanced Micro Devices • 901 Thompson Place. Sunnyvale, California 94086 • Telephone ( 408) 732-2400*
Distributed nationally by Hamilton/Avnet, Cramer and Schweber Electronics, and regionally by Arrow, Bell and Century Electronics.

Circle 274 on reader service card

News update

Ney
switch
turns on 20%
savings'
The requirement ... supply a highly
reliable slip ring brush assembly for an
advance design blood analyzer. Ney
technology delivered an off-the-shelf
precious metal answer at a savings of
20% ... in quantity ... and immediately.
TOTAL LOW ENERGY CAPABILITY
In addition to standards, Ney can handle your low energy
component problems from design through complete
assembly. Ney has " turned-on-savings" ideas for highly
critical applications such as: space vehicles, military
radios, encoders, gyros, cameras and the new inertia
switch for digital watches. For catalog or detailed
information contact: Electronics Division,
The J. M. Ney Company,
Bloomfield, Conn. 06002
(203) 242-2281.

12
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al Some 433 jobs (all civilian) will
be eliminated and another 598 jobs
transferred as the result of aplanned
reorganization of the U.S. Army
Electronics Command at Fort Monmouth, N.J. The restructuring, to be
phased over a three-year implementation period, will create three new
commands and, according to the
Army, will result in an estimated
annual savings of $6.5 million after a
one-time realignment cost of about
$14.7 million.
The restructuring, pending for
nearly one year, sees the formation
of a new Electronics Research &
Development Command ( Eradcom)
that will perform all of the Army's
non-communications electronics research, development, and acquisition
functions. A new Communications
Research & Development command
(Coradcom) and new Communications & Electronics Materiel Readiness Command ( Cercom) will accomplish the communications R&D,
acquisition, and all logistics.
At Fort Monmouth, atotal of 740
civilian jobs will be affected, 516 by
transfer and 224 by elimination,
while 16 military jobs will be transferred.
The headquarters for both Coradcorn and Corcom are to be formed in
fiscal 1977 at Fort Monmouth from
existing ECOM resources, which at
the beginning of the fiscal year were
forecast to include $600 million for
procurement and $ 373 million for
R&D. The operating elements of
Coradcom will remain at Fort Monmouth, and the Cercom will include
all the Electronics Command's logistics elements now at Fort Monmouth
and those at Fort Huachuca, Ariz.,
and the Sacramento ( Calif.) Army
Depot.
Eradcom headquarters will be
located at Adelphi, Md., where the
Harry Diamond Laboratories are
now located. The bulk of the
Combat Surveillance/Target Acquisition and Electronic Devices laboratories will continue to operate at
Fort Monmouth, while the functions
associated with laser and related
technologies are being relocated
from Fort Monmouth and Adelphi
to Fort Belvoir.
Bruce LeBoss
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Arevolutionary idea.
Stackpole "tophat" networks
prove you can get more
resistance on less
real estate.
A
2
Compare ( 1) our " top hat"
to ( 2) astandard " L"-cut
and you see why ours
dissipates more heat,
faster. On amuch
longer resistance
path.

AA
AA
AA
LA
AA
AA
AA

pal
'-'

(A) Standard thick-film
networks have more hot
spots, current crowding
higher capacitance than
(B) our " top- hat" network.

Flip our network's lid and you can
see why. It's revolutionary.
The more our unit is trimmed, the
better your resistance. So ratings
of 200 watts/in 2 are very realistic.
DIP
-e
og

•
er,
e•

Niyaineweemeenr
Mini- SIP
.175" high.
Standard SIP
.350" high.

The secret is in the simple laser
cut in the middle of each " hat."
In this and its horizontal geometry
you get lower capacitance without
hot spots, current crowding, or the
other power- robbing
things built into conventional networks.
Now you can get equal
resistance in less space.
Or greater resistor
network performance
in the same space.
We're out to tip our " hat" to you.
With afull range of values, tolerances, sizes. In single or dual
in- line networks, custom designs
and even mini-SIPs that are only
.175 inch high.
Ask for a free sample of a revolutionary idea. Stackpole Components
Company, P.O. Box 14466, Raleigh,
N.C. 27610. ( 919) 828-6201.

STACKPOLE

The revolutionary resistor people.
Circle 13 on reader service card

MILITARY
APPLICATIONS

People
Ramey: digital designs boost
sales of development systems

by

IWK"
Accuracy
Speed
Size
Repairability
Military
Temp. Range
—55°C to + 125°C

• 4 Bit/50 nSec; Low Cost
• Ideal for Radar Scan Converters
• Holds Absolute Accuracy Over
Temperatures
• Tracks a 10 MHz Analog Input

• 9 Bit/200 nSec.
• < 2 Bit Drift Over Temperature
• Insensitive to Clock Frequency
For Further Information Call or Write
M.S. Kennedy Corp.
Pickard Drive, Syracuse, New York 13211

"in five years, the market for digital
development instruments will probably be as big as today's oscilloscope
market"—$ 250 million.
That is the opinion of Jerry
Ramey, the man whom the world's
No. Iscope maker, Tektronix Inc.,
has picked to head Logic Development Products, anewly formed business group that is going after this
new market. Ramey, a 10- year Tek
veteran, already has his first newproduct introduction under his
belt — the 8000-series microcomputer-development system [
Electronics,
March 31, p. 122]. This generalpurpose system eventually will support as many as 10 to 15 different
microprocessors with software-development aids and in-circuit emulation. The logic- analyzer family,
which Tek introduced earlier, also
has been placed in Ramey's group as
anatural match for the development
systems.
Spectrum. Ramey, 34, sees the
new class of digital instruments
spanning a spectrum of applications— logic analysis of pure hardware at one end and analysis and
debugging of software at the other,
with an area in between that involves
tradeoffs between the two. The
instruments will also introduce more
interaction into the design process,
Ramey continues, so the engineer
can change the design as he analyzes
and debugs it.
Tek had been thinking about a
general-purpose development system
for some time, Ramey says. " We did
a lot of in-house work, and then
looked outside the company before
we met Millennium Information
Systems at Wescon last year. We
bought their basic system and redesigned it somewhat."
As of now, Ramey's major competitors are the semiconductor companies themselves, which have already offered development systems
for their own devices. But, he says,
many of them really would prefer
not to be in that type of instrumentation business. Thus, he says, Tek is

"getting a lot of activity from semiconductor manufacturers wanting us
to support their products [ with the
microcomputer- development system]. Smaller manufacturers, in particular, gain quite a bit by having
such support."
As for selling the market and
keeping up with new microprocessors, Tek is in an ideal position. " We
already cover most of the customer
base through our oscilloscope sales,
and we have the sales force and
worldwide service organization in
place," he says.
Also, as a large semiconductor
customer in its own right, as well as
a builder of microprocessor- based
products, Tek can quickly respond to
the new- device introductions, says
Ramey. " We can have anew module
ready [ for the microcomputer-development system] by the time a new
device first goes out in production
quantities."

Millennium's Casilli looks
beyond Tektronix coup
What comes after a four- year-old
company signs an exclusive contract
to supply one of the world's leading
instrument manufacturers with a
major product? The agreement to
build Tektronix' new microcomputer- development system may be
worth from $ 20 million to $ 30
million over the next three years to
Millennium Information Systems
Inc., Cupertino, Calif. But it will do
more than provide money, says its cofounder and president Jerry Casilli.
"It gives us an opportunity to
build a significant production capability, it helps build our capital base,
it helps establish our company credibility, and it will lead us to any
number of new business opportunities," he says. Although the agreement bars Millennium from selling
other development systems, it does
not bar the company from using
similar technology in other products,
such as production- line and field-test
equipment.
Casilli adds: "Our intention is to
follow the natural progression of the

Tel. 315-455-7077
14
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"We saved 42,000 by
cutting down redrawing
time the first year we
switched to reprographic
techniques:
Earl Lind, Graphics Supervisor
Solar, an International
Harvester Group, San Diego.

se4

,

"Solar makes gas turbines. Big ones.
And they are shipped all over the world.
Generally, each customer orders aslightly
different version of the basic engine.
"Before we switched to reprographic
techniques, we would redraft the entire
drawing, even if the change was no more
than 10%. Now we make ablowback from
microfilm or create asame-size photo copy,
opaque unwanted detail, then redraft as
required. Or— if the changes are going to
be minor— we reproduce it on wash-off film
and let the drafter wet-erase what is not
wanted and then draw in the new details.
-We figure— even with the limited mechanized processor we had when we first went
to reprographics— that we saved $42,000 in
engineering drafting time the first year. And
that saving was in spite of the fact that we
had to start up anew facility and hire two
technicians to run it.
"Later we installed aKodak Supermatic
processor and relocated our drafting reproduction area next to our photo lab and copy
camera area. As aresult, we've found that
we're saving about 50% of the processing
time for the photo lab and the copy camera
facility. Everything we turn out— from publicity photos to engineering drawings— is
going through the Supermatic processor. -

Reprographics can help you, too.
Send for more details about Solar's use
of reprographic techniques, plus, acomplete
listing of Kodak products and other applications. Write: Eastman Kodak Company,
Graphics Markets Division, Dept. R04804
Rochester, N.Y. 14650.

VERSATILITY In
REPROGRAPHICS

ci
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People

New
Film-Foil Capacitors

for low capacitance purposes
Features: High dielectric strength with high
temperature stability. Cast resin encapsulation
ensures complete moisture resistance.
Aluminium foil electrodes and polyester dielectric.

WIMA FKS 2 5 mm

lead spacing
1000 pF to 0,015 .JF. Very low self inductance.
Ideal where size is critical.

WIMA FKS 3 7.5 and 10 mm lead spacing.
Solid end contacts with low inducCD
tance. 1000 pF to 0,1 e. Space
saving, general purpose range.

3300
100-

4700
100-

6800
100

0,01
loo-

0,015
100-

0,07211
100-

083311
100

0047Ig
100-

WILHELM WESTERMANN
Spezialvertrieb elektronischer Bauelemente
PO. Box 2345 • Augusta-Anlage 56
D-6800 Mannheim 1 - Fed. Rep. of Germany
Tel.: ( 621) 408012
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What's next. Jerry Casilli's deal with Tek
promises more than dollar profits.

microprocessor revolution. We look
at ' 75 and ' 76 as primarily development years. Now the people who
were in development then are moving into production and will need
field-support equipment in the upcoming years. And we'll follow them
with the right equipment."
Involved. A former GTE-Sylvania
engineer, Casilli was only 33 when
he helped found Millennium four
years ago. " We didn't have any firm
plans, but we knew we wanted to get
involved in the new technology of
microprocessors, although we didn't
know exactly how," he says.
Since then, Casilli has seen Millennium products evolve through a
microprocessor- based message-display system intended for shopping
centers, a floppy-disk controller for
use with Intel's Intellec 8 microprocessor-development aid, and, under
contract to Signetics, the development system for the 2650 microprocessor. This last product led to
Millennium's own Universal-One,
introduced at the Wescon show last
September [
Electronics, Sept. 16,
1976, p. 91]. Shortly thereafter,
Tektronix bought the rights to it.
Since then, Casilli says Tektronix
has "added significant software and
other improvements that have made
the product even better than it was."
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in this issue
Plot easier-to- read
graphs in four colors
1µVDC sensitivity
in 5-function DMM
Real-time data entry
with fewer errors

1
-iewiett-PaLKard

unplified VMT by diviaing micro- instructions into two

Iasses—those less than

175 ns and those between 175 ns and 280 ns.

New computers execute
programs 70 to 100
percent faster with VMT
Variable microcycle timing ( VMT)
in the new 21MX E-Series 24- bit processors decreases instruction run time
by dynamically allocating cycle times.
Microcode fine-tuning has brought
worst-case conditions down to 280 ns.
The two new models utilize the
latest in MSI technology, Schottky TTL
technology plus design innovations
with aminimal cost increase over the
Hewlett-Packard M-Series.
The E-series also offers much more
opportunity for growth. A 16k-word
computer, chosen today for its
MEASUREMENTEtOMPUTATION, NEWS

economy in adedicated application,
can later become a304k- word,
multi-user, multi- programmed distributed system central computer with a
full complement of supporting equipment, and, it won't be necessary to
rewrite software, switch computers, or
change I/O devices.
Upgrading is possible at any time.
Three features make this possible.
First, the user has access to 8.5k
control- processor address space, sufficient to write his own operating system, if desirable. Second, to make it
easy to exploit the control space available, microprogramming software is
offered, including micro-assemblei,
micro-editor, loader, and debug
(continued on third page)

HP's LSI repertoire
now includes
silicon- on- sapphire
The first accomplishment to be
revealed from HP's SOS/CMOS
laboratory is anew 16-bit parallel
microprocessor. We call it MC'
(Micro CPU Chip).
Optimized for input/output
efficiency in control applications, it will bring significant
performance to products soon
to be featured in these pages.
An article on this high-speed,
low-power, high-density chip
appears in the April issue of the
Hewlett-Packard Journal. For
your copy, check Q on the HP
Z
e
.
.ply Card.

of Hertz and Gigahertz

part 2 in a series

Universal counters

Modular design allows you to choose exactly the measurement capability that you need. Add more capability later as your needs and/or budget expand.

Universal counters are highly popular because one counter permits you to
make almost any time interval and frequency measurement up to microwave. In addition to frequency, frequency ratio, period and time interval
measurements that universal counters
usually make, Hewlett-Packard's
models offer many highly useful features to make your measurements
easier, more certain or more versatile.
Depending upon the model

selected, features include: outstandingly easy, rapid, and accurate trigger
level setting via afull complement of
controls and indicator lamps; abuilt-in
wide range DVM to measure trigger
levels as well as external dc voltages;
frequency up to 1300 MHz; time interval down to 10 ns single-shot or 10
ps for repetitive events via time interval
averaging; burst frequency measurements; HP-IB ( Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus) operation; aportable battery

pack; 50f1 input at high frequencies
and an ultra stable time base.
Choose HP's 5328A universal
counter for high performance, accuracy and versatility in bench or systems
use. Choose the 5300B/5308A for an
excellent combination of features in a
low-cost portable instrument.

Check Ion the HP Reply Card.

Current tracer locates elusive logic faults
HP's 547A Current Tracer solves
some of digital troubleshooting's most
difficult problems— locating low impedance faults by tracing current to
sources or sinks.
With it, you can find the one bad IC
on astuck node, or pinpoint hairline
solder bridges or backplane shorts,
and thus troubleshoot wired-AND/OR
and three-state busses...faster than before...in all logic families...without cutting circuit traces or removing good
circuit elements.
This sophisticated instrument has a
precision inductive pickup sensitive
only to AC currents with fast transitions
(200 ris) and incorporates awide band
amplifier with adjustable sensitivity of
1mA to 1A. A single- lamp readout unambiguously displays relative current
levels along the circuit.
Team it up with HP's programmable

546A Logic Pulser to get pulses wherever you'd like them in the tested circuit. It gives asingle pulse, a1, 10 or
100 Hz stream, or aburst of exactly 10
or 100 pulses, so you can quickly and
easily set asystem to it's 852nd clock
pulse state, if needed.
Use HP's Logic Probe and Clip, too,
for voltage- based troubleshooting;
then pick up the current tracer and
pulser to locate puzzling low impedance faults that defy easy detection
by any other method.
And, you can use these IC troubleshooters to locate faults right down
to the bad part when you're using automated board testers.

For more information, check Con the
HP Reply Card.

Deceptively simple in appearance, the current
tracer ( left) and pulser ( right) are sophisticated
test instruments for digital troubleshooting.

MEASUREMENTEtOMPUTATION, NEWS

Freeze the readmg on the multimeter
display with touch- hold probe

On-line, on- location data
collection with new data
entry terminal

New design concepts have
reduced the cost of the sensitive, portable multimeter.
One microvolt dc sensitivity enables you to measure low-level signals from
sensitive circuits or from
such devices as strain
gauges or thermocouples.

This new low-cost 41
2 /
digit, fivefunction digital multimeter, the HIP
3465B has a ' touch- hold probe' available as an accessory.
The HP 34112A probe provides greater utility by allowing the operator to
focus his attention on the point of measurement in hard-to- reach circuits.
The probe, which plugs into the front
panel input connectors, holds the
DMM reading at the touch ot a
pushbutton.
The 3465B has a20- mV full-scale
dc voltage range with aresolution of 1
V. Midrange dc accuracy is -±- 0.02%
-±-1 digit. Frequency range for ac measurements is 40 Hz to 20 kHz.
The maximum resolution oi ac voltage measurements is 10 µV, on measurements of current ( ac or dc) it is

10 nA, and on resistance, 10 mfl.
This high- sensitivity multimeter is
packaged in aportable, streamlined
carrying case with handle and is powered by AC, or with rechargeable
Nicad batteries with internal charger.
Hewlett-Packard has achieved this
performance level at a low cost
through extensive use of computeraided testing, laser- trimmed fine- line
resistors in the attenuator, and a
single- referenced bipolar A/D converter thus eliminating one reference supply. The fine- line resistors are also significant in their contribution to savings
in cost and space.

For more information, check G on the
HP Reply Card.

21MX computer performance doubled
utilities. Develop, assemble, edit and
test microprograms on line. Third, it is
now possible, under software control,
to transfer routines from disc or other
sources directly into microcode store,
making the fast control processor
available, dynamically, as aresource
under operating system control.
The 21MX E- Series, using fully
asynchronous interface with memory,
allows the utilization of new memory
technology as it becomes feasible,
simply by changing memory boards.
The 21MX E- Series computers, disMEASUREMENLWOMPUTATION: NEWS

The new HP 3070A data entry terminal assures fast, easy communication between user and computer.
A data entry network can extend as
far as 4 km ( 2.4 mi) with terminals
distributed randomly along the single
twisted- pair Serial Link Cable. Depending on the application, as many as
56 HP 3070 terminals can be controlled by asingle " smart" HP controller
board in an HP 1000 computer.
The HP 3070 also includes all the
commands and protocol to communicate with HP-IB compatible devices.
High noise immunity and the ability to
interface awide range of instruments
to aremote HP computer makes the
3070A terminal an excellent choice
for data gathering in amanufacturing
environment and for test and measurement applications.
The new terminal can also be easily
integrated into systems for inventory
control, shipping and receiving, as
well as commercial applications in
banks, insurance companies and other
service businesses.

For more information, check Fon the
HP Reply Card.

(
continued from first page)

tinguished by their gold trim, are offered in two models. The smaller unit,
2109A, has space for 9110 cards, and
up to 5memory cards ( up to 80k words
main memory). The 2113A will support 14 I/O cards and 10 memory
cards ( maximum memory 160k words).

For details, check B on the HP Reply
Card.

The HP 3070A can be keyboard customized for
use in industrial and commercial applications. It
is well suited for users with little or no experience using computers.

Multi- color XY plotter expands uses for
HP desktop computers

Now, you can create four-color graphs automatically. Color will enhance your graphs, make
them easy to interpret, understand and explain.

HP's new microprocessor- based
plotter (A-3 size), produces data in
permanent, multicolor graphic form. A
number of features provide excellent
plot quality at higher speeds and with
greater resolution than have been previously available.
In applications where curves and
plots are difficult to distinguish and interpret, the 9872's four-color plotting,
seven dashed- line fonts, five built-in
character fonts, user-defined characters and symbol mode plotting combine to produce clear, easy-to- read
plots.
Thirty-eight different instructions
are built into the 9872's microprocessor to provide such features as point
digitizing, labeling and character sizing directly through the plotter's HP-IB
interface. ( HP's implementation of
IEEE Standard 488-1975) Point digitizing with the 9872A allows reproduction of charts and graphs from other
sources. Window plotting is our term
for describing the ability to handle offscale data. The 9872A graphs to the
point of the off-scale data and continues graphing at the point where onscale data is again encountered. Corn-

bining point digitizing and window
plotting gives you sections of your original graph at any proportion you
choose for more detailed analysis.
The 9872A is designed to be especially useful in the areas of statistics,
medicine, numerical control, surveying and engineering design.
Pen speed is 360 mm/sec on the X
and Y axes. In program mode, pen
speed may be adjusted to any one of
36 speeds beginning at 10 mm/sec.
Plotting speed is typically 3/sec for 2.5
mm ( 0.01 in) characters. This precision
velocity control produces high-quality
graphics not only on paper, but on
such other media as mylar or acetate.
The five character sets built in are
ANSI ASCII, 9825A ASCII, and three
European sets: Spanish, Scandinavian
and French/German characters. Or,
you can easily design your own unique
characters—even acomplex logotype.
Use the 9872A plotter either with
the 9825A desktop computer or the
newest addition, the HP 9831A.

New miniature easy IC
probes access tight places
on dense circuit boards
HP's new high impedance miniature ' scope probes connect readily
either to individual pins on modern
dual- in- line packages ( DIP's) or to
small, insulated conductors used on IC
circuit boards—without the customary
hazards of shorting.
It is possible to encompass an entire
DIP using the Test Clip and an accompanying set of demountable probes.
The basic part of each probe can be
inserted by itself into the DIP clip at
any pin position, or 15 can be inserted
simultaneously.
The probe itself is asmall ( 0.1" dia.
x 1.0" long) cylinder with asharp tip.
The tip is sharp enough to make contact through the insulation coating of
conductors commonly used on IC circuit boards.
The series, beginning with Model
10017A, includes probes suitably
compensated for most oscilloscopes
with input capacitances of 9to 14 pF
and 20 to 30 pF. 1:1 probes are also
available. Either 1- meter or 2- meter
cable lengths can be specified.
If you need to attach directly to
dual- in- line packages for high-speed
measurements and the area to be
tested is densely packed with today's
miniaturized components, these new
probes will give you easy access and
decreased capacitive loading of the
circuit under test.

For more information, check 0 on the
HP Reply Card.

The narrow shaft on the new easy IC probes
makes measurements easier in congested
areas of today's electronic devices and circuit

For afour-color brochure, check Mon
the HP Reply Card.

boards. The probe tip can make contact at any
pin of a bare DIP without the likelihood of
shorting to adjacent pins.
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"Entry level" business
c:ompute - also handles
technical computing

new desktop computer combines scientific
data analysis as well as general administrative
data handling capability.

The HP 9896 is acomputer system
for small-to- medium sized businesses
available with software to handle
many commercial jobs including accounts recevable/payable, payroll,
inventory control, and general ledger.
The 9896 is also used as ahigh performance flexible disk system for a
wide range of computations including
medical data analysis, structural and
civil engineering data analysis plus
general scientific problems.
Controlling the system is the new HP
9831A desktop computer ( see article
to the right).
The 9896 system consists of:
• the 9831 desktop computer with integral keyboard and display, read/
write memory is 7,162 bytes
• two flexible disk drives for rapid access to stored programs and data
• 9871A 96-character impact printer
(30 cps> provides typewriter-quality printouts
• systems desk to provide work station convenience.
You can upgrade the memory in 8k
bytes up to 32k bytes. Two additional
disk drives may be added; each disk
provides about 500k bytes storage.
Other peripherals could include a
high-speed ( 200 Ipm) printer, athermal printer, paper tape reader and
punch, card reader and data cartridge
cassette memories.
Hardware and software installation options are available and are
quoted on an individual account basis.

For more information, check N on the
HP Reply Card.
MEASUREMENLVOMPUTATION: NEWS

Fast BASIC language desktop
computer with software saves you time
The HP 9831A is Hewlett-Packard's
new medium-priced desktop computer. Designed to either stand alone or
to be linked with peripherals in asystem (such as the HP 9896 Business
Information Management System described to the left), the 9831 brings a
new dimension of computing power,
capabilities and speed to fields of engineering, construction, medicine,
and general computation.
For example, the 9831A can work
through a5-variable stepwise regression in 11/4 minutes, reduce the data
from a100-tube RIA kit in 5minutes,
or analyze a6- story, 4-span construction frame in 7minutes.
Internal read/write memory is 8k
bytes, expandable to 32k bytes in 8k
byte increments as needed. BASIC
language software will get you started
quickly. The String Variables capability enables the 9831 to manipulate alphanumeric data. The maximum size
of each string is limited only by the
9831's memory size. Advanced Programming II operations are built in as a
ROM. Much of the software pacs originally written for the HP 9830A/B are
directly compatible with the 9831.

The LED display is 32 characters
wide, with upper and lower case alphanumeric readout and covers the
full ASCII character set.
The built-in tape drive is bidirectional. Each cartridge holds 250k
bytes and has a2,750 bps transfer rate.
Search/rewind speed is 90 ips, and
read/write speed is 22 ips. Average access to any place on the tape is 6sec.
Start with the basic desktop computer. When you need the capability to
handle larger data bases, adding
peripherals will allow the 9831 to
grow with you. HP offers 13 different
peripherals for use with the 9831.
Adding an HP 98223A/B Matrix/
Plotter ROM will allow you to invert a
20x20 matrix in about 8seconds. The
98218A Flexible Disk ROM allows
you to expand storage capacity; each
disk holds 499,200 bytes of information, almost twice the capacity of other
available disks.
The HP 9831 is apowerful, reliable,
efficient, and cost-effective total package design.
For more details, check Lon the HP
Reply Card.
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New desktop computer has many built-in time- saving features. And, you can expand its usefulness
with read-only memories ( ROMs), memory, peripherals and HP developed software.

Application Pacs broaden uses
for HP 67/97 calculators

Microwave testing to
26.5 GHz with new coaxial
detectors

Two new microwave coaxial detectors are available with capabilities to
26.5 GHz. Model 8473B covers the
frequency range 0.01 to 18 GHz and
Model 8473C, 0.01 to 26.5 GHz.
Both detectors use the new APC-3.5
sub-miniature connector which has
superior repeatability due to arugged
mechanical interface. Long life is
especially important on such test accessories because of frequent reconnections. The APC-3.5 connector is
fully compatible electrically and
mechanically with the industrystandard SMA series.
Response is at ± 0.3 dB to 12.4 GHz,
±0.6 dB to 18 GHz on the 8473B.
SWR < 1.5. 8473C has the same ± 0.6
dB flatness to 20 GHz and follows a
—3.3 dB linear slope within ± 1.5 dB
from 20 to 26.5 GHz. SWR < 2.2.
Output polarity is negative from a
BNC connector. Maximum operating
input is 200 mW. Matched pair and
positive polarity options are available.
All software for the HP- 97 programmable printing calculator ( left) and the HP- 67 programmable
pocket calculator ( right) is completely interchangeable.

Dozens of programs in HewlettPackard application pacs mean that
you can instantly begin using the programming power of the HP-67 or the
HP-97 Programmable Calculator to
solve problems in your discipline. Just
pass one of the prerecorded program
cards through the calculator's card
reader, then follow the simple procedure outlined in the instruction book.
Application pacs are now available
in the areas of electrical engineering,
business decisions, mathematics,
statistics, mechanical engineering,
clinical lab and nuclear medicine, and
surveying. And don't forget the new
Games Pac, containing 19 entertaining and fun-filled calculator games like
Space War, Biorhythms, and Golf.
You can write your own programs
for the HP-67 and the HP-97, too. The
HP-97 Programmable Printing Cal-

For details, check Kon the HP Reply
Card.

culator contains 224 steps of program
memory, and each programmable operation, whether one, two, or three
keystrokes, occupies only asingle one
of these steps. Using the printer on the
portable, battery-operated HP-97, you
can print aprogram, print results, or
trace an executing program.
Any program card recorded on an
HP-97 can be used on an HP-67, and
vice versa. All programmable operations on the two calculators are exactly
alike, except that the printing functions
of the HP-97 occur as special display
enhancements on the HP- 67.

Check Aon the HP Reply Card and we
will send you detailed information on
both of these powerful computational
tools and the software pacs.

Coaxial crystal detectors offer flat frequency
response with rugged input connector.
MEASUREMENTEtOMPUTATION: NEWS

HEWLETT-PACKAR
New matched arrays for
ease of insertion and
alignment

New compact subminiature red solid state
lamps are available in a choice of 3, 4 or 5
elements.

The HLMP-6200 series arrays are
comprised of several GaAsP lamps
molded as asingle bar. Arrays are
tested to assure uniformity between
elements and matching between arrays. Each element has separately accessible leads and ared diffused lens
which provides awide viewing angle
and ahigh on/off contrast ratio.
Center-to-center spacing is 2.54 mm
(.100 in) between elements. Arrays are
end stackable on 2.54 mm centers.

For more specifications, check/on the
HP Reply Card.

Two low cost general
purpose miprowave
transistors

Two small signal transistors for general purpose use in the 1-6 GHz frequency range are added to the HP microwave transistor line.
Model HXTR-2101 is a low cost,
gain-specified device. At 4GHz, tuned
gain is 9dB minimum and power output at 1dB power compression is typically 70 mW.
Model HXTR-6105 is specified at
4.2 dB maximum noise figure and 8dB
minimum associated gain at 4 GHz.
Power output ( 1dB compression) at
these conditions is typically 25 mW. At
1.5 GHz, noise figure is typically 2.2
dB with 15 dB associated gain.

For more technical information, check
D on the HP Reply Card.

New RF and Microwave semiconductor catalog aids
selection of HP components
This new 128- page Diode and
Transistor Designer's Catalog contains
complete product specifications and
design data for Hewlett-Packard's line
of RF and microwave semiconductors.
Included are: HF thru UHF Schottky
and PIN diodes; microwave Schottky,
PIN, IMPATT and step recovery
diodes; microwave bipolar and field
effect transistors; devices for hybrid
circuits; JAN/JANTX diodes and HP
standard test programs for " off-theshelf" high reliability semiconductors.
For your free copy, check Pon the HP
Reply Card.
MEASUREMENTECOMPUTATION: NEWS

1977 Diode
and Transistor

New high-speed isolator
with built-in line input
circuitry

Shown above is a schematic of the HCPL2602. Applications include computer peripheral interfacing, microprocessor system
interfacing, instrument input/output isolation,
analog to digital and digital to analog interfacing and the elimination of ground loops.

This new optically-coupled line receiver includes an internal input current regulator to serve as aline termination for line receiver applications.
Accepting abroad range of drive conditions, the built-in regulator clamps
the line voltage and regulates the LED
current so line reflections do not interfere with circuit performance.
The HCPL-2602's are useful in high
noise environments that conventional
line receivers may not tolerate. Immunity to differential noise has been
improved and the internally shielded
detector provides orders of magnitude
improvement in common mode rejection with little or no sacrifice in speed.
Its high speed of 10 megabits per
second is limited in most cases only by
transmission line speed.
For details, check Eon the HP Reply
Card.

New access switch speeds measurements
through a switch network
Make accurate, repeatable, RF measurements through aswitch network
over the frequency range 10 kHz to 25
MHz using Hewlett-Packard's new
3754A Access Switch and the 3755A
Switch Controller.
The access switch is a 10- input to
1-output switch device. For applications requiring more than 10 inputs,
the 3754A switches can be cascaded
for up to 1000 inputs. The 111
switches required for 1000- input
selection are controlled by asingle
3755A controller. A 3-digit code,
transmitted by the 3755A, is all that is
required to select the desired signal
from the large array of inputs.
The controller remotely selects the
desired test- point, either manually or
automatically. Manual selection is
from the simple-to-operate keyboard.
With HP-IB compatibility in the
3755A, the complete Access Switch/
controller set-up can be remotely controlled by adesktop computer.
The access switch/Controller combination is easily integrated into aversatile signal- accessing system. Sending the control signal along the same
path as the RF signal minimizes the
amount of cabling required, making it
easy to locate access switches remotely from the controller and to

Access up to 1000 test
points from one central location with the new Access
Switch and Access Switch
Controller.

change configurations with a
minimum of effort.
The analog performance of the access switch ( insertion loss of <±- 0.1 dB
and typically <- 100 dB of crosstalk at
18 MHz) makes it an ideal choice for
the maintenance and production test-

East- 4 Choke Cherry Road. Rockville, MD 20850,

ing of frequency division multiplex
(FDM) systems. Both 75 ohm and 50
ohm versions are available.

For more information, check H on the
HP Reply Card.
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SSR UPDATE

Our
International
Connection
The European market demanded ahigh voltage
AC solid state relay with achallenging com-

We met that challenge with our all- new 621
Series. Fact is, Teledyne designed it from the

bination 01 performance features such as:

ground up to achieve all of the above— from pc
board layout with wide tracking distances for high

• 3750VRMS optical input/output isolation to
meet VDE and IEC specs
• 800 volts peak blocking voltage for high

voltage isolation to a highly functional case
configuration with deep recessed terminals. Other

overvoltage transient immunity
• 480VRMS output voltage rating for reliable
3- phase switching

features include logic compatible input drive

• 200V/sec min. off-state dv/dt rating
• Steady state load current ratings up to

local Teledyne Relays sales office. You'll find
we have the experience, products, and technical
support to meet all your SSR needs.

40 Amps

circuitry, and zero voltage turn-on to reduce EMI.
For complete specification data, contact your

OTHER TELEDYNE AC SSRs
A.

601 Series•
5 and 10A ( to 600V peak). Optically
isolated, zero voltage turn-on. Screw
terminals, quick disconnects, and
pcb pin options.

B. 611 Series*
10, 15, 25 and 40A ( to 600V peak).
Optically isolated, zero voltage
turn- on. Dual purpose screw/quick
disconnect terminals.
C. 675 Series*
Low profile ( 0.5" max.) pc board
SSRs. Output rating 3A, up to 600V
peak. Optically isolated, zero voltage
turn- on.
D.

671 Series
I/O Converter Modules. Special
purpose SSRs for use in
programmable controllers, machine
tool controls, etc. Mounting panel
available.

E.

SerenDIP« , Series*
TO- 116 DIP package. Output rating
1A/280VRMS. Logic compatible 3.8
to 10VDC input.

F.

970 Series MOVs
High voltage transient suppressors
designed specifically for use with all
Teledyne AC SSRs.
'UL recognized/CSA certified.

F.

ir TELEDYNE

RELAYS

3155 West El Segundo Boulevard, Hawthorne, California 90250
Telephone ( 213) 973-4545
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If you assemble panels use the
number one team- AMP Action Pins
with ECONOMATE Components.
Reliability goes up.
Costs go down.

Because the AMP Action Pin has aspring-section concept
which eliminates broaching, rupturing, distortion,
tearing, and damage to plated-thru walls.
That means fewer rejects.
The Action Pin concept not only provides .
025"
sq. I/O posts but comes in connector configurations —
such as contacts for card-edge applications, as well as
SEM/NAFI blade-and-receptacle contacts. A unique feature of
the connector housings is that they simply snap on after the
contacts are inserted. This not only provides repairability
but offers the opportunity of real estate savings.
Whatever your needs, AMP ECONOMATE components
featuring Action Pins have been fully tested to give you
extreme reliability in the most critical environments.
You can cut costs even more with AMP high production
equipment which can insert up to 10,000 Action Pins an hour.
In coming to AMP you can be assured we will support you
on the production line, in quality control, in sampling for
prototypes and by working with you to aid future designs.
Professional engineers deserve support—at AMP our
international reputation has been built on providing it.
For more information about AMP ECONOMATE
components featuring AMP Action Pins, call (
717) 564-0100.
Or write AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105.
AMP has a better way.
SEE US AT
ALL ELECTRONICS SHOW, LONDON

INCORPORATED

AMP and ECONOMATE are trademarks of AMP Incorporated.
rirnbri
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PRODUCTS

Take anew look.
All Kodak products for the printed-circuits industry
have been brought together with a new look and a
new designation: Kodak precision line products.
For producing masters, intermediates, copies, and
work masters, take a look at our line. Kodak precision
line films—on either a4- or 7-mil Estar base—include:
• LP4 and LF'7-line projection
• LF'D4 and LPD7-line projection duplicating
• LD4 and LD7-line duplicating
• Plus, Kodak precision line plate LF'P-line
projection plate
Our new look—and the information that comes
with it—can help make your work easier.

Our "Take aNew Look"
booklet outlines all
product details and performance charts for the
Precision Une Products.
For your free copy,
write Eastman Kodak
Company, Dept. P04803,
Rochester, N.Y. 14650.

Circuits and Systems International
Symposium, IEEE, Del Webb's
Towne House, Phoenix, Ariz., April
25 — 27.
Twenty- Fifth Annual National Relay
Conference, National Association of
Relay Manufacturers and School of
Electrical Engineering, Oklahoma
State University, Stillwater, Okla.,
April 26 — 27.
International Electric Vehicle Exposition and Conference, Electric Vehicle Council of the Edison Electric
Institute, ( Charles Snitow Organization Inc.. New York), McCormick
Place, Chicago, April 26 — 29.
Twenty-third International Instrumentation Symposium, Instrument
Society of America, Dunes Hotel,
Las Vegas, Nev., May 1 — 5.
Newcom ' 77, Electronic Industry
Show Corp. ( Chicago), Las Vegas
Convention Center, May 3 — 5.
Eurocon 77— Communications (
European Conference on Electrotechnics) IEEE et al., Venice, May 3 — 6.
Third International Symposium on
Silicon Materials Science and Technology, Electrochemical Society
(Princeton, N.J.), Sheraton Hotel,
Philadelphia, May 8 — 13.
International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing,
IEEE,
Sheraton Hartford Hotel,
Hartford, Conn., May 9 — 11.
Conference on Industrial and Commercial Power Systems, IEEE, William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, May
9 — 12.
Design Engineering Conference and
Show, ASME, McCormick Place,
Chicago, May 9 — 12.
Electronic Components Conference,
IEEE,
Stouffer's National Center
Inn, Arlington, Va., May 16 — 18.

RESULTS COUNT
Circle 31 on reader service card

Naecon—National Aerospace and
Electronics Conference, IEEE et al.,
Dayton Convention Center, Dayton,
Ohio, May 17 — 19.

o
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BENDIX
BRISTLE
BRUSH
BUNCH.
Opens new horizons for PCB design.
Free and easy are now the bywords for board and board support design with the, 70% to 90% reduction in mating and
unmating forces offered by the new Bristle Brush Bunch connector series from Bendix.
The need for costly board support systems is minimized.
You get extended interconnection contact counts and versatility— up to 400 contacts per connector
You can choose from abroad product line:
• 273- and 4- row Mother Board, Daughter Board. PC receptacle
and Input/Output body styles.
• Removable crimp, solderless wrap, straight or 90-degree PC
stud and willowy tail termination.
For complete information, contact The Bendi .
x Corporation,
Electrical Components Division, Sidney. New York 13838.
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Interested in network variety?
Select from aspectrum of 540 standards.
Allen-Bradley has the popular configurations you need. Pull-ups, Pull-downs. Line
Terminators. Networks to complement Core Memory Sense Amplifiers. TTL to
ECL Translators. 0-Pad Attenuators. All styles available from your Allen-Bradley
Electronic Distributor. Call for specs or check your EEM Catalog. If you
need specials, contact your local Allen-Bradley district office for fast
turn- around. Ask for Publication 5840. A- B is an experienced twinfilm manufacturer, i.e. precision thin film and thick film.
-ca-c.k.

.room for more
resistors, higher
power ratings, larger
resistance values.

;.•

as aspecial feature

for visual inspection.

for mechanical stability.

Coêc-e..JÉ
aids orientation and indicates
number of pins. Blue- 14 pin;
green- 16 pin.

Quality in the best tradition.
ALLEN-BRADLEY
Eiectronlcs Division
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204

EC149
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Electronics newsletter
Electronic- warfare
market to reach
record $ 1billion level

New Pulsar watch
takes pulse rate.

•

.as company readies
an LCD watch

RCA develops
radiation- hardened
cells for LSI arrays
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For the first time ever, the domestic electronic-warfare market will surpass
the $ 1billion mark in fiscal 1977, forecasts market researcher Frost &
Sullivan Inc. of New York. In anew two-volume analysis of that business,
the research firm predicts the U.S. market will expand from $958.9
million in fiscal 1976 to $ 1.22 billion this year and will reach another peak
of $ 1.388 billion in 1978.
Following adip in fiscal 1979, Frost & Sullivan says, the market " will
resume ahigh level of funding" and climb back to almost $ 1.35 billion in
fiscal 1982. The industry analysts project that the market will expand by
more than 71% from 1975 to 1982, for an average annual growth rate of
about 8%. "The Navy and Army will show the greatest electronic-warfare
growth in funding between fiscal 1975 and 1982," says the study.
During the period, it continues, the Navy's funding will grow from $ 224
million to $ 514 million "due to increased funding for ship-based electronic-warfare systems," while the market for the Army, whose prior
activity was "quite low," will grow from $ 108 million to $ 232 million as
the Army " is now in the midst of developing new systems."

Using a unique infrared sensing device, Time Computer Inc. has introduced the first wristwatch that can monitor pulse rate accurately. On sale
this week are 125 limited-edition, all-gold models priced at $ 2,500. Soon a
four-battery stainless-steel version retailing for $ 500 will be available
through Pulsar's usual retail outlets.
The Pulse Time Computer has a sensor mounted on the top that
contains an infrared transmitter and receiver. It detects capillary flow
surges in any extremity, such as afinger, placed over both transmitter and
receiver. This signal is amplified and sent to a microcomputer that
calculates pulse rate and shows it on the LED display. A flashing dot
indicates when the reading is steady and accurate. Pulsar's dedicated
processor is a two-chip, complementary-mos set developed for the watch
by RCA'S Advanced Technology Center, Princeton, N. J. The watch also
contains astandard timekeeping c-mos chip.

Though Time Computer has been content to stay with high-priced lightemitting-diode-display watches, company president John Bergey has
revealed that there will be a liquid-crystal-display Pulsar on the market
soon. "Whether to use an LCD or an LED now depends on the type of
watch — calculator and pulse rate watches are better with LEDS, while
chronographs or standard timekeeping watches are better with LCDS."
However, Pulsar will probably not offer as long awarranty ( three years)
on its LCD watches as on the LED models.

A set of standard radiation-hardened memory cells, developed by RCA
Government Systems in Camden, N.J., for the Naval Research Center,
speeds the design of Lsi arrays that will have to operate on satellites and in
other environments where total dose radiation is aproblem. The division
borrowed technology from prior Army-funded programs that led to the
development of aset of silicon-on-sapphire standard cells and computeraided design programs that automatically route the logic designed using
the standard cells. "This capability," says an RCA division manager,
"allows the basic tools developed for the Army to be used for a broad
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range of satellite and missile programs that require radiation-hardened
devices."

LCD carries
readout, graph
on same substrate

HP dual- channel
analyzer to sell
for just $30,000

Military to test
its first tactical
digital fax system

Addenda
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UCE Inc., Norwalk, Conn., is prototyping a field-effect liquid-crystal
display that combines a31
2 /
digit readout with a22-segment bar graph on
the same substrate. The aim is to add an analog display with rate-ofchange information to the precise readout of a digital display. The bar
graph measures about 21
/ inches long, and the digits are 1
2
2 inch high.
/
UCE operations manager Richard Borstelmann says that next on the
schedule is abar graph with 1% precision, which users probably will prefer.
Borstelmann says that UCE also has developed afield-effect LCD that can
tolerate multiple freezings down to — 55 °C, yet can still work when raised
to the operating temperature of about — 10°C.

Hewlett-Packard Co. has brought out a $ 30,000 dual-channel signal
analyzer that can perform the same functions as computer-based systems
costing $ 100,000 or more. The instrument, the 5420A, uses a modified
HP 21MX minicomputer to handle signals up to 25 kilohertz. It is
designed to measure noise and vibration, as well as to analyze closed- loop
servo systems.

The Armed Forces will soon begin field tests of their first truly tactical
digital facsimile system. It is being built by Litton Industries' Datalog
division in Melville, N.Y., under a $ 7.6 million Naval Electronics Systems
Command full-scale development contract. The system incorporates Datalog's proprietary circuitry and will be used to transmit and receive
messages and photographic copy over standard radio and land-line
communications circuits. The high-speed system can produce typewritten
pages every 15 seconds and was specified and programmed by the Joint
Tactical Communications Command ( Tri-Tac) to ensure standard use by
the Army, Navy, and Air Force, as well as the NATO command in Europe.

Another Japanese company plans to make videotape recorders. Pioneer
Electric Corp., a maker of hi-fi equipment, says it will decide before the
end of September whether to use Sony Corp.'s Beta format or go with
Japan Victor Corp.'s VHS (
for video home system). Using Beta, besides
Sony, are Sanyo and Toshiba; Victor is joined in the VHS camp by
Matsushita, Hitachi, and Sharp. . . . Toshiba plans to build a color-Tv
production plant in the U.S., probably by 1978. The company says that
such aplant would be ahedge against possible U.S. curbs on iv imports.
. . . William J. Perry, president of ESL Inc., aSunnyvale, Calif., manufacturer of reconnaissance systems, has resigned his post to join the Carter
Administration as director of defense research and engineering in the
Department of Defense . . . In Britain, ITT Semiconductors has produced
sample quantities of a 1-bit processor designed to replace hard-wired
logic in telephone relays. Built for Standard Telecommunication Laboratories with n-channel, silicon-gate mos process, the medium-size largescale-integrated chip performs Boolean algebra. It has 11 outputs and 11
inputs, an internal 30-bit RAM, and five hardware-delay elements.
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Here's how Data General's NOVA 3/D system
stacks up against the competition.
Systems Software:

DASHER
Terminal Printer:

Multitasking real-time disc operating system, FORTRAN IV,
Extended BASIC, ALGOL,
SORT/MERGE, and Utilities.

60/30 cps; I
32-columns; typewriter keyboard, upper/lower
case.

NOVA 3/D Processor:

Diskette Subsystem:

Hardware-protected dual partitions, 700-nanosecond arithmetic
operations, 48K-word MOS
memory with parity, RTC.
and APL.

315KB for program/data interchange, diagnostics and software
distribution; convenient, industrystandard offline storage.

Cartridge Disc Subsystem:
10 megabytes ( 5fixed, 5removable);

Video Display:
I
920-character screen, upper/lower

50 ms. average access time, shares
controller with diskette.

case characters, detached keyboard,
numeric keypad, programmable
function keys and character highlighting, display rotates on two axis.

$37,610
List

Cabinet:
72- inch high, holds all rack
mounted components.

The facts speak for themselves. For
$37,610, Data General's new NOVA 3/D
gives you more system, software and support
than any comparable computer. And we
deliver in 60 days.
Any way you look at it, it all stacks up in
your favor. For more information and our brochure, call or fill out and return the coupon.
*Quantity and OEM discounts available.

Data General, Westboro, MA 01581
Sounds like smart business. Send me more information.

4•Dmi•General

NOVA 3
Cfflxiter Systems

NAME
TULE
COMPAN
ADDRESS
CITY

TEL
STATE

ZIP

NOVA is aregist,red trademark of Data General Corporation
DASHER is atr.idemark of Data General Corporation.

Data General
It's smart business.

Data General, Westboro, MA 01581, ( 617) 485-9100. Data General (Canada) Ltd., Ontario. Data General
Europe, 15 Rue Le Sueur, Paris 75116 France. Data General Australia, Melbourne (03) 82-1361.
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Get a
microprocessor system analyzer
for under $651.
Our portable analyzers give you a simple,
easy, low cost way to test your microprocessor
system in the product development lab, on the
production line or in the field.
To analyze your digital data, simply clip the
analyzer's DIP connector onto your microprocessor and set the analyzers switches.
The analyzer will then completely test and
evaluate your program by displaying instruction cycle data one cycle at atime. To analyze
your hardware, just connect the analyzer to a
standard oscilloscope. The analyzer will generate a scope sync pulse so you can test
hardware during each instruction cycle, too.
Our analyzers eliminate control panels and
software diagnostic routines.
Self-powered, they operate on standard
115 VAC current.

Compare our dedicated
analyzers to universal
analyzers. Our 4004, 4040,
8008, 8080 and 6800 analyzers
range from $650 down.
Universal analyzers may cost
$5,000 or more. If you
analyze only one
microprocessor type,
why pay a premium for
unneeded flexibility?
Even if you analyze
several types, all five of
our analyzers together cost only
$3,000. And with multiple analyzers
you're able to analyze several different
microprocessor types simultaneously,
something you can't do with
universal systems.
Call or write for a demonstration of how
easy microprocessor testing can be.
Pro- Log Corporation, 2411 Garden Road,
Monterey, CA 93940. Phone ( 408) 372-4593.

PRO- LOG
(; () H P () H A T I () N

Microprocessors at your fingertips.

\

'Electronics review
Sgniticant developments in technology and business

Wiegand effect
pushing its way
into real products
Card reader gets tryout
on Boston subway while
II3M, Robert Bosch sign
to explore Possibilities
The Wiegand effect, the unique
pulse-generating property that can
be imparted to ferromagnetic wires,
is attracting some high-powered
backers and stimulating a growing
number of practical products.
A year ago, Echlin Manufacturing
Co., an automotive- parts maker in
Branford, Conn., signed an agreement with John Wiegand, the
effect's discoverer [
Electronics, July
10, 1975, p. 100], to manage the
development of his new technology.
Echlin now has a lot of progress to
report.
It has begun a field test of one of
the first products, signed several
would-be product manufacturers to
exclusive licenses, brought a Wiegand-based automotive part to within months of marketing, and sponsored basic research aimed at better
understanding of the effect.
Identification card. The first
products— identification cards and
card readers— were put into experimental use earlier this month by the
Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority in Boston. One hundred fifty
employees of an insurance company
at one of the MTA'S major subway
stops were issued plastic fare cards
in which Wiegand identification
wires were embedded. These cards
allow them to pass through special
turnstiles that have card readers
instead of coin slots.
Readers for the Wiegand wires
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are more rugged than those designed
to read magnetic-stripe codes. Moreover, the information coded in the
wire for unlocking the turnstile
cannot be altered; stripe coding can.
The wire receives its code before
being embedded in the plastic. The
wire is so small- 0.25 millimeter in
diameter— that it is extremely hard
to find.
The four- month experiment will
test how subway riders respond to
monthly "commutation" cards, as
well as put the Wiegand cards and
readers to regular use. If the trials
prove satisfactory, the MTA will buy
cards and turnstiles from companies
licensed by Echlin.
Licensee. Latest to become a
licensee is the German automotiveparts giant Robert Bosch GmbH,
which, along with Echlin, will concentrate on developing applications
for cars. Earlier this year, itm signed
on to explore the effect's use in information handlers such as card read-

ers. Already on the Wiegand wagon
were Colt Industries, also for automotive uses, and Emerson Electric,
for aflow meter.
Others also interested. J. David
Marks, Echlin's vice president of
engineering, claims that six or eight
other companies are actively interested in becoming licensees. These
include the Big Three auto companies as well as a medical-electronics
firm.
"The attraction of the Wiegand
effect," comments Marks, " is its
utter simplicity. The Wiegand wires,
a coil, and magnets are the basic
parts to produce pulse generation
without power input" ( see " What's
Wiegand?").
As for its own products, Echlin
plans to introduce later this year an
ignition- firing distributor for the
"performance-car" market using a
Wiegand signal to time the spark.
Michael J. Sinko, advanced- products
manager at Echlin, points out that

What's Wiegand?
To obtain the Wiegand effect, aferromagnetic wire is cold-worked— twisted
and stretched— and then thermally tempered. This destabilizes its magnetic
properties— the wire is made of an alloy of the kind of materials used in
memory cores. When the wire is put through amagnetic field, the instability
causes the magnetization to switch states, and this switching, in turn, can be
sensed by aseparate coil of wire.
For example, a 1,000-turn coil wound on a3-centimeter length of 0.25millimeter-diameter Wiegand-effect wire can generate a peak-amplitude
voltage pulse of 2volts and 20 microseconds in width across a 1,000-ohm
resistive load. J. David Marks of Echlin Manufacturing Co., the technology
manager for Wiegand-effect development, believes the effect will eventually
be able to produce outputs as high as 7V.
The pulse is not appreciably affected by the rate at which it is generated.
Wiegand wires are immune to interference by ambient electromagnetic fields,
and devices using this effect can perform in temperatures from — 196°C to
+300°C with an output variation of less than 10%, Echlin says.
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chairman and chief executive officer
Gustave M. Hauser. " It's two-way
cable's first chance. In the past,
there were many promises, but the
services were never really tried as a
serious commercial business."
Enthusiasm among cable-Tv operators for providing two-way communications services has cooled considerably since economic considerations
ended the "wired nation" dream of
Consumer
the early 1970s. CATV has ventured
little more than to add a premium
fee above the flat monthly charge for
a special package of programs—
mostly movies and sports events.
These programs are transmitted, like
Two-way cable television is being against a central computer, educa- the rest of the programming, to
resuscitated. It has gone into the tional materials, and local cable decoding terminals via ordinary onefirst 200 homes in a system devel- programs that rely on the results of way circuits.
Hauser is convinced the two-way
oped by Warner Cable Corp. of New polling the viewing audience. For
capability will attract subscribers
York for the Columbus, Ohio, area.
instance, at the inaugural telecast
By the end of the year some 100,000 late last month, Warner put on a and that the system will be profithomes are set to have a 30-channel quiz show in which viewers were able because the hardware is inexpensive. Fees for the services have
service that includes standard off- asked to vote on subjects while
not been set yet, but they will vary
the-air TV broadcasts and pay TV studio contestants tried to guess how
according to the material offered.
charged on aper- program basis.
the vote would go.
For example, hit movies may carry a
On top of this base, Warner offers
First chance. "This Columbus
higher fee than second- run films.
its two-way services— games, such as operation is not two-way cable's last
chance," declares Warner Cable
Some elements of the system
chess and math puzzles, played
hearken back to the earlier two-way
experiments: a central computer at
the cable operator's head-end scans
home terminals, records viewing status or responses transmitted as
digital signals from the home
receiver, and turns services on and
off as ordered.
Important improvements, however, have been made in the operation and cost of the home terminal.
Rather than the $ 500 to $ 1,000
signal processors with full keyboard
developed in the past, the Warner
terminal is a simple "calculatorstyle" unit that will cost "significantly less— probably not much
more than a standard CATV set-top
converter," says Hauser.
Made in Japan. Built for Warner
by Pioneer Electronics Corp. in
Tokyo, the terminal is designed
around a custom large-scale- integrated circuit. Its 10 selector buttons
are activated by one of three buttons
controlling three different columns
of services— standard TV broadcasts,
Two-way. Warner Cable's decoding terminal offers CAN services that allow the subscriber
Warner's special services, and payto respond with the buttons at the right to two-way games and queries from a central studio.
TV selections. Five response buttons
The terminal is small enough to be held in one hand.
this distributor will not actually
improve the performance of racing
cars, but will increase reliability in
the severe environmental conditions
under which Wiegand pulse-generator assemblies can perform.
Research. Echlin has also sponsored a year- long basic research
project by R. C. Barker at the

Department of Engineering and Applied Science of Yale University. In
striving for a fundamental description of what causes the Wiegand
effect, Barker was also able to quantify performance characteristics well
enough to predict the wire's exact
performance when any of the processing parameters are changed. 0

Cable TV system from Warner Cable adds
two-way service to boost program fare
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can also be used in polling subscribers, and amessage light can be activated by the computer for various
reasons, including security monitoring of subscribers' homes.
However, there are some services
that Hauser adamantly refuses to
offer. " We've tried to build in everything that has an economic use and
payback," he comments, emphasizing that these services do not
include an electronic facsimile-type
newspaper or elaborate shopping by

TV, which would require a full
alphanumeric keyboard.
Have the failures of previous twoway attempts turned off CATV subscribers? " No" replies Hauser.
"Consumers were never offered anything, so they are not turned off.
Only the cable operators and the
hardware makers who sank millions
of dollars in R&D are turned off. But
we believe the Columbus system will
be successful. It was designed by
businessmen— not think tanks."

Instruments

Spectrometers determine material makeup
by using light transformed into sound
Reviving a principle that has lain
dormant since Alexander Graham
Bell chanced upon it in 1881, two
companies last month introduced a
new kind of spectrometer for determining the elemental components of
materials. The companies are
Princeton Applied Research Corp.,
Princeton, N.J., and Gilford Instrument Laboratories Inc., Oberlin,
Ohio. Their systems are called
photoacoustic spectrometers, and,
though both apply the same principle, they differ significantly in
optical and electronic design.
Both companies agree, however,
that photoacoustic spectroscopy is
not merely the fastest way yet to
"fingerprint" the elemental components of materials but that it yields
clearer results over a wider range
than ever before. The output of both
is a chart- recorder trace of the
absorption spectrum that is unique
to each element and compound in
the world. Both systems cost more
than $ 25,000.
Discovery. Poking around in his
lab one day, Bell noticed that pulsed
light striking an object made it emit
sound— though how this happens is
not fully understood even today.
This observation and the fact that
the sound level depends on the light
wavelength led to the new technique.
Spectroscopy conventionally measures the intensity of light of known
wavelengths that is either trans-
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mined through or reflected off the
material being studied. But this
measurement is often obscured by
light-scattering problems and poor
signal-to-noise ratios. Moreover, no
single approach works equally well
for liquids, solids, and gases. Transmission techniques are useless unless
the material is transparent, and
reflection methods, which produce
marginal results at best, are the only
workable techniques for solids.

Photoacoustic spectroscopy, however, handles all kinds of materials
with equal ease. In PAS, light from a
high- intensity lamp enters a wavelength- adjustable monochromator,
and the output, chopped at arate of
a few hundred hertz, strikes the
material. If the material absorbs a
particular wavelength of light, its
temperature rises and falls with each
pulse, setting up waves of compression and rarefaction in the surrounding air — in other words, sound.
Researcher at Bell. Although some
work was begun in the early 1930s
on PAS for analyzing gases, no one
thought to use it for solids until the
1970s. Then Allan Rosencwaig, a
researcher at Bell Telephone Laboratories began publishing papers on
the subject, and his publications
were noticed at Princeton. Eventually, Rosencwaig left Bell and is
now aconsultant to Gilford.
Both of the new PAS machines
have small, airtight sample cells—
for either solids or liquids— and use
a condenser microphone to detect
the minute sound. But the Princeton
system obtains a better signal-tonoise ratio than Gilford's, primarily
by exposing the sample to more
light. Although both units use a

pioneer. Allan Rosencwaig became interested in photoacàustic spectroscopy in the early
1970s while at Bell Telephone Laboratories. Now a consultant to Gilford Instrument, he
helped design the new kind of spectrometer seen here on the bench behind him.
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xenon source, only Princeton actually chops the light mechanically—
Gilford modulates it electronically.
Chopping, while producing a better
s/n ratio, introduces vibrational factors that must be damped out.
Since coverage of the widest possible light spectrum is desirable, the
optical systems require compensation for the less- than-flat frequency
response of mirrors, lenses, and
detectors. Here, too, the two manufacturers have taken radically different stances.
Princeton compensates by using a
reference signal provided by a
pyroelectric, or heat-sensing, detector exposed to a fraction of the
source light. The company claims
the detector has an indisputably flat
response. " It's even used for calibration by the National Bureau of Standards," declares Don Munroe, vice
president and manager of the Scientific Instruments division of Princeton. Flatness hinges on the ability to
absorb all wavelengths of light
equally.
Allan Rosencwaig of Gilford de-

murs: " A pyroelectric detector, even
when painted flat black, absorbs
poorly in the ultraviolet region."
Instead, Gilford uses a full differential approach. The difference signals
produced, for example, by placing
identical material in a pair of cells
and adding acontaminant to one of
them requires no compensation.
This, Rosencwaig says, permits Gilford's instrument to operate far into
the ultraviolet range— down to 200nanometer wavelengths, a region
critical to biological applications.
The Princeton PAS presently goes
down to about 350 nm. Tracing of
the absorption spectra takes a few
minutes.
Semiconductor possibilities. In addition to chemical and biological
applications, PAS may be valuable to
the semiconductor industry. It can
determine energy- band gaps and
doping profiles of materials. According to a spokesman at Princeton,
several electronic manufacturers, including Texas Instruments Inc. and
Intel Corp., have expressed interest
in the system.
0

Memories

National readies 65-k read-only memory,
sets sights on 262-k device by end of 1978
National Semiconductor Corp. is
circulating samples of a giant new
read-only memory that is scheduled
to go into production by late
summer. With 65,536 bits, it is well
ahead of the 32,768- bit ROMs recently introduced by Electronic Arrays,
General Instrument, Mostek, and
Texas Instruments.
But for National, this is just the
beginning. The Santa Clara, Calif.,
semiconductor maker is in the final
phase of designing a 131,072- bit
ROM that it expects to have ready in
sample quantities by the end of the
year. A 262,144- bit device is in the
offing for late next year.
For its 65-k ROM, National is
using anewly developed self-aligning
metal-gate n-channel mos process.
Containing the equivalent of 75,000
to 80,000 transistors, the 65-k ROM
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is squeezed into a chip measuring
only 39,000 square mils— only 5% to
10% larger than ROMs half as dense
(GI's 32-k part measures 36,000
mils). But density is only half the
story. Access time of the fully static
28- pin part will be in the 300- to
450- nanosecond range, about equal
to that of 16,384- bit parts and 350 to
500 ns faster than most fully static
32-k ROMs. One 5-volt supply is all
the part needs, and its power
consumption is about 6 microwatts
per bit, about one fifth of that
required for 8,192- bit ROMs.
Design. To achieve this combination of low power, high speed, and
high density, National's engineers
decided that, in terms of cell size and
speed, it was important to use metal
rather than silicon gates because of
their inherent interconnect advan-

tages. This technique shrank average
cell size in the ROM array from about
0.5 square mil to about 0.25 to 0.29
mil', resulting in areduction in chip
size of about 20% to 30%, explains
Dennis Morris, National's MOS LSI
design-engineering manager.
To achieve another 10% to 20%
reduction in chip area, National
engineers adapted some of the
peripheral-circuit-design techniques
developed for use in random-access
memories. For one thing, the part
makes use of a differential senseamplifier, which is more sensitive
than the simple inverter in older
ROMs. "Because this thresholddetection technique depends on differences in voltages, rather than on
sensing an absolute voltage-value
level, there is an improvement in
speed," says Morris.
Density. Voltage swings in the
array, as aresult, are not as large as
in older ROMs (
only 0.5 v vs 4 to 5
y). This means, says Larry Jordan,
memory- product marketing manager, that diffusion spacings can be
tighter, resulting in a much smaller,
more dense array. " With the use of
these [ voltage swings] and a few
other tricks," Jordan says, " Ithink
we can even get a 128-k device down
to about 40,000 to 45,000 mil',
about half what it would take with
present techniques."
National engineers, says Jordan,
have also been able to duplicate the
one major advantage of self-aligning
silicon-gate n-mos: fewer processing
steps and, thus, lower costs. They are
using a self- aligning metal- gate
technique in which source, drain,
and gate areas are etched concurrently rather than sequentially. Because the gate area is masked, there
is not much overlap between the
source and drain, and only the
channel has the oxide.
This results in metal line spacings
and gate widths 30% smaller than
those obtained with present metalgate processing ( 5 vs 7.5 micrometers). Morris says that the gate-oxide
is only 600 angstroms thick, equivalent to that obtained with the most
advanced n-mos silicon-gate processing used in RAMS [
Electronics, March
3, p. 32]. " That is without any
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We have
the low-cost oscilloscopes
that aren't
expensive

Selection on the basis of price alone often results in high cost of ownership—in many ways. If a low-cost ' scope fails
after rough treatment, after a line- voltage surge, or during hot weather, and requires expensive maintenance—
cost of ownership rises. Perhaps, to lower the price, the manufacturer ovei simplified key circuits, resulting in poorer
performance or more maintenance or both—again, cost of
ownership rises. If, after acouple of years, reliability decreases and
replacement becomes necessary— then again, cost of ownership

1921— Do to 15 MHz; single trace, single
time base
$ 695

rises.

T922—Dc to 15 MHz; dual trace, single time
base
$ 850

Tektronix firmly believes that there's more to consider than just

T932—Dc to 35 MHz; dual trace, single time
base
$1195

purchase price when you buy alow-cost oscilloscope. Reliability,
performance, design excellence, and long life are all necessary
considerations. If these qualities are less than optimum, your cost of
ownership is increased.

Seres of low-cost oscilloscopes—aT900 is asound buy, asafe
investment. Ask aT900 owner.
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Before you buy any low-cost oscilloscope, get the full T900 quality
story from your nearest Tektronix Field Engineer. Or write

T912—Dc to 10 MHz; storage; dual trace,
single time base
$ 1300
1922R— Dc to 15 MHz; rackmount, dual
trace, single time base
$1175

That's why such qualities, and more, are designed into our T900

Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, OR 97077.

T935— Dc to 35 MHz; dual trace, single time
base with delayed sweep
$ 1395
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sophisticated photolithographic or
scaling techniques," says Morris,
"we've got a lot more room for
improvement."
D

Commercial

Machines to vend
airline tickets
Taking their tack from the electronic
tellers successfully used by the banking industry, two airlines have
started setting up electronic machines to issue tickets directly to air
travellers. Though passengers must
hold confirmed reservations for their
flights, the machines now being
installed by United Airlines and
Braniff International will call up
those reservations, read the traveller's credit card, and produce the
ticket in less than 10 seconds.
Braniff, based in Dallas, has had
10 Branimatic Centers operating in
Dallas and Houston airports since
February. " We expect that 83% of
the tickets we write at the two
airports could be handled by Branimatic," says Peter Walsh, director of
real-time applications for Braniff's
computer staff.
Test phase. Acknowledging that
the new ticketing procedure is still in
the test phase, Walsh says that "our
hope is simply to leave them in, and
expand to other locations." A real
attraction, despite lower volumes,
would be expansion to other locations than airports, such as office
buildings, hotels, banks, and perhaps
shopping centers. "That's very much
in line with our tentative future
plans," he admits. "Assuming the
components will hold up in a
customer environment, then it's a
natural extension of the system."
United, however, has no plans to
expand beyond airports. It installed
pairs of its Apollo self- ticketing
machines in airports in Chicago, Los
Angeles, and San Francisco in
December, and left earlier test units
running in Cleveland. " We found
that the frequent traveller will go to
the machines only when there are
lines at the ticket counter," says
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William C. Neary, manager of
passenger- service planning at
United's suburban Chicago headquarters. United will review the
system at the end of this summer
with an eye toward expanding to
other airports, " but the usage level
will keep us out of nonairport locations."
The unstated rub, of course, is the
independent travel agent, who earns
a 7% commission on every domestic
airline ticket he writes. " We're not
too happy about the airlines' in-city
ticket offices," one agent says, "and
we'd be livid about the prospect of a
ticket machine in every phone
booth."
The machines and their secure
cabinets cost upwards of $ 12,000,
and both airlines have installed them
in pairs for reliability; one will be
dropped as the hardware proves
itself. Both are built around Incoterm Corp.'s standard airline cathode- ray- tube display, which prompts
the passenger through the self- ticketing process and displays his itinerary for verification. Braniff uses an
airline ticket printer built by Di/An
Controls Inc. United's printer is

from Vogue Instrument Corp.
Both systems use magnetic-card
readers to capture the passenger's
name and credit-card I.D. from the
card's magnetic stripe. That data is
used both to search the computer
files for the reservation and, later, to
bill for the ticket. United has chosen
Mag-Tek Inc.'s motorized reader,
which temporarily "swallows" the
card like those used on electronic
tellers and cash dispensers. Braniff
chose otherwise.
"We assumed that people aren't
interested in risking their cards,"
says Braniff's Walsh, "so we're using
a slide- through reader supplied by
Incoterm." As a result, Braniff has
had to replace the reader's magnetic
heads in each machine an average of
three times in the last two months.
"Customers put their cards in
upside-down, backwards, left- toright instead of right- to- left, and
some actually try to pound them into
the reader."
American Airlines has also looked
at passenger self- ticketing. In 1970,
it installed two experimental Automatic Ticket Vendors from IBM
at Chicago's O'Hare field. "The

Ticketing agent. Braniff International's Branimatic ticket- issuing machine presents instructions on cathode- ray-tube display and uses slide-through credit-card reader.
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MAGNETIC
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
meet U.L., C.S.A., and
military requirements.
The choice of aprotective device for any
application involves voltage, current, trip time
delay, and short circuit ratings. Such mechanical variables as number of poles, termination,
mounting, size, and type cf actuation are also involved.
Before final selection is made, however, be sure to consider
applicable U.L., C.S.A., and military requirements. Chances
are that Airpax has the magnetic breaker you need . . .
qualified, recognized, or listed for your specific requirements.
Other Advantages. Airpax magnetic circuit
breakers have accurate trip currents. They are not sensitive
to ambient temperatures, can be used as ON- OFF switches, and come
in single or multipole packages. Some even have apilot light in the handle and
snap- in mounting.
Full Details Available. For further information on the full
line of Airpax circuit breakers, plus U.L., C.S.A., and military listings, request
Short Form Catalog 2013 from your local Airpax representative, or contact
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Airpax Electronics, Cambridge Division, Cambridge, Maryland 21613.
Phone (301) 228-4600. Telex: 8-7715. TWX: ( 710) 865-9655. Other factories
in Europe and Japan. European Sales Headquarters: Airpax S.A.R.L.,
3Rue de la Heise. 78370 Plaisir, France.
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experiment was very successful,"
says an American spokesman. "The
problem was financing enough machines to fill our system." They were
removed after three months.
D
Military

House restores funds,
but cuts R&D
Domestic as well as foreign politics
may have produced some significant
shifts in what the Administration
will be able to buy in the way of
research and development and weapons. The House Armed Services
Committee has restored funds for
five major production programs that
President Carter wanted cut, while
money for R&D has been reduced.
The committee early this month
approved the $ 35.91 billion procurement authorization— a total that
went along with Carter on all but
$60.8 million of the $ 2.8 billion he
sought to cut from the budget
proposed by the outgoing Ford
Administration [
Electronics, Feb. 3,
p. 58]. The full House should vote on
the authorization before May.
Soviet buildup. The final authorization stressing production of aircraft and missiles while cutting R&D
reflects " the continued buildup" in
Soviet arms, explains committee
chairman Melvin Price ( D., Ill.). But
it also reflects the effectiveness of
the Texas delegation— including majority leader James C. Wright— in
getting funds restored for LTV'S
Vought Corp., which Carter had cut.
This would have effectively wiped
out LTV as amajor prime contractor.
[Electronics, March 3, p. 50].
The committee put back all $ 77.7
million for 360 of the Army's Lance
missiles plus the $ 24.4 million
sought for the Navy's final buy of six
A- 7E Corsair attack planes. Nor
would the House committee buy the
proposed "saving" of $ 334 million
by cutting 30 of the Air
Force/McDonnell Douglas F-15 interceptors, leaving the annual production total at 108.
Similarly, it restored $ 35.3 million
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News briefs
Matsushita to supply RCA with home video systems
RCA Corp. of New York and Matsushita Industrial Co. of Japan have reached
an agreement under which the Japanese firm will supply RCA with Matsushita's Video Home System video cassette recorder/players built to RCA's
specifications. Products at prices competitive with Zenith's and Sony's will
appear in the U.S. in the late summer of this year, says RCA Consumer
Electronics vice president and general manager Roy H. Pollack. The first
RCA- labeled unit using the system will feature very-high- and ultra- highfrequency tuners and an electronic clock that permits unattended recording.
CDC expands Cyber 170 computer series
With the introduction of a new medium-scale system and a new top-of-theline processor, Control Data Corp. of Minneapolis has expanded its Cyber
170 family of general-purpose computer systems at both ends of the
performance spectrum. A Cyber 171, scheduled for first shipments in July,
has a central memory expandable from 65,536 to 262,144 60- bit words and
is made of dynamic 1,024- bit metal-oxide- semiconductor random-access
memories. Priced at under $800,000 in its basic configuration, the 171 also
can be expanded with dual processors, from a minimum of 10 to 20
peripheral processors, and from a minimum of 12 to 24 input/output
channels. Having about 18 times the performance of the 171, yet using the
same software operating system, is the Cyber 176 which will first be shipped
in the fourth quarter. The 176's central memory, made up of static 1,024- bit
bipolar RAMs, is expandable from 131,072 to 262,144 60- bit words. Typically priced under $ 7 million, the 176 also has an extended ( core) memory
subsystem for adding increments of 0.5, 1, or 2 million words.
Seek to block United Technologies takeover
Babcock & Wilcox Co. in New York has turned to Federal Court in Akron,
Ohio, to avert an unsolicited takeover by United Technologies Corp. of
Hartford, Conn. Calling United's tender offer of $42 per share "grossly
inadequate," B&W seeks an injunction to block United's purchase of 12.6
million B&W shares. The suit charges United is violating antitrust laws, since
the firms are " two of the largest American enterprises competing in the
energy-equipment field." The possible $530 million- plus deal would also
bring to United electronics operations like The Bailey Meter Co., Control
Components Inc., and the Automated Machine division.
Burroughs super-computer starts at $3.9 million
Burroughs Corp. has released most of the details of its new super- computer,
the Burroughs scientific processor, called BSP [
Electronics, Oct. 28, 1976
p. 321. The new machine will be available in early 1979 in three versions: a
basic unit that can be coupled to the user's own large-scale Burroughs B
7800 system, plus two models that include either the B 7811 or B 7821 as
systems manager. In its minimum configuration, the BSP will sell for roughly
$3.9 million, or with options for up to $6.2 million. Equivalent monthly lease
rates range from $ 129,000 to $ 175,000.
Using Burroughs' own current- mode logic ( similar to emitter-coupled logic)
and a charge-coupled-device file memory, the BSP processes up to 50
million floating-point operations per second. The 500- microsecond memory
is expandable from a base of 4 million words to 67 million words. The
machine's parallel processor, with 16 arithmetic elements, can handle 16
vector-oriented multiplications in 320 nanoseconds; the control processor
operates at 12 megahertz and has 262,000 words of 56- bit bipolar memory.
Rockwell to produce MOS Technology
Rockwell International Corp., El Segundo,
MOS Technology Inc., Norristown, Pa.,
division to produce MOS' 6500 family
semiconductor microprocessors.

processor
Calif., has obtained a license from
for Rockwell's Electronic Devices
of 8- bit, n- channel metal-oxide-
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LSI-11 & SBC-80 USERS.
Single Board Real Time Analog I/O Systems
...Widest Selection, Fast Turnaround, Lowest PRICES
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These single board systems provide the
most cost effective and fastest way to get analog
signals into and out of your LSI-11 and SBC-80.
Just plug in the board and hook-up your analog
signals. Get aheadstart on solving your system's
problems without the headaches of designing an
analog front end.
We've got the broadest selection of input
and output capability-10mV to 10V or 4-20mA
inputs, up to 64 channels on asingle board, line
amplified buffered D/A outputs, point plotting,
or 4-20mA outputs—all at acost that says you
can't afford to do it yourself.

Concentrate on the software and other
key system requirements... and let us take care
of your analog problems. We've seen them all
and solved them in these systems... no
mysteries, no tweaking.
Prices are surprisingly low, with 8- bit
models starting at $295 and 12-bit models at
$395 both in OEM quantity.
Send for full technical data or call us.
DATA TRANSLATION
INC

23 Strathmore Rd., Natick MA 01760
(617) 655-5300
Telex 94-8474

SALES OFFICES: AZ, Scottsdale 602-994-5400; CA. Cupertino 408-257-5131; CA, Santa Ana 714-540-3245; CO, Denver 303-837-1247;1A, Cedar Rapids 319362-0503; KS, Prairie Village 913-649-4000; MD, Fulton 301-953-3724; MA, Waltham 617-890-1776; MO, St. Louis 314-997-1515; NJ, Parlin 201-727-6454; NM,
Albuquerque 505-292-1212; NM, Las Cruces 505-523-0601; NY. Rochester 716-334-2445; UT, Salt Lake City 801-466-6522; VA, Arlington 703-527-3262; WA,
Bellevue 206-455-1246.
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SCIENCE/SCOPE
An advanced electric

storage battery that uses nickel and hydrogen to generate pow-

er is in development at Hughes for the Air Force.
For future satellite systems,
these Ni -H2 cells offer important advantages of lighter weight and longer life over
the

standard nickel- cadmium ( Ni -Cad)

types.

Ni -H2 cells are less than half the

weight of Ni -Cad and are expected to have an operational life exceeding ten years
in synchronous orbit ( 22,300-mile altitude) and 30,000 low- earth- orbit charge/discharge cycles.
Cells up to 50 amp- hr capacity are being assembled within a 3.5inch- diameter pressure vessel.
A jam- resistant radio terminal that will enable a flying surveillance,
and control center to exchange

secure,

real-time

command,

information over a single network

on a time- ordered basis has been delivered by Hughes to the Boeing Company.
The
Time Division Multiple Access ( TDMA) radio terminal is the first to be built for
the US Air Force's E- 3A airborne warning and control system aircraft.
Spectrum spreading, frequency hopping, and error correction are among the techniques used for jam- resistance.
These radios are the initial equipment in the
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System ( JTIDS) development, designed to provide a secure means
real-time

for all

four military services to exchange tactical data in

form.

An old pro in earth orbit, NASA's Applications Technology Satellite, ATS-1,
still

in public service ten years after launch,

of three years.

The Hughes- built satellite,

despite an original

is

life objective

originally designed for communications

experiments, continues to perform mercy missions for the sick and injured in remote
parts of Alaska.
The satellite transmits emergency calls for help and relays doctors' instructions for treatment.
ATS-1 is credited with saving at least seven
lives since its launch in 1966.
Educational instructions are also relayed by the satellite:
on Fiji to students on many South Pacific islands.
In addition,
the University of Hawaii.
Hughes needs communications engineers:

from a university
it links them to

advanced commercial- communications equip-

ment, to be developed by engineers with knowledge of, and varying levels of experience in, microwave communications, VHF and video circuit and subsystem techniques;
degree required . . . microwave relay systems and satellite ground terminals, to
be constructed, installed, and tested by field engineers:
heavy travel, short national trips; degree not essential; FCC license.
Please send resume to:
John
Wilhite, Hughes Aircraft Company, P.O. Box 2999, Torrance, CA 90509.
An equal opportunity M/F/HC employer.
An advanced IR missile seeker, built by Hughes,

is undergoing a series of missile

flight tests.
These tests, conducted under a joint Navy- Air Force AIMVAL (Air Intercept Missile Evaluation) program at Nellis AF Base, Nevada, will determine performance characteristics for the new generation of short-range air-to-air missiles.
Ten of the advanced seekers, a second seeker type, and the AIM- 9L seeker are being carried on the weapons racks of Navy F- 14s and Air Force F- 15s.
These planes
are in air- combat maneuvers against F- 5s over an instrumented test range.

Creilinganewworld with electronics

HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

For high-density
CMOS/LSI circuits
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NATO's Awacs shot down by UK
While Boeing's E-3A Advanced Warning and Control System was taking a
beating in the U.S. military budget for fiscal 1978, America's troubled effort
to sell it to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization collapsed as well, wiping
out aprojected $300 million in European electronics contracts [
Electronics,
Feb. 17, p. 31). Britain has opted for 11 of its own Nimrod aircraft for the
airborne early-warning mission at aprojected cost of more than $500 million,
instead of trying to find the estimated $390 million for its share of
NATO/Awacs. But Boeing's loss could turn out to be Grumman Corp.'s gain.
The Bethpage, N.Y., plane maker has been pushing hard to sell the UK on
the idea of equipping Nimrod with the avionics package from the Navy's E2C Hawkeye carrier- based early-warning system, although this proposal is
producing hostility in Britain's avionics industry. Following the UK pullout,
odds are zero that the Federal Republic of Germany, still ruffled by the U.S.
rejection of its Leopard tank for NATO, will now go with Awacs.
to the Army's Hawk missile production money for Raytheon and another $ 276.6 million for the first six
USAF ATCAS — Advanced Tanker/Cargo Aircraft— for which Boeing and McDonnell are competing.
With other additions, the Carter
procurement proposals were boosted
by nearly $ 793 million to $ 24.83
billion.
Loser. But R&D monies were cut
by an almost similar amount —
$776.7 million from Carter's request
for $ 11.72 billion. Biggest cut was
the $ 103 million in General Dynamics' F-16 air combat fighter for the
Air Force, leaving only $60 million
for RDT&E. The $ 1.5 billion request
to produce 105 planes was left
whole. Proposed improvements to
the E- 3A Awacs were dropped by
the committee, too, cutting $ 44
million ( see "Nato's Awacs shot
down by UK").
The only partial winner on the
R&D side is Hughes Aircraft, which
got $ 55 million restored for the
Army's Advanced Attack Helicopter, which Carter wanted to cut back
to $ 100 million— half the Ford
request. But the House Committee's
cancellation of all R&D money for
the Navy's controversial extremelylow- frequency Seafarer communications program may have saved the
White House some political embarassment. The system, for communicating from the shore with submerged missile- launching submarines, had been proposed for the
Upper Michigan Peninsula. But
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Carter had promised during his
campaign not to put Seafarer in
Michigan, where voters opposed it.
Recently Carter appeared to back
off from that firm promise, saying it
was " under study" at the Pentagon,
angering Michiganders. The House
resolved the problem by eliminating
funds until the Navy can find an
acceptable site
unlikely prospect now.

Call Hughes
(714) 548-0671

90-channel Dilital
Frequency Synthesizer. 5V
supply, 5MHz input. ( HCTR 0347)

Decade Counter! Latch!
Decoder/ Driver. Up/down,
2MHz, 5V operation, 7-segment
output ( HCTR 0200)
4Decade Counter. Up/down,
2MHz, BCD outputs ( HCTR 4010)

Memories

TI raises curtain
on its 65-k RAM
Much to the surprise of other
random-access memory makers and
users, Texas Instruments has let slip
the direction it intends to take to
build 65,536- bit RAMS. Though samples are not expected before 1978, TI
indicates that its first parts will be
made with an approach similar to
the single- transistor-cell design and
double- level polysilicon process pioneered by Mostek Corp. for its
16,384- bit RAMS.
TI, however, apparently has yet to
master the process for 16-k RAMS. It
is shipping 16-k memories built with
the single- level process it perfected
for 4,096- bit RAMS. It is supplying
only selected customers with doublelevel 16-k samples it admits will not
be widely available until June.
A TI official labels the early
reports [
Electronics, March 31.

4-Decade Counter. 1MHz,
BCD outputs. ( HCTR 6010)
Custom MOS designs. Use our
experience in MOS/LSI circuits
to meet unusual
requirements like
wide supply variations, high speed,
ultra low power,
differential amplifier input, RC
oscillator and
crystal oscillator. ( Ask for
custom MOS brochure).
Call number above or write
to 500 Superior Ave. Newport
Beach, CA 92663.

;HUGHES ;
HUGHES AIRCRAFT

COMPANY

Solid State Products Division

Economy
Minicomputer
Data
Acquisition
Systems
The ADAC Economy Series of software
and mechanically compatible minicomputer data acquisition systems are
for use with the DEC PDP-11, PDP-8E,
F. M. A. and Data General computers.
*The basic system features include a
12 bit AID converter, high speed
sample and hold, 16 channels of mux,
DC/DC power converter. bus interfacing, cable and complete documentation. A/D system throughput rate is
35 KHz.
Capability of expansion to 64 mux
inputs. D/As. S & H. programmable
gain amplifier with auto zero circuit.
and DMA are optionally available.
Send for full technical data on the
Economy Series and other ADAC
minicomputer/microcomputer data
acquisition and control systems and
modules.
ADAC Corporation,
15 Cummings Park. Woburn.
MA 01801 Tel.: 617/935-6668
GSA Contract Group 66

• $ 1,295
single
quantity
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p. 26] of the 65-k development as
"unfortunate" and comments that
the firm's plans are still subject to
change. Nevertheless, TI appears to
be proceeding with an approach
toward 65-k devices similar to the
one it is now taking in the 16-k
market. That is, it will use existing
technology to build early, admittedly
transitional, parts while readying a
more advanced 65-k part that might
use adifferent technology.
50% larger. TI'S 65-k RAM will
measure about 45,000 square mils,
about 50% larger than the area it
says its double- level 16-k memory
will have. The firm has reportedly
tested the 65-k RAM'S cell geometries
on a few test wafers— using conventional optical imaging techniques—
and is confident that cell size on the
new part will not exceed 0.5 square
mil, about half that of its doublelevel I6- k device. The 65-k chip is
roughly the size of the firm's present
single- level 16-k part, which is
generally regarded by users as too
slow to be widely used and by
competitors as too large to be
economically viable.
TI sees the 65-k RAM built with
standard lithography pushed to its
limits as a transitional but viable
part and expects that the optical
process can achieve 3- to-4- micrometer mask lines in amanufacturing
environment. It will probably be
followed by a version that employs
other mask- making techniques,
such as X-ray or electron- beam
lithography, to produce a smaller
and higher- performing chip. Observers estimate that the transfer of
these techniques to production lines
is two or three years away.
Keeping mum. Other firms, of
course, are also in the early stages of
65-k RAM development. They should
also have devices ready to be shown
customers some time next year, but
they refuse to discuss the technical
details or availability of their devices.
Moreover, they are somewhat
amused that TI has revealed details
of its 65-k development at such an
early, and at what they regard a
premature, stage. In discussing their
own approaches they will only say,

as Mostek has, that "ours will not be
a second source to TI'S [
initial]
'brute force' product."
It is generally thought that 65-k
memories will exhibit power requirements and performance similar to
those of current 16-k offerings, will
operate from but a single power
supply instead of three, and will be
priced at about half the per- bit level
of 16-k RAMS.
El

Solid state

New association
to work with Wema
The split between Wema and the
new Semiconductor Industry Association may not be as wide as some
had feared. In fact, executives of
both groups are going out of their
way to describe the relation between
the two as "amicable" and to stress
that the two groups will work
together in the future.
Focus on problems. " We'll have
more focus than we could have
before because of the way the [ new]
organization is set up," says Bernard
T. Marren, the executive director of
the Semiconductor Industry Association and former president of
American Microsystems Inc. He
voices the desires of the executives of
the five companies— Robert Noyce,
chairman of Intel Corp., Wilfred J.
Corrigan, president of Fairchild
Camera & Instrument Corp., John
R. Welty, vice president at Motorola, W.J. Sanders III, president of
Advanced Micro Devices Inc., and
Charles E. Sporck, president of
National Semiconductor Corp. —
who formed the semiconductor association last month.
As Wema, with its 810 electronics
members and 190 associates, has
grown, " its impact as a representative of any one group has become
diffused," says Corrigan. As an
organization "treats more subscribers," it "can't be all things to all
people," admitted Wema president
Ed Ferrey on another occasion.
More specifically, the Semiconductor Device group within Wema,
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Pick aPIC

To improve features and
increase customer appeal,
pick a P101650.
The PIC 1650 is the first " real"
Programmable Intelligent
Computer on a single chip.
Other manufacturers have simply upgraded
one of their calculator chips or merely combined an old
multiple chin processor and called it a-single chip microcomputer." Only General Instrument M.croelectronics designed one from the ground up with true computer architecture.
Our PIC1650 chip contains amicroprocessor. A 512 x
12- bit ROM. A 32- by-8bit register file. Four sets of eight I0
lines. And more...including the software that lets you program it to do the things you want it to do.
The PI01650 can do wonders in vending machines.

Automatic gasoline pumps.
Commercial and consumer
scales. Fast-food cash registers. Telephones. Appliances. postage stamp meters...
the possibilities are endless.
You probably have a product right now that can use
the PIC1650 to broaden its range of useful functions at less
cost. Or you may want to switch .rom manual or mechanical
systems to single- chip microelectronic technology.
At General Instrument, we perform other kinds of circuit wizardry, too. We make circuits by the millions. In whole
families. In depth. To help make consumer products.
computers, telecommunications and data communications
work better through electron cs.
It makes sense that General Instrument came up with
the first real mic-ocomputer on asingle chip. Because our
job is to help you stay ahead of competition.
General Ins:rument Microelectronics, 600 West John
Street, Hicksville, New York 11802. Tel: ( 516)733-3107.
We help you compete.

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
MICROELECTRONICS
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MOSALS1 comes to
Dual-Tone detection.

The Collins MOS/LS Idigital Touch-Tone* detector is now in production. High quantity production.
It's the Collins CRC-8030.
For a low cost, high performance solution to dual- tone multi frequency
( DTMF) detection, you can't beat it. You get the economics of MOS/LS I — plus
central office quality.
Here are the CRC-8030's features: Digital range filter detects all 16 Touch-Tone
signal combinations. Detection in 22 to 39 MS. On-chip-oscillator operating at
3.579545- MHz color burst crystal frequency. Binary or 2-of-8coded outputs. Operation with single or dual power supply. Many parameters can be mask programmed for
custom applications.
A product of Collins high technology MOS/LS Iexperience, the CRC-8030
performs the key critical functions of a DTMF receiver. When used in conjunction
with afront-end band- split filter/limiter, it implements acomplete DTMF receiver.
Also, if you need DTM F-todial pulse conversion, use the CRC-8030 in conjunction with our CRC-8000 ( aMOS/LS1 Binary-to- Dial Pulse Dialer).
For more information on our telephony or custom MOS/LS Iproducts and
services, call your local Collins MOS/LS IProduct Sales Representative. Or use the
coupon below.
' Touch-Tone is aregistered trademark of AT&T.

Iwant Collins to come to me.
MOS/LS1 Marketing
Collins Hybrid Microelectronics
Rockwell International
Newport Beach, California 92663
(714) 833-4638
Iwant information on D CRC-8030
D Send it by mail

El CRC-8000
Call me

ID Custom MOS/LSI

Title

Name
Company
Address
State

City
Zip Code

Telephone _

Rockwell International
..where science gets down to business
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which had been formed two years
ago to deal with the problems of
semiconductordevice makers, "was
not effective, and the staff support
was not adequate," says Corrigan.
SIA will aim its lobbying efforts at
Federal and state regulations and
legislation that especially affect the
semiconductor industry, according to
Marren. In particular, it will be
concerned with trade and energy
matters, which Wema, too, deals
with, " but in a general way,"
observes Ferrey.
Demonstrating their intention to
cooperate, the two groups are meeting to decide how to handle the semiconductor statistical program that
had been Wema's. " We will transfer
[it] to S1A in an amicable fashion,"
says Corrigan. S1A chairman Marren
also expects cooperation to be especially close over legislation at the
Federal level, where the two groups
"can share the same data bases."
The other piece of unfinished business between the two groups is
Microfair, Wema's trade fair scheduled for October in Chicago, and
intended to educate non-electronics
firms in the application of microprocessors. To promote Microfair,
Wema has already spent $ 15,000
without the authorization of its semiconductor group — an expense it may
have to swallow if S1A does not agree
with Wema to hold it and if Wema
cannot then find another sponsor,
says aWema official.
Thirty semiconductordevice makers belong to Wema, including two
or three hybrid manufacturers.
Some nonmembers also participate
in the statistical program. Between
them, Ferrey says the semiconductor
firms contribute 3.3% of Wema's
dues revenues, which total more than
$1 million yearly.
Marren is beginning to solicit
members from among the approximately 80 semiconductor- device
makers in the U.S. How far they will
overlap with Wema's membership
cannot yet be known, of course, but
he expects S1A'S five executive committee members and their companies
to retain their Wema membership
even after the end of the year, the
period covered by their paidup dues.

See us in the Collins Exhibit at Electro ' 77, April 19-21.
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INTRODUCING A BRAND NEW IDEA
PROM PROGRAMMING: THE DATAI/0 MODEL 7.
ow— for the first time ever— you can program all
ommercially available PROMs on alow cost
ihperformance, universal programmer; a
rogrammer that you can expand to meet your
ture programming requirements.
The Data I/O Model 7is the only
rogrammer you can add all these capabilities to,
as you need them:
Insert/Delete, Data Editin. You can replace
the front panel an. gain ahex keypad, address and
data display, and editing.
Input/Output Versatility. Add interfaces and you
can communicate in avariety of interchangeable .
cata formats, with computers, teletypes, CRT
terminals and other peripherals.
Programmers .from $ 1095.(X).

ROM Emulation. Allows you to completely
develop and debug PROM software without using
PROMs. This saves you time and money, and
eliminates PROM waste.
Calibration. Helps you reach maximum
programming yields, and gives you full confidence
in PROM reliability.
For complete details, circle reader service number
or contact Data I/O Corporation, P.O. Box 308,
Issaquah, WA 98027. Phone: .20 6/
4 55-3990.

THE PROM PROGRAMMER PEOPLE.
I,

I
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OUR NEW 402715 GOING
TO PUTA LOT OF 4K RAMs
OUT TO PASTURE.
Introducing Fairchild's M4027.
The only pin-for- pin, spec-for-spec, function-for-function
official alternate source for the MK4027 MOS RAM memory.
As you know, the MK4027 is the ultimate successor
to the industry standard 4096 memory series.
Since Fairchild has been amajor supplier
of the 4096 memory for years, it stands to
reason we'd produce its successor.

A FAST WAY TO SAVE MONEY.
The new M4027 is the most cost-effective
4K dynamic RAM on the market.
It is specifically designated for high-speed applications
where performance of other 4K RAMs is insufficient.
The new memory offers
access times in the
range of 150ns to 250 ns.

Also, it is the only 4K
RAM that offers true
16K RAM compatibility.
And speaking of
compatibility, you should
see how it gets along
with the 4096.

In most applications an M4027 will plug directly into a4096
socket. Here are afew specs to whet your appetite:
M4027 SERIES COMPARED TO 4096 SERIES
DYNAMIC RAMs
Parameter

4096 Series

M4027-2

M4027-3

M4027-4

Access Time Range

250-350 ns

150 ns

200 ns

250 ns

Row Address Hold
Time Range

50-80 ns

20 ns

25 ns

35 ns

Column-To- Row-Strobe
Lead Time Range

—50 to + 50ns

CAS can stay LOW to end of cycle

Clock High Voltage
Minimum

2.7 V

2.4 V

24V

24V

Input High Voltage
Minimum ( Except Clock)

2.4 V

2.2V

2.2V

2.2V

Page Mode Operation?

NO

YES

YES

YES

"US-Only" Refresh
Cycle?

NO

YES

YES

YES

A SCHMOO PLOT BIG ENOUGH TO DRIVE
A TRUCK THROUGH.
What we did is take the guaranteed specs and surround
them with more performance than you'd normally expect
out of a4K RAM.
The schmoo comes out looking like this:
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HOT OFF THE SHELF.
For immediate delivery of more information or products,
write or call your favorite Fairchild distributor, sales office
or representative today. Or use the direct line at the bottom
of this ad to reach our MOS Division. Fairchild Camera &
Instrument Corp., 464 Ellis Street, Mountain View, California
94042. Tel: (415) 962-3941. TWX: 910-379-6435.
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CALL US ON IT.
(415) 962-3941
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Now! Choose the helm MB 1111G I
mieatalle 16K polar
MB 8116H

The Fujitsu MB 8116
16-pin 161( dynamic RAM
is your new option in
state-of-the-art memories,
offering guaranteed 150ns
access time, industrystandard pinoute and a
wealth of solid features
that make for unbeatable 16K performance.
The high speed and low power dissipation (only
462mW active, 20mW standby) of the MB 8116 are the
result of our advanced technology that combines asingletransistor storage cell structure, silicon-gate NMOS
construction and proprietary double-layer polysilicon
processing for maximum circuit density and minimum overall
chip size. And the Fujitsu MB 8116 also offers I
-10% tolerances
on all power supplies for additional savings.
When it comes to features, the MB 8116 is solid. You get all the
standard features of today's 16K RAMs for exceptional operation
flexibility. Gated CAS makes for easier timing by compensating
for skews encountered during address multiplexing. Page mode
allows for enhanced operation at multiple column locations
with the same address— and at speeds to 100ns.
1, Ur" IF-Unlatched outputs enable the use of acommon
I/O data bus. The solid system drive capabilities ( 2TTL loads) provide for solid multiple
memory block operation. Full TTL compatibility
ensures the highest system performance. And
there's more, like space-saving packaging,
RASonly refresh and the availability of an economical 200ns version.
Yes, the Fujitsu MB 8116 " super-16" RAM is the state-of-the-art
in 16K, and it's built to the same high standards that characterize
all Fujitsu "product leader" memory products. Write or call
right now for more information about the MB 8116 " super-16"
RAM, or any of the other Fujitsu advanced memories.
Contact Fujitsu America, Inc., IC Division, 2945 Oakmead Village
Court, Santa Clara, California 95051, phone: 408-985-2300,
telex: 357402, twx: 910-338-0047.
*Pin compatible with the MK 4116 and TMS 4070 181( RAMs.

FUJITSU LIMITED
Commanicalions and aectronics
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Washington newsletter
B-1 production nod
set for June
with first 100

NASA moving to
restore satcom
R&D capability

DOD communications,
intelligence functions
merge under Dineen

OTA's Daly heads
study of EDP,
telecommunications
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President Carter will approve limited production of the Air Force B-1
bomber by prime contractor Rockwell International Inc. in June, government sources close to the program have told Electronics. The delayed
decision on the bomber —which Carter now favors despite contrary
campaign statements — will authorize ago-ahead of "about 100 planes" to
start, barring an unexpected "softening of the Soviet position" on mutual
force reductions at Geneva arms- limitations talks in May. Carter's most
recent proposals, rejected by Moscow, contemplated aphased reduction in
strategic nuclear-delivery vehicles to 1,500 — some 900 below the level of
the Vladivostok accord, officials say.
Less is known about Carter plans for production of the air/sea/groundlaunched cruise missiles— the second program agitating the Soviets—
which are still in development and not scheduled for aPentagon production recommendation before October. The Pentagon is continuing tests of
the Navy's sea-launched Tomahawk version. It also continues to merge the
separate Air Force- Navy programs into asingle joint office, to be headed
by Navy Capt. Walter Locke when it is established by the end of April.
Locke, now head of the Tomahawk effort, will have an Air Force deputy.

Goddard Space Flight Center, bolstered by aNational Academy of
Engineering recommendation, is moving to get back into satellite-communications research and development after a four-year hiatus. Goddard is
seeking to increase its fiscal 1979 satcom R&D budget tenfold to as much
as $ 100 million.
If approved, part of the money would be used to explore 12- to 14gigahertz and ultrahigh-frequency direct-broadcast satellites, respectively, for fixed and mobile two-way services to public organizations such
as emergency medical services, hospitals, libraries, police, and schools.
Fixed units using a 5- foot-diameter rooftop antenna would handle colortelevision, two-way data, and voice, while mobile units using a3-inch whip
antenna would have data and voice capability only.
NASA'S

The promised reorganization of the Pentagon is under way with the
merger of the directorates of Intelligence and of Telecommunications and
Command and Controls Systems. Heading the new office of Communications, Command, Control, and Intelligence is Gerald P. Dineen; his title is
assistant secretary of defense. Before Dineen took office in early April, he
was director of the MIT Lincoln Laboratory, which he joined in 1953. He
is succeeded there by his former associate, Walter E. Morrow Jr., aspace
communications specialist.

A three-month examination of U.S. policies and the state of the art in
telecommunications, computers, and information transfer is being set up
by Congress' Office of Technology Assessment under the direction of
Robert E. Daly, its assistant operations director. With astaff of about 30,
including specialists from industry and universities, the project will recommend whether or not OTA should proceed with a full-scale evaluation
program. The effort was stimulated by congressional interest in developing
an independent assessment for its use in a possible rewrite of the 1934
Communications Act, first proposed last year by the nation's telephone
companies.
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Washington commentary
The need to revitalize NATO
First it was France. Now it is Britain. Is the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization falling
apart? Not quite, but it is showing signs of
severe strain. Admittedly, the United Kingdom's latest flash of independence in choosing
its own less competent Hawker Siddeley
Nimrod Airborne Early Warning System for its
NATO forces instead of a common version of
Boeing's E- 3A Advanced Warning and Control
System is not as severe as Charles de Gaulle's
decision some years earlier to pull France out of
NATO altogether. Nevertheless, the British decision to go it alone in this case is producing
damaging vibrations throughout the European
alliance. For example, it seems unlikely now
that the Federal Republic of Germany will go
the Awacs route either ( see p. 46).
Coming on the heels of the Soviet Union's
sharp rejection of America's new initiatives for
further limiting deployment of intercontinental
ballistic missiles, the situation presents President Jimmy Carter with one more dilemma. If
NATO gets Awacs at all now, it appears the
systems are going to have to be from the U. S.
Air Force fleet.
Complaints on the F-16
Compounding America's struggle to maintain
unity is the mixture of disgruntlement and
cost questions recently raised by Belgium,
Denmark, the Netherlands, and Norway about
their participation in the NATO version of the
General Dynamics F-16 air combat fighter
program. All four countries asked for extension
at least to the end of April on the deadline for
their commitments to sign purchase contracts
for the plane, whose rising unit costs are now
being criticized in Congress.
The four countries recently received $ 54.7
million in offset contracts for European production of the plane's multimode radar from
Westinghouse Electric Co., Baltimore [
Electronics, March 31, p. 53]. But Denmark only got
$2.4 million of that and contends that its F-16
offset contracts overall are still far below the
minimum guarantee of 58% of the price of the
planes it will buy. Norway, too, like Denmark, is
unhappy that larger shares always seem to be
going to the Belgians and Dutch. The issue
certainly seems resolvable with relative ease by
shifting some contracts, yet it is producing one
more strain that NATO can ill afford.
NATO is hardly Jimmy Carter's only problem,
merely his newest. Yet it is one he should deal
with swiftly. Britain's Awacs decision is but one
more symptom of problems that first showed up
NATO
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years ago when France insisted on alarger share
of the NATO contractual pie— and didn't get it
largely because of American unwillingness to
share the wealth. It was just last year, of course,
that NATO's only other partner with a truly
strong economy— Germany— was jolted when
the U. S. rejected standardizing on the German's Leopard tank for NATO forces despite
private admissions by American Army sources
that the Leopard is asuperior vehicle.
The F-16 selection by four of NATO's European partners did come last year as the biggest
buy ever for the alliance where the use of U. S.
subcontracts to offset national outlays was a
significant factor. But in the opinion of some
Europeans based in Washington, it included too
few NATO members and came far too late.
"NATO's inability to standardize on weapons
systems and interchangeable spare parts is an
old and pathetic joke," one East Bloc military
attache observed earlier this year. " If that is an
'alliance,' then I'm King Kong. Russia doesn't
need its army for NATO. Peasants with scythes
and shovels could defeat it," he laughed, waving
the issue aside.
Such overstatements are nothing new in
Washington, particularly at East Bloc embassy
receptions celebrating events such as Armed
Forces Day that go largely unnoticed in
Western democracies. But boastful though they
may be, those statements point up weaknesses in
the NATO force and weapons structures that are
getting worse.
Tactics and strategy
NATO is a far less effective military deterrent
to the Soviet Union in Europe than the American nuclear warheads located on these shores
and under the world's oceans. Thus before President Carter begins trading down in icBms
again, he should devote a significantly greater
effort to making NATO's tactical forces work
more effectively. He should do it by pushing
harder for weapons standardization and then
encouraging its acceptance by American's European allies by providing them with larger
contractual shares, even prime contracts where
the technology warrants it.
Should Carter fail to pull NATO's conventional ground and air forces together, senior
U. S. military leaders privately fear the Soviets
could achieve a major strategic coup— and
make the existing European imbalance even
worse— by agreeing to accept significant mutual
cutbacks in ICBM launchers and warheads.
Ray Connolly
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There are two places in Wabash, Indiana with
economical, high volume production capability.
Knee's Rabbitry is one. Wabash Transformers
is the other. And it's a generally held local
opinion that Wabash has got the edge. Not
just in sheer numbers— but in variety. While
Knee's Rabbitry can produce only two genders
of rabbits, Wabash produces literally thousands of different types of transformers.
Not only that — Wabash custom designs their
product to precisely suit the application—
any type of transformer or high voltage power

supply application. A few where Wabash is a
leader are air cleaners, photocopying and VRT
equipment.
With their engineering expertise, sophisticated products, automated winding and high
volume production capability, Wabash is a
standout among the hundreds of transformer
manufacturers. But, in turning out sheer numbers, Knee's Rabbitry is pretty stiff competition.

Wabash custom designed tt,
engineered transformers and
high voltage pOtte,

of

Wabash, Indiana
and Huntington. Indiana: Farmington. Missouri;
Tipton, Iowa and South Boston, Virginia
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For information and quotes write or call:
Wabash. Inc.. Dent. TB-2.810 N. Cass St.. Wabash. Ind. 46992 Tel 219/356-8300 TWX 810-333-1533

BUY OUR NEW LOW
AND KEEP YOUR

Call the ITT Semiconductors Representative nearest you • Encino, Cailiorma: (213) 995-1571 • i=

60

Alto, California: (415) 961-5265 • Canada: (416)625-902,, •

:

,
,
s:

( 3)2)884-0990 •
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POWER SCHOTTKY
rTO YOURSELF.
Our new LS/74 gives you
an AC* of 0.15%. Free.
That's a Dig extra that could cost you as much as 21 per device from most
other manufacturers. With us it's standard. It means that you don't have to
specify " per spec" or " manufacturer's pre-conditioning program". It also
means that you don't have to waste alot of time and money on incoming
inspection.
But that's not the only way our LS/74 line saves you money. You get
improved performance and better speed/power than standard TTL. You
can use less costly power supplies than with standard TTL and CMOS or
pack more computing capability with the some power consumption. You
can expect longer, more reliable life with this lower power consumption
per fun ,:tion.
Right now we've got 34 LS functions in areliable Low Power Schottky
TTL recdy for immediate delivery. In the next few months, we'll introduce
65 more complete with the lctest complex functions. And by the end of the
3rd quarter this year, we'll be able to offer you avery complete and up-todate line of Low Power Schc.aky microprocessor support functions.
That's our 24 worth. Now get detailed technical information on our
new LS/74 series Low Powei Schottky. Write ITT Semiconductors,
74 Commerce Way, Wobunl, MA.01801. Telephone (617) 935-7910.
74LS
TYPE

FUNCTION

74LS
TYPE

74LSO0
74LSO2
74LSO4
74LS08.
74LSO9
74LSIO
74LS11
74LS13

Quad 2- Input Nand Gate
74LS109A
Quad 2- Input Nor Gaie
Hex Inverter
74LS132
Quad 2- Input And Gc te
74LS138
Quad 2- Input And Gate (OC.)
74LS139
Triple 3- Input Nand Gate
74LS157
Triple 3- Input And Gate
74LS158
Dual 4-Input Nand
74LS174
Schmitt Trigger
741,5175
74LS i4 Hex Schmitt Trigger
74LS194A
74LS15 Triple 3- Input And G, ite
741S195A
74LS2n Dual 4- Input Nand Gate
74LS22. Dual 4- Input Nand Gate )O.C.)
74LS257
74LSZ 7 Triple 3-Input Nor Gate
74LS3.) 8- Input Nand Gate
74LS258
74LS32 Quad 2- Input Or Gate
74LS51
Dual 2-Wide 2/3-Input
741S279
And/Or Invert Gate
74LS54
4-Wide. 2-Input And/Or
Invert Gate
74LS74
Dual D Flip Flop
74LS90 Decade Counter
74LS93 4- Bit Binary Counte74LS95B 4- Bit Parallel- Access Shutt Register

FUNCTION
Dual 11( Flip Flop W/Preset
and Clear
Quad 2- Input Nand Schmitt Trigger
3to 8Line Decoder/Demultiplexer
2to 4Line Decoder/Demultiplexer
Quad 2- Input Mux, Non Inverting
Quad 2- Input Mux, Inverting
Hex DType Flip Flop W/Clear
Quad DFlip Flop W/Clear
4- Bit Universal L/R Shift Register
4- Bit Parallel In Parallel Out
Shift Register
Quad 2- Input Mux, Non Inverting
Tri State
Quad 2-Input Mux, Inverting
Tri State
Quad S-RLatch

ITT
SEMICONDUCTORS

Second To None

Ohio: ( 51(3) 435-3750 • Texas (2)4) 243-7851 • New York: ( 315)451-5980 • Fennsyivaniu: ( 2151688-6990/1/Z 3 • Geer -.(104) 939-6715 • Lex;rigton, Mcisscchiisetts: (6)7) 861 0881'
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You can rent
You can buy
this Spectrum Analyzer
this Spectrum Analyzer
and get more
and take abig chunk
equipment out of
your budget.
out of your budget
WWI

•

o
è..

Even the best equipment budget can
only go so far. And at the price you pay for
electronic test equipment nowadays, that's not
very far at all.
Unless you rent your equipment from
REI.
When you rent from us, there's no large
cash outlay. You pay only for the time you have
your instruments, and you return them when
you're through. So you never have to spend
your money on idle equipment.
Getting more for your money is just one
reason for renting from REI. Immediate delivery is another. We have over $10 million in
inventory in fully stocked centers around the
country. And, when you have short-term needs,
you can rent equipment for just as long as you
need it, and make it pay for itself.

REI stocks over 8,000 fully checked-out
test instruments, and they're ready whenever
you are. For the full story on renting, as well as
our low prices, send in the coupon for prompt
delivery of our free illustrated catalog ... or call
us now for your immediate requirements.

FRental Electronics, Inc.

99 Hartwell Avenue, Lexington, Mass. 02173
Please send me your free instrument rental catalog.
Name

Title

Company
Address
City

State

Zip

Tel .1\u
lmber

Rental Electronics, Inc.
Burlington. MA ( 617) 273-2770 • Gaithersburg, MD ( 301) 948-0620 • Oakland. NJ ( 201) 337-3757 • Ft Lauderdale, FL ( 305) 771-3500
•Des Plaines. IL 1312) 827-6670 . Dallas, TX ( 214) 661-8082 • Mountain View, CA ( 4151 968-8845 • Anaheim, CA ( 714) 879-0561
•Rexdale. Ontario ( 416) 677-7513

See us at ELECTRO/77 ( April 19-20 NYC) Booth 1714-1716.
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International newsletter
French develop
electrolytic cells
that challenge LCDs

Fiber-optic link
to transmit 9 km
at 140 Mb/s

Interkama combines
four attractions
at Düsseldorf

RCA deal to bring
Matsushita 4- hour
VTRs to the U. S.

Electronics, April 14, 1977

Researchers at the French atomic-energy agency's laboratory for electronic
and computer technology ( LET') think they have hit on a materials
combination— silver and an organic electrolyte that they will not
disclose— that could make electrolytic cells better and cheaper than liquidcrystal displays. In the LETI cell, display segments are realized by
transparent electrodes that become opaque when apulse of about 1volt is
applied across the cell for 50 to 200 milliseconds.
The pulse causes a 50-angstrom layer of silver to plate out on selected
electrodes, and the plating stays on them for more than 10 minutes unless
an erase pulse of the opposite polarity is applied. Robert Meyer and
Jacques Duchêne, who developed the cell, say it poses no particular
problem for production. In contrast to LCDS, neither the flatness nor the
spacing between front and rear plates of the cell is critical.

Standard Telephone and Cables is installing a 140- megabit-per-second
digital optical- fiber link 9 kilometers long between two telephone
exchanges north of London. The installation, which can handle 1,920 twoway speech channels or two color-television channels, is understood to
employ two active fibers and aspare in acable drawn through standard
British Post Office ducts.
Lasers with awavelength of 850 nanometers are installed at each end
of the circuit and in each of the two repeaters. STC, which believes the
setup is ahead of other systems about to be installed elsewhere in the
world, wants the BPO to undertake a two-year test and monitor live
telephone traffic over the link.

Already more than 700 companies from 18 countries have signed up for
exhibit space at West Germany's Interkama show. Billed as the biggest
show for automation, Interkama will make its triennial appearance Oct. 6
to 12 at the fairgrounds in Düsseldorf. Besides the company booths in the
trade-fair section, the expected 90,000 showgoers can attend the accompanying scientific congress, application seminars sponsored by exhibiting
companies, and aspecial applied- research show that displays work going
on at universities, institutes, and other research centers. As an innovation,
the congress' 30 sessions will be packed into one and ahalf days and will
be presented twice— once at each end of the show week.

Lured by the prospects of alarge U.S. market, RCA Corp. and Matsushita
Electric Industrial Co. will, by late summer, begin selling vHs-type videotape recorders that play four-hour cassettes. The Japanese company, which
will offer the VTRS under its Panasonic label, predicts that the American
market could exceed 100,000 units this year and 1million ayear by 1979
or 1980. This arrangement follows closely the announcement by Zenith
Radio Corp. that it will market Beta format recorders from Sony Corp.
Playing time of the cassettes for the VHS recorders, developed originally
by Victor Co. of Japan Ltd., has been doubled to four hours by cutting the
tape speed in half, the same expedient used earlier by Sony to double its
cassette's playing time to two hours. Matsushita does not at present plan to
offer the four-hour units in Japan, nor does any of the four other
companies marketing the system.
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1977 Answer Book.
It makes your job easier.
$25.
"WHO MAKES WHAT?"
noo..

"WHAT COMPANIES
MAKE THE PRODUCTS
INEED?"
(See alphabetical directory
of 4000 products)

"HOW CAN IGET THEIR
CURRENT CATALOGS
FAST?"
(See directory of catalogs
by product and by company,
including catalog inquiry
cards for 5-second ordering)

"WHERE ARE THEIR
NEAREST
SALES OFFICES?"
"WHO ARE THEIR
DISTRIBUTORS?"

per'
Electronics

"WHAT ARE THEIR
LOCAL PHONE
NUMBERS?"--,_
(See alphabetical directory
of over 5000 manufacturers)

-WHO MANI .FACTIl IRES
THIS TR.% DE NAME?"
(See Directory of
Trade Names)

h>

Special no-risk offer. If The Answer Book is not everything
we say it is and more, return the book to us within
ten days and we will refund your $25.
Electronics Buyers' Guide ( EBG) is as easy to use as your
telephone directory. The whole international world of
electronics is at your fingertips. Great emphasis is put on
localizing the information you need. You won't have to call
half-way across the country to company headquarters
because we list local sales offices and distributors.

1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020

Yes, send me acopy of The Answer Book.
I've enclosed $ 25 ( USA and Canada only, elsewhere send
$35). Full money back guarantee if returned within 10 days.
Name

To order from our Directory of Catalogs, simply circle the
corresponding number on the post-paid Inquiry (" bingo")

Company

Cards and mail. This way you get current catalogs.
The Answer Book's objective: Make your job easier.

City

Street

State

66
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1
NA.P

Electronics Buyers' Guide

Zip
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monolithic ceramic
capacitors...
Georgia style.
Murata " Georgia style" monolithic M-Capstm are second
to none in performance, reliability and economy. Why? Because
they're backed by over 30 years of ceramic experience, the
world's most automated production facility and " Georgia style"
pride in aproduct you can stake your reputation on. Next time
you're looking for monolithic capacitors — epoxy coated
rectangulars, molded rectangulars, or chips — check into
Murata M- Caps. We think their " Georgia style" will impress you.

First in ceramics

;ORPORATION
AMERICA

OF:

1148 Frarklin Road. S.E.
Marietta, Georgia 30067
Tel: 404-422-9777
Telex: 54-2329
TWX: 810-763-4723
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Unmatched
portability.
Unsurpassed
performance.

›;..
,g
Data Precision's family of miniature portable digital multimeters—
Mode1175, Model 245, and Model
248— have firmly established our
leadership in the field of portable
instrumentation.

More performance
per cubic inch.
Data Precision's portable multimeters
are remarkably small ( 13/
4"H x5
2 "W
/
1
x31
/ "D); light, and easy to carry, yet
2
no portable DMM is more accurate.
Each rugged multimeter features a
bright, extra large display for easy
reading at the bench or in the field,
100% Overrange for optimum resolution, all-electronic Over Voltage
Protection, allowing immediate
recovery to in-spec operation without
loss of calibration accuracy or damage
to the instrument, and Tri-Phasier"
Automatic Zero.

The Model 175
31/
2 digit DMM- $189.
Model 175 is a31
2 digit full- function
/
multimeter with 100µVolt resolution
and aDC accuracy of ±
- 0.1% input
1.s.d. for one year. Unsurpassed
for accuracy and sensitivity, the
Model 175 measures: DC Volts from
±100µV to ±1000V; AC Volts from
100µV to 500V (30Hz to 50 kHz);
DC Current from ± 0.1µA to -± 2A;
AC Current from 0.1µA to 2A (30Hz
to 50kHz); Resistance from 100mi2
to 20MS/ in two modes. Hi/Lo Resistance Measurement feature allows
in-circuit resistance measurement
without turning on semiconductor
junctions.

The Model 245
41/
2 digit DMM- $295.
The most popular 41
2 digit DMM
/
ever made... and with good reason!
This 5- function instrument offers a
basic DC accuracy of ± 0.059k of
input ± 11.s.d. It measures ACV
1001iV to 500V RMS, DCV -±-100µV
to -±- 1000V, Resistance to 100mS/ to
20M,I2 AC and DC Current 1microAmp to 2Amps, AC voltage and
current response, 30Hz to 50kHz.

The Model 248
41
2 digit DMM with
/
True RMS - $345.
No other True RMS 41
2 digit portable
/
multimeter combines such high
performance, small size, and low
price with so many measurement
functions. True RMS allows direct
measurement of all but the most
bizarre analog wave forms. The
Model 248's sensitivity is 10µ volts
DC and AC, with ±0.05% DC accuracy ±-. 11.s.d., guaranteed for afult
year. This high- resolution instru-

ment measures Resistance 100mfl
to 20M0,, DC Volts ±-10µV to 7.L.-1kV.
True RMS AC Volts 10µV to 500V,
both DC Current and True RMS
AC Current 10 nanoAmps to 2A.

No extra costs.
Everything you need to put your
Data Precision Portable DIvNI into
immediate service is supplied with
the unit. You get the rechargeable
NiCd battery module, apair of test
leads, line cord with charger, carrying case, full instruction manual,
and test data.
Every Data Precision instrument is
furnished with individual test documentation— acomplete report on
your instrument including temperature test results. No one else does it
so thoroughly.

Optional accessories
provide even greater
versatility.
You can further extend your DMIVIs
capabilities with inexpensive
optional accessories, including ahi
voltage probe, clamp-on AC Current

probe, bench stand, rack mount,
adapter from standard to minibanana connection, deluxe leather
case and high impact fiberglass
carrying case.
All specifications are covered by our
one year warranty on all parts and
labor. Service and application engineering are available from our worldwide service centers.
For complete information or ademonstration, call your local Data
Precision representative or Data
Precision Corporation, Audubon
Road, Wakefield, MA 01880, U.S.A.,
(617) 246-1600. TELEX (0650) 949341.

DATA PRECISION1

...years ahead

I'rices U.S.A.
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Less than abuck abit.

You can pay at least twice as much
for a10-bit IC D/A converter and
still not get the degree of accuracy
and stability of our new AD561. Selling for less than $10, the AD561 sets
anew standard of price and performance fbr the other guys to
shoot for.
As for accuracy, the AD561 is
guaranteed to ±- 1
/LSB max of10-bits
2
(or even ± 1/4 LSB —and that's 11-bits).
Monotonicity is guaranteed over
the full operating temperature range.
The excellent stability is made possible by aunique buried zener
voltage reference and Analog
Devices' proprietary thin film resistor process. And for settling time,
there's nothing faster: less than
25Ons for the worse case transition;
that's fast enough to build a5/4sec
ADC. Current-to-voltage conversion
with an op amp is direct and simple:
trimmed application resistors mean
no calibration trimmers are needed.
How did we achieve this breakthrough? With the industry's most
advanced monolithic processing and
our pioneering technique of laser
wafer trimming. The kind of advances that have quickly pushed us

to the top and made us the leading
supplier of D/A and A/D converter
components.
The AD561 joins another group
of Analog Devices' pacesetters: a
series of monolithic CMOS converters that also set new performance
standards. At the same time they
set alot of microprocessor users free
of analog interface problems. One is
the 10-bit successive approximation
AD7570 ADC. Another is the multiplying 10-bit DAC, AD7522, the
only device that can be loaded in
either parallel or serial modes.
And. the AD561 joins the industry's 12-bit IC DAC standard,
AD563.
Find out how you can cut in
half the cost of your 10-bit IC D/A
converters and still get true, 10-bit
performance by writing for our data
sheet. Contact Analog Devices, the
real company in precision measurement and. control.

ANALOG
DEVICES

The real IC converter company

Anal( g Devices, Inc., Box 280, Ninwood,
I II I ON 02062 East Coast: (617) 329-4700, Midwest: (312)894-3300, West Coast:
(213) 595-1783, Texas: (214) 231-5094, Belgiii: i: 38 27 07, Deiunark: 02/84 58 (X), England:01/94 10 46 6, France: 686-77 60, Gennanv :
089/5303 19, Japan: 03/26 36 82 6, Netherlands: 076 14 21 50, Switzerland: 022/319704 and representitives around the world.
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PDP-11/60.
A mid-range mini
with power and speed
that won't quit.
Introducing the PDP-11/60.
The first mid-range minicomputer that puts it all together.
State-of-the-art technology. And
some of the industry's most
advanced reliability features. So
you get afast, powerful system
that's able to stay up longer — and
stay down shorter — than anything else in its class.
Talk about awinning combination, the PDP-11/60 offers you
full PDP-11 compatibility. Plus
high performance features like
integral floating point instructions
that let you run FORTRAN-IV
Plus. A bipolar cache memory
producing an effective cycle time
of 532 nsec. A user control store so
PDP-11/60 features:
•Cache memory
•User microprogramming
capability
•High-speed floating point
processor
•MOS or core memory
•400+ basic instructions
(including integral floating
point instructions)
•Diagnostic control store
•Parity on core and error
correction code on MOS
•Battery back-up on MOS

Electronics/ April 14, 1977

you can do your own microprogramming. An optional highspeed floating point processor
with 3.7 sec double precision
multiply. And the PDP-11 standard 400+ instruction set for programming flexibility.
Besides these key performance features, the PDP-11/60
offers total reliability. In fact, it's
been designed from the ground
up not to go down. With acompletely new cabinet that provides
easier maintenance. Better cooling. Reduced vibration. And
lower electrical (and noise) interference.
The PDP-11/60 has an
optional diagnostic control store
that lets you check things out in

seconds. What's more, it lets you
troubleshoot down to the CPU
board level. So you can get back
up again. Fast.
If you're looking for both
power and reliability, get the midrange system that tops the league.
Digital's PDP-11/60.
For more information, write
for our PDP-11/60 brochure.
Digital Equipment Corporation,
Communication Services Department, Maynard, MA 01754.
European headquarters:
81 route de l'Aire, 1211 Geneva 26.
In Canada: Digital Equipment of
Canada, Ltd.
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CONTROL
ELEMENT

PROGRAM
MEMORY

New S481 microcomputer chip set...
from Texas Instruments
Fast. Flexible. Efficient. Ti's S481
microcomputer chip set. Newest
member of TI's innovative 9900
First Family.
A new series of high-performance
Schottky TTL microprogrammable
building blocks, the S481 chip set offers alevel of performance and flexibility otherwise unavailable. And
allows you the greatest degree of
precision in matching system designs to applications.
• Fast throughput— up to ten times
faster than conventional microprocessors. Select and operate on two
operands— generate status and store
results in asingle 100-ns inicrocycle
74

• Software investment protection—
complete microprogrammability lets

Ti's 9900 First Family
Witi :he addition of the S481 microcomputer chip set, Ti's 9900 First Family now
offers you atotal, standardized capability
all the way from components through
systems. Having common hardware.
Common software. Common support.
Allowing you to move over awide range
of applications with greater economy.
Greater software retention. Less relearning.
_ess obsolescence.

you emulate existing instructions.
• Improved memory efficiency— you
can write tailored instructions
suited precisely to your application
to use memory more efficiently, reducing hardware costs.
• Greater flexibility— with the S481
chip set building blocks, you can tailor your hardware to minimize costs.
And permit future expansion or upgrades as desired. For both military
and commercial applications.
The Proce,4sor Element—.
extraordinary capability
A 4- bit slice processor element, the
SN54S/74S481 is both micro and
Electronics/April 14, 1977

macro programmable. Recognizes,
can be retrieved in the reverse order all have pnp inputs for reduced loaddecodes, and executes 24,780 instrucof occurrence. The stack can also be ing on system buffers/drivers.
tions. Each within a single 100-ns
updated without changing the conclock cycle.
tents of the output register. Avail- Field Programmable Logic Arrays...
For example, the S481 element perable now at $6.30 each for the com- fast and versatile
forms compound operation - select
mercial version ( 100 pieces).
The S330/S331 FPLAs provide the
two operands, AND, add, sign promeans for electrically programming
tected shift, generate status and upPROMs and RAMs...
the customized logic patterns that
date memory- all in a single 100-ns
broad choice for efficiency
can virtually eliminate the need for
clock cycle. Hardwired algorithms
For use with new microcomputer SS UMS Irandom logic. These high perare provided for automatically chip set, TI offers a choice of 10 formance FPLAs are organized as
sequenced iterative, signed
12-input x50 product terms
or unsigned multiplies and
x 6 outputs in a high-dendivides. As well as for cycliTI Schottky PROM Line Summary
sity 20-pin package. They
cal- redundancy character
feature an automatic encalculations.
able which decodes true
Address
Behind this outstanding
product terms to permit
Access
Power
capability: TI's advanced
FPLA expansion without
Part Number
Description
Schottky TTL process techTime
Dissipation
external components. Renology. Plus TI's advanced
SN54S/74S188
32W x8B, O-C, 16 pins
sult - expandable FPLAs
25ns
400mW
9900 Family memory-toSN54S/74S288
with 35-ns typical delay.
32W x88, 3-S, 16 pins
25ns
400 mW
memory architecture - a
The
three-state output
SN54S/74S287
256W x4B, 3-S, 16 pins
42ns
400mW
computer architecture
SN54S/74S330 or 2500-ohm
SN54S/74S387
256W
x
48,
0-C,
16
pins
42ns
500mW
that places multiple regispassive-pullup output
SN54S/74S470
256W x8B, 0-C, 20 pins
5Ons
550mW
ter files in main memory.
SN54S/74S331 are both
SN54S/74S471
256W
x
8B,
3-S,
20
pins
5Ons
550mW
Result- the number of
priced at $ 9.00 for commerSN54S/74S472
512W x88, 3-S, 20 pins
available general-purpose
55ns
600mW
cial version ( 100 pieces).
registers is limited only by
SN54S/74S473
512W x8B, 0-C, 20 pins
55ns
600mW
the size of program memSN54S/74S474
512W x8B, 3-S, 24 pins
55ns
600mW
Input/Output Functions...
ory. Instructions do more
SN54S/74S475
512W x8B, 0-C, 24 pins
55ns
600mW
simplified interfacing
work, using less memory
Also offered are innovative
space. Interrupts are han20-pin high-density interdled faster.
face functions designed
Other architectural feaspecifically to interconnect
TI Schottky RAM Line Summary
tures:
with the S481 chip set. All
• Parallel dual input/outfunctions have bus-drivput ports.
ing three- state outputs
Address
• Full function ALU with
and high-impedance pnp
Access
Power
carry look- ahead, magniinputs. Alternatives are
Part Number
Description
Time
Dissipation
tude, and overflow capaavailable for either synSN54S/74S189
bilities.
16W x48, 3-S, 16 pins
25ns
375mW
chronous or asynchro•Double-length accumulaSN54S/74S200
256W x18, 3-S, 16 pins
25ns
500mW
nous, serial or parallel
tor with full shifting capaSN54LS/74LS200 256W x1B, 3-S, 16 pins
35ns
275mW
formats.
bility and sign-bit handling.
SN54LS/74LS202 256W x1B, 3-S, 16 pins
35ns 275/100*mW
These interface func•On-chip dual memory adSN54S/74S214
tions include:
1024W x1B, 3-S, 16 pins
3Ons
575mW
dress generators.
•SN74S225N- 16w X5b 10MHz FIFO
SN54LS/74LS214 1024W x1B, 3-S, 16 pins
65ns
200mW
The SN54S/74S481 is
•SN74S226N - 4-Bit Bus Transceiver
SN54LS/74LS215 1024W x1B, 3-S, 16 pins
65ns
200/75*mW
available now in a high•SN74S240N- Octal Inv. Bus Driver
SN54S/74S207
256W
x
48,
3-S,
16
pins
4Ons
600mW
density 48- pin quad-in-line
•SN74S241N - Octal Bus Driver
SN54LS/74LS207 256W x4B, 3-S, 16 pins
6Ons
300mW
•SN74S373N - Octal D-Type Latches
ceramic package at $29.25
•SN74S374N - Octal 0-Type Flip- Flops
SN54S/74S208
256W x4B, 3-S, 20 pins
4Ons
600mW
each for the commercial
All are available now.
SN54LS/74LS208 256W x4B, 3-S, 20 pins
version ( 100 pieces).
60ns
300mW
Maximum speed. MaxiThe Control Element.., fast
*Power down condition
mum flexibility. Maximum
next-address generation
efficiency. The S481 chip
The new SN54S/74S482 4-bit slice Schottky- clamped programmable set, the logical choice for implecontrol element integrates afull ad- read-only memories. All are made menting advanced mini and midi
der, four- word push- pop stack, with titanium-tungsten fuse links computers... and super processors.
source select multiplexer and ad- for fast, reliable, low voltage proThe components of the S481 chip
dress register. It offers next-ad- gramming. And 11 static, high-per- set are all available now. To order
dress generation in 25 ns. All in a formance Schottky random access call your local TI sales office or
space-saving 20-pin package.
memories. Enough variety in organauthorized distributor. For your
In addition to simple loops and for- izations, speed/power performance personal copy of TI's Bipolar
ward sequences, the S482 can be and packages to provide efficient, Microcomputer Components Data
used to implement the powerful op- cost-effective solutions to any
Book ( LCC-4270),
erations needed to decrement, vec- micro- control or program memwrite
Texas
tor, offset or jump in asingle cycle to ory application.
Instruments Inany address within its domain. SubThese PROMs and RAMs are relcorporated, P.O.
routines can be nested up to four atively insensitive to temperature
Box 5012,M/S 308,
levels deep in the push- pop stack and and supply-voltage variations. And Dallas, TX 75222.
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"tails you wir
Heads are our standard line of
MONOKAPSTM.
Raciad-leaded,
9poxy-coated monolithic ceramic
capacitors with
noble- metal electrodes whose proven
formullation has not
been modified or
compromised. They
meet MIL requirements. and are
available off-theshelf i.n a broad
range of capacitances and voltage
ratings to meet your
specific needs

I

Tails are our
BME-RadialsTm
They protect you
from the noble
metal cost spiral,
and save you money
right up front. They
are the product of
our unique BME
capacitor technology which
eliminates noble
metal entirely rom
electrodes and
terminations. But
they'll meet most of
the same circuit
requirements with
no sacrifice. -

So you see, it's up to you — MONO"SAPS or BME-Radials. Both are immediately available in quantity from
tne only people who give you the
choice. Either will do the job without
compromise. Call or write for all the

"See our complete catalog in EEM pages 317 to 335, and gold book pages 103 to 121, or contact us directly '
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Army sensors are getting smarter
Battlefield devices to be deployed in the 1980s
can describe objects they detect
by Bruce LeBoss, New York bureau manager
"Don't fire until you see the whites
of their eyes" was a good idea at
Bunker Hill in 1775, but with the
sophisticated and lethal arsenal in
the hands of today's armies, ground
commanders must quickly locate
enemy assembly areas and destroy
the main force before it takes its
principal battle position.
Of course, the means of spotting
infiltrators has come a long way
since the American Revolution. In
Vietnam, for example, unattended
battlefield sensors were used in the
demilitarized zone as part of the
"McNamara Wall" to detect
disturbances made by the passage of
men on foot or vehicles. Now, infiltration surveillance is about to
become even more effective with the
development of three advanced unattended ground sensor systems the
Army intends to deploy in the 1980s.
Perhaps the most ambitious of
these programs is the Remotely
Monitored Battlefield Sensor
System. Rembass, as it is called, will
use magnetic, seismic, seismic/acoustic, and infrared sensors
that can be put into place by artillery shells, as well as by hand or
high-speed aircraft. Present-day
ground sensors cannot be distributed
by artillery shells.
Like sensors used in Southeast
Asia or the Middle East, Rembass
sensors will detect disturbances
caused by the passage of target
objects and will report by data link
to a distant monitoring site. Unlike
prior sensors, some Rembass sensors
(known as classifiers) will determine
the nature of the detected object,
whether personnel or a wheeled or
tracked vehicle, says Col. L. C. Friedersdorff, Rembass project manager
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at the U.S. Army Electronics
"The design plans are under
Command, Fort Monmouth, N.J.
review now, and adecision for a goFurthermore, says Friedersdorff, ahead is set for May," Friedersdorff
"the problems with prior sensors are says. One of the three firms will be
that they're not all-weather systems, selected to fabricate engineeringand they have high false- alarm development models under a 30rates." And, since the older sensors month contract.
were active radiators— always on the
If the program goes into producair —" they're highly vulnerable to tion in the early 1980s, " it could
jamming." By contrast, " Rembass is
result in many, many millions of
designed for all-weather, day-and- dollars," says Wesley Brown, AEL's
night operation and is a passive
Rembass project manager. "Since
system. It won't send signals unless these are expendable devices, and
activated by a target and, therefore, each division is to be outfitted with
its vulnerability to jamming is very
them," the Army would require
low."
many devices, he adds.
The program is in the systemElectronic logic within the sensors
design phase of engineering developrejects disturbances from unwanted
ment. As part of their proposals for a sources, explains Friedersdorff. In
fabrication contract final design
these sensors, which are classifiers,
plans were submitted last month by
there are hard- wired digital circuits
RCA Corp.'s Government Communiinto which features or signatures
cations Systems division in Camden,
identifiable as specific targets are
N.J., American Electronic Laboraprogrammed and stored. When a
tories Inc. of Lansdale, Pa., and GTE
target is detected, its features are
Sylvania Inc. of Mountain View,
extracted and processed via signalCalif.
conditioning circuits. Once classiREPEATERS
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Thorough job. Not only can sensors in the Army's Rembass be planted by artillery shells, but
they can differentiate between wheeled or tracked vehicles and troops.
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Tally's low cost of ownership package...
One printer family...
Three speed ranges.

40 to 100
lines per minute
The Tally serial printer family.
Three speed ranges. And very little
price difference from model to
model. An ideal OEM package.
High parts commonality. Low
integration costs. No scheduled
maintenance. Design simplicity for
inherent reliability. A variety of
interfaces. Low prices.
From 40 lines per minute through
200 lines per minute. The Tally
T-1200 at 120 characters per
second. The Tally T-1202 — with

55 to 150

lines per minute
optimized bi-directional printing
that includes skipping over blank
spaces at three times the print
rate — delivers twice its rated speed
by cutting throughput time two to
three fold. And the new Tally
T-1602 at 160 cps with optimized
bi-directional printing keeps pace
with line printer speeds.
There's so much more to tell so
call your nearest Tally sales office
for all the facts.

OEM Sales Offices: Boston ( 617) 272-8070, Chicago
Los Angeles ( 213) 378-0805, Melbourne Beach
New York ( 516) 694-8444, San Antonio
San Jose 408) 247-0897, Seattle ( 206) 251-6730, Business Systems

( 312)
( 305)
( 512)
( 415)

956-0690,
724-0480,
733-8153,
254-8350.

70 to 200

lines per minute
Tally Corporation, 8301 S.1 80th St.,
Kent, Washington 98031.
Telephone ( 206) 251-5524.
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be employed well forward of the
forward edge of the battle area."
The FAALS sensors are activated
fled, the target information is digiby the enemy firings and transmit
tally coded and transmitted to a their information to atarget processreceiver/monitor at a division- level
ing center that is built around a
command center. There the sensor
Rolm Corp. 1602 ( AN/UYK-19)
message is decoded, then recorded
minicomputer. Upon receipt of these
and displayed to an operator who
messages, the center " time- tags" the
analyzes the data and reports the
data, sorts it into related sets,
activity detected.
computes the location of the blast
The sensor-activation messages
sources, and displays the resulting
may be reported to the monitoring
information.
station through ground and airborne
A FAALS production design is due
relays over extended distances and
in February 1980 from Honeywell
despite terrain barriers. "Thus, unInc., Minneapolis, under a $ 3.4
like other intelligence systems, Remmillion advanced development conbass can get behind hills," says
tract, with an engineering contract
Friedersdorff. " It isn't terrain- or
slated to be awarded a month later.
range- limited." Additionally, he
"The production contract should be
notes, Rembass sensors will stay on
awarded in 1983, and we hope to
the air, under worst-case conditions,
have the system in the field and
for a minimum of two weeks, 24
operational by the end of 1984,"
hours a day, without a battery
Friedersdorff says.
change. The Army hopes to use
Honeywell is responsible for the
long-shelf- life batteries of lithium in
sensors, target- processing center,
an organic electrolyte.
software, and complete systems inteThe data- transmission system and
gration and testing, including other
artillery-delivered sensors that come
equipment the Government will supout of the Rembass engineering
ply for the system. Among the equipdevelopment will be used to provide
ment are an antenna from the
a cost savings in the same phase of
Hunter Spring division of Ametek
another ground sensor system called
Inc. in Hatfield, Pa., artillery shells
the Field Artillery Acoustic Locatfrom Chamberlain Mfg. Co. in
ing System, or FAALS. It "employs a Elmhurst, Ill., and the data transnew concept for sound ranging,"
mission system from Resdel EngiFriedersdorff says. In contrast with
neering Corp.
linear-array sound- ranging systems
"FAALS is a fully automated
now used by the Army, "acoustic
system that will directly transmit
sensors, designed to detect artillery
messages to division artillery or to
muzzle blasts and shell bursts, will
Tacfire," says Chuck P. Harman,
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Blast tinder. For FAALs, which is to detect artillery muzzle blasts and shell bursts, sensors
and data transmission system developed for Rembass will be used to save money.
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project manager at Honeywell's Defense Systems division. " It's got
state-of-the-art sensors that detect
and classify acoustic signals from
fired weapons. These signals are
characterized and put into digital
format. This helps in sorting sensor
signals and in correlating them with
single-event firings."
The present linear systems, notes
Harman, "are good, but they take
more time to deploy and can't
handle the high fire rates that are
expected on the modern battlefield.
FAALS can handle much higher fire
rates because of its data-processing
facility and the target- processing
center."
According to Friedersdorff, the
Army plans to employ two FAALS
systems for each of the Army's 16
divisions. But there are thoughts of
the Army going to 24 divisions and,
"the program could run into the tens
of millions of dollars," Harman
notes.
The third system is not as big as
the other two, but the new Platoon
Early Warning System will be the
first to become operational. PEWS, as
it is called, is a lightweight ( 14.75pound) sensor system designed for
the small unit.
Each set will consist of nine handemplaced sensors— six seismic/magnetic and three seismic/electromagnetic—and a receiver/monitor capable of monitoring each sensor by
wire or radio to a range of 1,500
meters. Now in the final stages of
engineering development, the system
is scheduled to enter production this
summer and could become operational by late 1979 or early 1980,
Friedersdorff says.
General Motors Corp.'s Delco
Electronics division in Goleta, Calif.,
is doing engineering development,
and ago-ahead decision for production is expected in June with a
contract to be awarded in July. "The
proposed buy is for almost 4,000
systems," designated AN/TRS-2 O
(V)," says Frank Dennis, the Army's
assistant project manager for the
system. But, "there is an additional
requirement being evaluated for a
little more than 1,700 systems." The
total value of the initial production
therefore, is expected to be about $ 1
million, and "that's just the start of
things to come," Dennis says.
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IBM price cuts cause atremor
Slashes of 30% to 35% plus introduction of new processor
trigger reactions ranging from counter-cuts to shrugs
by Bruce LeBoss, New York bureau manager
International Business Machines
Corp. has donned the gloves and
come out fighting. Seemingly passive
as rival computer and memory
systems makers ate away at its
market share, the industry's kingpin
is starting a price war that should
affect not only manufacturers of
competitive processors— especially
compatible units— and add-on memory systems, but also semiconductor
houses.
IBM did not just lead with a new
large-scale general-purpose processor, the 3033, that has 1.6 to 1.8
greater internal performance than its
current top-of-the- line system, the
System/370 model 168-3. Nor did
the company just price it at a
markedly lower cost to users. The
Armonk, N.Y.-based company also
threw a series of counter- punches
that included a30% reduction on the
purchase price of its System/370
models 158 and 168 and a 35% cut
in the purchase, lease, and rental
prices for main storage in certain
System/370 models.
Then, aiming at its rivals in the
small-computer camps, ism's General Systems division in Atlanta
dropped prices on certain low-end
processors and associated memory
by as much as 35%.
Some challengers immediately
responded in kind, while others are
taking more time to plan their
moves. Still other computer and addon- memory- system challengers
claim IBM didn't lay aglove on them.
However, the full impact of the
firm's thrust to retain its market
share may not yet have been felt in
both large and small systems, where
another IBM move is expected soon.
Speculation is that the 3033 proces-
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Storm center. IBM not only jarred its rivals by cutting prices, but it announced the 3033
processor. IBM says it is 1.6 to 1.8 times faster than fastest 370— the model 168-3.

sor, to be available in the first
quarter of 1978, is not the rumored
model 178 that many were expecting
as the next-generation top-of-theline processor in the System/370
family.
The model 3033 has a buffer
storage capacity of 65,536 bytes—
double that of the 168- 3— and it uses
denser logic circuitry with acentralprocessing-circuit cycle time of 58
nanoseconds, compared to 80 ns for
the 168-3. However, the 3033 is a
unit processor and, unlike the 168-3
and what would be expected of the
reported model 178, it cannot run in
a batch or multiprocessor environment, according to an Ism spokesman. Also, the basic storage element

in the main memory of the 3033 is
the same 2,048- bit metal- oxidesemiconductor unit used in the older
168-3, although improvements have
been made in the bipolar logic
circuitry.
But it may be that not all of the
3033's capabilities have been announced. Oscar H. Rothenbuecher, a
senior consultant and computer expert at Arthur D. Little Inc., the
Cambridge, Mass., management
consultant and engineering firm, is
of the opinion that the 3033 could be
a processor for a still-to-be announced 370/178, but that the full
system would have parallel processors and a denser, faster memory
than the 168.
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That may be so, but right now the
3033 processor will sell for about
$3.4 million in its basic configuration of 4 million characters of main
memory, and about $ 3.6 million and
$3.8 million in 6- million- and
8- million-character configurations,
respectively. A comparable model
168-3, which would have to include
12 channels, a high-speed multiply
feature, and a facility for certain
software extensions, would sell at its
reduced prices for about $4.3 million, $4.5 million, and $4.8 million in
configurations of 4, 6, and 8 million
characters of main memory.
"For years, IBM has established
the threshold for what users will
pay," says Jack Biddle, president of
the Computer and Communications
Industry Association in Washington,
D.C. "Others will simply have to
follow their lead. Idon't think the
Ism move will hurt Amdahl, and it
won't stop Itel," two of the firm's
attacking the System/370 model 158
and model 168 market with higherperformance compatible systems at a
lower price.
Amdahl Corp., in Sunnyvale,
Calif., did immediately respond to
IBM's bold moves with some announcements of its own. The firm
reduced by 30% the prices for its
System 470/V6, a higher- performance replacement for the 370/168.
It announced two new computers—
one larger and one smaller than the
470/V6.
A new 470/V7 is a 4- megabyte
system (expandable to 16 megabytes) that is faster than the 3033.
To be first delivered in August 1978,
the V7 costs $ 3,480,000. While Ism
says its new 3033 is 1.6 to 1.8 times
faster than the 168, Amdahl claims
its 470/V7 is 1.8 times faster than
its V6, which in turn is said to be
twice as fast as the 168. The smaller
Amdahl 470/V5, which will cost
$2,430,000 and be available in
September, is 21
/ times faster than
2
IBM'S 370/158.
Burroughs Corp. of Detroit also is
responding by raising performance
and lowering prices of its B7800 line
of non- Ism-compatible large-scale
processors. Burroughs has cut the
price of its 3-million- byte B7811 to
$2,391,940, a 13% reduction. The
dual- processor B7821, with 6million
bytes of memory, has been sliced
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20% to $ 3,528,280. The firm has
also cut the purchase price for its
earlier dual- processor B7765 by
about 29% to $ 1,953,600.
Spokesmen at Honeywell Information Systems would not comment
on the Ism moves, other than to say
they are still studying the announcements. But officials at Control Data
Corp. in Minneapolis, which unveiled two new processors in its
Cyber 170 line afew days after Ism
took the wraps off the 3033, say the
Ism moves will not affect them.
het, also expects not to be
affected. Richard Lussier, executive
vice president of Itel Corp. in San
Francisco, says of IBM's price cuts,
"It's nice they did it. Ihope their
shareholders like it." Though lie'
markets a higher- performance,
lower-priced digital computer that is
adirect emulation of IBM's 370/158
and is built by National Semiconductor Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif.,
Lussier foresees little impact from
IBM's move on Itel's leasing business,
since its prices are still 30% lower
than IBM's. Instead, Lussier claims
the real pressure from IBM's announcement will fall on the makers
of add-on memory systems.
"I don't know what we'll do. It
depends on what the end- user will
pay," states Richard Andreini, marketing vice president at Advanced
Memory Systems Inc. of Sunnyvale,
Calif. " If it means we have to reduce
our costs by going to 16-k [ 16,384bit random-access memories], then
that will be AMS' approach."
IBM's move was "quite a broad
one. It countered alot of competitive
pressures to Ism," adds William
Jordan, vice president and general
manager at Intel Corp.'s Memory
Systems division in Santa Clara. He
points out, however, that prior to
ism's price reductions, it was selling
products at $ 170,000 per megabyte.
That figure is down to $ 110,000
now, but, says Jordan, Intel's price is
still $ 80,000 per megabyte.
In the view of one semiconductor
marketing official, " IBM's price
moves are an attempt to go after
people using Ism software— so IBM is
putting the squeeze on their hardware. We don't see any effect on the
peripheral and add-on memory companies." He also sees no effect on
semiconductor pricing.
D

HF Power
AmollIers?
One unit
may be all
YOU'i ever
need.

If you have the ENI Model 440LA
ultra-wideband solid state
power amplifier, all you need is
a laboratory signal generator
and you've got the ultimate in
linear power for such applications as RFI/EMI testing,
NMR/ENDOR, RF transmission, ultrasonics and more.
Capable of supplying more than
40 watts of RF power into any
load impedance, the 440LA
covers the frequency range of
150 kHz to 300 MHz.
We could mention unconditional stability, instantaneous
failsafe provisions and absolute protection from overloads
and transients, but that's what
you expect from any ENI
power amplifier, and the
440LA is no exception!
Our catalog contains complete
specifications on the 440LA as
well as the entire line of ENI
amplifiers, and is available
without obligation, of course.
For further information or a
demonstration, contact ENI,
3000 Winton Road South,
Rochester, New York 14623.
Call 716-473-6900, or Telex
97-8283 ENI ROC.
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Four a-m stereo techniques compete
1978 approval by FCC could generate $ 250 million market
as special committee sorts systems for upcoming tests
by Ray Connolly, Washington bureau manager
Is everyone ready for a- m stereo?
Probably not the American consumer just yet, since it is an unfamiliar concept even though it has been
kicking around for generations. But
with some help from the Federal
Communications Commission, the
National A- M Stereophonic Committee ( NAntsc) is ready to change
all that. It hopes to iron out the
technological glitches during two
months of broadcast tests that begin
next month using two Washington,
D.C., area stations and another in
Boston [
Electronics, March 17, p.
49].
The four organizations comprising
the committee— the National Association of Broadcasters, National
Radio Broadcasters Association,
IEEE, and EIA—are pushing for an
Fcc ruling by early 1978. Auto
makers, which are expected to
generate 80% of the a- m stereo
market, would then be able to get the
new radios into the dashboards of
their 1979 models.
Compared to fm, the superior
range of a- m is expected to have
widespread appeal, and many broadcasters say they are willing to give it
atry, if only to counter the growing
encroachment of fm stereo on the
faltering a- m market. Receiver makers like Delco, Magnavox, and
Motorola— not to mention such Japanese manufacturers as Sansui and
others— also show strong interest in
the NAMSC effort with its promise of
an annual wholesale market projected at $ 250 million. Makers of
transmission equipment have less to
gain since it will only take a onetime investment of about $ 20,000 by
an a-m/fm broadcaster to adapt an
existing transmitter with an encoder
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to a- m stereo. Yet even at that, the
conversion market is estimated to be
worth some $ 90 million or more.
But those golden sounds still need
a great deal of fine tuning on both
the technological and political levels
before a- m stereo will be heard. For
example, some broadcasters, particularly smaller ones like Washington's WOL, are wary of stereo. They
doubt whether existing monophonic
receivers will be able to pick up a
clear signal from stereo transmissions, and they also feel threatened
by a possible reduction in broadcast
range— and in audiences— if stereo
requires them to cut modulation or
"loudness" of a- m transmissions
from a 125% positive limit to, say,
90% or less.
As WOL puts it, "we have atough
Lit)

—

'

1_11).- R( 0 1 LIMITING
AMPLIFIER

time covering out to the suburbs
now. If we lose 125%, we won't be
able to get even to the city limits."
But the view of Motorola's Norman
Parker, who is heading his company's NAMSC effort, is that a- m broadcast signals with a present range of
150 miles will be reduced by stereo
"by 20 to 30 miles at most" with
signal-to-noise ratios " the same as at
the outer range."
Testing. The committee expects to
quell these broadcasters' fears when
it submits the results of its broadcast
tests to the FCC by summer's end.
The tests will consist of three broadcast approaches and hardware developed by Magnavox Corp. of Fort
Wayne, Ind. (see diagram); Motorola Inc. of Schaumburg, Ill., which
uses a system called C-QUAM for
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compatible quadrature amplitude
modulated signal, and Belar Electronics Laboratory Inc., Devon, Pa.,
which is submitting an RCA concept
dropped by that company when it
withdrew from the radio receiver
market.
In the committee's field tests—
which will be presented to the FCC
without a recommendation for its
own judgment— results will be measured at Atlantic Research Corp.'s
Laboratories in Alexandria, Va. Signals broadcast from Boston's WBX
will be used to measure skywave
propagation and selective fading,
while wcros and WTOP in Washington will be used to measure
frequency response, signal distortion
and separation, occupied bandwidth,
interference, monophonic compatibility, and mobile receiver measurements employing avan.
Not participating in the NAMSC
tests is Kahn Communications Inc.
of Freeport, N.Y., whose founder,
Leonard Kahn, a longtime a- m
stereo proponent, is petitioning the
FCC directly for approval of his
system. The evident incompatibility
of Kahn with the NAMSC came
through clearly to broadcasters, who
turned out at 8 a.m. in standingroom-only numbers to hear both
sides during an a- m stereo panel at
the National Association of Broadcasters' annual meeting in Washington at the end of March. Where
all of the NAMSC transmission test
systems employ variations of angular
modulation to achieve stereo with
phase or envelope detection of
signals, Kahn's approach uses phase
shifting of an audio signal by 90 °and
producing stereo with one channel
on the upper and the second on the
lower signal sideband.
NAMSC chairman Harold Kassens
of Washington's A.D. Ring & Associates, who was with the FCC when
Kahn's approach to a- m stereo was
originally turned down by the commission, says he doubts that Kahn
"has tested his system" adequately
to produce quantitative measurements.
Maverick? According to Christopher Payne, assistant to NAB'S engineering vice president and coordinator of much of the NAMSC effort,
Kahn has refused the committee's offers to test his system. Kahn,

WHAT IS CC PD?
It is the ultimate image sensor just introduced by RETICON. It
takes advantage of the best features inherent in both CCD and
RETICON's long-established photodiode array technology. It
uses a CCD register for readout, providing a low capacitance,
low- noise output— and diffused photodiode sensors for uniform
response, high quantum efficiency, and freedom from blooming.
Our CCPDTm image sensors are available with 256 to 1728 elements on 16 pm centers.
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Continuous indication of where DELAYED T.B. measurements are taken.
•Eliminate BACK- AND- FORTH SWITCHING
•Forget MIXED-SWEEP limitations
The PM 3214 is the latest addition to the Philips oscilloscope family.
At 25 MHz and 2mV sensitivity, the PM 3214 incorporates all the triggering
facilities found on the latest, most expensive oscilloscopes available: AC, DC, TV
and an auto position that derives its trigger from the peak to peak signal input.
Trigger selection from either channel, line and external sources as well as composite
triggering for ASYNCHRONOUS signals.
Composite triggering in A- B display derives its source from the differential signal,
allowing measurement of signals riding on high AC or DC components.
The 18.5 lb. portable is double insulated and even has an internal battery option.
Supplied with two probes and a protective front cover, the PM 3214 is a money
saving solution to many oscilloscope requirements.
If you don't need DELAYED TIMEBASE the economy priced PM 3212 has all
the triggering and overall perfomance of the PM 3214 at only $ 1,155.00".
For immediate detailed information utilize
our toll- free Hotline number:800 632-7172
(New Jersey residents call collect), or
contact: Philips Test & Measuring
Instruments. I
nc.
In the U.S.:
85 Mc Kee Drive
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430
Tel. ( 201) 529-3800
In Canada:
6 Leswyn Road
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6A 1K2
Tel. ( 416) 789-7188
* U.S. Domestic Price Only

PHILIPS

r
PHILIPS
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Probing the news
Payne says, " is something of a
maverick in the industry." Kahn, for
his part, professes astonishment at
what he terms the domination of the
committee by representatives of receiver makers, like Motorola's Parker. "These tests should be run by
broadcasters— the users of any new
system— not the manufacturers," he
says. As for his nonparticipation in
the tests, Kahn says, "These tests are
expensive. We are asmall company
and spent acouple of hundred thousand dollars on 31/2 years of tests."
These included over- the- air tests
using Baltimore's WFBR in an authorized FCC trial and six months on
XTRA, a50- kilowatt station in Tijuana, Mexico, that beams its music
and news to San Diego and Los
Angeles.
The NAMSC also contends that
Kahn's system would require "two
i-fs in areceiver, and that is just too
expensive." Kahn terms that view
"ridiculous," adding that the approach is not overly expensive, and
would enable broadcasters to get on
the air sooner with stereo. Also,
Kahn says he has applied for a
patent on a new system using just
one i
f.
When the smoke finally clears and
the FCC finally rules on a-m stereo—
presumably favorably, blessing one
of the four engineering approaches— manufacturers will have
a new product for which they hope
consumers will make a new market.
The new stereo receivers clearly will
require a wider bandwidth than
existing mono systems. Magnavox's
Al Kelsch believes "bandwidths out
to perhaps ± 12 kilohertz will be
realistic" for home receivers if the
new sound is to truly compete with
fm stereo. Not all NAMSC members
are in agreement on that point
either.
Nevertheless, there is widespread
agreement within the audio engineering community on at least one
qualitative aspect of a- m stereo:
broadcasters will have to offer
listeners something more than the
all- news and hard- rock formats that
so dominate contemporary programming if any of them is going to buy
the new dimension.
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WE'RE
WARN! NG
... no better audio indicators are available for fire and
burglar alarms. Seven models ... continuous tone, or
fast or slow pulsing, or all three ... to 100 dbA at 2.7
kHz depending on voltage ... some rated to 85 dbA at
ten feet. White, 3.54" diameter x 1.42" high ( 90 x36mm).
50mm diameter piezo crystal. Wire leads. Mounts easily
on wall or panel with screws. Ask for new free catalog.

Where to buy

Series X-50
Actual Size

an audio indicator for every need:

projects®
unlimited
3680 Wyse Road, Dayton, Ohio 45414
Tel. ( 513) 890-1918, TWX 810-450-2523
Distributors throughout the world.

CALIFORNIA, COSTA MESA
MarVac Electronics

MISSOURI, ST. LOUIS
Olive Industrial Elec.

OHIO, COLUMBUS
Hughes Peters Inc.

B. C., VANCOUVER
Deskin Sales Corp.

CALIFORNIA, SUNNYVALE
Pyramid Electronics

NEW JERSEY, WAYNE
Gordon/Horne, Inc.

OHIO, DAYTON
NASCO

ONTARIO, TORONTO
Deskin Sales Corp.

COLORADO, DENVER
Waco Electronics Inc.

NEW YORK, ROCHESTER
Ossmann Component Sales

ONTARIO, WI LLOWDALE
Electro Sonic, Inc.

MASSACHUSETTS, SHARON
Adcour

OHIO, CINCINNATI
Hughes Peters Inc.

TEXAS, DALLAS
GARLAND
K. A. Electronics

MICHIGAN, FARMINGTON
CMP Distributor Co.

OHIO, CLEVELAND
CMP Distributor Co.

WASHINGTON, SEATTLE
Frank Jackson & Associates

QUEBEC, MONTREAL
Deskin Sales Corp.

WISCONSIN, MILWAUKEE
Taylor Electric Co.
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CONNECTOR PROBLEM?
TRY Z
Q11,, INSTEAD!

NO HEAT
NO SOLDERING

NON ABRASIVE

1
Ill
Il
:1 1
1111!1
,
1
1
1
1
11E 11E111
THE INNOVATIVE CONDUCTIVE ELASTOMERIC
CONNECTOR WITH OVER 100,000,000 CONNECTIONS
NOW FUNCTIONING IN THE FIELD.

SHOCK AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION

LCD, BOARD- TO- BOARD, FLAT CABLE
CONTACT

ECKNIT
SEE US AT THE DESIGN ENGINEERING SHOW BOOTH NO. 1596

SEND FOR OUR NEW CONNECTOR CATALOG
EASTERN DIVISION • 129 DERMODY ST., CRANFORD, NJ 07016 (201) 272-5500
WESTERN DIVISION • 427 OLIVE ST., SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101 ( 805) 963-1867
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Probing the news

Consumer electronics

Calculators count more in class
Makers designing machines for student use as objections
from educators and parents are slowly being overcome
by Judith Curtis, San Francisco bureau
A decade ago, educators and electronics marketers were busily passing on the buzz- words of the day:
computer-assisted instruction. CAI,
as it was called, never did reach the
heady pervasiveness predicted for it.
But now a younger cousin of the
computer, the handheld calculator,
seems to be making amuch greater,
if quieter, impression on educators.
The calculator, astranger in many
classrooms three years ago, is slowly
expanding a bridgehead in mathematics curriculums across the country, making it easier to solve
advanced problems. Part of its
success is attributable to price
erosion.
The trend comes none too soon for
manufacturers, which must look
away from the saturated consumer
market into newer, relatively untapped territory. Texas Instruments Inc.
and National Semiconductor Corp.'s
Consumer division are the most
aggressive. Both are offering a wide
range of calculators tailored for
school use. They range from Ti's
Little Professor and Novus' Whiz
Kid to programmables with printout.
TI, in an effort to capture the education market, retained Ruth Hoffman, director of the University of
Denver's mathematics laboratory, to
design a program for one of its
calculator lines and to appear in
commercials promoting the use of
calculators in elementary schools.
Strategy. But, says Edward G.
Morrett, manager of Ti's learning

center, " While the market is very
large and attractive, it's extremely
difficult to penetrate." In a TI
survey, two strong objections to
calculators turned up: fear of theft
and concern over who would pay for
them. But even more important to
overcome is parents' fear that their
children will become math idiots and
calculator wizards.
Joseph Hoffman, consultant to
California's Department of Education, which is about to release its
recommendations, says, " We're in
no way ready to stick our necks into
another [ new] math fiasco." If
calculators prove to be an aid, rather
than acrutch, he says, then he would
be "eager" to see them used on a
wide scale.
Most educators view calculators
as a positive supplement to math

learning. Marilyn Suydam, associate
professor of mathematics education
at Ohio State University, says
preliminary test results she has
studied indicate " students will
achieve as well, if not better, with
calculators." In fact, the consensus
among teachers is that when used
properly— and, most important, once
students understand basic math concepts— calculators motivate them to
explore problems outside the normal
math curriculum.
Experimenting. " I believe the
handheld calculator will do to computational skills what the typewriter
did to handwriting skills 50 years
ago," says Graham Rankin, associate superintendent of schools in
Sacramento, Calif., where elementary and high-school students are
using calculators in a federally

Figuring it out. In photo at right, first-grader
who has learned calculator activity teaches it
to another. At far right, another first-grader
uses a TI calculator program called " More
Bears— Less Bears" based on estimation.
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from Electronic Measurements . . .
funded experimental program.
About 800 elementary- and secondary-school students in Philadelphia are using calculators in a citywide study that will be complete by
June. To participate, students had to
demonstrate aknowledge of computational skills, "so calculators were
not used as a substitute for learning," explains Alexander Tobin,
director of math education for Philadelphia. Tobin predicts that within
five years, "every kid will have a
calculator."
That is certainly welcome news to
companies like TI and National,
which are anxious to get schools to
use calculators on a daily basis,
rather than for experimental purposes only. Jay V. Hemming, educational marketing manager at National's Consumer Products division,
estimates that the education market
could reach $ 350 million.
This may happen if for no other
reason than that calculators are a
part of life. In a National Science
Foundation study, " Electronic
Handheld Calculators: the Implications for Pre- college Education,"
Ohio State's Suydam notes the mere
existence of calculators may be their
best selling point. " . . . The pragmatic fact that they exist and that
they are appearing in the hands of
increasing numbers of students is
perhaps the most compelling reason
to use them," she states.
D

10 to 60 KW DC
Power Supplies
Time was when high power DC power supplies
were available on a custom basis only.
No more, though.
Now, for the first time, you can get high power
30 SCR DC in astandard product.
E/M's EMHP series of standardized
modular assemblies are custom- packaged
for your specific industrial and scientific
applications, and give you:
•Greatly reduced costs
•Greatly reduced delivery time
•Greatly increased efficiency
•Greatly increased performance
'W"
Voltage
(V)

Model

Current
(A)

Voltage
Ripple
(V rms)

Current
Ripple
(A rms)

Typical
Price*

SERIES 15 (20 KW max., 19" panel, 26%' package)
EMHP10-1000
EMHP20-750
EMHP40-400
EMHP80-250
EMHP150-130
EMHP600-30

0-10
0-20
0-40
0-80
0-150
0-600

0-1000
0-750
0-400
0-250
0-130
0-30

0.10
0.15
0.25
0.50
0.75
3.00

10
5.7
2.5
1.6
0.7
0.2

$3700

SERIES 25 (30 KW max., 24' panel, 32" package)
EMI-11310-1500
EMHP20-1000
EMHP40-600
EMHP80-375
EMHP150-200
EMHP600-50

0-10
0-20
0-40
0-80
0-150
0-600

0-1500
0-1000
0-600
0-375
0-200
0-50

0.1
0.15
0.25
0.5
0.75
3.0

15
7.5
3.8
2.4
1.0
0.3

$4700

SERIES 40 (60 KW max., 24" panel, 47%' package)
EMHP10-3000
EMHP20-1500
EMHP40-900
EMHP80-600
EMHP150-350
EMHP600-100

0-10
0-20
0-40
0-80
0-150
0-600

0-3000
0-1500
0-900
0-600
0-350
0-100

0.10
0.15
0.25
0.50
0.75
3.00

30
12
6
4
2
0.5

$8500

*Each application is priced at time of order. Please consult factory
for complete details.

Any other combination of ratings to 3000 amps and 600 volts
is available within the power rating of each series.
To order, or for any technical information, call
TOLL FREE (800) 631-4298
ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS INC.
405 Essex Road, Neptune, N.J. 07753
Phone ( New Jersey) 201-922-9300 ( Toll free)800-631-4298
Specialists in Power Conversion Equipment
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Reduce your vulnerability
SpecifyAmphenol connector systems.
You'll get just the right connector.
Plus quality that makes you look good.

Waiting for the missing link in your product
—the connectors— can be more than
frustrating. Adelay can leave you wide
open to the perils of lost business
and lost profits. So can less than
top-notch quality.
Relax. There are thousands and thousands of famous
Amphenol quality connector products. Many are available for prompt delivery from aclose-to-you distributor. And even if you order a highly specialized
connector, you won't have to wait long. Just long
enough for us to give it quality worth waiting for.
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You get that kind of prompt availability in quality
connectors like those shown here. And ahost of others
for consumer and business products, data and word
processing equipment, aerospace and military applications, nuclear power, telephony, and more.
We make much more available to you, of course.
From the constant stream of connector ideas we originate to the methods of termination. So bring your
connector problems to us. Just write to: Amphenol
Connector Systems, Bunker Ramo Corporation, Dept.
A4 - .
1,900 Commerce Drive, Oak Brook, Illinois 60521,
or call: ( 312) 986-2320.
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Microphone connectors that are
quick to disconnect. Our QWIK-91
Series are efficient, easy to operate
and an attractive complement to
quality audio equipment.
Cut telephone key-set installation costs in half.
With System 66 connectorized red-field back
panels. They're factory pre-wired.

The big name is SMA's. Amphenol,
of course. Stainless steel or
beryllium copper. Built-in quality
ensures performance to your
toughest design demands.

Missile launcher connector-and-cable assembly
is important to the military. Used on an infantry
anti-tank weapon, this assembly is typical of
our total design capability.

Radiation-resistant connectors for the nuclear
power industry. Our 206 Series for containment
rooms. Features stainless steel shells and crimp
Poke-Homes contacts.

PC edged connectors that give
you the edge on costs. A variety ,
from 143, 225, and 261 Series.
For solder, wire-wrap, and crimp snap
applications.

The right idea
at the
right time.

n
y
n
svec
ur
AMPHENOLos

BUNKER
RAMO
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Defining Today's
Manufacturer's Representative
SYNERGISM

(
siniar jiz'm)

Working together: the simultaneous action of separate agencies which,
together, have greater total effect than the sum of their individual effects.

EFFICIENCY

(
afish'on se)

Ability to produce adesired effect, product, etc., with aminimum of effort,
expense, or waste: quality or fact of being efficient.

CREATIVITY

(
kretà ay/ate)

Productive. Having or showing imagination and artistic or intellectual inventiveness. Stimulating the imagination and inventiveness of others.

EMPATHY

(
em/pa the)

The projection of one's own personality into the personality of another in
order to understand him better: ability to share in anothers emotions or
feelings.

IMPACT

(
im pakti)

The power of an event, idea, etc., to produce changes, move the feelings.
Add to these definitions the feeling, pride. dedication and commitment to
his customers and his business, (Ind you hare it. No other market system
can come close!
Manufacturers' Representatives make sense— at atime when we need them
the most. For information on how roil can utilize manufacturers' represen tires to market your product, write.or call their association.
more than an association— aphilosophy

ere

ELECTRONIC REPRESENTATIVES ASSOCIATION
233 E. Erie. Suite 1003
Chicago. III. 60611
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Technical articles
E Solid-state controls have been slowly edging electromechanical parts out of their well- entrenched position in
the appliance industry. But the sudden popularity of
programmable microwave ovens is speeding the pace, as
well as raising the sophistication to the microcomputer
level. Today every major appliance maker is busy planning how to "out- Is!" its competitors.
Some form of large-scale integration has already
popped up in standard ranges, clothes dryers, sewing
machines, and central air conditioners, with washing
machines and refrigerators next to fall in line. Overseas,
it is already possible to buy a programmable washer in
Japan, and various Common Market companies are
beginning to introduce appliances equipped with
programmable controls.
Nor are major appliances likely to be the only beneficiaries of Ls!. As prices for the new single-chip microprocessors tumble, coffee makers, blenders, bathroom
scales, and the like will go solid-state.
Electronics can boost sales
Have the staid appliance makers been grazing on loco
weed from Silicon Valley? Hardly; the fact is that they
have discovered electronics can improve the sales of their
appliances. Programmability, coupled with digital
display, has pizzaz ( and helps justify ahigher price tag).
Moreover, electronic controls are more precise than their
electromechanical counterparts, and they promise
greater reliability. They also can play arole in improving
the efficiency of home electrical products— a requirement that may well be state and Federal mandates.
Long term, there is a good chance consumers will
demand new labor-saving products capable of being
programmed to operate automatically. The technology is
here now.
Before anyone begins dreaming about totally automated households, there are design problems to solve in
applying the full capabilities of microprocessors to
existing home appliances. Development of low-cost and
reliable interface components— analog- to-digital converters and sensors or transducers— is a must. Another
requirement is simpler interfaces with users, so that they
do not need to be computer programmers to fry an egg
or wash some clothes. At this point, too, it is not clear
whether custom chips or standard microcomputers will
establish superiority for the appliance applications. Here
price will be afactor.
Reliability is also acrucial problem. Appliance owners
expect their ranges, washing machines, and refrigerators
to last 15 to 20 years without much maintenance. Can
they expect this longevity from electronic controls? If
not, the tried-and-true electromechanical components
will stay, say appliance-company engineers.
But there is apowerful incentive for going electronic.
Consumers are increasingly interested in energy conservation and want to reduce service costs. So appliance
manufacturers are seeking better ways of running household equipment. So the ability of large-scale integration
to deliver these features will begin to outweigh the long-
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LSI controls
gaining in
home appliances
Programmable microwave ovens
have paved the way;
increased efficiency and reliability
are key incen -ives
by Gerald M.

Walker, Consumer Editor

11

1. Processor cookout. Success of microwave ovens with [ SI controls and capacitive glass touchpanels has spurred interest in applications in
other appliances. Among the programmable ranges using standard microprocessors are Litton's Model 460 Memorymatic, top, with its control
the TMS 1000 from Texas Instruments, and Tappan's Tap ' N Touch, bottom, which uses the TMS 1100 from Texas Instruments.
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LINE CLOCK INPUT

RESET INPUT

CLOCK GENERATOR

16- BIT COUNTER
MOTOR
CONTROL

5BIT COUNTER

COMPARATOR AND
SPEED CONTROL

DECODER

20 LINES
INPUT
LOGIC

9PROGRAM ,
INPUTS

OUTPUT
ROM

INPUT
READ ONLY
MEMORY

30 LINES

IMI

TEMPERATURE
TRIGGER

WATER- LEVEL
TRIGGER

TEMPERATURE
INPUT

WATER- LEVEL
INPUT

OUTPUT
LOGIC

10 MACHINE> OUTPUT
FUNCTIONS

1 .
1

r

DECODER

}

3MACHINEMODIFYING
INPUTS

2. Electronic washday. ITT's 7150 dedicated processor for washing machines contains two ROMs. The input ROM is split into nine sections,
each of which is controlled by aseparate program. The output ROM routes data from first ROM into 18 lines that control operations.

time commitment to electromechanical parts.
Microprocessors' entrée into the kitchen came from an
unexpected quarter: microwave ovens. They have been
around for some 20 years without making many waves,
but a little more than a year ago they suddenly began
selling. Biggest surprise of all is that the best-selling
model in the United States is the top-of- the- line TouchMatic programmable oven from Amana Refrigeration
Inc., Amana, Iowa, priced close to $600.
The average microwave oven sells for about $400,
compared to about $ 250 to $ 300 for the average gas or
electric range. Industry estimates are that next year the
$1.2 billion in total U.S. microwave oven sales will just
exceed the combined dollar sales of gas and electric
ranges. At least 10% of all American households will
have microwave units. Sales last year hit almost 2
million units, compared to 2.5 million electric ranges and
1.6 million gas models.
Programmable cooking catches fire
Microprocessors will begin to move down the product
lines of the major manufacturers. By 1980, the majority
of units sold will probably be programmable, and they
will be in about 26% of all American households. Simultaneously, the industry expects increased popularity for
microwave/conventional combinations, with a growth
from 100,000 units last year to about 700,000 by 1980.
Further proof of the impact of microwave oven's
zooming popularity is the interest of the multi- billiondollar food-processing industry. General Mills, Pillsbury,
and Green Giant, to name just a few of those involved,
are working on frozen foods constituted especially for
microwave cooking. Another sign: makers of cooking
vessels have begun labeling their ovenware if it is suitable for microwave ovens.
There are anumber of explanations for the takeoff of
microwave ovens and the success of the programmable
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controls. Speed of operation, economy, convenience, and
prestige are all attractions of microwave operation. The
electronic controls make the oven more precise and more
flexible. Microwave ovens can do much more than
conventional ovens— even scramble eggs or boil water—
but they must handle a wide range of exact cooking
times, from asecond to an hour or more.
"Digital control gave us the precise timing we needed
for short and long cooking," says Richard D. Maxwell,
senior vice president for engineering at Amana. " If
you're restricted to electromechanical devices or even
linear devices, you have great difficulty in getting that
timing accuracy, short- and long-end. . . . Once you
have digital timing, it doesn't cost too much to pick up
additional features such as defrost, avariable duty cycle,
digital display, and clock."
Another of the major manufacturers of the new ovens,
Litton Microwave Cooking, has prepared a comparison
of electricity use that strongly favors microwave cooking.
The firm claims the energy savings from microwave
ovens in 1980 will be about 19 billion kilowatt hours,
amounting to $664.6 million less in utility bills. The
extrapolation is based on the assumptions that the
number of U. S. households remains constant at 70
million and that the average cost of akilowatt hour stays
at an average of 3.5 cents.
Popping LSI into the oven
Since microwave ovens are popularizing programmability, asurvey of their use of microprocessors shows how
other home-appliance applications are likely to develop.
It all began with Amana's introduction of the
programmable Radarrange R-6 in June 1975, which
marked the culmination of an unusual development
effort (see " How Amana started cooking with electronics," p. 99). Essex International's Controls division,
Logansport, Ind., built the 1st- based control module to
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acountdown of the time or the increase in temperature.
Programmable temperatures require an automatic
cutoff below 90 ° F to prevent overworking the magnetron and above 195 ° F to avoid running the temperature
beyond the normal cooking level. The microprocessor is
programmed to reject any punched- in temperatures that
are outside this spread.
The cook may also program 10 variable power modes,
which represent power increments from 10% to 100%.
The modes cover such familiar operations as simmer,
sauté, and bake as well as microwave- inspired choices
such as defrost and reheat. Thanks to the microprocessor's memory, it is possible to program two modes at one
and the same time.
3. German cooking. The CF3-F microprocessor on the Telefunken
Cookbit electric range contains three LSI circuits, a CPU, and two
ROMs to control and monitor cooking. The printed-circuit board
easily fits behind the keyboard panel used to program cooking.

Amana's specifications, using acustom pchannel metaloxide-semiconductor chip from General Instrument
Corp.'s Microelectronics division, Hicksville, N.Y.
This digital control primarily performs the functions
of two electromechanical timers. Besides the mos chip,
there is a decoderdriver plus assorted transistors and
resistors as output buffers, an electromechanical switch,
and apower supply. The module also includes acapacitivetouch " keyboard" with 10 digits and 5commands, a
lightemitting-diode display, five LED lamps to indicate
which command has been programmed, and an acoustical transducer end-of-cycle indicator.
A conventional relay in the control module is in series
with the main power triac, which controls the highvoltage power supply for the magnetron. An electromechanical switch controls the relay's coil. Keeping this
control separate from the touchpanel reduces the risk of
accidentally energizing the magnetron. The glass touch panel was selected over other types for its superior
resistance to noise and contamination.
The capacitive system also interfaces with the mos
integrated circuit, which can provide the logic needed to
detect signals from the touchpanel. The basic configuration is arandom- logic array on the order of awatch chip.
The RR-6 has recently been replaced by the RR9, a
model which has added features such as variable power
settings and two- mode programmability (defrost and
then cook, for example).
Standard microcomputers are found in the programmable microwave ovens from Litton Microwave Cooking,
Minneapolis, Minn., Texas Instruments Inc., Dallas,
supplies one assembly built around its 4- bit TMS 1000
for Litton's Model 460, and Teccor Controls Co., Dallas,
supplies another that contains a Mostek microprocessor
for the Model 420.
Litton's latest Memorymatic Model 460 ( Fig. 1, top),
announced in January, combines automatic temperature
control with touch-control programming of time. It is
possible to program a cooking cycle based on either
temperature or time, because a temperature probe,
which may be inserted into the food, interfaces with the
microprocessor control. The display window shows either
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The generations multiply
Although Tappan Appliance's microcomputer oven
followed those from Amana and Litton, the Mansfield,
Ohio, firm has benefited from the experience of the
others and from the product improvements by its semiconductor supplier, Texas Instruments. If the Amana
RR-6 were to be called the first-generation programmable oven, then its RR- 9 and the Litton Model 460
would be second generation, and Tappan's Tap ' nTouch
(Fig. 1, bottom right) probably would be second-and-ahalf generation.
The just- introduced Tap ' N Touch uses aprogrammable control ( Fig. 1, bottom left) built around Ti's TMS
1100 [
Electronics, Dec. 9, p. 105], which provides twice
the read-only memory of the TMS 1000. With it,
Tappan could match all the features of other programmable ovens, plus offer a stop- time feature for programming the cooking ahead of time and then setting the time
for the oven to turn on.
With the additional memory of the TMS 1100, the
firm gained an important advantage in testing. The
processor is programmed with a test algorithm for
incoming and assembly- line inspections. The test
sequence permits energization of the microprocessor and
cycling through all the functions before installation on
the oven. Once in the oven, another test sequence cycles
the control lc to check all displays, and yet another runs
through checks of the keyboard, the displays, and the
clock for input- to-output conditions.
The glass panels that companies put on the ovens have
slightly different layouts to give each model its own
identity. Both LEDs and gas-discharge displays are being
used, Amana sticking to LEDs; Litton using both, one
type in each of two models, and Tappan relying on gasdischarge.
Joseph E. Brunk, manager of range engineering for
Tappan, explains that appearance is an important factor,
because stylists have as much to say about high-priced
consumer products as do engineers. And the poor visibility of LEDs in bright light did not please the stylists.
None of the oven makers is ready to touch liquidcrystal displays. But they may change their minds as
appearance and reliability of LCDS improve.
Other appliance manufacturers were well along in
evaluating LSI designs for their products when the
programmable microwave oven began to make its mark.
In fact, some products are already available with various
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forms of large-scale integration up to and including
programmable microcomputers.
What may be the father of them all is the TouchControl electric range, which was introduced in 1973 by the
Frigidaire division of General Motors, in Dayton, Ohio.
It uses three MOS LSI circuits supplied by American
Microsystems Inc., Santa Clara, Calif., and a digital
display of flat-envelope gas-discharge tubes from Sperry
Information Displays, Scottsdale, Ariz. Frigidaire liked
the setup well enough to introduce acompanion model a
year later.
Whirlpool Corp., Benton Harbor, Mich., makes a
clothes dryer with LSI control for Sears, Roebuck and
Co. that features a dryness sensor to control operating
time. Whirlpool is developing a companion washing
machine later this year with complete digital control of
operating cycles and functions. The firm also is readying
a version of a programmable microwave oven, but has
not set an introduction date.

INPUT
SWIRL
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Sewing machines, too
Large-scale integration is also popping up in sewing
machines. Singer Consumer Products division, Elizabeth, N.J., introduced the high-priced Athena a few
years ago and put the medium-priced Diana on the U. S.
market this year, after an earlier introduction in
Canada. Both the sewing machines use custom p-channel
mos chips supplied by AMI to control mechanically
selected switches.
Encouraged by the Athena's reliability record, Singer
is close to announcing a microprocessor- based home
sewing machine with almost no mechanical controls.
There also will be aturn toward programming functions,
so that the machine will perform a variety of tasks
automatically.
General Electric Co.'s Home Appliance division,
Louisville, Ky., is developing Ls' applications for its
ranges, washers, and dryers, but has not disclosed
production plans. The main delay, according to GE, has
been lowering the price of peripheral devices, such as
displays, sensors, and transducers.
Carrier, York, and Heil-Quaker have been using electronic controls in central air-conditioning systems for
some time and have moved with the technology into Lsi.
The primary function of their Lsi circuits is monitoring
and protecting the compressor during power outages and
other operating conditions that might put a damaging
load on the motor.
Needless to say, Amana is well along the development
path on LSI controls for its refrigerators and air conditioners. The experience it gained with programmable
ovens can be transferred directly to the development of
sophisticated controls of the temperature- regulating
equipment that use heat pumps. The same type of
control used in the microwave ovens can serve to save
energy in heating and cooling the entire house— on
demand and at very accurate temperature settings.
Microwave ovens are not a big item in Europe, but
there is another stimulus there for the development of
LSI controls. Europeans have always been more energyconscious than Americans, largely because their energy
costs have been much higher.
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4. Japanese laundry. The control panel on Hitachi's new LSI
programmed washing machine has slide-selector " switches" and
three LED status lights. There are nine inputs to the chip to control all
the operating functions, including automatic balancing of the load.

Also, European washing machines and dishwashers
usually have built-in water heaters, which adds to the
controls required. Saving water is important in Europe,
so the machines must precisely control wash and rinse
cycles. These two factors also contribute to the attractiveness of programmable ics.
Programmability begins overseas
With these factors in mind, ITT Semiconductors in the
United Kingdom has designed adedicated microprocessor, the 7150, aimed primarily at washing machines and
dishwashers [
Electronics, Sept. 16, p. 138]. The firm
claims the 7150 is cost-competitive with electromechanical parts for these appliances ( see table). The 4- bit chip
is also available in the U. S.
The program information for the washing machines is
contained in two read-only memories ( Fig. 2). There are
9 program inputs and 10 machine-output functions,
which can be controlled by as many as 20 program steps
to provide various combinations of fill, wash, heat, spindry, etc. A sequence counter, which controls information
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time- temperature profile for the specific dish it
represents. The cook prepares the recipe from a special
cookbook and punches in the program number listed
there, and the microcomputer takes over the timing of
the cooking.
The RAM contained in the CPU holds the power levels
for specific cooking cycles. The cook also can program a
starting time, so the food will cook while no one is home.
He or she also can ask the microprocessor for the
running time of aparticular program.
Japanese are converting too

As in Europe, some of Japan's leading manufacturers
make semiconductors and appliances. Here too, the
move toward LSI controls has been gradual, but the
country's tough energy-conservation program has accelerated the pace. For example, microwave ovens long
have been popular, but only just now is programmability
being added.
One handicap facing Japanese appliance makers is
difficult operating environments that equipment like
washing machines must endure. Because homes are
small, the washer often ends up in the steamy Japanese
5. Air-conditioner monitor. Heil- Quaker's System Guardian
bathroom, or, worse, on a balcony or back porch. So
designed into a Sears central air-conditioning system has a panel
while satisfying the growing demand for energy conserwith three LEDs mounted near the thermostat. Triggered by diagvation, engineers have also had to meet very demanding
nostic routines, the lights tell homeowner when there is aproblem.
reliability requirements.
from the input ROM, steps to its next position on
Nevertheless, large-scale integration has come to the
completion of each program step. The input ROM'S washing machine. Last month, Hitachi Ltd. put the
output is a 5- bit binary word, decoded and entered into Computer Blue Sky PF 1000 on the market at $ 255,
the output ROM to produce the commands operating the about $ 28 more than similar mechanically controlled
washer. The high- and low- water- level sensing circuits
models. It took the company about five years' work to
share one input pin. The levels are detected by two develop the new model.
Reliability is the reason Hitachi chose the familiar
identical triggers.
The temperature trigger is a differential amplifier
p-channel mos technology and a28- pin ceramic package
with a reference potential applied to one input. The for the 4.2- by-4.55- millimeter chip. Also included in the
reference is progammed by an on-chip resistor chain control module are 20 discrete transistors, four triacs,
controlled by the user's wash program. The amp's second and three LEDS.
input is connected to the incoming temperature's signal.
The control panel of the new washer features three
Positive feedback from this temperature sensor obtains a slide switches instead of rotary switches. Each slide
trigger action by reducing the reference voltage. Then carries asmall magnet that operates reed switches on the
the washer will go into its next program step.
pc board behind the panel. They are used to select soft or
A number of European component producers, such as strong agitator action, regular or economy cycle, and
Philips, AEG-Telefunken, and Siemens AG have home fully automatic operation or any of the five forms of
appliance divisions, but they are not promoting LSI
partial operation.
controls simply to sell semiconductors. One appliance
The three LEDS show whether the machine is in the
attracting alot of attention is Telefunken's microproceswash mode, one of the five parts of the rinse mode, or in
sor-control Cookbit electric range, just coming on the one of the two parts of the spin-dry mode. Only one
market after introduction ayear ago [
Electronics, March diode at atime will be lit, and each minute it will blink
4, 1976, p. 33].
the number of minutes that are left in the mode or part
Heart of the Cookbit is the CP3-F microcomputer of the mode.
system designed at the firm's Semiconductor division in
The machine operates with sequences stored in a 40Heilbronn, West Germany. The system consists of a by-40- matrix 1,600- bit ROM. Figure 4 shows the nine
central processing unit with a48- by- 8- bit random-access possible input signals, including the power supply and
memory and two Roms with a combined capacity of overload protection. Time and function are stored in the
2,048 by 8 bits. Together with other components, these registers, five for timing and six for functions.
three p-channel mos devices are mounted on a printedAn important function made possible by Ls' control is
circuit board ( Fig. 3). Through peripheral channels, they correction of imbalance during spin-dry. Mechanically
control the range's power states, the line- power- failure controlled washers simply shut down when the spin load
buffering stage, and the indicator panel. They also is unbalanced, and the user has to rearrange the soggy
monitor the control panel and the range's temperature load. The Blue Sky's electronic control can command it
levels. The two ROMS store 120 programs, each with a to add asmall amount of water when there is an imbal-
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6. Microwave processor. Ti's TMS 1117 may be used in programmable microwave ranges and has enough memory to include test
sequences in the 2- k- by- 8 ROM. Although programmed for microwave-oven use, this 4- bit microcomputer is an off-the-shelf item.

ance input signal. The agitator spins to redistribute the
load, and then the spin cycle starts over. The control will
repeat the procedure twice before giving up and shutting
the machine down.
One consideration in putting advanced electronics into
appliances is maintenance and repair of the new controls.
To date, the appliance companies have opted to replace
an entire module when something fails. This repair
policy avoids the effort of training field- repairmen in
making repairs.
Electronic diagnosis appeals
However, it will be possible to program diagnostic
routines to aid field repairs of other parts of the
appliances. Such use of LSI is already beginning to
appear in the central- heating and air-conditioning field,
where repairs are expensive. Heil-Quaker Corp., Nashville, Tenn., has developed an unusual electronic diagnostic system for aSears central air conditioner.
Using a hybrid approach, the company has devised a
monitor intended to protect the compressor from the
most common problems encountered by air conditioners— voltage cutbacks, indoor or outdoor fan failures, freeze- ups of the evaporator, and loss of pressure.
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The indicator unit, mounted near the thermostat ( Fig.
5), has three LEDS that light, singly or in combination, to
alert the homeowner. He or she then consults the troubleshooting section of the user's manual to see what
action to take.
When LED A lights, the homeowner does not do
anything. The problem is apower interrupt or some sort
of low-voltage condition, and the Heil system automatically guards against restarting too soon or operating
under abnormal stress.
The lighting of either of the other LEDS or of any
combination indicates some sort of action is necessary.
Frequently the problem is something the homeowner can
fix without calling a repairman— such as when LEDS A
and B light. This combination is caused by a falling
temperature in the evaporator, indicating liquid refrigerant is returning to the compressor instead of
completely evaporating. The compressor could freeze up
unless air flow across the evaporator is improved.
Usually what is affecting the flow is a dirty filter or
failure of an indoor fan. With the help of the manual, the
homeowner can troubleshoot the problem— and if it is a
dirty filter, he or she can clean or replace it.
All three lights come on when the system detects a
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TABi E 1 PARIS COSTS COMPARED
Subsystem
components

Control area

European washing machine

U.S. dishwasher
Electronic
$9.55-11.80

Electromechanical

Electronic

Electramechanical

$7.50-9.50

S12.95-14.70

$8.00-10.00

1.55

2.50

Program-selection
indication

1.55

2.00-4.00

Program-position
indication

1.00-1.30

2.00

0.40

1.00-1.50

0.40

2.00-3.00

—

1.50

1.50
—

Temperature sensing
Water-level sensing

1.00-1.20

Power supply

2.50

—

2.50

Cable harness

(2.50)

—

(3.00)

2.00-3.00

Since appliance makers are going for both custom and
standard LSI, keeping a foot in each camp is a good
strategy. For example, AMI supplied custom mos Ls'
chips to Frigidaire for its 1973 TouchControl electric
range. The firm also produces chips designed for Singer's
Athena and Diana sewing machines and the custom mos
chip for the Sears clothes dryer built by Whirlpool. It
also produces a custom microprocessor for a Singer
industrial machine and more than likely will participate
in designing acustom processor for the next generation
of Singer's products for the home.
Standard chips join custom output

Despite this commitment to custom users, AMI is
bringing out standard devices aimed at appliance applications. For instance, the popularity of glass capacitive
clogged condenser coil or failure of the outdoor fan. The keyboards has prompted the firm to design the S926
two lights A and C go on when the air conditioner takes family of multiplexed TouchControl interface circuits.
more than 7minutes to drop the temperature below 80° These p-channel, ion- implanted mos parts will address
F, indicating a serious problem. The Heil system also switches in a 2- by- 7 or a 2- by- 16 matrix. Prices range
shuts off the compressor then.
from less than $ 3to less than $4.
One issue not yet resolved in appliance electronics is
This summer, the firm is introducing the S2000, a 4the tradeoff between custom LSI chips and standard bit microprocessor designed with timing control of
microcomputers— although the argument seems to appliances in mind. The device is intended to replace
engage the semiconductor suppliers more than their dedicated LSI timing chips already in use.
customers. Of course, it is the appliance makers who will
Mostek Corp., Carrollton, Tex., has turned its interest
call the shots eventually, but there is no clear indication in appliance applications away from custom to generalof which way they will lean.
purpose products. It has brought out the MK 3870, a
single-chip microprocessor that is compatible with the
Custom vs standard
software of the three-chip Fairchild F8.
The economics of custom vs standard are well known
The MK 3870 could have a major impact on the
by now, and they apply to the appliance industry as appliance industry in competition with other single-chip
much as to any other user. Semiconductor firms have products such as the TMS 1000, Intel's 8048, and Fairblurred the issue somewhat by offering families of chips child's new F8. Offering a 2,000- by- 8- bit maskcovering many specific applications, so that selecting one programmable ROM at aprice less than $ 10, the chip is
is almost like getting acustom product without too great intended to handle the next few generations of
apenalty in development cost and time.
consumer- product applications. Mostek also is betting
On the other hand, even the most specifically oriented that appliance firms might appreciate the ability to add
standard design will not make as efficient use of the features with software while using some of the ROM for
silicon as will a chip designed for a single application. programming test sequences.
Also, every appliance maker thrives on promoting stepTexas Instruments also is committed to encouraging
up features from model to model, as well as offering appliance makers to follow the examples of Litton and
features different from competitors'. Only acustom chip Tappan in going with standard microcomputers like the
may be able to deliver the electronics for these features.
TMS 1000 family. The brand-new TMS 1117, for
General Instrument, heavily committed to custom LSI, instance, can control four time sequences plus provide a
has gone on from its participation in the development of test algorithm, with memory to spare, at aprice less than
the Amana Touchmatic ovens to design asecond-genera- $10 in volume.
tion chip for microwave ovens. "Off-the-shelf microproThis microcomputer ( Fig. 6) has a programmed test
cessors are being fragmented in terms of part numbers," capability specifically for microwave ovens. It performs
contends Andrew R. Sass, group director of product afunctional test, display burn-in on the production line,
planning for the firm's Microelectronics division.
and a final checkout, as well as field-service tests in
"Part numbers are being generated almost daily," he repair shops and home checks by the user.
continues. "A microprocessor could have as many as
The tests are broken into two routines, the second for
seven different part numbers. Admittedly some of these the final assembly- line tests and the field and home tests.
are only differentiated by memory size, but others This routine has three automatic procedures for
are differentiated by dedicated hardware, such as checking the control system and one for checking the
input/output.
keyboard, which requires someone to punch the keys on
"Suddenly the term 'general-purpose microprocessor' the oven's front panel.
starts to blur quite dramatically. All that GI is doing is in
For its part, National Semiconductor Corp., Santa
its strategy of offering a tailored microprocessor for a Clara, Calif., is relying on its Calculator-Oriented
microwave oven is recognizing this blurring very early in Processor System (COPS), a mask-programmable chip
the game."
family, to penetrate the low end of the appliance market.
Total system cost

$12.50-15.05

S12.50-17.00

$16.90-18.85

$16.00-20.00
Source ITT
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How Amana started cooking with electronics
Getting the first LSI-controlled microwave oven designed
and to the market required a major commitment by two
companies willing to take a risk. Amana wanted something more than just a timer and pushed development of
programmable features. Essex Controls, the supplier for
the control module, was ready for programmability.
"That first step was a real big one," recalls Richard A.
Foerstner, Amana's vice president of microwave engineering ( left). "We didn't have the market. We didn't have
cost-effective microprocessors off the shelf. Therefore, we
had to make a full-blown commitment to custom LSI with
all the cost implications that entails. So it was not something that we took lightly."
"Usually your supplier is trying to pound your door
down to sell you something," adds Richard D. Maxwell,
senior vice president for engineering ( right). " But we
actually had to sell our suppliers on getting into the
business. It was aunique change in the usual procedures,
because we were asking for something they really didn't
have. We had to convince the supplier."
By coincidence, Essex was also looking for a way to
apply its electronics know-how to appliances. Both were
looking for someone to go along with programmable LSI
controls for a range. A third participant was General
Instrument, which designed the custom LSI chip for Essex.
The result was the RR-6Radarange put on the market in
June 1975. After becoming Amana's best-selling microwave range, it has been superseded by the RR-9 shown
here.
"There are companies today with engineering and sales
departments that are afraid of electronic controls— they
really don't understand what a control system can do for
them," Maxwell says. "And there are companies that are
waiting for electronics to come down to a cost equivalent
to electromechanical timers. They probably will never
make it. When all of their competition is selling electronics,
they will be forced to step up into this technology."
The control package consisted of a capacitive glass
touchplate, a LED display, and the microprocessor uni':
mounted on a 21- by- 12-by-8-centimeter printed-circuit
board along with the interface circuits for the keyboard,
power supply, display, and control switches.
An interesting aspect of the cooperation between
Amana and Essex and between Essex and GI is the
decision to use the clock feature on the range. GI's view
was that the clock came free with the controls, so why not
use it? Essex considered the clock worth promoting as an
extra feature.

The firm thinks its single-chip SC/MP microprocessor
will make a dent in the high end. Yet— an indication of
the times— the firm will supply acustom chip for Whirlpool's washing machine that will be introduced this year.
One firm's position
Whirlpool's stance on the custom vs standard jousting
may indicate the outcome. At this point, the company
leans toward dedicated electronics for products such as
the washer, which will have complete cycle and selection
control. But this washer does not need a microprocessor
to perform these functions. If it did, the balance might
tip towards standard chips— although Whirlpool can still
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But, according to Dan R. McConnell, Amana's vice
president of planning ( middle), the firm saw the clock as
an excellent means of demonstrating the oven's reliability
to the buyer. The clock runs 24 hours a day, impressing
upon the consumer the idea that the electronics behind
the clock has got to be highly reliable.
Perhaps the most telling aspect of Amana's plunge into
electronic controls is the planned spread of LSI into other
products the company produces such as refrigeration and
heating/air-conditioning units. The firm's engineers are
convinced that LSI technology will have an impact on
energy conservation, a belief not every appliance
company shares.
"I think that the people who don't today believe that
electronics will be part of saving energy will find themselves in 1979 forced to go through a crash program of
new designs to meet government requirements legislating
greater efficiency," Foerstner remarks.

see reason why it should favor custom designs.
No matter what the level of sophistication, the firm
likes custom chips because they permit customized automated testing. "There's still a premium attached to
applying electronics in replacing electromechanical
controls," says Allan L. Wennerberg, director of electronics research. " But by the same token, we're hoping
that our ability to test electronic controls much better
should give us more reliability, which will eventually be
reflected in our warranties. Even if all the appliance
manufacturers were using the same device, we would
still need special requirements— mask modification or
whatever— to meet our particular specifications."
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Model for high-power SCRs extends
range of computer-aided design
Simulation of all important static and dynamic performance characteristics
permits CAD models of automotive and industrial circuits
by James C. Bowers and H. E. Nienhaus,

University of South Florida, Tampa, Ra.

In the congregation of device models for computeraided circuit design, one gap stands out like the groom
who didn't make it to the altar: a comprehensive,
universal model for the silicon controlled rectifier. The
gap has not always been noticeable, because there has
been minimal demand for computer-aided design of
circuits using the SCR.
Now high- power SCRS are coming into their own in
cycloconverters, automotive applications, and power
commutation. So the introduction of an accurate model
that simulates all important static and dynamic performance characteristics of any SCR will be welcome news
to designers using CAD libraries. The model is characterized in the Super-Sceptre program (see " Meet SuperSceptre"), but is easily adapted to others.
While a basic equivalent-circuit simulation of an SCR
called the intrinsic (or two-transistor) model has been
around for awhile, it lacks many of the characteristics of
high- power devices and has limited use in CAD programs.
The new model aims at comprehensiveness by simulating
such large-geometry parameters as turn-on spreading

time. It also includes turn-on rise and delay time, turnoff time, anode holding and latching current, and gate
turn-on voltage and current. Other parameters simulated
for the first time include shorted-emitter resistance,
nonlinear static and dynamic on characteristics, and gate
isolation when the SCR is conducting.
The new model also can lay fair claim to universal
applicability. It has been applied to four different high power devices with surge currents in excess of 1,000
amperes. These sats — the Westinghouse T527, the IRC
125PM, and the GE C354A and C358E—all have a
shorted-emitter structure, but they differ significantly in
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are component and
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1. Early SCR model. Three junction diodes and their associated

currents are derived from diode models in subroutines, and values for

junction capacitances represent the pnpn structure of the SCR.

JG,CB,and RB are obtained from piecewise-linear tables. Resistors

Model emulates the SCR only to the extent of turn-on, which is

R2,R3,F14, and RA,as well as capacitor CG,are included for program-

effected by dependent current sourcesJ, J,,,, and J1.1.

ming convenience and do not directly affect model behavior.
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performance, geometries, and construction features. Yet
there is excellent correlation between the performance of
actual examples of devices and the performance of the
CAD model when the specifications of each device are

TABLE 1: SCEPTRE PROGRAM FOR SCR MODEL

cranked in.

MODEL C358E ( G- A- K)

Intrinsic model

TWO DIMENSIONAL HIGH CURRENT SCR MODEL
UNITS: VOLTS OHMS AMPS FARADS HENRIES SECONDS

The basis for the high power SCR model is the equivalentcircuit model used in the past to detail simple characteristics of the devices. As shown in Fig. I, that model
depicts the pnpn structure of the SCR as three junction
diodes and includes their junction capacitances.
Dependent current sources controlled by the junction
voltages represent the gains in the diodes' injection
currents.
The diodes nearest the anode and cathode of the SCR
are labeled A and K respectively, and the center diode,
the collector, is labeled C. In accordance with the junction equation, the currents through each of the diodes
are:
JA = 1A(SAT)(e —

JC
JK

1)

Ic(sm-,(e"- — 1)
= IK(SAT)(e V“
1)

(

1)

( 2)
(
3)

where the 'SAT terms represent the reverse saturation
currents, the Vc terms are the voltages across each
junction, and the O terms are the thermally dependent
coefficients, q/nkT for I<n< 2.
If the anodecathode voltage is positive, applying a
positive ( with respect to the cathode) current in excess of
the turn-on value to the gate turns on an SCR. In the
model, this is initiated by the forward biasing of diode K.
When this diode is forward- biased, afraction, al,of the
total injection current JK diffuses into the collector junction. This diffusion is represented by the dependent
current source, alJK, shown as Jm .Similarly, the diffusions from the forward biasing of the diode junction A
and collector junction C are represented as JH and J.,
respectively. ( Although another fraction of Jc diffuses to
the cathode junction, it is insignificant.)
The three junction capacitances in the model each
comprise a diffusion component and a depletion- layer
component. The diffusion components are proportional
to the injection currents. The depletion- layer components do not significantly affect the performance of the
SCR, so they are treated as constants in the model. The
capacitance equations are:
CA = KdA JA + CIA
Cc = KdC

JC

CK = KdK JK

CiC
CtK

(4)
(5)
(6)

where the Kd terms represent the diffusion-capacitance
constants of proportionality and the depletion- layer
constants appear as C, terms.
These equations lose much of their physical significance when applied to a device with a large-geometry,
shorted-emitter structure. For example, the voltage
across the cathode capacitor of such an SCR is impossible
to represent with a single lumped element in a model,
since it is different at every point along the junction. Of
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ELEMENTS
JA,3 - 2=DIODE (1(1E-7,20)
JC,1-2=DIODE 1111E-7,201
JK,1-K=DIODE 0(1E - 11,30)
JG,G - 1=1:1100E TABLE 1
JH,2 - 1=TABLE 2(JG).JK
JI,2-4=TABLE 3(JC).JC
JM,2-1=TABLE 4IJKI.JK
JN,2-1=TABLE CANA
JP,4-3=.98-JA
RS,G-K=28.0
R2,1- K=1E3
R3,2- 1=1E7
R4,3- 2=1E7
RA,A-4=.0005
RB,4-3=TABLE 6(VCA)
CA,3-2=Q1(2.0E - 6,JA,1.0E-7,1E - 9)
CB,4-3=TABLE 5IVCA)
CC,1-2=1:11(5.0E-6,JC,1.0E-7,2 0E - 9)
CK,1-K=01(1.0E-7,JK,1E-11,1E-8)
CG,G-1=1.0E-10
OUTPUTS
VCC,IRA,PLOT
VCA,VCK,VRSIVGKI,JA,JG,IRS,IRB
FUNCTIONS
Q1(A,B,C,D)=(A.(B+C)+1:1)
DIODE TABLE 1
-10,-.1,-0.8,-.001,0,0, 0.3, .001_65_01, 0.9, . 04, 1.3, 125,
1.8, 0.4, 2.5, 0.9
TABLE 2
- .1.052,0,052,001,0, 1,0
TABLE 3
0,.06, 1,.06, 10, 0, 1000,0
TABLE 4
1E-6,.2, 1E- 5„2,.001,A0,.01„45, .040,48,1„49, . 18,5, 0.5,.55
1.0,60, 10,.60, 100,55, 500,.52, 1E3,.52
TABLE 5
0,1E-9, .65,1E-9, 0.8,1.0E-8, 0.85,8E-8, 0.9,6.0E-7, 0.95,4E-6,
1,3.0E-5, 1.1,1.2E-4, 1.2,1E-3, 1.3,1E-3
TABLE 6
0,400, 0.65,400, 0.7,200, 0.75,72, 0.8,27, 0.85,9, 0.9,3, 0.95,1,
1,0.4, 1.05,0.16, 1.1,.12, 1.2,.06, 2,.06

TABLE II - STATIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GE C358E SCR
Characteristic

Computer

Measured
45.5 mA

Turn-on gate current

48.6 mA

Turn- on gate voltage

1.25 V

1.22 V

Anode holding current

51 - 54 mA"

52 mA

Anode latching current

174 - 188 mA**

180 mA

100-A on voltage'

1.595 V

1.56 V

10-A on voltage"

1.426 V

1.41 V

1-A on voltage*

1.412 V

1.46 V

'with open-circuited go e
• ' uncertainty is due to finite resolution of computer simulation
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VOLTAGE ACROSS 00112 LOAD RESISTOR

1. LC('

9.010r

00

6.0)0T

ou

7.000E

00

6.0006

CO

5.COOE 00

4.000E 00

3.010:

OU

2.COOt

CO

1.0001

00

*

0.0
2.CCCE-05

6.CCOE-05
4.CCCE—05

1.000E-04
S.CCCE-05

1.4CCE—C4
1.2CCE-04

LECCE—C4
1.6C01— C4
.2.CCCE—C4

TIME Is,

3. Turn-on transient. Computer simulation of current through a Westinghouse T527 SCR is in agreement with the inset oscilloscope
photograph. The second image in the photo is the transient at 1ps/div. The 4-V gate pulse had a6-ps duration

EA
40 sin 3771

R,
552

GE C358 E

AC TEST

OUTPUTS
EAC ,
PVA (
VA ),PLOT
ELEMENTS
DEFINED PARAMETERS
EAC ,1-2 X1(40= DSIN (377• TIME »
PVA =X2IEAC -VRLI
RG ,2-3=500
RUN CONTROLS
RL ,2-4=5
STOP TIME =20 E-3
SCR ,3-4-1= MODEL C358 E
INTEGRATION ROUTINE =IMPLICIT
END

4. Control circuit. Use of the universal SCR model is demonstrated
by asimple control circuit. Circled numbers are nodes corresponding
to circuit-element descriptions. The SCR turns on when source
voltage provides sufficient gate current through RG.
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course, the characteristics of the three diodes in the
model and the physical significance of the voltages
across them are not really important— they are there to
simulate the rectifying action of three SCR junctions.
But the basic inadequacy of the equations— and of the
intrinsic model— is that they are one-dimensional. The
model is asimulation of current going from one point to
another with no consideration of the effects of the
device's physical dimensions and transverse fields, which
are especially significant in SCRs of large geometry.
However, it is possible to modify this model to make it
take into account the two-dimensional physical characteristics of large SCRs. While the inclusion of all 2-d
effects generates aformidable equation set, athoroughly
adequate model may be obtained by adding only certain
of the effects that occur in the high- power devices.
Enter the quasi-2-d model
A comprehensive, accurate model that is accurate
even for high- power SCRS is shown in Fig. 2, and the
program generating it is listed in Table 1. In this model,
the diode injection currents JA, JCand JK correspond to
those in the intrinsic model, as do the junction capaci-
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5.0111 01

4.000E 01
11111111111111111

3. J010 01

20 V DIV

2.003E 01

111111111

•
•

VOLTAGE ACROSS SCR IV

1111 fflw

50 po / DIV

1.J0JE- 01

O. 0

-1.00JE 01
-2 .£00E 01

-3.JJJE 01
it

-4.JJJF 01

•

1

-5. JJJE 01
J.J

•t

2. JOJE-J,

4. JJJE

- 03

6. ) 10E-13

8. 000E-03

1
1.000E-12

•

t .11* •

1
1.200E-02

1.400E-02

1.
600E 02

1. 80JE-02

2.000E-02

5. Switching waveform. Good correlation is exhibited between measured ( photo) and simulated ( printout) voltage across the SCR in the
control circuit of Fig. 4. The horizontal axis can be expanded about the 2microsecond instant to detail the turn-on transient of the device.

tances CA,Cc and CK.The configuration of dependent
current sources now includes JH, which is a fraction of
the injection current JK,and Jp, which is afraction of the
injection current JA.JH varies with the gate current, and
Jp is required for simulation of the sot's nonlinear on
resistance. The program uses subroutine models for
diodes and piecewise-linear tables for some elements.
There are a number of other components added to
make the model accurately simulate all static and
dynamic SCR effects. The important additional components in Fig. 2are worth acloser look.
The effect of spreading ( the reduction in SCR on
voltage as the conducting area of the current increases
from an initially confined cross section near the gate) is
accurately simulated by the charging time of capacitor
CB.During turn-on, the current through resistor RB is
equal to the curent required to charge capacitor CA
minus the current in CB,which produces alarger voltage
drop across RB than in the static case. Therefore, the
collector diode C will forward- bias ( representing the
turn-on of an sot) at lower values of anode current in
the dynamic situation.
Once the SCR turn-on is simulated, the voltage drop
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6V
v

RG
EGG

10 St

1N4001
RI

GE C358E
LI

RL1
0.1 n

ECC
15 V

INDUCTOR

J.
CLASS A COMMUTATION CI RC UIT
ELEMENTS
RCI
SC,1-2-3=MODEL C358E
0.1 12
31
2
01,4-1=MODEL 1N4001
}CAPACITOR
RC1,8-3=.1
cl
C1,8-G=75E-6
R1,3-6=3
RG,5-4=10
RUN CONTROLS
EGG,G-5=TABLE 1
INTEGRATION ROUTINE = IMPLICIT
L1,5- 2=9E-6
STOP TIME = 5E-4
RL1,7-6=.1
RUN INITIAL CONDITIONS
ECC,G-7=15
MAXIMUM PRINT POINTS = 70
DEFINED PARAMETERS
MAXIMUM INTEGRATION PASSES = 1E6
P1=XlIECC-VRL1-VL11
MAXIMUM STEP SIZE = 8E-6
OUTPUTS
RERUN DESCRIPTION
PlIVAI,VR1,PLOT
ELEMENTS
INITIAL CONDITIONS
RI = 2
VCCSC= - 15,VC1=0,IL1=0
END
FUNCTIONS
T1=0,0,.5E-6,6,19.5E-6,6,20E-6,0,5E-4,0

6. ClaseA commutation. The SCR is turned on by a 6-V. 20-µs
gating pulse and is turned off by LC ringing. Program listing includes
initial-conditions specifications and a rerun command that disclosed
the SCR's failure to turn off when R, was reduced from 3to 2ohms.
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Meet Super- Sceptre
A nonlinear circuit-analysis program, Super-Sceptre
(the second generation of the System for Circuit Evaluation and Prediction of Transient Radiation Effects)
performs dc and transient analyses. The Fortran
program uses state-variable methods and does transient analysis by any of four user-specified integration
routines— including implicit integration, which was not
available in the first-generation Sceptre.
Built-in models include logic and mechanical functions, in addition to alibrary of circuit elements. A rerun
description is also featured, which executes multiple
runs using specified variations in circuit elements.
The program permits a maximum of 50 outputs and
100 parameters. It is topologically limited to 300
elements. Suitable for batch mode use only, SuperSceptre is available from the authors at the Department
of Electrical Engineering, University of South Florida,
Tampa, Fla. 33620. Complete information about the
SCR model is in technical report AFAPL-TR-75-106
available from P. C. Herron Jr., AFAPL/TOD-1, WrightPatterson AFB, Ohio 45433.

across the three forward- biased diodes does not change
appreciably. As CB discharges, the voltage drop across
RB slowly decreases to a steady-state value. The time
required for this to occur is the spreading time and is
primarily dependent on the values of RB,gain factor a.,
and CB.The charge on capacitor CB is a nonlinear
increasing function of injection current JA.
The anode and cathode diffusion-capacitance constants, Kot and KdK, help simulate the turn-on delay and
rise time. In addition, the ratio of KdA/KeK simulates the
breakpoint between the rise time and the spreading time.
The initial proportion of the turn-on delay is simulated
by the constant component of the cathode junction
capacitance, C, c. The collector diffusion-capacitance
constant, Kdc, determines the turn-off time.
To account for the SCR's anode latching current being
greater than its holding current, a third dependent
current source, a3JK, has been included in the model as
The current gain a3 is zero when the gate injection
current .
10 is positive, while it has asmall finite value for
all other values of JG.The holding current occurs at
current levels such that al + a2 = 1. At low current
levels, al and az are increasing functions of current, so
latching occurs at a higher current level than that of
holding.
Simulating turn- on
The turn-on current and voltage characteristics of the
gate are simulated by the resistance Rs,the lowcurrent values of aland az,and the nonlinear characteristics of the cathode and gate diodes. Besides their role in
modeling the static characteristics of the SCR, the lowcurrent values of al and az help simulate the turn-on
delay, while their high current values help simulate the
rise time.
The resistance Rs represents the relatively small resistance between the gate and cathode electrodes. This
resistance is attributable to the shorted-emitter construcSCR'S
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TABLE III — APPROXIMATE INITIAL CONDITIONS
FOR SCR PROGRAM
SCR initially off

SCR initially on

VJA = + 0.9

VIA

Vic = + 0.9

Vic =

VJK = + 0.9

VIK = 0.0

= ± 0.1

—

Vaa (
anode supply voltage)

tion used in the manufacture of most high-power scRs.
An SCR's nonlinear static on resistance between the
anode and cathode terminals is represented by the
model's nonlinear resistance RB in shunt with the lineardependent current source, a, Js,shown as Jp in Fig. 2.
This resistance decreases as the anode current increases,
because alarger portion of the total cross-sectional area
of the SCR is conducting.
The spreading effect
In the dynamic case, the spreading effect causes the
on voltage to be less than in the static case. This
nonlinear behavior is effectively simulated by the interdependence of the current source and the voltage across
the anode capacitor. The upshot is ahigher on resistance
for the dynamic case than for the static case.
The diode labeled G is not an actual junction. It is a
convenient way to represent the nonlinear resistance of
an SCR's gate region between the gate electrode and the
active portions of the cathode junction. ( In adevice with
an amplifying gate, the pseudo-diode also will take into
account the voltage drop across the pilot cathode junction.) The relatively high back resistance of this diode
simulates the SCR's invulnerability to turn-off if the gate
is reversed- biased.
It can be shown that al + az is less than unity for
currents below the anode latching level, and al + az is
greater than unity in the current range from latching to
maximum surge-current rating. Once agate pulse drives
the SCR into the region where al + az >. 1, the device's
regenerative behavior will cause it to continue to turn on
and stay on, even if the gate pulse is reduced to zero.
The model's accurate simulation of the static characteristics of an actual sat is illustrated in Table 2. In
simulating a GE C358E, the largest deviation from
measured characteristics is a 7% error in turn-on gate
current. Other deviations are much smaller.
To illustrate the dynamic performance of the SCR
model, a computer printout of the simulated 1,000-A
turn-on transient for the Westinghouse T527 SCR is
shown in Fig. 3along with an oscilloscope photograph of
the response of an actual device. The plots are of the
voltage across a 0.01-ohm load resistor connected from
the cathode to ground with a 13.5-volt anode supply
voltage. To initiate the turn-on response, a 4-v, 6microsecond rectangular pulse is applied to the gate
through a 10-9 series gate resistance at time t = 0.
The transient exhibits three distinct regions: aturn-on
delay, a relatively short current rise time, and a rela-
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7. Anode-current plot. The rise and decay in anode current of the SCR commutator of Fig. 6 are accurately simulated by the CAD model.
Inductors and capacitors, as in the commutating circuit, must include series resistances for accurate prediction of SCR turn-otf.

tively long spreading time. In the device, the gate voltage
has returned to zero before the load current has become
appreciable, but the scR's regeneration ensures it will
still turn on. The model accurately simulates the regenerative behavior of the device.
Similar tests performed over three decades of anode
current and with different gate- pulse amplitudes for
each of the devices modeled have produced similar correlations between measured and simulated responses. The
tests reflect the fact that the turn-on delay is generally a
function of the gate- pulse amplitude, whereas the rise
and spreading times are functions of the anode current.
Using the model
In using the SCR model in acircuit application where
the anode- to-cathode voltage is positive but the gate
current is below the turn-on value, there are two possible
stable states. If all three junctions in the SCR are
forward- biased, it will be on. If the center junction is
reverse- biased, it will be off.
The starting values need not be the exact, but a poor
estimate may lead to the wrong starting state or to
program convergence problems. Suggested values that
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cover most circuit applications are listed in Table 3.
Two simple circuit models will show how well the SCR
model works. In both examples, there is excellent correlation between the actual behavior of SCRs and the
computer simulation.
Figure 4 shows a simple alternating-current control
circuit and the Sceptre circuit description. Running the
program on an IBM 360 computer requires 60.3 centralprocessing- unit seconds. Figure 5 compares the actual
measured voltage across the SCR shown on the scope
photograph with the printout of the simulation.
In the waveform, the flat portion indicates the on time
of the device. The transient response, shown by vertical
lines, is not under consideration in this example, since
the excitation is low- frequency 60 hertz.
A Class A commutation circuit is shown in Fig. 6,
along with its Sceptre circuit description. Run time on
an IBM 360 computer is Il3.37/cPu seconds, including
oie rerun. In this circuit, the SCR is turned on by a
narrow gate pulse of 20 its. The ringing produced by the
LC circuit in the cathode leg of the SCR then turns the
device off. Figure 7shows the measured and computersimulated load-voltage waveforms.
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Designer's casebook
Frequency-controlled gate
makes high-Q filter
by Noel A. Sivertson
Denver. Colo.

A bandpass filter in conjunction with a frequencycontrolled gate provides a highly selective filter at low
cost. Its high Q is especially useful for single- frequency
discrimination, where conventional filters falter.
The circuit utilizes the response of the bandpass filter
itself to pass desired signals, and it absolutely rejects all
other frequencies. As indicated by the figure, input
signals encounter A l,astandard bandpass filter. Resistors R — R4 and capacitors C, and C2 determine the
filter center frequency and bandwidth, and their values
are selected accordingly. The output of A, is then pre-

sented both to A2, which serves as apeak- rectifier detector, and to the input of the CD4016 analog transmission
gate. The output of A2 is adc signal having an amplitude
that is proportional to the filter's transmission coefficient— that is, the filter's center frequency produces the
largest dc output. This output represents the envelope of
the filter response.
A2's output is compared to a user-determined reference voltage at A3,and when it exceeds this reference
voltage, A3 signals the transmission gate to transfer its
input signal to the output. Thus comparator A3 is in
effect abandwidth adjustment control.
Depending on the quality of the band-pass filter, the
ultimate bandwidth of the circuit could be as sharp as a
few cycles. To retain this sharpness, however, it is
required that the signal be of a reasonably constant
amplitude at the input to the circuit.
This circuit has also been used in an amplifiersquelching device and to control the range of a sweep
oscillator.
EJ

+12 V

1N914

CD4016

AI

A, NATIONAL LM 3900

+12 V

Gated filter. Circuit uses pass- band response of ordinary filter in generating voltage reference for gate switching. Transients caused by gate
switching in the audio range are not detrimental to circuit performance but may cause concern at higher frequencies.
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master clock, its timing and duty cycle can be set
independently of the others, permitting great flexibility.
The figure shows a typical application— an eightphase clock designed for driving parallel banks of Intel
2416 CCD memories. A master clock drives the 74163
synchronous 4- bit binary counter. The binary output is
by Craig BoIon
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.
then presented to the combinational logic of two 74138
1
of- 8decoders.
The decoders count one pulse on the rising edge of
A multiphase clock suitable for driving circuits with each clock. The first decoder counts eight pulses (O-7)
strict timing requirements, such as charge-coupled- before its outputs are held high by the Q D output of the
device memories, can be built with a counter, decoder, binary counter. The second decoder is then enabled and
and set/reset flip-flops. This clock can generate any counts an additional eight pulses, after which the 16number of outputs at any duty cycle, yet never suffers count sequence is repeated.
from the drift and "glitches" encountered in most multiEach decoder output controls an R/S flip-flop by
phase designs. Although each signal is phase- locked to a setting or resetting it at the desired moment. Thus, the

Decoders drive flip-flops
for clean multiphase clock
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Multiphase clock and waveforms. Master clock can be stopped or started at any point in cycle without affecting the phase relationship at
all. Skew in output waveforms can be limited to propagation delay of one gate, provided that edge-triggered flip-flops are used.
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SIGNAL GENERATO«

111100.3. 1702

ONLY S-D'S NEW
SIGNAL GENERATOR GIVES YOU
SUCH WIDE COVERAGE- IN ONE RANGE
WITH 100 Hz RESOLUTION!
Many of today's test requirements go well beyond 520 MHz.
That's why Systron-Donner's new
Model 1702 AM/FM Signal Generator covers 100 Hz to 1,000
MHz in one range with the stability and accuracy of asynthesizer.
Output accuracy 1dB. Obviously output level accuracy of a
signal generator is critical; a
small variation makes a big difference. Systron-Donner's attenuator accuracy of 1dB is significantly better than other signal
generators costing much more

SYSTRON

See us at ELECTRO 77 Show Booth 1527-30
Circle 108 on reader service card

than our price of $4,150 ( U.S. only).
Model 1702 is a synthesized
generator with external reference
capability and digital display of
amplitude and frequency modulation. Modulation may be controlled internally, externally or a
combination of internal and external.
Why pay more for an obsolescent signal generator? Please
contact Scientific Devices or
Systron-Donner at 10 Systron
Drive, Concord, CA 94518. Phone
(415) 676-5000.

DONNER

master clock assures synchronous operation, and the
strictly sequential nature of the decoder output keeps it
glitch-free for all time.
The clock waveforms are shown to the right of the
circuit. Phase 2A of the clock, for example, is generated

by setting aflip-flop on count 6of the 16-count cycle (W
of the first decoder) and resetting it on count 12 of the
cycle (71 of the second decoder). The number of phases
can easily be increased by expanding the binary counter
and adding decoders and flip-flops.

•

Noise-reducing filter
switches time constants
by Martin V. Thomas
Boston University Medical Center, Boston, Mass.

To reduce high-frequency noise in a signal waveform
without significantly distorting the signal is often beyond
the capacity of conventional low-pass filters. For this
purpose, a piecewise-linear filter is far more effective,
especially for complex waveforms such as square waves
and sawtooth signals.
The circuit shown in Fig. 1achieves this improvement
in signal-to-noise performance and has been used for the
precise determination of input-signal amplitudes in the
presence of noise. It makes use of the fact that although
signal amplitude varies significantly with time, the variation of the root- mean-square value of the superimposed
noise with time is smaller and relatively constant. The
filter normally has acomparatively long time constant,
T),but switches to ashorter time constant, T2,whenever
the input signal exceeds a certain threshold. Thus, the
circuit allows large transients to pass through it relatively unaffected but filters out smaller variations
(noise).
Input-signal voltages to the operational amplifier
appear immediately at the junction of resistors R, and
R2, so that the normal response time of the circuit is
R2.C 2,or 100 microseconds. If the input is constant or
slowly changing in amplitude, there is essentially no
difference in voltage between the output and the resistor
junction. Low frequencies pass to the output, and noise is
reduced by the long time constant of the circuit.
A diode is switched on, however, if the voltage at the
junction exceeds the output voltage by 0.7•R 2/(R i+R2)
volts, or 30 millivolts in this circuit. Diode switching is
possible because of the output voltage lag produced by
the RC circuit, and it occurs if a rapidly changing
voltage is brought to the op amp's input. An additional
current path is established through R3, and the time
constant of the circuit becomes approximately
R3•11 2.C 2/(R i+R2), or 2 microseconds, assuming R3 is
much less than RI+R2. This allows the high- frequency
transient to pass through to the output, virtually undistorted. Although any noise superimposed on the signal at
this time passes through also, the circuit's average
signal-to-noise ratio for the entire band of frequencies is
much higher than can be expected with conventional
circuits.
Outputs of the filter with a 1-volt, 5- kilohertz square
wave input are shown in Fig. 2. The square wave is
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1. Dual-value response-time filter. For best performance,
made relatively large.

R3

C2

is

maintains stability by limiting charge

current, C, prevents oscillation in feedback loop.

2. Square-wave response. Square-wave output is result of circuit's
use of a short as well as a long time constant. If filter uses only long
time constant, overfiltered triangular waveform results. Full squarewave output yields higher signal-to-noise ratio.

undistorted since both time constants are utilized. The
superimposed triangle wave shows the resulting distortion if the long time constant alone is used.
The filter's time constant and diode switching threshold can be varied within areasonable range. Under some
conditions it may be desirable to limit the input signal
bandwidth to the inverse value of the short time
constant, in order to minimize distortion caused by overshoot.
Designer's casebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly
the circuit's operating principle and purpose. We'll pay $ 50 for each item published.
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My shirt,yes...my °Meter, no.
Test the kind of guy who'll give you the shirt off his
back: ask him for his C- Meter.®
He knows that his C- Meter gives him adefinite edge.
It exposes an obvious efficiency: capacitors are
easier to measure than resistors.
No more twiddling and nulling. No need for expensive,
tight-tolerance capacitors or tweak pots. With its
pushbutton speed, high accuracy ( 0.1%), small size

and versatility ( 0.1 pf to 0.2 farads), the C- Meter
makes you amore productive engineer.
You owe it to yourself to try one on. It'll cost no more
than afine suit: stocked locally at only $289.00.
ECD CORP.
196 Broadway, Cambridge
Mass. 02139 (617) 661-4400

Visit us at Electro ' 77, Booth # 1311
SALES OFFICES, AL Huntsville 1205) 533-5896; AZ. Scottsdale ( 602) 947-7841; CA. Costa Mesa ( 714) 540-7160; CA. Sunnyvale (408) 733-8690: CO. Denver ( 303) 750-1222;
FL Winter Hawen (813) 294-5815: GA.Charnblee (404457-7117: IL Elk Grove Vill ( 312) 593-0282: IN. Indianapolis ( 317) 293-9827; MD, Silver Spring (301) 622-4200;
MA. Eturlfrigton (617) 273-0198; MN. Minneapolis (612)781-1611; MO. Kansas City (816) 358-7272; NJ, Camden ( 215) 925-8711, NM. Albuquerque ( 505) 299-7658; NY, Great Neck
(516) 482-35M. ( 212) 895-7177. Sync use1315) 446-02241 NC. Raleigh (919) 787-5818: OK Centerville ( 513)433-8171: TX. Houston ( 713) 688-9971; TX, Richardson (214) 231-2573.
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High-speed wire-and-solder technique
tests connections as it makes them
Automatic method also minimizes production costs and keeps
printed- circuit card profiles low for high- density packing
by Bob Whitehead,

United Wiring & Manufacturing Co., Garland, Texas

E A new and different high-speed automatic wiring
technique is beginning to challenge existing methods. It
produces boards with an extremely low profile and high
wiring and packaging densities, and it is the first to make
an in- progress check of wiring. A small group of manufacturers is already using it to cut the cost of wiring
circuit cards for computers, minicomputers, peripheral
equipment, and digital controllers.
Solder- Wrap ( the trademark of the new technique)
keeps card profiles low because short solder tails replace
the long protruding pins used in other wiring methods.
Its end products, though, like theirs, are competitive with
two-sided and multilayer printed-circuit boards.
Like the earlier methods, too, it uses stock pc cards
with standard conductive patterns for multiple rows of
dual in- line packages plus plated ground and power
buses ( Fig. 1). The three older systems are Wire- Wrap
from Gardner- Denver Corp., Grand Haven, Mich.,
Multiwire from Photocircuits division of Kollmorgen
Corp., Glen Cove, N. Y., and stitch-welding, originally
developed by Jet Propulsion Laboratories, Pasadena.
Calif., and now produced by other companies.
All four automatic systems have several advantages
over plating techniques for producing pc boards. The
main ones are higher interconnection density, which is
frequently comparable to that of multilayer boards;
elimination of custom artwork, which is particularly
expensive for multilayer pc boards; lower overall costs;
shorter turnaround time for design changes, and higher
reliability.
Solder- Wrap, in turn, is superior in many respects to
the older automatic methods. Most important, it tests its
results at every step in the wiring routine; the others
cannot check operation until after aboard is completely
wired. Moreover, the new technique wires boards faster,
provides higher wiring and packaging density, costs less,
produces better high-speed- logic circuitry, and offers the
option of hand- wiring. The manual option, also offered
by Wire- Wrap, is useful for breadboarding, low-volume
production, and field-engineering changes.
In fact, United Wiring & Manufacturing developed
the new system in 1973 as amanual wiring process with
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a view to developing it into an automated system that
would overcome most of the disadvantages of the older
techniques. By late 1976, the company had developed
automatic wiring machines, special hardware, and software for the Solder- Wrap.
Basically, Solder- Wrapping consists of stringing afine
insulated wire to the solder tails or leads of sockets or
pins previously inserted into a specially patterned pc
board having wiring guides between the rows of leads.
Soldering and stripping

2. Wiring stylus. This special Solder-Wrap tool wraps a continuous
wire around solder tails and wiring guides of a special board as
directed by apoint-to-point computer program.
3. Stripping for action. At speeds as high as 4,800 connections an
hour, solder tool thermally strips polyurethane insulation from the
wrapped wire and feeds solder to complete the connection.
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The wires are soldered to the solder tails by a probe
that thermally strips away the wire insulation at the
soldering point while the sockets or pins are soldered in
place. The resulting loop of connections is cut at the
proper places.
Machines for the automatic solder- wrapping processes
are programmed by paper tapes produced by a computerized data base generated from information from the
customer's schematic. Data from this source document is
key-punched into three card decks— one each for parameters, device locator, and signals— which the computer
checks for errors before they are loaded into memory.
The parameter cards define the physical characteristics of each device used on the board. For instance, a
typical lc could be identified as a7400 with 14 pins- 7
on aside— with 100- mil centers. These cards define XY
coordinates for the locator cards.
The locator coding defines the row/column address of
pin No. 1of each lc located on the board. The signal
cards contain logic-element coding for every pin of every
lc called out on the schematic.
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TABLE 1: SOLDER WRAP AUTOMATIC MACHINES
Model

Stringing
(connections/hour)

Solder
(connections/hour)

Cutting
(connections/hour)

100

1,000

1,000

2,500

Average completed
connections/hour

Average
wires/hour

500

300

r
200

2,400

2,400

5,000

1,000

666

300

3,600

3,600

7,500

1,600

1,066

400

4,800

4,800

10,000

2,000

1,333

The older computer-controlled systems have fairly
high design costs. Except for Multiwire, they do not lend
Lhemselves to production of high-speed logic circuitry,
especially because wires are not placed near enough to
the ground plane. Wire- wrap and stitch-welding produce
high pin profiles that limit the number of cards that can
be stacked in agiven space.
A Wire- Wrap machine inserts a matrix of square
metal pins spaced on 100- mil centers on the card. Then,
under computer control, a special tool wraps several
turns of insulated wire around the pins so tightly that the
connection is gas- tight.
In the multiwire system, an automatic wiring head
lays down a network of magnet wire, insulated with
polyimide, on an adhesive-coated epoxy-glass board.

Terminations are formed by drilling through the wire
and board, then electroplating the sides of the holes.
Stitch- welding employs asemiautomatic tool to coldweld Teflon- insulated nickel wire to a board with a
matrix of either stainless-steel pins or stainless-steel
circuit lands. Like Solder- Wrap, it can provide a low
profile by eliminating the pins.
Running the Solder- Wrap routine
With SolderWrap, the wiring stylus shown in Fig. 2
can string No. 30, 34, and 38 gauge polyurethane
magnet wires. After routing the wires, the machine steps
into a solder cycle using the tool shown in Fig. 3. The
solder head has three different timing cycles —strip,
preheat, and post- heat. During the 400- millisecond strip
cycle, the resistance solder head is heated to 800°F to
strip the polyurethane from the magnet wire directly
under it. After preheating the electrical pins or component leads, the solder- feed mechanism is activated.
The post- heat cycle starts after a predetermined
metered amount of solder has been fed to the electrical
land. Completing the solder- feed cycle starts the postheat cycle, which continues as the solder is retracted
from the electrical land. The component or socket lead is
soldered into the plated-through hole in the land at the
same time the polyurethane-coated magnet wire is
soldered to the lead.
Last, the tool shown in Fig. 4 begins cutting into
separate networks the single continuous wire running
throughout the board. Figure 5illustrates the cuts made
in a typical wire network. In this example, a 14pin
device has been wired into anetwork that ties pins 1, 3,
5, 7, 9, and 13 together. The routing of wires to pins 1
and 13 differs from that for pins 3, 5, 7, and 9. The
automatic cutters separate the networks where slashes
are shown.
The four automatic Solder- Wrap machines— models
100, 200, 300 and 400— operate under tape control at
different rates. Table 1indicates their stringing, soldering, and cutting speeds. Connection speeds range from
500 to 2,000 per hour and stringing from 1,000 to 4,800
4. Cutting edge. After a network has been strung and soldered, a
third tool, controlled by the wiring program, cuts wire along the
network at desired points at a rate as high as 10,000 points per hour.
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wires per hour. The model 100, priced at about $ 35,000,
is a new completely automatic single- headed machine
aimed at engineering laboratories and small companies.
When not being operated in its normal mode, it may be
used for semiautomatic wire- wrapping or component
insertion.
Models 200 through 400 are designed for medium- to
high-volume production. The four wiring heads of the
model 400 ( Fig. 6) can lay down more than 400,000
wires amonth.
Wiring the cards

5. Wire routing. Routing pattern is designed to string a 14-pin
socket. Wiring guides channel some wires either in a clockwise or
counterclockwise direction.

This orientation

aids in

whether alead is going into or coming out of the network.

determining

Like the other three automatic- wiring methods, a
Solder- Wrap machine lays wires in the desired configuration on aspecially modified and patterned pc card. As
do Wire- Wrap and Multiwire cards, the epoxy-glass
blanks have plated rows of dual- in-line-package patterns
spaced on 0.1- in. centers. Ground and power buses on
the component side are connected via plated-through
holes to similar conductive patterns on the wiring side.
On the component side are mounted lc sockets with
solder- tail leads, special socket pins with solder tails, or
the components themselves. The solder leads are inserted
in the plated- through holes to the wiring side, where they
are bent at opposing 60° angles in alternating columns,
lowering the wiring profile even further.
Finally, rows of plastic wiring guides are attached
between the rows of plated-through holes on the wiring
side of the board. These guides, which have oblong posts,
are used in the wiring process depicted in Fig 5.
However, the user can adapt manual Solder- Wrap

6. Automated wiring. United Wiring and Manufacturing's Solder Wrap model 400 is a fully automatic quadruple-head wiring machine. The
wiring pattern is controlled by apaper tape generated from an off-line data base derived from the customer's schematics.
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7. Wiring pencil. A pencil- like tool is used to wire manually a Solder- Wrap board at a rate of 200 to 300 wires per hour. Standard nand
soldering and -cutting tools are used to finish the wiring. A special wre cartridge loads trie tool with the wire type required.

tools to breadboarding, low-volume production, or fieldedge- board connector that has a solder-tail- lead design
engineering changes. The manual wiring tool in Fig. 7 on centers of 100 by 300 mils. This connector will be
can lay down 200 to 300 wires per hour, a rate 3 to 4 available in several pin configurations for use with
times higher than is possible with a comparable hand
present back- panel connector systems. Winchester Elecwire- wrapping tool. In the course of breadboarding, an
tronics division of Litton in Oakville, Conn., is also
engineer would load the wiring tool with a special wire developing a complete line of Solder- Wrap back-panel
cartridge, wire a string, strip away the insulation, and
edge- board connectors to compete with present available
solder the pin connections with a low- wattage soldering
Wire- Wrap back- panel systems.
iron and then cut the string with diagonal pliers at the
Automatic Solder- Wrap is the only automatic wiring
proper points.
process available with a complete in- line test of wiring
interconnections. All Solder- Wrap machines have four
Mounting circuit cards
lights on each wiring head that indicate failures of the
Solder- Wrap cards made either with pin- in- board
parameters checked by the self-test circuitry. These
construction or no sockets at all can be spaced on 500lights indicate, respectively, missing pin, broken wires,
mil centers in acard cage, and the boards with sockets
stripped wires, and solder errors. Since every failure
can be spaced on 600- mil centers in the same applicahalts ahead's tool where an error occurs, aglance at the
tions. The only suppliers of boards for its process, United
indicator lights and the position of the tool is enough to
Manufacturing & Wiring offers alibrary of card designs
identify and locate the error.
that includes units for Schottky, transistor- transistor,
Self-testing
and emitter-coupled logic. For companies that want to
design their own boards, Robinson/Nugent Co., Albany,
While stringing is in process, the wire network being
Ind., has developed both low-profile and high- reliability
put down is checked for missing pins, strip-wire errors,
lc sockets that can be wired with Solder- Wrap equipand broken wires. Missing pins are detected by moniment. With the high- reliability type, 34 solder- wrapped
toring for aslack wire. A system to monitor wire-tension
boards on 0.500- mil centers can be packaged in a 19- in.
errors stops the machine and lights the missing- pin indicard cage.
cator when it detects aslack wire.
The big advantage of the Solder- Wrap back- panel
The circuit of Fig. 8checks for strip errors and breaks.
system is its high cubic density on the wiring side of the
Strip errors occur when insulation is missing on the
backplane. The wiring cost is also lower than previous
magnet wire, a fault that could short two networks
Wire- Wrap back- panel systems. A Solder- Wrap backtogether. In the circuit of Fig. 8, the insulated wire
plane system would be equivalent to an 8- to 10- layer
normally tied to V... passes through the stringing tool,
board.
which has its case grounded. If the insulation is broken,
For applying back- panel wiring, the Milton Ross Co.,
terminal A of the circuit will pick up aground, lighting
Southampton, Pa., has designed a special Solder- Wrap the strip-error indicator, and the machine stops. Also,
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if a wire breaks during stringing, Vœ is removed from
point A. This causes the machine to halt and lights the
broken indicator-wire on the appropriate head.
The solder-error-detection circuit of Fig. 9 checks if
the ground tied to the heating tool is carried through to
point B. If there is no ground, the solder-error indicator
lights, and the machine stops soldering. Possible causes
of failure that will open up the ground to point B could
be adefective solder head, lack of solder, and amissing
broken wire. If the solder cycle does not end before a
predetermined period set by the operator, asolder- timeout error indicator lights up on the center console, and
the machine stops.
Assessing capabilities
Among the advantages Solder- Wrap boasts over the
industry leader, Wire- Wrap, are double the packaging
volume, lower production costs, self-testing, and lack of
cold-flow short circuits ( shorts caused when the insulation flows away from wires bearing against pins under
pressure). With the newer process, 34 boards can be
packaged in a I
9- inch rack, which can accept only 13 to
17 Wire- Wrap boards.
A solder-wrapped board costs only 30% to 50% as
much as awire-wrapped board, depending on the type of
socket used with the latter. The wire used in the older
process is 40 to 120 times more expensive than the
magnet wire used in solder-wrapping. The 30-gauge
Kynar is $4per 1,000 feet, and 30-gauge Milene is $ 12
per 1,000 feet; in contrast, the magnet wire is only 9
cents per 1,000 feet.
For low-to- medium-scale runs, solder-wrapped boards
are much cheaper to produce than two-sided boards
(Table 2). Since solder- wrapped boards are equivalent to
8- to 10-layer boards, their advantages over two-sided
boards are applicable also to multilayer boards. SolderWrap costs 72% for front-end tooling, and the new board

designs can be turned around in two weeks— only athird
as long as the older method requires.
For engineering changes, the newer system does not
require artwork, and existing boards can be reworked in
the field with manual Solder-Wrap tools. In addition,
Solder- Wrap provides twice as much surface density as
two-sided boards, and the shortness of leads brings about
better operating characteristics in high-speed- logic
applications.
The capital investment required for Multiwire is
higher than Solder- Wrap requires, and the latter has
lower production costs. However, the surface and volume
packing densities of the two techniques are comparable.
The biggest advantage Solder- Wrap has over Multiwire
is the capability to make changes either in production or
for prototyping. The only way to make a single board
with the Multiwire process is to make it on the automatic equipment.
Solder- Wrap is 30% to 50% more cost-effective than
stitch- welding, and packing volume is higher because of
the lower profile. What's more, stitch- welding machines
are semiautomatic — not fully automatic.
Economizing with Solder- Wrap
It is instructive to calculate the cost of 25 circuit
boards to be manually solder-wrapped using a total of
100 16-pin sockets. Typically, the cost for aset of boards
without sockets would be $77, cost for the boards with
profile sockets would be $ 112, and cost for boards using
P/B (
pin- in board) sockets would be $ 170.
The average cost to manually Solder- Wrap the set of
boards would be about 10 cents per wire, or $ 100 for
1,000 wires. To this must be added the comparative total
costs of the system, which would thus be: socketless
boards, a total of $ 177, low- profile sockets, $ 212, and
P/B sockets, $ 270.
Service costs for automatic wiring of one to four

SPOOL MAGNET WIRE

+Vcc

STRINGER

GND
SOLDER WRAP
BOARD

STRIP- WIRE,
BROKEN WIRE
ERROR

8. Wiring check. During the wire-stringing cycle, this circuit can

9. Solder error. Malfunctions such as solder-head failure, lack of

detect and indicate either a stripped or broken wire. If terminal A

solder, and missing or broken wires are sensed by this circuit. Any of

picks up aground from the stringer, the stripped-wire indicator lights.

these errors disconnects terminal A from ground, activating the

If the terminal senses loss of Vcc ,the broken-wire indicator lights.

circuit. This, in turn, lights up an indicator and stops the machine.
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TABLE 2 COMPARATIVE SYSTEM COST
Cost per system
(
Solder- Wrap)

Cost per system
(two-sided)

$ 1,626

$8,131

10

813

4,065

25

325

1,626

50

163

813

100

81

406

200

41

203

500

16

81

Number of systems

5

10. Fan- Fold.

In

the

Fan- Fold

configuration,

the

three solder-

wrapped boards are fastened side by side by sheets of Mylar, and all
card-to-card connections are automatically wired together. The flexible sheets and boards can be folded into a compact packet that

1,000

8

40

does not have either backplane or printed-circuit connectors.

and edge- board connectors.
In the Fan- Fold package, solder- wrapped boards are
tied together by rectangular sheets of Mylar. Typically.
the Mylar sheet would be fastened from the right side of
one board to the left side of the adjacent board as shown
in Fig. 10. Then, all adjacent card- to-card connections
are automatically wired together, with all these new
wires lying across the Mylar sheet. These wires are then
sealed into the Mylar with an adhesive. The resulting
package of boards with alternating Mylar interconnects
can be folded ( like amap) into an extremely small space.
Corporation 1171's package houses the system's
memory, processor, floppy-disk controller, switching
power supply, and interfaces for the printer, cathode-ray
tube, and keyboard. All of this circuitry is contained on
six Solder- Wrap boards connected by the Mylar sheets
with wires embedded in them. The Fan- Fold package
has a low production cost, there are no limitations on
uo signals from board to board, and elimination of
backplane connectors results in high reliability.
Innovated Systems, Dallas, Texas, is using SolderWrap in traffic-control systems; IBM, Austin, Texas, on
typewriter- production test equipment; Texas Instruments, Dallas, in communications systems, and National
Computer Systems, Houston, in a high-speed computer
Applying Solder- Wrap
system. Also making use of the system are Motorola
United uses its model 400s in its three contract- wiring Semiconductor, Phoenix, Ariz., and Western Geophysicenters in Dallas and Longview, Texas, and Santa Ana, cal, Houston.
Solder- Wrap need not be limited to making circuit
Calif. The company plans to open more of these centers.
United also plans to develop an automatic machine to boards. Wiring of electrostatic printer heads looks like
an attractive possibility. Right now, all terminations of
handle twisted pairs.
A large computer system made by Scientific Machines the printer heads are being wired manually. More than
Corp., Dallas, is completely wired by the new process. 4,000 No. 30 and 37 gauge wires are being connected
The system uses rrt./Schottky logic. smc has developed manually, thereby incurring high labor costs for each
software that contains the board's wire list and generates head. A Solder- Wrap machine could cut costs by autothe logic diagram, timing diagram, board artwork, and mating the manufacturing process, since it routinely
parts layout, and wire routing for the automatic solder- handles wires of this size.
Another special application involves automatically
wrapping system.
Corporation 1171, Dallas, and United Manufacturing applying solder in tight packages such as digital watches
have developed a Solder- Wrap Fan- Fold process on a or heart pacemakers. Some companies have tried solder
microprocessor system for controlling drug-store inven- preforms and infrared heating, but leaves an excess
tories. This Fan- Fold package can handle more than 600 amount of touch-up and repair. A Solder- Wrap machine
16pin ics in a package of 6 by 6 by 16 in. This could solve the problem by being programmed to autoEl
packaging method eliminates the need for backplanes matically add solder to selected locations.

boards, on the other hand, vary from 4to 8cents awire,
depending on the number of boards. For 100,000 to 10
million wires, prices vary from 7to 3cents per wire.
To compare the packaging cost of Solder- Wrap with
two-sided pc boards, consider asystem with a48- squareinch backplane that holds multiple circuit cards mating
with connectors on the backplane. To handle the 900
16- pin la, Solder- Wrap requires 12 circuit boards, while
the two-sided- pc- board approach requires 23 units. In
addition, the Solder- Wrap backplane requires 975 wires,
whereas the backplane for the conventional boards
requires 1,863 wires.
Nonrecurring engineering costs for both approaches
over a range of system quantities are listed in Table 2.
The total nonrecurring engineering cost for one system,
consisting of software plus engineering changes, for the
automatic wiring approach, comes to $ 8,130 compared
with $40,656 for the pc- board method. Recurring costs
for this system would be $ 507 for two-sided boards and
$493 for Solder- Wrap. For even 1,000 systems, total
Solder- Wrap system costs are lower than they are for
two-sided boards, but the biggest savings are at five
systems. At the 200 level, system costs for the two-sided
packaging start to close in on Solder- Wrap.
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IEEE officials looking for 25,000
to see New York edition
of annual show and convention
after 1976's successful inaugural
of alternating-sites policy
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Electro77 in New York means business! That, complete with exclamation point, is the theme of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers' show and convention
this year. It is also the hope.
There is solid foundation for such hope. For
example, while attendance at Electro76 in
Boston— the first of the shows to be held under
the new format of alternating locations between
Boston and New York — fell well short of the
expected 25,000, it was still better than 1975's
total of 20,471. Officials are again predicting
25,000 will push through the turnstiles at the New
York Coliseum during the three days of the show,
April 19 through 21, if weather and other factors
cooperate. That would be the highest attendance
figure for a major IEEE electronics convention in
New York in five years.
Perhaps more important, exhibit space on two
floors of the Coliseum looks to be sold out. With
511 booths available— 10% more than in
Boston— that would mean about 300 exhibitors
eager to make their pitches.
But the silver lining does have a cloud. While
there were some notable returnees to the exhibitors' list in Boston, some are unwilling to come to
New York because of distaste for the city,
because the show attracts the wrong audience,
or because Electro is too regional.
Two firms in the New York area, for instance,
react quite differently to Electro's site. At RCA
Corp.'s Solid State division in Somerville, N. J.,
the attitude is positive. Absent from the annual
IEEE get-together for several years, RCA is
returning in 1977 to show its microprocessor
wares. " There's a need for us to reach the
broadest possible audience," maintains Richard
A. Santilli, division vice president for sales and
international operations, " and Electro is the place
to do it."
But the return to America's largest city " has a
considerable bearing" on the withdrawal from
Electro by Weston Instruments Inc. of Newark,
N. J. Robert Bilby, marketing services manager,
says, " The attendant problems of a show in New
York, the problems of moving in and out, and the

•Ee
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general climate are reasons for our not being
there." Weston skipped the former lntercon for
several years but returned last year.
But the major reasons why companies attend
or stay away from Electro still have to do with
business. Take MOS Technology Inc. of Norristown, Pa. It was at Boston last year with calculators and microprocessors for industrial markets.
But the firm's " thrust this year and for the foreseeable future is taking us deeper into the
consumer field," says marketing vice president
Julius Hertsch, " and the IEEE is more of an industrial electronics show." Exit MOS Technology.
A similar decision was made at Litton Industries' Monroe Calculator Co. in Morris Plains,
N. J., where William O'Neill, special promotions
manager, explains that " our products [ business
calculators] just don't fit in with the category of
products that IEEE features." But Mostek Corp.
of Carrollton, Texas, which felt " crunched up"
last year, has built and is taking its own booth to
New York to give it more space.
The regional nature of Electro is the reason
Hewlett-Packard Co. of Palo Alto, Calif., is cutting
down from Boston's 10 booths to four. " More
and more, we have seen that attendance at U. S.
electronics trade shows is mainly from the immediate region," says Alfred P. Oliverio, marketing
vice president. Even a New York area firm
concurs. At the Dumont Electronics Corp. in Clifton, N.J., William Aidkes, marketing manager for
the tube divisions at the Thomson-CSF subsidiary, explains his firm's absence by saying, " It's
too local ashow."
Overall, Electro officials say that components
makers still dominate the exhibit booths, continuing the strong comeback they began in 1975.

Program: products and people. If

jthe rows of booths at the Coliseum

V are Electro77's body, then the technical sessions at the Hotel Americana are its mind. And Electro this
year is broad-minded, with the professional
program covering a wide and exciting range of
subjects concerning products, markets, and engi-

neers as people trying to survive.
Microprocessors again are the favorite subject
of the program organizers, with no fewer than a
half- dozen sessions at least touching on them.
There is also a raft of sessions ranging across the
design engineer's spectrum, from power supplies
to bubble memories.

The ubiquitous microcomputer.

jDesigners who are confused by the
j

of low-end microprocessor systems will want to check
out session 17 on single- chip microcomputers. The stress here is on choosing the
appropriate low-end system for cost- sensitive
high- volume controller and consumer applications. The session, notes chairman Alan Weissoerger of Signetics Corp. in Sunnyvale, Calif., will
address both facets of these systems— their use
as stand-alone controllers or with other processors in adistributed configuration.
The speakers Weissberger has lined up are
noteworthy: Don Phillips from Intel Corp., Santa
Clara, Calif.; Van Lewing from Fairchild Micro
Systems, San Jose, Calif.; John Bryant from
Texas Instruments Inc., Houston, Texas; and
Bruce Kinney from Rockwell Microelectronics,
Anaheim, Calif. After delivering their talks, these
speakers will be joined by other industry spokesmen, including Bob Schweitzer of Mostek Corp. in
Carrollton, Texas, for a panel session in which the
audience will be encouraged to participate. With
inputs from both the audience and the panel
members, Weissberger hopes to get a fix on the
optimum direction for microprocessor development — toward special-purpose architecture or
towards replicas of existing popular minicomputers on achip.
The other side of the coin— high- end microprocessor systems— will get an airing in session 38,
"Applications of Bit- sliced Microprocessors." " A
bit- sliced microprocessor," explains chairman
Peter Jessell of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in Cambridge, " is a component for
building a computer, rather than a complete
computer on a chip." It is only one member of a

ltrog71
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Microprocessors are very much on everyone's mind, so Electro77
will devote six sessions to covering
everything from low-end, single-chip affairs to the high-end, bit-sliced versions

family of chips that is put together, along with
appropriate control software, to implement a
customized special-purpose computer. The advantages over simple single-chip microcomputers, points out JesseII, are high speed and a wide
instruction set that is geared specifically to a
particular application.
Besides a talk from JesseII that will cover
present chips and future trends, the session offers
speakers who are themselves computer designers, as opposed to microprocessor vendors. The
design examples will include: a high-speed logic
analyzer made by Western Electric Engineering
Research Center, Princeton, N.J.; a communications processor for digital data from GTE Sylvania
Co., Needham, Mass.; a speech analyzer and
synthesizer built by MIT; and a 16- bit computer
for military applications from Raytheon Co.'s
Electromagnetic Systems division in Goleta, Calif.

Taking a good, soft look. But
about microcomputer software? That is covered in session
16, " Software Strategies for Successful Microcomputer Programming," which proceeds from discussion of atimesharing system ( when not to use a microprocessor) through device selection, support, and prototyping, and finally to the latest trends in software.
Chairman L. A. Solomon of RCA's Solid State
division says the session should be significant in
that the time is right for refinement — the anxious
overengineering of the microprocessor is giving
way to an era of sophisticated yet practical
design. Though most of the session is aimed at
the microprocessor design engineer, it devotes
enough time to what to use and when, efficiency
of programming, and software development to
attract the interest of project people and
management in the companies manufacturing
microprocessors or just using them in house.
The cost of servicing multitudes of microprocessor- based products is worrying manufacturers. Session 11, led by Steve Swerling of
Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, Ore., addresses the
problem with three papers, including one on
computer- based techniques for predicting the
service costs.
Leading off the session is " Designing Microcomputer- Based Systems for Reliability, Serviceability and Maintainability," by Charles A. Christy

jwhat
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and Jane G. Morse of Arthur D. Little Inc.,
Cambridge, Mass. The paper centers on designing software components in read-only memories
that can be easily replaced piecemeal in the field.
Christy points out that present microprocessor
development systems, with in-circuit emulation
capabilities, could be used to identify such failed
software components.
Roy Pierce of Xerox Inc. in Dallas will report on
a method for estimating life-cycle costs for a
system. He will present a computerized model of
the economic factors involved, in the form of 34
equations that can be programmed into a
computer. The set of equations takes account of
such factors as parts costs, mean service-call
duration, inventory spares in the distribution pipeline, and even taxes.
Hans Nadig will discuss Hewlett-Packard's new
HP 5004A signature analyzer [
Electronics, March
3, p. 89]. Although microprocessor- based equipment must be specially designed to be serviced
by the signature analyzer, the benefits are easier
servicing right down to the component level.

By design. As for circuit design in
j general, session 20, " Update on
Computer- Aided Circuit Design,"
offers a useful software overview. It
covers such aspects as network
theory ( esoteric math), selection of a CAD
program, and marketing considerations. While
most of these discussions are aimed at either the
design engineers or the project managers who
decide on how to use CAD, the most burning
issue may be the marketing ones— a dispute has
arisen on whether to develop in house, or go timeshared and play off what is learned from the
experience of others.
Session 37, " A/d and d/a Converter Applications," also has to do with design. Data
converters are quickly becoming as integral a
part of analog signal processing as operational
amplifiers. However, not all analog-circuit designers know how to use them to their best advantage, particularly in the newer monolithic versions.
To those who do not, session 37 will lend a
welcome helping hand.
According to the session organizer, Michael
Trimko of Analog Devices Inc. in Wilmington,
Mass., the papers concentrate on the latest
devices and the newest circuit techniques,
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For circuit designers, there is a discussion of computer-aided
design in asoftware overview, as well as asession
offering tips on how to use the newer monolithic data converters

emphasizing " cookbook applications that someone can just take and use."

A

O

Talking through glass. With fiber-

.

optic
much of
communications
the spotlight recently,
capturing
g
it

seemed appropriate to Electro's
organizers to include a session on
the progress in the field. Tingye Li, head of the
transmission and circuits research department at
Bell Laboratories, believes session 29 will for the
first time supply a general audience with talks on
recent and ongoing field trials.
Two papers will be given by members of the
Bell Labs team who were involved with the lab's
recent field experiments. Joseph Mullins will
discuss the ongoing field trials within the Bell
System, emphasizing the progress made toward
producing practical systems for handling transmission in the telephone plant. Morton Schwartz
from Norcross, Ga., the site of the trials, will focus
on the cables and connectors that were used.
G. Holma and T. Meador of the Naval Electronics Laboratory Center, San Diego, will discuss
the design of a fiber-optic system initiated by the
Navy for the purpose of evaluating fiber optics for
internal aircraft communications. Their paper will
also present data gathered from testing, installing, and operating the system.
A fourth paper, by S.M. Stone and G.J.
Meslener of GTE Laboratories, Waltham, Mass.,
will touch on the systems aspects of an experimental pulse-code- modulation fiber-optic communication system that operates at 100 megabits
per second with standard NTSC color TV signals
over a 1- kilometer link.

Other communications papers.
those interested in antennas,
Electro77 has two sessions.
For session 2, Lewis G. McCoy of
the American Radio Relay League
Inc., Newington, Conn., has assembled four
papers on the trends in hf, vhf, and uhf antenna
design. They deal with optimizing ground radial
systems for vertical antennas, the design of a
circularly polarized quadrifilar antenna that produces a hemispheric radiation pattern, a vertical
four-element square array with a 97° beamwidth
that can be switched to provide 360 ° coverage,

IFor
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and some insight into the " Quagi" antenna.
Chairman McCoy thinks the " Quagi" ( quad
plus Yagi) is perhaps the first new, really simple
antenna to come along in some time. The hybrid
design substitutes full-wave ( quad) elements for
the conventional Yagi antenna and results in
improved impedance matching and higher gain.
Session 26 concentrates on the design and
field testing of circularly polarized transmitting
antennas that improve the quality of received TV
pictures. Until now TV transmitting antennas have
either been horizontally polarized, as in the U. S.,
or vertically polarized, as in most of the rest of the
world. The session is timely since an order from
the Federal Communications Commission authorizing installation of circularly polarized antennas
by broadcast stations is expected within several
weeks of the session.

.
4/

Bubbles and couplings. System
interested in the pros• pects of charge-coupled devices
and magnetic bubbles for serial
memory design should not miss
sessions 12 ( on bubbles) and 19 ( on CCDs).
For small mass-storage systems, J. Egil Juliussen of Texas Instruments compares bubbles with
CCDs, floppy disks, and semiconductor memories. Juliussen's conclusion: " Bubbles will be a
major storage- memory technology by 1980."
While he sees increasing competition in price and
performance among these approaches for many
large-computer applications, his analysis shows
that the growth of the microprocessor will create
a need for a companion small mass-storage
system that can best be built by employing
bubble technology.
The bubble session also includes an update by
Wright- Patterson specialists Buvinger and Cummins on bubble technology for the military. Two
major programs are discussed — the TI bubble
memory being built for the Air Force at WrightPatterson, and the Rockwell bubble memory for
NASA at Langley.
TI is building 128,000- bit bubble chips into
2- megabit modules that will have a data
input/output rate of 2 megahertz. From these
modules TI will construct prototypes of a 16megabit disk drum system and two 100- Mb
recorder systems.
Rockwell's 50- Mb data recorder is based on

.
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The impact of CCDs and magnetic bubbles on serial-memory
design will be assessed, along with the need for
more and different testing of printed-circuit boards

4- micrometer bubble technology that was developed in 1975. The paper describes how its 100kilobit bubble chips have a long continuous loop
design as well as a nonvolatility that is achieved
by data replication.
A good systems analysis of CCDs for computer
memory is to be given by A. V. Pohm of Iowa
State University. He treats the impact of the technology on both large and small computer
systems. For the large computing systems, where
throughput is limited by memory speed, Pohm
sees the faster CCDs replacing disk and drum
paging formats, despite the drawback of some
additional expense and the undoubted inconvenience of volatility.

Aff

Board sessions. Sessions 18, 25,
1 and 32 should be of vital interest to
7
engineers involved in the design,
manufacture, and test of complex
digital printed-circuit boards.
Says Raymond P. Oberly of IBM Corp., Kingston, N. Y., who will lead session 18, ' Too much or
too little testing can significantly impact any product. This session emphasizes users' experience
with the prediction and/or measurement of pc
performance using testing approaches."
In " More Board Test Coverage, Please," Oberly
and J. Strenk of IBM Kingston point out that
increasing the logic-test coverage of LSI circuit
boards does not by itself reduce fallout from
manufacturing. Other parameters— among them
component count, logic- circuit count, module
test, and what percentage of the circuit logic is
based on field-effect transistors— must also be
accounted for.
A second paper, " In-Circuit Test" by David
Fucci and H. Whittemore of Data General Corp.,
describes how this firm cut its overall digitalboard testing costs radically by starting an incircuit testing step.
Of session 25, chairman Don Allen of Fluke
Trendar, Mountain View, Calif., says, " What we're
trying to do in these five papers is clear up some
of the confusion between microprocessor-device
and board-testing criteria, talk about what can or
should be done at each of these levels, and what
the costs and tradeoffs are."
Session 32, according to chairman James
Skilling of GenRad Inc., Concord, Mass., will
concentrate on how to test and diagnose faults

.
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effectively on complex digital assemblies, particularly those that include LSI components. E. I.
Muehldorf of IBM in Manassas, Va., compares the
cost benefit of a board designed to be tested by a
particular test pattern to that of a board of the
same function and components without this
design discipline. For instance, for a circuit board
with 6,000 gates, relative processing costs differ
by about 20%. This increases radically as the
number of circuit gates increases.

Government as systems house.
Government's role in developing large and sophisticated elec-

jThe

.

tronics systems comes in for attention in session 8, " Government
Systems: Awacs, Aegis, Naystar," organized by
Leo Young, staff consultant at the Naval
Research Laboratories' Electronics division.
The reviews of the Aegis shipboard anti-airwarfare system and the Awacs surveillance,
command, and control radar " show what can be
achieved in a strictly military environment," says
Young. While the Naystar global positioning
system is being developed solely with military
funds, he adds, " it will have broad appeal
because of the large number of commercial spinoff possibilities."
The Naystar paper, to be delivered by Edward
Martin of Magnavox Research Laboratories in
Torrance, Calif., will detail how " it will be possible
for civilian users from any nation to use the
system to fix their position three- dimensionally to
within an accuracy of 30 feet," says Young. The
Aegis paper, which Young says " will be the highlight of the convention," will be given by Rear
Adm. Wayne E. Meyer, Aegis project officer at
the Naval Sea Systems Command in Washington.

A computer in the house. Finally,
j Electro is taking appropriate notice
of a relatively new phenomenon in
the world of electronics— or, more
specifically, the world of digital
computers. That phenomenon is the hobby or
home computer, and the IEEE has devoted two of
the 42 sessions at its show to the trend. Session 3
is called " Microcomputers for Fun and Profit" and
ranges from the history of the hobby-computer
market to the retail possibilities. Speakers include
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How hard will EEs be hit by social and political changes?
Professional program explores the answers and also offers new tools
for managing budgets, colleagues, and subordinates

Robert Wickham of Vantage Research Corp.; Carl
Helmers, editor of BYTE magazine, which covers
the hobby-computer field; and Paul Terrell, president of Byte Inc., achain of retail shops unrelated
to the magazine.
Session 10, " Home and Hobby Computers," is
concerned with the differences and similarities
between the two categories. Speakers include Sol
Libes, president of the Amateur Computer Group
of New Jersey; Michael Lipschutz of Byte Inc.;
and Steven Jobs, product manager of Apple
Computer Inc. of Palo Alto, Calif. Lipschutz will
discuss the need for standards for hardware and
software in small computers, while Job expects
this year to see the start of the transition from
hobby to home computer.

How to get your act together.
i Just three of the forty-two technical
• sessions this year will touch on
engineering professional development. But their provocativeness
should make up for their lack in numbers.
The first of the professional development ( ProD) sessions, " Future Shock for Engineers,"
should be better than its title suggests. The main
topic is not so much future shock as the impact
today's social and political changes on the electrical engineer's performance.
But the truly heady topics in engineering
management will be found in session 14, " Tools
for Managing Your Career." Well beyond the rahrah inspirational pap that often parades as career
improvement, this session will deal with practical
managerial concepts.
For instance, Walter D. Storey, GE Co., Crotonon- Hudson, N.Y., will argue that managers should
help plan the careers of their subordinates, not
just their own. Peter Argyris, lnterdata, Tinton
Falls, N. J., will describe how the transactionalanalysis ( TA) workshops that he conducts at a
community college in New Jersey can help engineers learn from each other. Robert W. Blanning
of the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton Business School will delve into the mysteries of zerobased budgeting, how it compares to other
budgeting techniques, and what its advantages
are. Finally, recent techniques on generating new
ideas, actually managing creativity, will be
reviewed by Richard J. Marsh of Innotech,
Norwalk, Conn.

.
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After just one year, it seems that no Electro or
Wescon program would be complete without
"The Engineer Over 40," led by Harold S. Goldberg, president of Data Precision Corp., Wakefield, Mass. But this year's panel session 42 will
be different. " Having convinced the EE that he
can get his hand held when he's past 40, now is
the time to show him what he can do by himself,"
Goldberg reports.

41

Putting one's mind to it. The fact
1 that IEEE is sponsoring an evening
• session at Electro77 on " The State

le

of the Art in Psychic Research"
represents a " coming of age" of
the subject to the panel's organizer and chairman, Russell Targ, senior research physicist at
Stanford Research Institute. The Wednesday
night session, to be keynoted by astronaut Edgar
Mitchell, will cover recent successes in " remote
viewing" ( known to occultists as astral projection), electroencephalograph measurement of
paranormal brainwaves, an ESP machine for
teaching extra-sensory perception, and Soviet
ESP research that focuses on a subject's use of
ESP to control others' activities.
Perhaps the most controversial topic is remote
viewing. Subjects at SRI and Langley Porter
described in words and pictures scenes staged in
some cases thousands of miles away. Targ and
SRI colleague H.E. Puthoff, who have written a
book on psychic research called " Mind Reach,"
believe all subjects are capable of remote viewing. In fact, he says, " people get better and are
able to use it in ordinary ways," for instance, to
perceive acar collision farther along the road.
E. C. May, Targ, and Puthoff also will discuss
EEG indications of extra-sensory perception of
which subjects were not aware. Subjects were
connected to the EEG and told a batteryoperated light would flash in the eyes of someone
in another room. At the time of each flash, their
brain activity showed significant changes in the
alpha range of 9to 11 hertz.
Besides giving people a useful tool, says Targ,
the ESP research should lead to reassessment of
current physics. "There's obviously
At
some kind of activity in the space
we live in that the old physics
doesn't predict,"
the Stanford
physicist observes.
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Engineer's notebook
Four quad op amps diagnose
automobile voltage regulator
by John Cyril Hanisko and William Wiseman
Bendix Corp., Engine Control System Group, Troy, Mich.

A quad operational amplifier such as the National
LM3900 can serve as the major building block in atester
for automobile voltage regulators. The instrument gives
a quick go/no-go indication of regulator operation by
determining whether the field coil of the car's alternator
is being allowed to conduct at the proper times. Though
designed for General Motors regulators, the unit can
also test other manufacturers' devices.
As shown in Fig. 1, the GM regulator module is afiveterminal device. In the car, terminals A and Bconnect to
the alternator field coil, terminal C connects to ground,
while terminals D and E connect to the positive side of
the battery, D through the ignition switch and E directly.
The tester, which uses four quad op amps, attempts to
simulate the conditions the regulator would encounter in
actual operation. It is made up of the seven subcircuits
shown in Fig. 2. They are:
• A well- regulated 16.5-volt, 4- ampere power supply
that drives the regulator as well as the tester circuitry.
• A sense-voltage generator that provides a 16-v/second
ramp signal to sense- terminal E of the regulator.
• A sense-voltage comparator that detects when the
ramp signal reaches 5v.
• A field- voltage comparator that meanwhile has
checked that current is flowing between terminal A and
terminal B.
• A heating circuit that initiates the two tests of regulator operation, at normal and elevated temperatures.
• A window comparator that checks current flow across
terminals A and B at one set of ramp- voltage limits
during a normal- temperature check and within another
set of limits during the elevated-temperature check.
• Finally, logic circuitry that produces the yes/no decision of each test.
Before testing the voltage- regulator module, a 5-ohm
piece of Minco thermofoil must be placed across its A
and B terminals to simulate the field coil's resistance and
also to serve as a module heater during the hightemperature test. Terminal C is grounded, terminal D is
directly connected to the power supply, and terminal E is
connected to the output of the sense-voltage generator,
which produces a0 — 16.5-v ramp signal.
To check out the device at room temperature, switch
S2 is placed in the "cold test" position, and switch S3 is
depressed and held to trigger the ramp generator. When
the ramp voltage is 5v, op amp A5 attains the high state
(see Fig. 2) and then examines the state of field- voltage
comparator At6 to determine if the field coil is conduct-
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1. Unit under test. General Motors vehicles use five- terminal regula
tor. Internal diode between terminals A and D prevents battery
discharge through field-coil. Terminals D and E have reverse function
in circuit that tests module operation ( shown in Fig. 2).

ing, as it should be. If it is not, there will be an output at
A t6 that will cause the op amp in the logic circuit, Al2, to
assume a high state, subsequently latching op amp A, 3
also in ahigh state that in turn will elicit afail indication
from the red light- emitting diode. A pass indication, if
any, will not be given until after the ramp voltage
reaches its upper voltage limit of 16.5 v.
Conduction from terminals B to C must, however, be
made to cease when the ramp voltage is between 14.0
and 15.5 y since otherwise, in actual operation, the
battery would be overcharging. If the module has passed
the conditional test where the ramp voltage is 5 v, op
amp Al2 will now be in the low state. Then, when the
ramp voltage reaches 14.0 v, op amp A, in the window
comparator will go low because of the cutoff of Q12. This
will cause A8 to go high, enabling Q13 in the logic to
enable the + input of A14 and also disabling A13. A , 4's
input stays enabled until the ramp's output exceeds
15.5 v, when Q, 0 is cut off.
If coil conduction ceases, as it should in this voltage
window, the resulting low of the A 1, field-voltage
comparator will cause a high Al2 ,and this signal will
pass through A14. The green indicator light will show
that the test has been passed. A fail indication will occur
if the coil continues to conduct, because arising A, will
latch the A, 3op amp.
To perform the heat test, switch S2 is placed in the
"heat test" position. This allows A ,, to go high and puts
its dc voltage on the E terminal of the module. The heat
2. Teeter circuit. Circles with common numbers interconnect, as do
squares with common letters. Circuit uses 4 quad op amps,
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transistors, 32 diodes to perform in situ testing. Apart from diodes in
window comparator, component values are not critical.
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thereupon produced by the thermofoil pushes the
module's temperature up to 240 °F. At this point, thermal
switch S4 opens, enabling the ramp-voltage generator.
The test then proceeds just like the cold test, except that

Measure photovoltaic-diode
resistance at zero bias
by James A. Kuzdrall
Electronic and Optical Engineering, Candia, N. H.

the voltage window is now 12.5 to 14.0 v. Module
heating takes approximately 5 minutes and, as in the
cold test, power to the module is removed on completion
of the test.

chosen to be equal to the highest diode resistance
expected. When the switch is closed, the root- meansquare value of the noise increases because the diode
noise adds to the noise already present. The following
stage amplifies this signal by a factor of 1,000, and
output voltage is approximately 70 millivolts.
The equivalent noise resistance of the diode is:
R. = RI.V. 2/(Vc 2—V. 2)

Now that recent improvements in manufacturing techniques have made nonbiased or photovoltaic photodiodes
competitive with externally biased photodiodes, it is
worth finding a simple way of determining their quality— and that means finding asimple way of measuring
their equivalent noise resistance. To do this, it is necessary to measure the photodiode noise contribution at
zero bias because ohmmeters cannot be used.
This circuit determines the resistance accurately— a
feat beyond conventional ohmmeters. For, unlike the
dominant shot- noise of the biased devices, a nonbiased
diode's thermal or Johnson noise is determined by its
resistance at zero bias, and an ohmmeter would apply a
finite voltage to the diode if it measured the resistance
directly.
Shown in the figure, the circuit compares the noise
from the photodiode with the noise of a known resistance, so that the device's equivalent noise resistance can
be determined from the equation below. Two operational
amplifiers are required in a circuit requiring minimal
layout consideration.
Operational amplifier A 1,the CA3130, is used as a
virtually noiseless preamplifier for input signals. With
switch SI open, the noise source is that produced by
current through feedback resistor RI.Resistor R is

where V. is the output voltage with SIopen and V. is the
output voltage with Si closed. An average- responding
voltmeter can be used to make the voltage measurements
in place of an rms voltmeter, because, in either case, the
ratio of two voltages yields the same number.
Completed circuits can be checked for proper operation by measuring the output noise levels. A known
resistance of 10 or 20 megohms should replace the
photodiode for this check. The output noise to be
expected is:
V,„„ = ( 4KTB/R I+ 4KTB/R„) 1
2.Ri-G2
/
where K is Boltzmann's constant, T is temperature in
degrees Kelvin, and B is the bandwidth ( approximately
3 kilohertz with a limiting stage gain of 1,000 for G2).
The actual bandwidth can be found by exposing the
photodiode to a very small optical signal from a
modulated light-emitting diode.
It should be noted that the CA3130 generates noise
internally when supply voltages are in the 8- to- 11-volt
range. That range should therefore be avoided by power
sources if the circuit is to operate properly.
Engineers notebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for
saving engineering time or cost. We'll pay $ 50 for each item published.

Photodiode noise-measurement circuit. Resistor R„ isolated from metal surfaces to reduce shunt capacitance, has short leads. For very
high resistances, inverting node of A, is wired on small Teflon standoffs, and S, is apermanent- magnet-actuated reed relay.
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Can one line of second source
power switching transistors really
be better than the rest?
Introducing our new line of NPN silicon power
switching transistors that second source the offerings of
RCA. Motorola. and TI. By definition and by specification these new products are. of course, exactly the same
as the competition's.
But in one sense, our second source products are
actually better. Because they come from acompany
that's built its reputation on quality and reliability. And
that means we'll give you performance you can count
on. dependable off- the- shelf delivery, and, if you need
it. the most in-depth applications assistance in the industry
All .at prices at or below the competition's. Or. in
plastic. at even lower prices.
The new industrial power switching transistors from
Uritrode. Your second source. And only source.
Foi data sheets. circle the reader service number.

or contact Hary Hodsdon, Unitrode Corporation.
580 Pleasant Si, Watertown, MA 02172. 617-926-0404.
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Engineer's newsletter
Plug-in modules
for Tek TM- 500
do special jobs

Stop waiting
for hard- to- get
hi-rel parts

GI's Minipaks
can be a snap
to desolder

Now is the time
to brush up
on charge transfer
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Upwards of adozen firms are offering special-purpose plug-in instruments
that fit right into the Tektronix TM- 500 main frame. Introduced a few
years ago, the TM- 500 system comprises agroup of plug-in instrument
modules that slide into the main frame, enabling users to mix and match
modules to come up with an optimum set. The basic module measures
about 2.5 inches wide by 5in. high by about 12 in. deep.
Among the new plug- ins are: aWWV radio receiver from Spectracom
Corp., Penfield, N.Y., ultrasound imagers from Holosonics, Richland,
Wash., pulse and word generators from Pulse Instruments Co., San Pedro,
Calif., and logic analyzers with hard-copy recording from Scanoptik Inc.,
Rockville, Md. Other manufacturers are making such specialized units as
seismographic equipment, magnetometers, and even equipment for
balancing blades in sawmills.

Delivery time for high- reliability semiconductors can be a year or more,
because they tend to require extensive special processing and because most
orders are for relatively small quantities. It may even take a couple of
months just to get aquote from the manufacturer. To circumvent these
delays, you might consider going to afirm that specializes in purchasing
hi-rel parts directly from the semiconductor manufacturers for a large
number of various low-volume customers.
Such acentral parts contractor, as it's called, winds up dealing in fairly
large quantities— large enough to get good service from the semiconductor houses. One of the largest contractors of this sort is DCA Reliability
Laboratory, which has headquarters in Sunnyvale, Calif., and local offices
throughout the country. Another possibility is Continental Testing Laboratories Inc., Fern Park, Fla.

Soldering General Instruments' Minipak, with solder bumps under all four
sides, is easy — but it's not always so easy to desolder this leadless plastic
package into which the company puts its chips for electronic games and
calculators. Desoldering can especially be a problem if the pc board
contains light-emitting-diode displays, which generally have plastic lenses
that might be damaged. The solution is a small hand desoldering tool
made for Minipaks by Nu-Concept Computer Systems Inc., Kollmar, Pa.
In use at GI, the tool will be available shortly at aprice yet to be set.

If you're involved in signal processing for sonar or radar systems at
frequencies below about 25 megahertz, better start to brush up on your
knowledge of charge-transfer devices. At these frequencies, chargecoupled and bucket-brigade devices look like winners over surfaceacoustic-wave filters. To help you brush up, American University's
physics department is offering a three-day course, from August 2 to 4,
with an impressive list of lecturers.
The university also is offering three-day courses on infrared focal-plane
imaging-array technology and an update of one given last year on CCD
solid-state imaging. Cost of each course is $495, with housing available on
campus. Write Jennifer Murphy at AU'S Office of Summer Sessions,
Massachusetts and Nebraska Avenues N.W., Washington, D.C., 20016.
Lucinda Mattera
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Developed specifically to meet the
increasingly stringent safety standards and
regulations for electrical and electronic
products, General Electric's LEXAN 940
r sin provides anew level of performance
ii flame-retardant materials.
Based on atechnological breakthrough, LEXAN 940 resin, both opaque
or transparent, offers aUL 94 V-0* rating,
noxygen index of 35 and lower smoke

emission. Yet, unlike ordinary flameretardant plastics, it doesn't sacrifice
processability. Melt strength, mold shrinkage and surface appearance are excellent.
Forget streaked molded part surfaces.
What's more, new LEXAN 940
resin offers all the standard LEXAN resin
properties, including lower finished part
cost than metal, metal-like strengths,
110C (with impact) UL continuous- use

rating, high dielectric strength, clarity or
molded- in 0010r, and excellent dimensional
stability, weatherability and gloss.
Best of all, it's been proven. For case
histories and complete information, write:
LEXAN Products Section 286, Plastics
Division, General Electric Company,
One Plastics Ave., Pittsfield, MA 01201.
•This rating is not « ended to reflect hazards presented by tn.s
or any other material uraier actual fire conciMons

IF YOU'RE CAUGHT BETWEEN METAL'S COSTS AND
MME-RETARDANT PLASTIC'S PROCESSING PROBLEMS,
NEW LEXAN* 940 CAN GET YOU OUT.

WHAT THE WORLD IS COMING TO: GE PLASTICS
LEXAN® NOIM® VALOX®GENAC

GENERAL «4 ELECTRIC
Circle 129 on reader service card
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The 1.5141 microcomputer
gives its regards to Broadway.
Meet Broadway's newest
discovery.
Our very own LSI-11. The
most powerful, most softwaresupported microcomputer you
can buy.
You'll find it running Times
Square's latest attraction — the
new Spectacolor animated sign
on the Allied Chemical Building.
The system was developed
for Spectacolor by American
Sign and Indicator Corporation, using their new Mark 400
Message Center, powered by
the LSI-11.
For AS&I's Software Development Group Leader Gary
Berg, anything less than the
LSI-11 simply wouldn't have
been enough.
"In the Mark 400 we wanted
anew top-of- the-line controller
for our dynamic visual display
systems," says Gary. "The
computer that runs it had to be
powerful enough to handle all
our display services — score-

boards, flip discs, LEDs, lamp
banks, multiple signs, and our
new UNEX displays. But since
the Mark 400 also had to be a
standard off-the-shelf product,
its computer had to come in at
areasonable cost."
For Gary Berg, the LSI-11 was
the only answer: "There is
simply no other computer that
can touch it in terms of the
amount of computing power
you get for the money."
Another thing that attracted
Gary was the LSI-11's ease of
programming. "We use
assembly-level language for
its greater speed and to con-

serve core. And, for this application, we found the LSI-11's
assembler as easy to use as
high-level languages."
AS&I has had experience
with our large PDP-11's for their
own data processing and in
custom scoreboard applications
at Tampa Bay, Florida, and Pontiac, Michigan. And according
to Gary Berg, "Being able to use
the same software on this full
range of computers makes the
LSI-11 the clear favorite for us."
The LSI-11.
The world's first microcomputer to become aBroadway hit.
(For 600 pages of solid technical information, plus our new
brochure of microcomputer
case histories, "Why Anything
Less than the LSI-11 Wasn't
Enough for Me," just call toll
free 800-225-9480 [in Mass.
617-481-7400 ext. 5144], or write
Digital Equipment Corp.,
One Iron Way, Marlborough,
MA 01752.)

Gary Berg, Software Development Group Leackr at
AS8r1, Spokane, Washington.
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GRINNELL DI SPLAYS:
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LENGTH
WIDTH AT RASE

GRINNELL SYSTEMS CORPORATION
GMR-26 DISPLAY GENERATOR
INTERNAL TEST * 3
VECTOR
GRAPHICS

Complex color imaging...
graphics ... grey scare ... basic
black and white: our 100% solid
state graphic television display
systems can be matched to your
computer display requirement,
easily and economically.
And, they're intelligent. Powerful instruction sets minimize software overhead, simplify programming and eliminate the need for
complex macro- instructions and

high order programming
languages.
Further, every Grinnell system
includes astandard computer
interface, full alphanumerics and
graphics, 4K MOS random access
refresh memories and your choice
of standard resolutions: 256 x256,
256 x512 or 512 x512. Plugcompatible interfaces for most
minicomputers are available,
along with a large number of

RECTILINEAR
GRAPHICS

operating options. All systems
drive standard TV monitors.
So, before you make any decision about computer display
systems, talk to the Grinnell experts. Our engineers have been in
the display picture longer than
most, and their experience shows.
Complete operating systems start
at $5,700, and quantity discounts
are available. For detailed specs
and/or aquotation, call or write.

GRINNELL SYSTEMS
2986 Scott Boulevard, Santa Clara, California 95050 (408) 988-2100
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Electro77
On April 19, when the

IEEE'S

annual

show opens again in New York after
starting its every-other-year
alternation with Boston last year,
visitors to the New York Coliseum will
have their first view of a host of

fri

technologicallysignifIcant innovations.

Programmable exerciser/tester checks
IEEE interface and compatible instruments
The growing acceptance of the IEEE
488-1975 standard interface among
instrument makers has created a
need for one-package programmable
testers to replace hardwired, manual,
or breadboard setups. In response,
Interface Technology has introduced
the programmable RS-432-1B exerciser/tester that not only checks out
IEEE- interface circuitry, but adds
another useful function— control of
interface-compatible instruments.
Explains Stanley P. Kubota, manager of sales and marketing: " It
allows auser to control and exercise
any IEEE-compatible instrument or
subsystem. in addition to the interface circuitry." Other IEEE-compatible testers serve as passive bus
monitors for checking only the interface- bus function itself, but, Kubota
says, "getting out to the device itself
in real time" opens up applications in
testing and inspection.
Called the microprocessor-controlled data and timing generator,
the RS-432-1B stimulates bus-compatible interfaces with required IEEE
sxgnal sequences. Visual monitoring
is possible in a single-step mode, or
the test rate can be specified up to
the full dynamic bus speed of about
1megahertz. Other capabilities include generating repetitive test patterns of loops and setting up the
transfer of variable data parameters

Electronics/ April
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to the interface and instruments, all
and does not have to learn the
of which may be selected by the intricacies of acomputer language."
operator.
In its basic configuration, the RSMemory is provided in the tester 432- 1B includes: enclosure, microto store and transmit up to 512 bytes processor section, 256-word program
of data relating to performance of memory, 256-word- by- 16-bit word
the device being tested. The micro- generator, standard IEEE-exerciser
processor part of the RS-432-1B
program and output register, and all
executes complete instructions at a associated documentation. A light200- nanosecond rate.
emitting-diode readout displays bus
Along with the basic IEEE exer- control and data, along with prociser program, the tester lets a user gram and word memory and convary his instructions without changtents of address registers.
ing an entire high- level- language
The basic price is $ 7,995, with a
message subroutine. Kubota says delivery time of eight to 10 weeks.
this ability to control interface and Available options are a larger memend-device testing with individual ory, card reader, and an interface
bus signals is the key to an "engi- allowing peripheral loading.
neer-oriented" tester. " He is there- Interface Technology, 852 North Commings
fore dealing in his own language, in Rd., Covina, Calif. 91724. Phone ( 213) 966aform normally employed in testing,
1718 [361]

Data system acquires 12 bits
Broadening its line of microcomputer data-acquisition systems and
analog interface products still further, Data Translation Inc. is introducing its DT1723, a plug-compatible data-acquisition system for the
National Semiconductor PACE microcomputer application-card series.
The company also offers data-acqui-

sition systems or analog- interface
products for National's IMP and
PACE development systems, Intel's
SBC series, Process Control
Systems' Superpak, Computer Automation's LSI 2and 3, Zilog's MCB
systems, and Digital Equipment
Corp.'s LSI-11
Paul Severino, Data Translation's
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Precision
Film
Capacitors

for
High Temperature Applications
Standard Series Balco capacitors
made of DuPont TEFLON are available in two internal construction
styles ideally suited for critical
circuits at operating temperatures
up to 200°C.
TFHT (
extended foil) — for use in
high power resonant and pulse
circuits.
TMHT (
metalized film) — for resistor
coefficient matching and for
use in subminiature circuits.
Performance Features
Insulation Resistance 10 1°ohms to
10 12 ohms@25°C.
Dissipation factor to 0.02% @ 2.FC
High Retrace Stability
Low Dielectric Absorption
For complete specifications, write for FREE
Product Bulletin T-1.

CUSTOM ELECTRONICS. INC.
12 Browne Street. Oneonta, NY 13820
PH: 607-432-3880 TWX: 510-241-8292
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100- kHz throughput is available as a
$75 option in those quantities.
Shielding from electromagnetic and
radiofrequency interference in the
precision analog circuitry is provided
by a steel case that is resistant to
noise.
Besides the full 12bit resolution,
the 1723 has an accuracy to
±0.03%, linearity of 1/2 least signficant bit, and temperature stability of
director of computer products, says
± 25
parts
per
million
that the DT1723 offers 16 single- per °C. The common analog inputended or eight differential channels.
signal range of 4to 20 milliamperes
The complete front end contains a is translated by internal circuitry
multiplexer that is protected from
included on the interface board,
overvoltages; a high input- impewhich also supplies the standard
dance instrumentation amplifier, voltage ranges of ± 5and ± 10 volts,
fast sample-and- hold, and an analog- and 0to 100 v.
to-digital converter with 12- bit resoThe unit price is $ 395, and
lution.
delivery is from stock.
The 1723, priced at $ 225 in OEM
Data Translation Inc., Booth 1925, 23 Stratquantities, offers a 35- kilohertz
hmore Rd., Natick, Mass. 01760. Phone
throughput rate as standard, and
(617) 655-3300. [ 362]

A- d converter runs at 11 MHz
Aimed primarily at color- television
applications, the MATV-0811 is an
8bit 11 megahertz analog- todigital
converter system that includes an
input amplifier, a sample-and- hold
unit, the encoder itself, and a
parallel output latch and driver. The
unit has an internal voltage reference and clock. Edward L. Graves,
Computer Labs product- line manager for modular products, says the
MATV-0811 is the least expensive
device in its performance category: it
sells for $ 1,150 in singles and less
than $ 1,000 in hundreds.
While he sees applications for the
new converter in radar-signal processing, medical equipment, and other video systems, Graves is counting
on the unit's low cost to greatly
expand the already burgeoning commercial Tv market. Video a-d converters are well accepted as components in equipment that performs
timebase correction for portable
video-tape recorders. Among the
new areas he has his eye on, Graves
cites frame-store applications in
which a disk memory and some

digital components ( including a-d
and daconverters) would replace a
TV camera, a slide projector, and a
slide library.
The MATV-0811 is not only inexpensive, it takes up little space and
power as well. Its metal case
measures only 5.5 by 4.38 by 0.85
inches, and its power consumption is
only 8 watts. It weighs less than 10
ounces.
With its aperture uncertainty time
of 30 picoseconds and its conversion
rate of 11 megahertz, the converter
can digitize colorTv signals faster
than three times the NTSC standard
color subcarrier frequency of 3.58
MHZ. For less demanding applications, asimilar but slower unit— the
MATV-0808—is available. Priced
at only $995 in singles, the 0808 is
identical to the 0811, except that its
upper encode frequency is limited to
8MHZ.
Both units have rrucompatible
digital inputs and outputs and industrystandard analog inputs: 0 to + 1
volt at 75 ohms. Dc nonlinearity is
less than half a leastsignificant bit.
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SOMETHING NEW
MINIPERIPHERALS:

Plessey 8k and 16k plug-in memory
modules are fully compatible with
your PDP-8, PDP-11, NOVA 2and
NOVA 1200 mini's.

For your PDP-11 and NOVA Series
mini's, Plessey can provide plug-in
compatible disc sy:;tems storing up
to 327 megabytes, and 2.5. 5, 10 and
40 megabyte drives.

Try aPlessey reader or reader/
perforato- as alow cost 1/0 device
with your DEC and Data General
mini's, or any of the popular
microcomputers.

Plessey 3.23, 6.5 and 13 megabyte
disc drive systems are plug-in
compatible with your PDP-8/A,
E, Fand M.

For high-density storage in your
PDP-11 mainframe, choose one of
our 32k plug-in memory modules,
with or without parity, ire semiconductor or non-volatile core.

And ask about our memory management, expansion chassis, backplanes
and inter.ace modules— we have
everything } ou need to solve your
system interface problems.

DELIVERY.
Plessey Microsystems
(714) 540-9945
Anyone can take orders, but Plessey fills them. Fast. The Plessey
miniperipherals you see are fully pkg-in compatible with your DEC, Data
General and Interdata mini's. They're available at substantially lower
prices than you get from the mini suppliers. And we've been delivering them —
on time— for years. What are you waiting fori
Plessey Microsystems, 1674 McGaw Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714
Electronics/April 14, 1977
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NEW
and

EXCLUSIVE
A/D Converter
features

HIGH SPEED- 4 « sec.
(220,000 conversions per sec.)
HIGH RESOLUTION: 15 bits
HIGH ACCURACY:
0.0065% of FSR

New Model ADC1215F converter from
Phoenix Data is available in two basic
models: Single- ended and differential.

Phoenix Data's new Model ADC1215F
A Dconverter has aresolution of 15
binary bits and a total conversion
time of 4 microseconds (220,000
conversions per sec). Accuracy of
0.0065% of FSR is guaranteed in
addition to complete monotonicity.
Analog dynamic range is in excess
of 86 db.
If it's stability, accuracy, speed, or all
around quality you need in Data Conver
sion, contact Ron Brunnemer, director o'
marketing, or the representative in you'
area.

Y4re
PHOENIX DATA,INC.
3384 W. Osborn Rd. Phoenix, AZ 85017
Ph. (602) 278-8528, TWX 910-951-1364
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New products
(0.2%). Ac linearity is specified in
terms of the spurious in- band signals
generated at an encode rate of 11
MHZ. For inputs from dc to 2.5 MHZ,
the spurs are 50 dB below full scale.

For inputs from 2.5 to 5.5 MHz, they
are 45 dB down.
Computer Labs Inc.,

505 Edwardia Dr.,

Greensboro, N.C. 27409. Phone Ed Graves
at (919) 292-6427 [ 363]

Demodulator is phase sensitive
Likely to lighten the labor of designing military or industrial synchro- or
resolver-to-digital converter systems
is a hybrid phase-sensitive demodulator being introduced by Micro
Networks Corp. Because of its
hybrid form, the MN2120 will keep
the parts count much lower than in
the conventional discrete approach
to such systems.
In its I6- pin dual in- line package,
the demodulator should find its way
into avionics and ship electronics
systems, as well as into machine- tool
controls to indicate shaft angles and
joystick positions, says John Munn,
a marketing engineer for the
Worcester, Mass., company. Arthur
Berg, also amarketing engineer, who
participated in the MN2120's design, explains that two of the units
are used to demodulate the sine and
cosine input signals from a resolver
or synchro and convert them into dc
voltages. Those voltages are proportional in amplitude to the amplitude
of the sine and cosine inputs, and
their polarity depends on the relationship between the phase of the
sine and cosine and a reference
signal. If the sine and reference are
in phase, apositive dc output results;
if they are 180 ° out of phase, the dc
output is negative.
The MN2120 will convert 400hertz ac input signals of up to 11.8
volts rms to aproportional dc output
of up to ± 10 v, with typically less
than 6 millivolts of ripple. In a
synchro or resolver system, those
signals are then sent, Berg says, " to
a conventional garden-variety analog- to-digital converter and ultimately to a microprocessor for
further processing."
The MN2120 simplifies thé process, compared to more conventional
discrete implementations, according

to Micro Networks. In the latter, the
three-phase synchro signals are
usually converted to two-phase resolver signals with either a Scott-T
transformer or op amps. Then comes
signal processing that involves an acdc converter, an octant or quadrantselection network, an up/down
counter, a multiplying digital- toanalog converter for each of the sine
and cosine signals, another op amp,
and avoltage-controlled oscillator to
pulse the up/down counter to the
correct digital angle. The MN2120
eliminates the need for the expensive
multiplying d-aconverters, vco, and

up/down counter.
The unit contains two low-pass
filters, an analog switch, and an
amplifier. The input signal is rectified by switching. Then the 400- Hz
portion of the sine and cosine signals
is filtered out, leaving the dc
voltages. In a system using the
MN2120, the dc voltages would be
multiplexed to the a-d converter,
digitized, and fed to the microprocessor, which would ultimately supply the angle of the resolver in
binary format.
In quantities of 1 to 24, the
MN2120, rated at 0° to 70 °C, sells
for $ 59. The MN2120H is priced at
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eônétithÇbn: '
ad range
of power converters,
the stepping
stones to your
product's
success

SERIES
DC-DC
3150-48
3100-48
3100-28
3050-48
305C-28
3025-48
3025-28
9525-48
9525-28
9584
9589
9567
9583
1205
1000
1600
1300
1100
HC
NCH. N, E

OUTPUT
POWER
Watts
150
100
100
50
50
25
25
25
25
10
6
3
1
25
10
6
3
1
max. 3
max. 3

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE
VDC

INPUT
VOLTAGE
VOC

PRICE
RANGE
1to 9

5-48
5-48
5-48
5-48
5-48
5-48
5-48
5-24
5-24
5V-5KV
5V-5KV
5V-5KV
5V-3KV
5-28
5-24
5-24
5-24
5-24
5-300
5-300

48
48
28
48
28
48
28
48
28
28
28
28
28
12,24,28,48
5,6.12.24,28.48
5.6.12,24.28,48
5,6.12.24,28.48
5,6 12.24,28.48
5,12.20
6,5,12.15,20.24,28

595
495
495
425
425
395
395
250.295.365
250.295.365
210-310
190-280
180-270
200-280
198
115.125,140
89,99.109
79.89,99
59.65
49.59.69
49.59.69

5-48
5-48
5-48
5-48
5-48
5-48
5-48

115
115
115
115
115
115
115

845
450
425
395
450
425
395

AC- DC
4200
4100
4050
4025
4100-3
4050-3
4025-3

200
100
50
25
100
50
25
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Whether you are designing military hardware, space
vehicles, communication equipment or other high
technology products. the components you select can mean
the difference between success or failure in the final product.
That's why more and more design engineers are finding
the power converters they need in the Tecnetics catalog.
Tecnetics offers the broadest rarge of state of the art
DC- DC power converters, and we are now extending our
expertise into 400 Hz power supplies. We have been developing
and refining these products since 1959, so that today each
one is ureurpassed in terms of efficiency, reliability.
control circuitry and documentation.
The nearly one thousand products in our catalog give
the design engineer awide choice of options and features
including
• Efficiencies up to 86% • MTBF up to 40,000 hrs. • Single,
dual and triple outputs • Remote error sensing • Densities up
to 1.65 watts per cubic inch • EMi protection • Mil spec
environmental protection • Short circuit and overload
protection. • input-output isolation
Send tor our catalog today. You re sure to find astepping
stone to your product's success.

tecnetics

The Power
Conversion Specialists

P.O. Box 910, 1625 Range Street, Boulder, CO 80302
(3631 442-3837
réix 910-940-3246
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THE NEW DIT-MCO SERIES 8210
AUTOMATIC WIRE CIRCUIT
ANALYSIS SYSTEMS

New products
$118 for the full — 55° to + 125°C
range. Delivery is one to four weeks.
Micro Networks Corp., Booth 2511, 324
Clark St., Worcester, Mass. 01606. [364]

Ceramic capacitors
get cheaper

A CHOICE...FLEXIBLE, EXPANDABLE,
POWERFUL SOFTWARE/HARDWARE
TEST SYSTEM PACKAGES
Obsolete is Obsolete...
The DIT-MCO Series 8210, comprised of systems 8211, 8212, and
8213, offers the most complete
package of automatic wire circuit
test capabilities available to serve
your present and continuing test
needs. In fact, Series 8210 obsoletes the word obsolete. You can
select the system to fit your current
test
requirements
with
certain
knowledge that as your needs expand your DIT-MCO system can be
upgraded to deliver!
Powerful Software/Hardware...
Series 8210 are real-time disc operating systems with disc file maintenance in the system.
Series 8210 systems are driven by
fully interactive computer systems
yet require no specialized operator
training. A unique and comprehensive group of programs for testing, maintenance, and diagnostics
are standard. Software is the evolutionary culmination of over five
years experience and proven field
use.
Eeny, Meeny, Miney...
You get a choice...to fit your
budget. To fit your test needs. You
get versatility, flexibility, the
ability to expand and adapt.

DIT-MCO
INTERNATIONAL
5612 Brighton Terrace
Kansas City, Missouri 64130
Telephone ( 816) 444-9700
Telex Number 42-6149

And remember, when you choose
DIT-MCO you have chosen Number
One.
Too New to be Copied..
So new you wont find anything like
it avaifaple anywhere else.
System 8210 incorporates all the
"state of the art" advancements
with some new wrinkles only DITMCO could provide.
So if you are going to look around
for a comparison you will just have
to compare the systems within the
8210 Series. None of the others
come close.
Hand in Hand...
When you select DIT-MCO equipment you have bought not only the
hardware and software you also get
the Company...our over 25 years
leadership in the field, our just reputation for treating every customer,
big or small, with the same respect
and dedicated service. With DITMCO you get it all!
Call or Write for Full Information..
A DIT-MCO
representative
can
show you how Series 8210 or any of
our complete line of interconnect
test systems can accommodate
your test requirements. Call or write
us for full information.

DIT -MCO — The Difference
in Testing...
European Technical
Representative
Radix House
Central Trading Estate
Staines, Middlesex,TW18-4-XA
England
Telephone ( 0784) 51444
Telex Number 935023

Axial- lead monolithic multilayer ceramic capacitors were first put into a
molded plastic package by Sprague
Electric Co. some 10 years ago, but
not much demand for them developed. Now, though, Sprague is
getting back into the market with its
292C line at Electro77, says Jack
Driscoll, marketing manager for
monolithic ceramic capacitors.
Driscoll says the line will meet
recognized industry standards in
voltage ratings and capacitance tolerances in three sizes: 0.160 inch
long by 0.090 in. in diameter, 0.250
by 0.090 in., and 0.390 by 0.140 in.
They are all designed to be packaged
on areel for automatic insertion.
There are three basic temperature
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coefficient types in the 292C line.
The COG entry has a maximum
capacitance change of 0 ± 30 parts
per million per °C over a — 55° to
+125°C range. The X7R units have
a maximum change of 15% over
that same range, and the Z5U parts
in the line show amaximum change
of — 56% to + 22% over the range
from + 10° to + 85°C.
Driscoll expects the new line to
compete well with axial- lead glassencapsulated capacitors for two reasons: lower cost, because of the high
degree of mechanization at the plant
in Wichita Falls, Texas, where
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Weed em out
before
you plant

Low volume component testing with the ESI family of "Easy Weeders':
Now Test Resistors, Capacitors and
Inductors the Way They Are
Specified: + or — °A) Tolerance.
this high performance Impedance
Meter combines with our newest Universa: Comparator to
create alow cost, fast sorting
system and GO- NO GO testing.
The Model 251 measures R, L, C
and G at 0.25% accuracy. The
Model 14128 Comparator offers
hmits from — 100% to + 100%
or — 10.00% to + 10.00%.
Model
Makes incoming inspection fast,
easy, reliable and accurate. Prices.
Universal Comparator Model 141213,
$980; Digital Impedance Meter
Model 251, $ 1400; Test Fixture Model
1304 (four terminal), $ 105.

mu'tiple limits and % deviation. Select function, range,
voltage, frequency on 24- button
panel, or program it remotely.

296

New Microprocessor R, 1_, C Meter
with D, Q and [ SR
Everything you could want in
programmable impedance
testing—the Model 296
starting at $ 4700. Dual
41/
2digit displays of CL
and D/Q: dual frequencies
of 1kHz and 120 Hz; wide Model : 234
ranges (C to 200,000 microfarads);
0.1`)/0 basic accuracy; autoranging;
selectable test voltages; measurement speed as low as 100 milli-seconds;
many low cost options such as GPIS interface,

Prices U.S. only.

Linear IC Tester
Model 1234. Devices tested:
Monolithic or Hybrid Operational
amplifiers. Tests performed: Ern,
I
B-, 16+, DC open loop gain, DC
CMRR, oscillation detection. Remarks: 3-digit direct reading digital
display which enables GO- NO GO
testing. Price: $ 1265.

Model 14 126

!Mt

ELECTHO
SCIENTIHC

Model 1248

Model

1249

Digital IC Tester
Model 1248. Devices tested: 14 and
16 pins. TTL, DTL and CMOS @ 5V.
Tests performed: Fixed pattern,
dynamic functional test. Performs 2.
'"
inspections per test in from 1to 5
seconds. No comparison with a
"good" IC is necessary. 4-digit display
gives absoiute test results. Can also be
used to check continuity of resistor
network. Price: $ 725.
Digital IC Tester
Model 1249. Devices tested: TTL,
DTL @ 5V, HTL @ 15V, CMOS
@ 5V, 10V, 15V. Tests performed: Same as 1248.
Interfaces with manual and automatic handlers. Multiple voltages
for CMOS. Price: $1325.

Electro Scientific Industries
13900 N.W. Science Park Drive
Portland, Oregon 97229
(503) 641-4141
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they're produced, and their proprietary formulation. Sprague calls it
MET, for modified formulation technology, and it is known to contain
less palladium-silver than competitive units, allowing additional cost
reduction.
All Driscoll will say about mn is
that it is a glass- reactive ceramic
"that enhances reliability while allowing the molded package to be
competitively priced with other axial- lead capacitors, such as glass."
Prices will range from 7 cents to
about $ 1, depending on the characteristics required. Delivery is 8to 10
weeks, with some of the more
popular ratings available from stock.
Sprague Electric Co., Booths 2524 — 2531 or
87 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247.
Phone Edward Geissler at (
413) 664-4411.
[365]

Delay lines are
set digitally

Coils
where you need them,
when you need them.
Specify Delevan inductors and transformers and relax. Our coast-tocoast distribution network guarantees reliable, on-time delivery, no
matter where you are. In Europe, too, our distributors have coils
in stock for immediate, off-the-shelf service. Components are also
available direct from the factory for OEM production or prototype
design evaluation.

Besides being digitally programmable, a new family of miniature
delay lines interfaces directly with
emitter-coupled-logic circuitry. By
selecting
the
appropriate
3- bit binary code, the user can
increase or decrease the delay of
these series PDU-108 devices in
equal increments.
In all, the family consists of eight
models, each providing a different

Our no-fault production record, plus sophisticated quality control and
testing, have made Delevan components the standard of excellence
throughout industry. In the long run, Delevan subassemblies can cost
you less than "cheaper" ones. Delevan's proven dependability is your
assurance of avoiding premature malfunction ... amajor cost to pay
for afew cents' savings in parts.
Our lineup of RF inductors and transformers have been developed to
keep pace with the growing needs of the electronics industry. So we're
not going to let you down when you need them, wherever you need
them. When your reputation is on the line, Delevan delivers.

Delevan
Division

AMERICAN
PRECISION
INDUSTRIES INC

270 QUAKER RD./EAST AURORA, N.Y. 14052
TELEPHONE 716/652-3600 TELEX 91-293

total delay change and minimum
delay increment. Excluding the reference or inherent delay of the units
themselves, the total delay time may
be 7, 14, 21, 35, 70, 140, 280, or 350
nanoseconds, while the delay incre-

OTHER DIVISIONS INCLUDE: BASCO. OUSTEX. AMERICAN
PRECISION INDUSTRIES (U.K.) LTD.. DUSTEX OF CANADA INC
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SABRE X is Here!
Your ten best reasons for buying it
are benefits no other
tape recorder/reproducer provides
111

Programmable microprocessor control of tape
• speeds, operating modes, monitor/alarm and
other diagnostic testing functions

n

Tape transport with ten

&• speeds from 240 to 15/32 ips

2 2. time base expansion
V. and/or contraction ratios

A

10- speed switchable all-

me.

band Direct channel
electronics

C
10-speed switchable all- band
V. FM channel electronics

6

6megabit digital data
. processing per track

1
7

Usable Direct/FM/Digital

7. channel electronics at
240 ips
0

88.8 hour record time per

VP. tape reel — the industry's longest
451

4.0 MHz/Track direct

• Record/Reproduce system

10

The same manufacturing
•excellence that has made
Sangamo aleader in tape
recorders for over 16 years

IRIG tape recording/reproduction was never like this.
But then, that's the whole point of SABRE X: pushing
back the horizons of our technology to help you
push back yours. We know your needs. So we've
given you still more features, including serial
and/or parallel high density electronics, vacuum tape tensioning
and modular design. We've
made it easy to customize the
unit with options ranging from
coded computer control, data
monitoring and avoice/time
code to atape servo and renote control. We've freed you
for virtually unlimited applications, including data reduction,
deep space, satellite and space
networks, mass data storage
and security. We've got your
number: SABRE X.
For additional information,
call or write:
Sangamo Weston, Inc.
Sangamo Data Recorder Division
P.O. Box 3347
Springfield, Illinois 62714
TEL ( 217) 544-6411
SANGAMO WESTON

Schlumberger
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the Chip
makes
the diffe

New products
ment may be 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 40, or
50 ns, respectively.
On the input side, the devices
respond to avoltage of — 0.980 volt
at 0.22 milliampere for alogic 1, and
avoltage of — 1.65 yat — 0.5 microampere for a logic 0. At the output,
the units develop avoltage of — 0.96
vfor logic 1, — 1.65 vfor logic O.
These commercial devices have an
operating-temperature range of 0°C
to 70°C, but may be stored at
temperatures from — 55°C to
+125°C. With a no-load condition,
power dissipation is typically 290
milliwatts. The miniature devices
measure 0.7 inch long by 0.3 in.
wide, so they fit into standard 16- pin
dual in- line sockets. Their seated
height is 0.3 in.
In quantities of 100, these PDU108 models are priced at $ 14 each.
Delay increments other than the
standard values are available on
request.
Data Delay Devices, 253 Crooks Ave., Clif-

NORTH ATLANTIC

ton,

Angle Position Indicators

N.J.

•high reliability • simplified circuitry

Model 8300
.01° Resolution
Lazy Eight Ambiguity
Indicator
Programmable for Synchro
or Resolver ana Line-Line
Voltage
2channel

Model 8800
0.005° accuracy, 51/2 digits
Small-size, remotely
programmable
Synchro and/or resolver —
auto line/line select
2channel
IEEE Interface (optional)
for ATE
1111FP
111140010

„.

CALL OR WRITE FOR
COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS \

Phone: ( 201)

772-1106

10- turn pot
is modular

with 1St and 48 hour burn- in
the Same Accuracy at One- Half the Cost

07011

[366]

New from the Trimpot Products
division of Bourns Inc. is a modular
precision potentiometer, the 10-turn
wirewound model 83/84, which
achieves an independent linearity of
±0.25%, according to product manager Ken Leebelt. Having a 0.3- to2.0-oz-in. torque in single- or multiple-cup assemblies, it may readily be
combined with other members of the
model 80 family in dual-concentric
shaft configurations.
The 83/84 is available in resistances ranging from 200 to 50,000
ohms. Rotational life is 1 million
shaft revolutions. The compact /
inch square
package allows close
spacing in panels. It offers either
printed-circuit pins for direct board
installation, or, as an alternative,
standard solder lugs.
Price is $ 3.94 in 1,000 quantities,
and delivery takes 10 days from the
5 8-

-

NOR.

"I' I-I

L _A_ I•T a" I C

industries, inc.
200 TERMINAL DRIVE, PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 11803
cable: noatlantici twx: 510-221-1879 / phone: ( 516) 681-8600
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the nitty gritty

1

PC press-fit, multi- layer or two-sided, and
metal plate backpanels. We give you a
choice. As a designer and manufacturer we
serve the largest, most demanding user needs
in reliability, price and volume. Working to
your specifications, we handle the total
production in-house from initial design through
final assembly. So the end result is the most
ecoromical and reliable backpanel
interconnection system possible — made
especially for you.

Of course, fast prototypes to your
specifications are within our capabilities, too. Let
us get down to the nitty gritty and give you great
connections . . worldwide.
Elco Corporation
2250 Park Place, El Segundo, Ca. 90245
TWX 910-325-6602
213 675-3311

2

PC press-fit backpanels with . 025" or
.045" square, solid or compliant pins and
contact spacings of . 100", . 125", . 150". . 156",
.200" and . 250" with or without card guides
designed to meet your specific requirements.

3

Metal plate backpanels with mu'tiple
voltage planes attached to individual
contacts are the ideal way to go for those short
production runs or high strength requirements.

Electronics/April 14, 1977

GIM

Elco
Corporation
a Gur + Western manufacturing company
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New products
time the company receives the order.
Bourns Inc., Trimpot Products Division, 1200
Columbia

Ave.,

Riverside,

Calif.

92507.

Phone ( 714) 684-1700 ( 367]

Cables now come
custom- molded

Our Microi capacitors exceeded
even our own expectations
e

Not long after we introduced

our sub-miniature ceramic disc
trimmers, some customers began
calling our attention to an error
we made. It seems our Micro-J
Capacitors actually perform
better than we said they would.
The Quality Factor is
typically greater than 1000 at
1MHz. And the temperature
coefficient of capacitance
is typically better than
150 PPM/°C over the entire

operating range from — 55° to

125°C. This has prompted
anumber of people to call our
Micro-Jthe best ceramic
disc trimmer available at any
price. And one customer even
suggested that we could probably
start charging more for it.
We must admit we were
tempted. But we decided
to continue selling Micro-J's
at the original price.
We don't think you'll mind.

As an alternative to customers
having to fabricate their own assemblies for its Thorkom miniature
circular connectors, Viking Industries Inc. is introducing a line of
custom- molded cable assemblies.
The new Vikrom assemblies incorporate either straight or coiled cables
that mate with the thermoplasticshelled Thorkom connectors, which
come with 7, 12 or 24 contacts.
Vikord assemblies feature a builtin strain- relief system to protect the
connector in case of unusual stress.
The molded backshell comes in a
previously unavailable right-angle
configuration, as well as the straight
model. This backshell is highly resistant to moisture and is suitable for
applications in dirty environments.
Vikord assemblies can be fabricated
to a wide range of customer specifications, and custom colors may be
selected in high-volume orders.
Because of the safety factor
afforded by construction with flameretardant materials, first sales of the
Vikord are aimed at medical-diagnostic, patient- monitoring, and therapeutic applications. The high dielectric strength of the assemblies also
protects against possible shocks, the

E. F. Johnson Company/ Dept. EL, Waseca, MN 56093
I'd like more information about your Micro-J's.
Please send me your specifications.

n

11 Idesire test samples. Please call me at
Name
Title
Firm
Address
City
State

Zip

JOHNSON

For fast service, contact your local Johnson Distributor.
144
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Now 1% time
measure
t
are thi
easy...

fv-t

Pe

-1 Position intensified spots
Iat beginning and
end of time interval.

—

I.

3e e

2

Switch to delayed sweep mode and use
A Time dial to superimpose beginning
and end of interval.

me

o

3

Read time interval directly.

Faster Timing Measurement
Differential time measurements are
made faster when the new DM 44 with
Delta Delayed Sweep* and direct
numerical readout is included on a
TEKTRONIX Portable Oscilloscope At
the same time, measurement repeatability is improved, the chance for
computational errors is eliminated, and
1% accuracy is consistently achieved.
Frequency measurement ( on periodic
waveforms) with 2% accuracy is
obtained by simply pushing the 1/Time
button.

LA 501W Logic Analyzer. Capabilities
of the DM 44 are also available in the
TEKTRONIX 7000 Series of plug-in
oscilloscopes.
Let Us Show You
To see how the DM 44 makes faster,
more accurate measurements in your
application, contact your Tektronix Field
Engineer. Or write to Tektronix, Inc.,
P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97077
for complete information. In Europe,
write to Tektronix, Limited, P.O. Box 36,
St. Peter Port, Guernsey, Channel
Islands.

'1>ictronixo

Built-in DMM as a Bonus
*Two independently adjustable delayed sweeps.
There's no need to carry aseparate
multimeter. DM 44- equipped TEKU S Sales Poe° FOB Beaverton Oregon
TRONIX Portables also measure dc
voltage with 0.1% accuracy and
For Technical Data Circle 145 on Reader Service Card
temperature from — 55 C to + 150' C
simultaneously with oscilloscope display For Demonstration Circle 244 on Reader Service Card
of related waveforms. And you get ohms
measurement with 0.25% accuracy
as well.
Your Choice of Oscilloscope
Performance
The DM 44 is available on five highperformance portable oscilloscopes to
best match your performance and price
needs. Choose bandwidth of 100, 200, or
250 MHz. Or select from two fast storage
models. One actually stores single- shot
signals at its full 100 MHz bandwidth.
Due to hignly cost-effective design, the
outstanding DM 44 option adds only
$410 to the price of the basic portable
oscil:oscobe chosen. Al DM 44- equipped
TEKTRONIX Portable Oscilloscopes, and
seven more models as well, perform
analysis on up to 16 channels in the
digital domain by simply adding the

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

GEOMETRY
PROBLEMS?

Pincushion distortion on
CRT displays can be
•solved by the Syntronic
problem solvers when
electronic circuit
correction is out of reach.

1

A Syntronic yoke with
carefully calibrated and
accurately positioned
magnets will " push" in
the corners and " pull" out
the sides for near- perfect
geometry. Any remaining
distortion or defocusin9 is
corrected with Syntronic's
stator core design
combined with special coil
turns distribution.*

1

To see the difference 28
years experience makes,
let Syntronic solve your
geometry problem.

*Be sure to get
"Geometric Distortions"
AP Note, Syntronic Booth
340 at the SID Show.

optimum
SYNTRONIC INSTRUMENTS, INC.
100 Industrial Road
Addison, IL 60101

Phone ( 312) 543-6444
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company says. Other initial applications include: equipment for automotive ignition, fuel control, and engine
analysis; alarm systems; communications systems; data terminals, and
marine depth finders and fish locaters.
Viking Industries, Inc., 21001 Nordhoff St.,
Chatsworth, Calif. 91311. Phone ( 213) 3414330 [ 368]

Enclosure line
is versatile
A line of enclosures developed by
Vector Electronic Co. comes in 170
varieties- 17 sizes and 10 colors —
with achoice of card guides, brackets, and straps that permit installation from front, top, or rear, with
either horizontal or vertical orientation.
Since its outside surfaces are
unmarred by fasteners, the VectorPak is suited to applications where
aesthetic styling is a consideration.
Its optional internal structure consists of 0.080- inch- thick aluminum
sidewalls with repeating patterns of
vertical 1.2- by- 0.15- in. slots on
0.75- in. centers. Horizontal slots
allow spacing between boards to
vary with the profile of mounted
components. Multipurpose struts
join the sidewalls, or brackets can be
used to adjust case size. Outside
dimensions range from 3.75 to 10.75
in. high, 10.4 in. deep, and 8.85 to
17.5 in. wide.
Enclosures may be purchased
either assembled or in kit form, with
or without interior structure. Options include tiltup feet, handles,
front or center rack- mounted brackets, and chassis slides. Perforated
panels are available for additional
cooling. Single- unit enclosures without the interior structure are $65 to
$95; with structures, from $ 125 to
$185. Delivery is from stock to four
weeks.
Vector Electronic Co., 1246 Gladstone Ave.,
Sylmar, Calif. 91342. Phone ( 213) 365-9661
[369]
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Intel delivers
microcomputer systems that take the risk
out of becoming successful.
Intel takes the risk out of becoming
successful by providing economic,
ffexible and reliable microcomputer
hardware and software solutions for
your moderate and high volume
requirements.
For most moderate volume microcomputer applications, it makes
economic sense to buy an assembled
and tested microcomputer system.
That's why we offer two Single Board
Computers ( SBC 80/10, SBC 80/20)
and two packaged systems (System
80/10, System 80/20). When you
decide it's more economical to do the
job " in-house:' we'll make arrangements for you to use our bill of
material, fab and assembly drawings,
and artwork. And since we manufacture all the essential components —
CPU, EPROMs, ROMs, RAMs, programmable VO, and other LSI devices
in volume, you can order the components from us and continue to take
advantage of quantity discounts.
No penalty for success.

Intel ® microcomputer systrms are
linkage and relocation capabilities,
flexible and easily configured to your
will save more programming time.
specific needs. Expanding your system Develop programs in small manageor reconfiguring the I/0 is easy_ All
able modules— then link them
Intel microcomputer systems are sup- together or link them with general
ported by acomplete line of VO and
purpose subroutines from asoftware
memory expansion boards, diskette
library. Reduce system integration
and DMA controllers, power supplies, and checkout time with the Intellec
card cages, and accessories. And
resident ICE-801" In-Circuit Emusince VO, communications, timer and lator. Develop, symbolically debug
interrupt control functions are proand execute high level and assembly
grammable, you can reconfigure the
language programs directly on your
system to match your application by
System 80 or SBC 80 based prototype.
altering afew bytes of memory instead
From hardware and software
of redesigning system hardware.
development all the way through
And Intel delivers more than
production, Intel gives you the commicrocomputer systems that give you
petitive advantage. For acopy of our
the cost/performance advantage. In
new 24-page brochure or ademonaddition we provide Intellece Microstration contact your local Intel
computer Development System
representative, use the reader service
support to get you to market sooner.
card, or write: Intel Corporation,
Intellec resident PUM, the high level
3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara,
microcomputer language, can cut
California 95051
man months off your software development schedule. Intellec
e
Diskette Operating Software, with

int l
delivers.
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Us.
We have sockets for just about every
crystal can relay made, including those by:
Babcock/Esterline
C. P Clare
Deutsch
Electronic Specialty
Hi- G
Leach
Struthers- Dunn
Wabco
and more. We have them for relays
meeting MIL- R-5757, MIL- R-6106, MS, Buweps
Buord, Navair, BAC ... and other specifications
in Electronics, Aerospace, and the Military.

Fact is, you'd have to use avery rare
relay to miss our line.
How to order.
Our distributor nearest to you has on
his shelf the popular sockets that mate with
relays of the leading relay manufacturers.
Tell him the relay you're using — he'll know
the Viking socket that fits.
Quality is tops, of course. So is
delivery time. So, call him. And make your
life alittle easier.
Or send for our detailed 16 page
brochure. A copy is yours for the asking.

IO.K. Send me your brochure on Viking Relay Sockets.
NAME
41.
AI.

TITLE

;
1.

COMPANY

41/1..

M/S

ADDRESS

CITY
/it\
Ina%

STATE

ZIP

TELEPHONE

11re

Vikin

CONNECTORS

Viking Industries, Inc ./21001 Nordhoff St / Chatsworth, Ca. 91311. U S A / ( 213) 341-4330
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ELEC-TROL
SOLID STATE
RELAYS

ELEC-TROL
MOLDEDLINE REED
RELAYS

TOUGH
CUSTOMERS!
Now for about une third .2SS than
the price of mort standard sealed
reed relays. Elec Trol offers its new
Molded- Line Reed Relays. Not
only do these new units meet the
highest performance standards
but they are also totally molded in
epoxy to stand up against the kind
of extreme moisture conditions
and mishandling that would sideline ordinary relays. These new
tough customers - provide complete protection even when totally
immersed in cleaning solvents.

WE'RE COMING ON STRONG!
If you've been reading our ads, you probably kaow that
Elec-Trol sells more dry reed relays than any other independent
manufacturer in the U.S.A. But did you know that more and
more people are specifying Elec-Trol for high-quality solid state
relays? In fact, according to arecent survey, engineers that
have used our products ranked us among the leaders in solid
state relays.
We are coming on strong with agrowing line of solid state
relays that are competitively priced. We offer both printed circuit board and standard high power switching models that feature:
zero- crossover switching, photo isolation between input and
output, positive on/off control, TTL compatibility, long life, and
immunity to shock and vibration. We also offer high- quality
mercury- wetted relays and dry reed relays — DIP, Open-Line,
Encased-Line, Molded- Line, and Blue Boy.
Send for our Solid State Relay Catalog, and ask about our
UI recognition.
Elec-Trol, Inc., 26477 N. Golden Valley Road, Saugus, CA
91350, (213) 788-7292, (805) 252-8330. TWX 910 336-1556.

ELEC-TROL
Electronics/April 14, 1977

With every relay you gvt these
features— highest quality. thoroughly tested, dry reed switches •
dry- circuit to 10- watt load switching capabilitt. ,•terminal spacing
based on the 0.1" X 1.0" standard
confsuration • compact units in
sizes from .310" to.630'W X .335H
X .9501.. And you may select from
the tollowing options- magnetic
shielding•electrostatic shielding
•contact run-in for one million
operations.
These tough new units are available with their hermetical,, sealed
reed switch contacts in Forms lA
through 4A. For more information,
use the reader service card. For
immediate acion, contact your
local distributor, representative, or
the factory direct.
Elec-Trol. Inc.. 26477 N. Golden
Valley Road. Saugus. CA 91350.
(213) 788-7292. (805) 252-8330.
TWX 910-336-1556.

ELEC-TROL
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You Don't Have
To Beg, Borrow
Or Buy...
r
'UM

C

-

Ream From GE
Short or long-term instrument rentals give
you flexibility and economy.
GE has over 9,000 instruments available for
immediate shipment: oTek Scopes oBiddle
Megger Insulation Testers oHPSignal
Generators oHoneywell Oscillographs
oComplete Data Systems oEsterline Angus
Recorders oGE Chart Recorders a Modems
oCommunication Terminals . all calibrated
to the manufacturer's specs.
We have over 100 Sales/Service Centers,

GENERAL

and one of them is near you. In addition to
maintaining our Rental Inventory, they can
also repair and calibrate your own equipment.
Don't borrow someone else's GE Rental
Catalog. Call collect (518) 372-9900 or your
nearest Sales/Service Center.

(((Quick.rental®
Instruments
ELECTRIC

ALA. BIRMINGHAM (205) 925-3101 • ARIZ. PHOENIX (602) 278-8515 or 8516, TUCSON (602) 294-3139 • CAL. LOS ANGELES (213) 642-5350, SAN FRANCISCO (415) 436.9260 • COL.
DENVER (303) 371.1260 • CONN. SOUTHINGTON (203) 621-4059 • FLA. JACKSONVILLE (904) 751.0610* GA. ATLANTA (404) 457-5563 •ILL. CHICAGO (219)9334500* IND. INDIANAPOLIS (317) 639-1565 • KY. LOUISVILLE ( 502) 452.3311 • LA. NEW ORLEANS ( 504) 367-6528 • MD. BALTIMORE (301) 332.4700 • MASS. BOSTON (617) 396-9600 Ext. 160. SPRINGFIELD (413) 781-1111 • MICH. DETROIT (313)285-6700 Ext. 208 • MINN. MINNEAPOLIS (612) 522-43966 MO. KANSAS CITY (816)231.4377.ST. LOUIS ( 314) 965.7115* N.J. CLIFTON
(201) 471-6556 • N.Y. BUFFALO ( 716) 876-1200, SCHENECTADY ( 518) 385-2195 • N.Y.C. CLIFTON, N.J. (201) 471-6556• N.C. CHARLOTTE ( 704) 525-0311 • OH. CINCINNATI (513)87.'8512, CLEVELAND (216)523-6382, TOLEDO (419) 691.3501* OR. PORTLAND (503)221-51010 PA. PHILADELPHIA (609) 424-4450. PITTSBURGH (412)462-7400 • TEX. DALLAS (214) 3577341 HOUSTON ( 713) 672-3570 • VA. RICHMOND (804) 232-6733 • WASH. SEATTLE (206) 854-0211 • W.V. CHARLESTON (304) 345.0920 • WISC. FAILWAUKFE 1414) 744-0110 •
PUERTO RICO PONCE (809) 843-4225

'
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Synthesizer designed for bench use
With dial- in frequency setting, digital unit takes on jobs
that are usually performed by analog instruments
by Bruce LeBoss, New York bureau manager

Although they usually have frontpanel controls, most frequency synthesizers are better suited for computer-controlled operation. These
digit- by-digit or keyboard-controlled
signal sources are fine when adevice
under test is being examined at
specific frequencies. However, they
are not a good choice when testing
the device to determine at what
frequency aspecific response occurs.
Then, the engineer, after using a
synthesizer under manual digital
control for awhile, may be tempted
to drag out an old dial- tuned instrument. Analog- controlled signal
sources, though, have not had the
accuracy, stability, or low phase
noise of a synthesizer. But they

Electronics/April 14, 1977

provide easy tuning for such tasks as
finding a 3-dB point, searching for
spurious responses, or checking a
filter's passband and stopband.
Bench instrument. Now, Comstron-Seg of Freeport, N.Y., has
decided to provide the best of both
worlds in a new $ 1,595 synthesizer
designed specifically for the bench
user. Its model 1010, which covers 1
hertz to 10 megahertz in 1- Hz steps,
is controlled by a single front- panel
knob. The instrument " has been
designed for the engineer who wants
the frequency accuracy and purity of
a synthesizer, combined with the
convenience of continuous tuning,"
says Philip Basse, president. The
1010's front panel, he adds, "works

like a standard dial- tuned signal
source, but the insides work like a
frequency synthesizer."
Direct frequency readout is provided by a five-digit 0.43- inch- high
light-emitting-diode display on the
1010's front panel. Fast tuning is
accomplished through range switching and achoice of fine- and coarsetuning modes. The ranges are 1Hz
to 100 kilohertz and 100 kHz to 10
MHZ; resolution over the ranges is 1
Hz and 100 HZ, respectively. The
coarse- tuning mode permits rapid
searching and tuning with threedigit resolution, while switching over
to the fine-tuning mode provides full
five-digit resolution.
For setting the desired frequency,

151

REMEMBER:
You Can Depend on Anritsu
Field Strength Meters
Day In and Day Out.
You use your Field Strength Meters so often,
of all instruments, they must be dependable.
Take the Anritsu Field Strength Meters for instance.
The ML512A has afrequency range of 25 — 500 MHz,
and the ML64A, 300-1700 MHz.

Main Capabilities of the Anritsu Field
Strength Meters.
With the calibrated doublet antenna,
you can take field strength measurements,

spurious

radiation

measure-

ments and antenna pattern tests. Plus,
thanks to the DC Power Supply
MZ15A, all these tests can be done
either inside, or out.
Transmitter

output

Frequency range:

ML512A, 1to 130dB; ML64A, 26
to 120dB ( OdB=11.N/m)
Selectivity: 15/80/200kHz ( 6dB)
Detection mode:
average value
Indicator:

power

is easily

measured with aCM directional coupler.
Whether you are testing, adjusting or

Power:

ly sensitive voltmeters.
• Hook up apen recorder, and the Anritsu Field Strength Meter acts as an
automatic monitor.
• Plus you can do radio wave monitoring and long term measurements with
your Anritsu Field Strength Meters.
• And, perhaps most importantly, you
can combine them with an oscilloscope for direct observation of the
frequency spectrum.
152

Log, linear

ac or dc

Anritsu

Meters are dependable for anything you.
have in mind.

• Use them as frequency selective, high-

Quasi- peak or

ANA ITSU
Instruments you can depend on.

just monitoring, Anritsu Field Strength

Other Uses for Anritsu Field Strength
Meters.

ML512A, 25 to

500MHz; ML64A, 300 to 17COM Hz
Field strength measuring range:

ANRITSU ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS DIVISION
SALES DEPARTMENT:
12-20, Minamiazabu 4-chume, Minatu-ku
Tokyo 106, JAPAN
Phone: ( 03) 446-1111/Telex: 0-242-2353
U.S.A. Tau-Tron Inc. Tel: ( 617) 667-3874 •
West Germany Knott Elektronik GmbH Tel:
(08178) 4085 • England Dymar Electronics
Limited Tel: Watford 37321 • France lekelec
Airtronic Tel : 11)946-96-48 • Italy Vianello
S.p.A. Tel: 544041- Holland UniOff ice B.V.
Tel: ( 010) 22 94 44 • Sweden Teleinstrument
AB Tel: 08-38 03 70 • Singapore O'Connor's
(Pte.) Ltd. Tel: 637944. Malaysia O'Connor's
SDN. BHD. Tel: 5156 3/
5•
Australia NEC
Australia Pty. Ltd. Tel: Melbourne 560-5233
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the model 1010 uses adigital control
technique that is "elegantly simple,"
says Basse, and less expensive than
was used in the firm's original model
1013, asystems-oriented synthesizer.
A clear plastic disk with black lines
is rotated past two photodetectors,
and asimple logic circuit produces a
pulse each time a bar passes the
detectors. The circuitry also indicates whether the disk is rotating
clockwise or counterclockwise, thus
converting analog rotational data
into enough digital information to
control the synthesizer.
The disk and decoders provide
only incremental information; so, to
store the frequency information, the
synthesizer's digit switches were
replaced by an up-down counter.
"The change reduces cost because
digital chips are less expensive than
rotary switches," says Basse. The
counter's contents are indicated on
LED display and also program the
synthesizer circuitry.
The model 1010 has a metered
output leveled to within 0.25 dB over
the full range and drives up to 3volts
rms across 50 ohms. It has a precision output attenuator adjustable
over a 60-dB range in 10-dB steps
and, in addition to its sine-wave
output, has a square-wave output
that can drive transistor-transistorlogic levels across 50 ohms.
The synthesizer uses Comstron's
patented direct-programming differential-synthesis technique, first introduced in the model 1013. The
1010's phase noise is more than
40 dB down in a30-kHz band for the
top frequency band and more than
60 dB down for the lower range.
Harmonic distortion is better than
50 dB down from 1 Hz to 100 kHz
and better than 40 dB down in the
higher range. Spurious responses are
more than 60 dB down on both
ranges. Long-term frequency drift is
no more than 1part in 10 5 per year,
with a 1 part in 10 6 per year time
base available as an option, as is an
external-reference lock. Initial deliveries are scheduled this month and
from stock to 30 days thereafter.
Comstron-Seg, 200 East Sunrise Highway.
Freeport, N.Y.
9700. [ 338]

11520. Phone ( 516) 546-
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Announcing the first major
advance in magnetic shielding
in 50 years.

The time is right for arevolutionary
concept in magnetic shielding.
Increased sales of electronic equipment, atrend toward miniaturization,
and intensified regulatory considerations have put increased emphasis on
electromagnetic compatibility.
Consequently, electronics manuMETSHIE LD Fabric
facturers need cost-effective magnetic
. . the just magnetic shielding product made from
shielding not plagued by fabrication
METGLAS' alloys. METSHIELD fabric can be handled
and shaped without performance degradation
problems and use limitations associated with conventional nickel alloys.
Now you have such ashielding It's METSHIELDTm magnetic shielding
fabric— awholly new flexible product made from Allied Chemical's METGLASA
amorphous metal alloys.
Because of its exceptional strength and flexibility METSHIELD fabric retains
its full shielding effectiveness during fabrication and use.
This reliability of performance— plus the ease with which METSHIELD fabric
can be handled and shaped —promises you asignificant reduction in the overall
cost of shielding.
You can use METSHIELD fabric for avariety of applications, including
cathode ray, photomultiplier,
Send me information on METGLAS' alloys and
vidicon, and image tubes.
METSHIELDTe fabric
To find out how METSHIELD
Name/Title
fabric can help solve your shielding problems, phone John Dismukes Company
at 201-455-4031 or Jack Thorp at
City/State/Zip
201-455-3306. Or send in the
Mail to Metglas Products, Allied Chemical Corporation
7Vreeland Road, Florham Park, NJ 07932
coupon.
Allied
Chemical
Metglas Products

See
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at Electro 77. booth 2011
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DELCUS NEW 25-AMPERE HIGH VOLTAGE
DARLINGTONS WITH THE SPEED
AND ENERGY CAPABILITY
YOU ASKED FOR.
r

Good news for motor speed
control designers who have expressed aneed to upgrade horsepower ratings. The 25-ampere
gain of these new Darlingtons
permits increased horsepower
ratings of existing AC motor speed
control systems and areduction
in paralleling in new designs.
However, grouping of toff is available for current sharing in designs
with parallel Darlingtons. A
speed-up diode is built into the
DTS-4074 and DTS-4075 permitting data sheet ti typicals of 1.0„
Drive circuit techniques involving
1B2- 2A and aBaker clamp produce tftypicals in the 0.4-0.6„
range for the DTS-4066, DTS4067, DTS-4074, and DTS-4075.
Our experience with tolerances, faults, transients, and startMAJOR PARAMETER LIMITS

Typ e

hFE
hFE
VCEO
@ 25A @ l0A ( sus)

DIS-4066

5

VCE
àse

75

350V

3.5V

ICED
@600V

DTS-4067

10

150

350V

2.0V

0.25mA
0.25mA

DIS-4074
DIS-4075

5
10

75
150

350V
350V

3.5V
2.0V

0.25mA
0.25mA

stall conditions
in most systems convinces us
that these
Darlingtons have
the right
trade-off
between speed
and peak power
handling capability. Note the
greater than 10kVA region
of the reverse bias safe operating graph. All this, and
you still get Delco's traditional
solid copper TO-3 hermetic
package that has aconservative 0.75°C/W
thermal resistance.
These Darlingtons are already in
high volume production
and are available on distributor
shelves. For prices, applications
literature and data sheets, visit
your nearest Delco sales office or
Delco distributor, or mail in the
coupon on the right.
CLAMPED INDUCTIVE

TYPICAL SWITCHING

Ir
tf

SWITCHING PERFORMANCE

DTS-4066
DIS-4067

DIS-4074
DIS-4075

O.SpS

0.5µs

5.0µs

3.2µs

25
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Delco Electronics Division
General Motors Corporation
Marketing Services MS A-213
700 E. Firmin Street
Kokomo, Indiana 46901
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
DELCO'S NEW 25- AMPERE HIGH
VOLTAGE DARLINGTONS, MAIL
THIS COUPON TO:

e
et

v.,•

YfiH
ECV

'

NDUCT1011
MOTOR

20

o

b%SARB;(111740`. ACCARAC,

3e, ikerirui
IVC01
UNIJUNCTION
OSCILLAIOR

1.01.rs

NPN triple diffused silicon Darlingtons are packaged in solid
copper cases conforming to JEDEC TO-3outline dimensions.

208/220 Vac,
MOTOR SPEED CONTR

500

COLLECTOR.EM1TTER VOLTAGI IVOLiSI

STATE

ZIP

600

PHONE

11

Delco
Electronics

DELCO ELECTRONICS SALES OFFICES
Kokomo, Indiana ( 317) 459-2175
Charlotte, North Carolina ( 704 527-4444
Van Nuys, California ( 213) 9E43-7550
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New products

Solid-state relays need less room
Futting these optically coupled devices into single in- line
packages cuts required board space to 0.5 square inch
by Larry Armstrong, Midwest bureau manager

A single in-line package for solidstate relays has been developed by
Hamlin Inc., and next month samples will be available. They will
contain optically isolated solid-state
relays that combine thick- film hybrid techniques with tested discrete
components.
Most solid-state relays designed
for printed-circuit boards have copied the familiar, boxy Crydom
package, though a few manufacturers have recently managed to
squeeze the necessary circuitry into
2 dual in- line format. " But the SIP
frees up more real estate," says W.
Forbes Barton, solid- state- relay
product manager for the Lake Mills,
Wis., firm. " It's less than a half
cubic inch in volume, but more
importantly, it takes up only a half
bquare inch of board space."
The epoxy-coated package of the
series 7850 relays measures 1.6 inch
long by 0.75 in. tall, and is only 0.35
in. thick. Its four pins are spaced so
they can fit in existing dual in- line
sockets, or users can match existing
relay footprints by using a small
phenolic header board, Barton points
out. The leads also can be bent so
that the relay can be used on pc
boards spaced on 0.5- in. centers.
Hamlin, best known as the leading
supplier of reed switches to builders
of electromagnetic relays, starts
building its SIP relays by screening
conductive and resistive patterns
onto an alumina substrate. The resistors are laser- trimmed, and the
substrate is covered with a glass
layer for insulation. Tested discrete
components are then assembled on
the substrate, and the hybrid circuit
is reflow-soldered, tested, epoxy-dipcoated, and marked.

Electronics/April 14. 1977

"We chose to use plastic- packaged
discretes instead of raw chips
because we can buy tested packages," Barton says. "The alternative
is to build the assembly with chips
and wire bonds. Using packaged
devices, however, we see virtually no
yield loss during assembly." The
relay's output triac is simply a chip
mounted to asmall lead frame, and
Hamlin is working to replace the
optocoupler package with a similar
lead- frame- mounted device.
The new series will go into
production in June. All three relays
in it are general-purpose control
relays, rated at 2amperes and used
as input/output devices between
logic- level circuits and ac- line power
in such equipment as computer
peripherals, machine- tool controls,
and telecommunications gear. The
relays all feature zero- voltage
switching, 1,500 volts rms isolation,
and input polarity protection.
To keep the price down to $4.95 in
1,000- piece lots, Hamlin has eliminated the snubber network. It must
be added externally across the
output triac when the relay is
working into inductive loads. The
7851 is designed for ac- line voltages
up to 140 volts, the 7852 up to 280 v,
and the 7853 to 280 y with 600-v
blocking voltage.
The new relay package is designed
for nearly automatic assembly, and
Barton notes its price could fall to as
low as $ 3 in very large quantities.
The firm is also considering building
a version without an output- power
semiconductor. "The front end can
be coupled to anyone's output triac
or SCR and will drive up to 100 A,"
he says. Also in the works is asecond
series rated at 3 to 4 A, using the

same package with asmall heat sink
added to the back of the substrate.
Hamlin Inc., Lake & Grove Streets, Lake
Mills, Wis. 53551 [ 339]
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Designers
Choice
In Low-Cost
8- Bit A/Ds
3New Series
In Dual
In- Line Packages
Provide choice of
•Input ranges
+10V, - 10V, ± 5V, ± 10V
• Power supplies
±12V or ± 15V
•Conversion time
2.5 or 6,usec max.
•Operating temperature
-0° to 70°C
-55° to + 125°C
• Mil- Std 883
processing

I II

MN 5120 *$49
(± 15V 6psec)

MN 5130 *$59
(-± 15V 25psec)

MN 5140 *$59
(-± 12V 25,usec)
• ( 110 24 units)

e

l
e

Micro Networks Corporation
324 Clark Street, Worcester, MA 01601
(617) 852-5400 TWX 710-340-0064
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New products

Minicomputer offers
more for the money
Mid- range machine has features
formerly found only in high- price models
by Pamela Leven, Boston bureau
With the introduction of its newest
Eclipse computer, Data General
Corp. aims at bringing a variety of
"super- mini" capabilities to highspeed, high-performance applications while keeping the price within
reach of OEM'S and end users
accustomed to mid- range machines.
With a price tag of $42,150 for a
typical configuration with 120 kilobytes of semiconductor memory,
battery back-up, 10 megabytes of
disk storage, a real-time clock, a
terminal, a 48-channel analog vo
subsystem, a floating-point instruction set, and memory allocation and
protection, the Eclipse S/130 is a
"sign to the industry that capabilities traditionally available only in
the super- mini class have migrated
downward to mid- range computers,"
says John Scanlon, processor marketing manager. The new model
squares Data General off against
Digital Equipment Corp.'s latest
entry into the high-performance,
mid- range market, the PDP-11/60.
The S/130 offers features ranging
from microprogramming to multiprogramming. A microprogrammable control processor is geared to
the high-speed requirements of dedicated applications, and Data General's advanced operating system runs
time-sharing, batch, and real-time
operations. For traditional applications in communications and business, the S/130 features the standard floating-point and characterhandling instruction sets of the
larger Eclipse computers.
The S/130 is housed in a 12-slot
chassis and offers the option of an
additional 12 boards. It handles up
to 256 kilobytes of memory, and its
semiconductor memory modules fea-

ture error correction and optional
battery back-up. A memory allocation and protection unit provides
program and data protection when
more than one user has access to the
machine.
System software includes Data
General's multifunction operating
systems, the advanced operating
system and the real-time disk operating system. They provide for
concurrent and secure batch and
real-time operations. The S/130 can
use Fortran 5, Fortran IV, singleand multi-user Basic, and Algol.
Application- support software includes utilities for remote job entry,
sort/merge and business requirements, and communications access
and sensor access management.
Data General offers customers its
own magnetic peripherals, from 315kilobyte diskettes to 190- megabyte
disk files, as well as afamily of tape
drives and cartridge disks. Comprehensive sensor vo and communication subsystems, character printers,
and video display terminals are also
available.
For specialized applications, the
S/130 features custom instructionset capability through user- microcode storage in random-access memory or programmable read-only
memory. The RAM control store
offers 1,024 56- bit words to allow
scientific or educational users to
alter their custom instructions. The
PROM control store provides 2,048
56- bit words of non-volatile microcode storage for security- minded
users. Deliveries will begin in 90
days, with volume shipments scheduled for early fall.
Data

General

Corp.

Southboro,

Mass.

01772. Phone ( 617) 485-9100. [ 340]
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Down to earth economy from CTS
Overall cermet resistor network economy is what
CTS has been putting into modern systems for well
over a decade. For example, Series 760 DIP cermet
networks, purchased in quantity, can cost less tham
30c each.
And on the PC board, they offer still more
economy by saving valuable space. Quick, automatic installation lets you cut handling costs and
inspection time. You eliminate many separate components. And CTS production methods assure not
only the highest quality product, but the fastest delivery, too.
Where one of our more than 210 stanaard off- theshelf 14- pin and 16- pin DIP cermet resistor
networks won't meet your circuit requirements,
we'll custom design the network you need in either

CTS

8, 14, 16 or 18 pin package configuration.
CTS Series 760 DIPs' stability and reliability are
remarkable. Over 900 million hours of test data on
CTS cermet resistor networks prove CTS reliability
with an established failure rate of only 0.00051% per
1000 hours @ 95% confidence level — considerably superior to military failure level S of
established reliability specs. With failure so low,
you enjoy the ultimate in long-range system
economy.
See for yourself the many ways CTS reliable,
economical DIPs can benefit you. Write for your
copy of our reliability report and complete 12- page
cermet resistor network catalog. CTS OF BERNE,
INC., 406 Parr Road, Berne, Indiana 46711. Phone
(219) 589-3111.

CORPORATION

A world leader in cermet and variable resistor technology.
Electronics/April 14, 1977
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Build gour visue
disp4 terminal
with ow-cost
deflection
packages fr
Piesseu
Designers of visual display
terminals for data readout and
point-of-sale applications will welcome
eefficient, low-cost deflection packages
available from Plessey.
These comprise deflection coils, flyback
ransformers, linearity and width controls,
viding high quality resolution for 90° and 110°
splays. And at avery competitive cost. They are
vailable as individual components too.
Plessey has along and extensive experience in the
development and quantity production of CRT deflection
components. Ask us for further information and find out
why Plessey wound products are contributing to the
prosperity of more and more manufacturers of professional
equipment.

PLESSEY
WINDINGS

Plessey Windings International Headquarters, Fareham, Hampshire, England P014 4QA
Telephone: Titchfield ( 032 94) 43031 Telex: 86214
612 P065
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This easy-to- program hand assembly
machine thinks for the operator and
can cut and clinch leads.
Universal's Model 6232 automatica ly preseris the right
component to the operator, moves the PC board to the
proper insertion pos tion, and projects abrilliant I
ght
image that shows the exact location and orientation of
the component. All tne operator does is insert acomponent and hold it during the cut ard clinch cycle. To
make things even easier, operators can adjust the work
table angle to suit their height and view of the boards.
Quality of firished boards goes up Touch-up and inspection time are reduced as much as g5%.
All functions except the actual inserion are controlled by
Universal's Satellite Controller System. Programming can
be computer- aided design, offline coordinate measuring,
manual prep, or by the machine itself, using an actual PC

board in the work holder and the data terminal of the Sat&Ile Controller System. This provides easy programming,
wit on-line editing; and without film, drawings, or hole
punching. Management data for monitoring machine and
operator performance, and program storage are standard.
There are many other advantages. Write for descriptive
literature on the world's most productive manual and
automatic printed circuit board assembly systems.

niversaL
Uriversal Instrenents Corporation
Kirkwood Industrial Park
Box 825, Binghamton, New York 13902
Tel: 607/772/7522
TWX: 510/252/1990
Circle 159 on reader service card

INTRODUCING
THE BOARD MIER YOU'VE ALWAYS
WANTED.
FOR 30% IDS MONEY.
Introducing the GR 1795-HD
logic circuit tester.
It's the board tester you've
always wanted, if what you've
wanted was aGR 1792-A.
And who wouldn't.
With its unrivalled programming flexibility, fault
simulation, and high speed
automatic diagnostics, the
1792-A has been the industry's recognized leader.

And now, in the 1795-HD,
you can get all this for 30%
less money — with prices
starting at under $50, 000.
In addition to 1792 capability, the 1795-HD
actually gives you
even greater
capacity. Thanks
to its large hard
disk storage

and unique driver/sensor
board design, it can handle
boards with up to 480 pins.
Of course, if you want to
save even more money, we
still offer our original 1795 with
floppy disk drives. And you
can always upgrade the 1795
to a1795-HD.
The GR 1795-HD.
For aprice you can
afford, the board tester
you've always wanted.
GenRad, Inc.,
Test Systems Div.,
300 Baker Ave.,
Concord, MA 01742.
617-369-8770,
ext. 273.

THE DIFFERENCE IN
SOFTWARE IS THE
DIFFERENCE IN
TESTERS.

4ik

GenRad
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New products
Semiconductors

1-k RAM has
30-ns access time
Static device has 16 pins,
aims at high-speed cache
memory jobs in computers
Pushing its n-channel metal-oxidesemiconductor memory- processing
technology to the very limits, Intel
Corp. is introducing a high-speed
version of its 1,024- bit static random-access
memory,
the
2115/2125A, which is capable of
access times down to 30 nanoseconds.
Just as the 70-ns 2115/2125 was
designed as a pin- for- pin replacement for the bipolar static 93415
made by Fairchild Camera and
Instrument
Corp.,
the
new
2115/2125A is aimed at the same
sockets as the higher-speed 30- to
45-ns 93415A bipolar RAM .
Designed to meet the requirements of high-speed computer cache
memories, the 16- pin device is
specified for amaximum access time

of no more than 45 ns. But the basic
chip can achieve much higher
speeds, and units will be available
down to about 30 ns, according to
Bill Regitz, manager of memory
components marketing and applications. All pins are rri-compatible,
and the RAM operates from a single
5-volt power supply with a maximum power dissipation of 525 milliwatts. A lower- power version with a
325- mw power dissipation and about
the same speed range will also be
available.
High performance and density of
the mos memory were achieved by
combining mos-device scaling with
on-chip substrate- bias generation,
Regitz says. Reducing the physical
parameters of the mos device by a
fixed scaling factor also decreased
the active circuit power.
The advanced technology used to
fabricate the 30- to 45-ns parts
employs polysilicon lengths shorter
than 4micrometers and agate-oxide
thickness of less than 1,000 angstroms. Junctions shallower than 1
eim are obtained by using arsenic as
the source-drain diffusant. In addition, oxide isolation and depletionload processing further improve circuit performance and density. Substrate- bias generation was used to
SIGN/
UR Q
OR

VHF
LD120

reduce body effects and parasitic
junction capacitance. Generating the
back- bias voltage on the chip also
eliminates apin and power supply.
The speed- power product of the
new device is about 1 picojoule,
compared to that of the previous
2115/2125, which was about 4 p.f,
using conventional 6-12m n-mos processing. Like its forerunners, the new
MOS RAM uses the basic six- transistor cross-coupled flip-flop as its
memory element. Cell size is about
3.75 square mils. Internally, the cell
uses depletion- load transistors to
obtain full supply voltage while
maintaining atypical cell current of
1microampere.
The low diffusion capacitance
allows the memory cell to drive the
output-sense amplifier directly, without a column sense amplifier. The
output-sense circuit is a simple
differential amplifier with dc feedback to provide compensation.
The memory is fully static and
requires no clocks or internal referencing, says Regitz, which means a
multiple- read operation can occur
during asingle chip-enable cycle. As
a result of using simple circuitry in
the periphery, more than 60% of the
chip area is memory array.
On parts with a45-ns access time,
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New products

8111411M

chip- select and read- cycle access
time is also 45 ns. Write cycle time is
30 ns, and width of awrite pulse is 7
ns. In addition, the output can sink a
minimum of 25 milliamperes at 0.45
volt.
Using the same technology and
achieving roughly the same performance, Intel is also developing a
larger 4,096- bit static RAM, the
2147, which is not yet in production.
Available now, however, are the
I- k 2115A and 2125A at prices of
about $ 10 each.
Intel Corp., 3065 Bowers Ave., Santa Clara,
Calif. 95051. [ 411]

V-MOS transistor family
drives computer peripherals
The S55V/S75V family of vertical
MOS field-effect transistors includes
12 devices with power dissipation
ratings of 4 and 25 watts, standoff
voltage ratings up to 90 V. and
continuous- current ratings up to 2
amperes. Digital versions of the
recently introduced VMP family of
general-purpose power FETS [
Elec-

Plenco helps
with its
300 Black
phenolic compound.
Specified again and again by
Pyle-National.
Heavy-duty Triploc and Neploc
plugs and receptacles are
produced by The Pyle- National
Company, Chicago, for power,
control, electronic and
thermocouple circuits.
We're pleased that our Plenco 300
phenolic has been used for many
years for the molding of the
contact insulation assembly of
each connector unit. " With a
minimum of problems and with
excellent manufacturing results,"
writes Pyle- National.
They also say that this
thermosetting material has
superior electrical properties and
molding characteristics. High
tensile and dielectric strength.
Dimensional stability.
Temperature limits in excess of
normal application requirements.
162

Circle

Like a large number of Plenco
thermosets th;s versatile
compound lends itself to
compression, transfer and
injection molding methods. More
than likely we can provide a
compound for your particular
application
You've only to contact us.

THERMOSET PLASTICS
PLASTICS ENGINEERING COMPANY
Sheboygan, WI 53081
Through Plenco research ... a wide range of
ready-made or custom- formulated phenolic,
melamine- phenolic and alkyd thermoset
molding compounds, and ir.dustrial resins.

162 on reader service card

tronics, Nov. 11, 1976, p. 144], the
new devices are intended for peripheral interface applications such as
driving lamps, displays, alarms, relitys, solenoids, stepper motors, and
printers. The devices are available in
versions for either the military or
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Configurability at aprice you didn't figure on
Here's a really multi- functioned digital

create

multimeter:

tions within a single main'rame. Select a

the rest of your test equipment, select

Six

functions— dc

voltage, dc and ac current,

and

ac

unigJe

performance

configura-

anc with the configurability to work with

resistance

packaging configuration to fit your job

the DMM that is also priced right for you:

dB ( both dBV and dBm)—in one

site: TM 500 mainframes come in bench-

DM 502. Or, for similar functions and 41/
2

compact, 31/
2digit DMM for just 6250*.

top, rackmount, rollabout and portable

digits, look into the configurable DM 501;

l's called the DM 502 ( Option 2) and it

models, with spacer.; for one to six plug-

you'll be pleased with its price, too.

and

has the configurability to interface with
a full range of test and measurement instruments in the TEKTRONIX TM 500 line.

ins.
One

For more information on configurable intypical

corfiguration,

the

Audio

sunments, call your local Tektronix Field

Travel Lab**, corritines the DM 502 ( or

Engineer or write Tektronix,

If you need to measure temperature—

the DM 502, Option 2) with an SG 502

Box 500, Beaverton, OR 97077. In Europe,

perhaps you're aware how quickly you

Audio

Tektronix Limited, P.O. Box 36, St. Peter

can isolate faulty semiconductors with a

Counter/Timer, ano an SC 502 15- MHz

digital thermometer—the DM 502 ( with

DJal- - race Oscilloscope within aTM 515

temperature measurements from — 67 F

Traveler Mainframe. This lab-cuality

Oscillator,

a DC

504

five- digit

to + 200 F, or — 55 -C to + 150 C) costs

instrument configJration looks like carry-

just 6375*, complete with temperature

on luggage and pirodioes comprehensive

probe.

audio meacurement capability which you

Combine either DMM with compatible
M 500 plug-in instruments and you can

—

can take anywhere.
So the next time you're looking for a 31
2 /

Inc., P.O.

Pot, Guernsey, Channel Islands.
*•Audio Travel Lab

$ 2720*

*U.S. Sales Prices, FOB Beaverton, OR.

leictronbc
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

digit DMM with al the functions you need

TM 500... designed for configurability.

For Technical Data circle 163 on Reader Service Card.
For Demonstration circle 249 on Reader Service Card.

New products
commercial temperature range.
Siliconix Inc., 2201 Laurelwood Rd., Santa
Clara, Calif. 95054. Phone Jim Graham at

Knobs

Slant Fronts

Portables

(408) 246-8000 [ 416]

Servo amplifier IC

Line

SU Citel

includes motor drive
A linear integrated circuit for servo
control systems includes not only a
servo amplifier, pulse- width demodulator, aprecision monostable multivibrator, and a voltage regulator,
but also output motor-drive transistors capable of delivering 500
milliamperes at 6 volts. Designated
the NE544, the lc is intended for
remote control applications, particu-

Buckeye's experienced crattsmen, design and manulacture
electronic enclosures and accessories at the most economical
cost. The solution to your packaging problems is at Buckee.

D8

i

-------

Cabinets

Write TODAY

for description of each item.

the BUCKEYE stamping co.

5m

ladirbus OH 43207

614/445-8433
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TRIMMER CAPACITORS

SPRAGUE

G000mnn

Our only business!
44 i
- s

OPP
PISTONCAP

CERAMIC

Multi-Turn
Tubular

FILMTRIM*
Single- Turn
Film

Single- Turn

e High Stability/High Reliability

• Compact. Conserves Board
Space
e Variety of Mounting Configurations

• Simple, Long- Life Adjust
Mechanism

• Low Cost for Commercial
Industrial Applications

• Low- Loss, Glass or Quartz

• Professional / Military
Applications, MIL Approved

,

• PTFE, Polypropylene, Poly carbonate
• Most Stable Trimmer for
Size
• Very Wide Capacitance
Ranges
• Low Cost for Commercial/
Industrial Applications
•Trade Mark

Tired of broken delivery promises and poor quality? Deal with the
trimmer capacitor specialist, for quality products delivered on schedule! Call on us for custom designs too, we deliver!
TRIMMER CAPACITORS — OUR ONLY BUSINESS!

Sprague- Goodman Electronics, Inc

(An Affiliate of the Sprague Electric company)
134 FULTON AVE.,GARDEN CITY PARK,N.Y.11040 • 516-746-1385•TLX:14-4533
Visit our Booth 2531 at Electro 77
Circle 250 on reader service card

larly radio- control systems. The
unit's highly stable one-shot gives it
enhanced positional accuracy, while
its voltage regulator makes it tolerant of wide supply-voltage variations. Housed in a 14- pin plastic DIP,
the NE544N sells for $ 2.05 each in
hundreds. Other available packaging
options include 16- pin plastic
($2.15) and 16- pin miniature ceramic ($ 2.60).
Signetics, 811 East Argues Ave., Sunnyvale,
Calif. 94086. Phone ( 408) 739-7700 [ 413]

Block-addressable CCD
memory holds 65,536 bits
Intended to compete with such mass
memory devices as drums and disks,
the CCD464 is a 65,536- bit blockaddressable memory with an average
latency time ( retrieval time for an

Electronics/April 14, 1977
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More than afine line separates RISTON*
Dry Film Solder Mask from other masks.

We know fine lines are
important to you. That's just one of
the reasons why we developed
RISTON Dry Film Solder Mask.
Photo- imaging gives precise
resolution, even on dense circuitry
hoards and around critical pad areas.
Because there is no bleed-out or
solder bridging, inspection is fast, with
minimum rework and few rejects.
With RISTON Dry Film Solder Mask,
application and processing are easy,
without specially skilled operators or
screen setups and attendant delays.
Reliability? You can count on it!

The uniform thickness of RISTON Dry
Film Solder Mask permits handling of
the highest density circuitry and offers
high impedance integrity with
outstanding electrical insulation. Long
or short runs are anatural, and boards
can be produced up to 21" x24", one
after the other, without multiple
recoats or skips.
All of these features of the dry
film process with RISTON Solder
Mask adcl up to wide flexibility for the
designes. What's more, it comes in a
variety of film types which enable
masked boards to pass UL flame-

retardant standards. RISTON Dry Film
Solder Mask adheres to all common
metals and performs consistently
under avariety of soldering conditions
as well as solder flux cleaning. The
result for you is atough, permanent,
well-designed board.
Find out how the benefits of
RISTON Dry Film Solder Mask fit your
needs. Call your Du Pont RISTON
Technical Representative, or write
Du Pont Company, Room 35619,
Wilmington, DE 19898.
•Regraeie.1 U.S Pat. Li rm. Ott fur Dia Pent s

e,sablt• iti

film phutoresist system

R1STON Division

EJÑT
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Give 'em hell.

New products
average bit) of 400 microseconds.
The charge-coupled device is internally configured as 16 blocks of
4,096 bits each. Its typical data rate
is 5megahertz, and its typical power
dissipation is less than 5microwatts
per bit when active, dropping to less
than 1 µw/bit in standby. The
memory is housed in astandard 16pin dual in- line package.

IL

MOS/CCD Division, Fairchild Camera and
Instrument Corp., 464 Ellis St., Mountain
ja1
41..410.
/
4

.11,

View, Calif. 94042 [ 414]
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4-k and 16-k dynamic RAMs
are interchangeable

It's acruel world. People don't treat your equipment the
way you would. But they still expect it to work.
Since you can't be there to protect it, do the next best thing.
Put it in aZero Centurion' case. It's built to give your equipment
the best possible chance of surviving. In 7styles and over 70
sizes with 2week delivery from stock.
Ask for ademonstration of the right case for
your equipment today. Tomorrow, somebody
will be giving it hell.

The 4,096- bit model 2104A and
16,384- bit model 2116 dynamic random-access memories are electrically and logically compatible with
each other and with the industry
standard 16-pin 4- kilobit RAMS now
used in many production memory
systems. They thus allow 4- kilobit
and 16- kilobit RAMS to be easily
combined in memory systems that
are being tailored for specific applications.

ZERO
We make you look good.
toro Corporation • Burbank. CA 213/846-4191 • Monson, MA 413/267-5561
Circle 251 for Mail Catalog

Circle 166 for Call me, I'm interested

INTERFERENCE. WE BUILD THE
SOPHISTICATED "TROUBLE MAKE W'
INUUtl D IU

Our model 510 Surge Transient Generator
provides precise standardized repeatable
test signals for determining capabilities,
of various equipment, components and
systems for possible malfunction or
damage caused by line transient surges.
(Meets and exceeds IEEE Std. 472-1974/ANSI
C37.90a 1974). Check our reader service card.

e_

I

166
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velonex
560 Robert Avenue
Santa Clara, Ca. 95050
(408) 244-7370

The 2104A types are available
with access times down to 150 nanoseconds, while 2116 types go down to
200 ns. Active/standby power consumption is 240/8 milliwatts for the
2104A and 588/14 mw for the 2116.
Pricing on the 4- kilobit memory
ranges from $ 9.95 to $ 14.20 each in
quantities of 100 units and up,
depending upon speed. For the 16kilobit memory the range extends
from $47 to $62.50.
Intel Corp., 3065 Bowers Ave., Santa Clara,
Calif. 95051. Phone Bill Regitz at ( 408) 2467501 [417]
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FAIRCHILD PRESENTS THE
ODD COUPLING.
High isolation and low
cost. A couple of features
you wouldn't ordinarily expect
to find in the same coupler.
But then, Fairchild doesn't make
ordinary couplers.
Our " Glassolated'"coupler
gives you isolation voltage to
5kV. That's double anybody
else's standard
voltage. We can
also provide the highest
isolation voltage in the
industry — 7kV peak,
6kV continuous.
And if that doesn't impress you, you probably
don't need couplers anyway.

WE MAKE MORE THAN A COUPLE
OF COUPLERS.
Fairchild manufactures fifty-four proprietary
couplers. We also second source anybody who's
anybody in the coupler business. This gives
us the broadest line on the market- 130 in all.
Then, because we make high performance
couplers in high volume, we have the production
capability to deliver on time. And at no extra cost.

LET THERE BE LIGHT.
So whether you need to couple your product or light
it, you should spend acouple of minutes talking to us.
Because, with high volume production of LED lamps,
digits, couplers, phototransistors, arrays and LED dice,
nobody has more experience or better
technology than we do. write or call
For more information,
your Fairchild sales office, distributor or
representative today. Or use the direct
ne
tt
o
at
mt
h
oe
fthis

MAIRCHIL-C1

CALL US ON IT.
(4

15 ) 493-3100

ad to call our Optoelectronics
Division. Fairchild Camera &
Instrument Corp., 464 Ellis Street,
Mountain View, CA 94042.
Tel: (415) 493-3100.
TWX: 910-373-1227.
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Loss of power on
acomputer-controlled processing system is real trouble. Get
back on line fast— or risk losing an entire batch or run. EMM's reliable
MICROMEMORY core memories take care of that. Just push your
restart button and you're up and operating. No program reloading. No

«•—■111110.•
inemb—fflleime

back-up batteries to worry about. We have designs for 4- bit,
8- bit and 16- bit microprocessors— even larger systems
with capacities to 32K x18. We make semiconductor memories,
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too. But for process control you need reliable
MICROMEMORY core memory.
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EMM
COMMERCIAL MEMORY PRODUCTS
A Division of
Electronic Memories & Magnetics Corp.
12621 Chadron Ave.. Hawthorne, Calif. 90250
(213) 644-9881
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POL_AI=2 0

a C::›
Polaroid"

CD>ieek 7- E I L E
L- A IV 0
F .11— NV

F-C3.1R. F'ROFESSIONAL USE.
F' R/N -TS DC) N Ce T REQUIRE
COATING- 2 PACKS, 16
BLACK 8. WHITE RR INTS,
3 1
/
4
X 4 1V-ei IN. ( 8.3 X 10.8CM).

POLAROID
TYPE 667
COATERLESS LAND FILM

There's no messing around
with this film.
It's coaterless to save time and steps.
Polaroid T\ pe
667 pack film
really simplifies
making hard
copies of your
oscilloscope
and CRT displays. Because it gives you sharp
black and white prints in 30 seconds
that do not require coating after development.
Pictures are ready immediately for
study, filing or attaching to areport.

Type 667 coaterless film can be
used for CRT recording in Polaroid
Land cameras (such as the CU-5) or
in other cameras and instruments
equipped with any Polaroid 3Y4 x4/
4
1
inch ( 8.3 x10.8 cm) pack film back.
Type 667 is conveniently packaged
in boxes with 16 exposures and is now
available at participating Polaroid
dealers.
For the name of the one nearest
you—or for technical or application
information on Type 667 or our other

professional films—call Polaroid toll
free: 800-225-1618 ( in Massachusetts
call collect: 617-547-5177).
For your next assignment, don't
mess around. Make picture- taking
simpler and more convenient. Use
Polaroid's Type 667 coaterless film.

Polaroid

rbTpe 667 Coaterless Film
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FIRST COMPUTER CORP.
PRESENTS THE DEC® 11V03 WITH
THE $1,000 DIFFERENCE!

DEC' 11V03
From Digital Equipment Corp.

DEC 11V03
From First Computer Corporation

Complete System
$10,950
8 — 10 Months

PRICE
DELIVERY

Complete System

Unbundled

$9,950

$7,495

$6,795

60-90 Days

30-60 7:ays

30-60 Days

Kit Form

Included

Installation By
DEC''

Included

Optional

N/A

On-Site

90 Day DEC')
Warranty

On-Site

Optional

Return to FIRST

RT-11 Plus
Enhancements

Optional

Optional

8K

8K

8K

RT-11
8K

Operating
System
Memory

Standard

Console
Choice of
LA36 or VT52

Standard

Optional

Optional

No

Short Term
Rental Or Long
Term Lease

Yes

No

No

Other memory modules available 4K, 8K, 16K, and 24K.
Same dependable DEC equipment. Same dependable DEC service for installation and warranty.
Why pay $ 1,000 more or wait 8to 10 months for your DEC 11V03 computer? Call " FIRST"
And then start thinking about the ways you could spend that $ 1,000 savings.
For more information or money and tine saving programs, call Don Berteau at ( 312) 920-1050.
Or write:

FiFIST CI:MUTER C[FillifiTE11:1
764 Bea OAK OWE, MIESTIONT, ILL MS 6E1559

No Magic-Just Performance

170
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First Computer Corporation also stocks aCOMPLETE
LINE of LSI-11 and 11/03 products for IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY — all at ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS.
Also, " FIRST" offers special educational and OEM
discount schedules to qualified organizations.
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AC POWER
PROBLEMS?

New products
Instruments

Analyzer eases
operator's job
Operator controls on HP's
8565A are coupled, ensuring
that proper values are shown
Ordinarily, the operator of a microwave spectrum analyzer must pay
careful attention to interactions
among various settings, including
frequency span, resolution, bandwidth, video filtering, and sweep
time. If all conditions are not
harmonious, the operator could be
unaware that measurements may be
inaccurate.
However, the model 8565A spectrum analyzer from Hewlett-Packard Co. eliminates these hazards,
claims Iry Hawley, engineering section manager for spectrum analyzers
at HP. These various controls are
now coupled in such a manner that
resolution, video filtering, and sweep
time are automatically set to the
proper values for the chosen frequency span.
Similarly, the amplitude controls
(radio- frequency input attenuator,
and intermediate- frequency gain
control) are coupled so that the operator can always maintain absolute

amplitude calibration while also ensuring conditions that generate minimum distortion. The operator can
readily override the control coupling,
however, for those measurements
where different relationships are
needed, says Hawley. Examples are
measuring pulsed signals and radiofrequency- interference testing.
Wide range. The 8565A covers the
spectrum from 10 megahertz to 22
gigahertz ( extendable to 40 GHz),
provides fully calibrated performance, and permits unambiguous
measurements with wide dynamic
range, because of its internal preselection.
The instrument also has new operating features that HP claims make it
the easiest- to- use microwave analyzer on the market. Among them are
light-emitting-diode readouts around
the cathode-ray tube that indicate
control settings and operating conditions, plus coupling of controls to
reduce most measurements to a
simple three- knob sequence.
Throughout the spectrum analyzer's coverage, it can measure absolute power levels from ahigh of + 30
dBm ( 1watt) down to the analyzer's
average noise level, which is — 110
dBm to 1.8 GHZ, — 106 dBm to 4.1
GHz, and — 72 dBm at 22 GHz. Total
uncertainty of absolute power measurements is 2.5 dB to 1.8 GHZ, and
from 3da at 4 GHZ to 5.8 dB at 22

rvoltage

frequency OK
phase
current

LOGITEK Power Monitors
are Jsed where electrical

systems must be de-energized, loads shed or alarm
devices activated when any
power line characteristic
varies above or below normal pre-specified limits.
SPECIFICATIONS:
ACCURACY: ± 0.1%, 1%, 5%
TEMPERATURE: — 55°C to + 125°C
—10° to + 70°C
INPUT VOLTAGE: 115/220/440 VAC
50/60/400 Hz
Delta/WYE
CON - ACTS: 2 Amps, 10 Amps.

GHZ.

For relative measurements, fre-

Also Available
VOLTAGE MONITORS
FREUENCY MONITORS
PHASE MONITORS
CURRENT MONITORS
TIME

DELAY RELAYS

INTERVAL TIMERS
ENERGY MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
WRITE OR Fu-IONE
FOR LITERATURE

516-694-3083

LOGITEKINc.
42 CENTRAL AVENUE
FARMINGDALE, N. Y. 11735
Electronics/April 14, 1977
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LOOK
FAMILIAR?

Chomerics has designed anew TeleTone keyboard for communications
applications.
These ET keyboards "look" and act
like the real thing for more than
10 million operations.
Standard coding includes single pole
(1x12) or row/column matrix
(4x3) with 0, 1, or 2common lines.

Write or call for our most uncommon prices.

CHOM EROCS6
77 Dragon Court
Woburn, Ma. 01801
(617) 935-4850
172
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New products
quency-response variations are typically 1.3 dB lower than absolute
power- measurement uncertainty.
These accuracy and flatness figures,
which are referred to the 100-MHZ
internal calibrator and therefore
include all input circuitry ( rf attenuator, preselector, and mixer) as
well as passband gain variations, are
all lower than those for any other
manufacturer's preselected microwave analyzer. All internal distortion products are greater than 70 dB
down from 10 MHZ to 18 GHZ and 60
dB down from 18 to 22 GHz.
Frequency ranges include a 1.7-to22GHz span in one sweep, selected
full spans that cover 10 MHZ to 1.8
GHz or slightly more than octave
ranges, starting at 1.7 GHz, and
adjustable spans from 1kilohertz per
division to 500 megahertz per divisions in a 1, 2, 5sequence that can
be used throughout the range even to
40 GHz. There is also a zero-span
mode where the analyzer becomes a
fixed- tuned receiver. For all spans of
100 kHz per division and smaller,
automatic frequency stabilization facilitates narrowband measurements.
Resolution bandwidths from 1kHz
to 3 MHZ in a 1, 3, 10 sequence are
provided. The resolution filters are
synchronously tuned ( approximately
gaussian) to prevent undesirable
ringing at fast sweeps. The 60-dB/3dB selectivity ratio for all filters is
less than 15:1.
When measuring the amplitude of
signals, vertical-scale factors of 10,
5, 2, and 1dB per division can be
selected, and the power reference is
maintained when changing the scale
factor. Linear amplitude display is
also provided, with power reference
maintained. The internal preselector,
which operates from 1.7 to 22 GHz,
provides more than 70-dB rejection
to 18 GHZ or 60 dB to 22 GHZ, and
the instrument can measure distortion products that are as much as
100 dB down.
To give the operator the "complete picture" about the signals
being measured, LED displays in the
CRT bezel indicate all pertinent
control settings and operating conditions. When an oscilloscope camera
is used to permanently record the
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United
Systems' NEW
Datalogger
1000
What does it do?
For only $ 1995 your Datalogger 1000
comes complete, ready-to- monitor 10
data points and is easily expandable to
100. Unattended, it watches your test,
experiment or process, logs all pertinent
information and warns you of potential
problems.
It provides continuous display of time,
channel and 20,000 counts of measured
data for instant visual analysis while the
hard-copy printout permanently records
the same information for future reference...all standard.
With the Datalogger 1000, you only pay
for the capability you require. A minimum
initial investment will meet your present
measuring needs, while low-cost fieldinstallable modules provide the flexibility
to change parameters as required.
Simplicity of front panel controls provides straightforward operation ... easy
enough for anyone to use without special training.
Compact and portable, the Datalogger
1000 can be used by Research, Engineering or Manufacturing, in the plant or in
the field, to provide aquick return on investment.
At $ 1995, there is nothing comparable.
For additional information contact
your United Systems Representative or
call the factory ( 513) 254-6251.

Digirec.

UllITED
SYSTEMS
CORPORATISM-I
918 VVoodley Road. Dayton. Ohlo 45403
1513) 254-6251. TWX ( 810) 459-1728

"Rnformation only" Circle 100

Doesn't make mistakes, take
coffee breaks or get sick...
Doesn't watch the clock
(although it has one)...
Doesn't get premium or overtime
pay and never complains...

United Systems Corp.:
Precision measurements to count on

-Demonstration

only" Circle 173

New products
spectral display, the LED data also is
recorded in the photograph.
In the U.S. the 8565A is priced at
$17,850. Customer deliveries will
begin in May.
Inquiries Manager, Hewlett-Packard Co.,
1501 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94304
[351]

Sweeper covers 1MHz to
1GHz in one continuous band

fijkINÓ
CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR
ELEMENTS

Because its output is derived from
the beat frequency between two
microwave oscillators, the model
9062 sweep generator can cover the
range from 1megahertz to 1gigahertz in a single glitch- free band.
One of the microwave oscillators is
fixed in frequency; the other one is
varactor-tuned, allowing the 9062 to
be swept at high rates— up to 5kilohertz— before its sweep width begins
to decrease.

A Complete Controlled Signal Source from 6000 KHz to 60 MHz
The MOE series is designed for direct plug-in to astandard
dip socket. The miniature oscillator element is acomplete
source, crystal controlled, in an integrated circuit 14 pin
dual- in- line package with aheight of 1/2 inch.
Oscillators are grouped by frequency and temperature
stability thus giving the user aselection of the overall
accuracy desired. Operating voltage 6vdc. Output wave
shape — non sine.
CRYSTAL
RANGE

OVERALL
ACCURACY

25 C
TOLERANCE

MOE-5

6000KHz
to 60MHz

+ . 002%
—101° + 60°C

Zero
Trimmer

$35.00

MOE-10

6000KHz + . 0005%
to 60MHz — 10°to + 60°C

Zero
Trimmer

$50.00

TYPE

laud

PRICE

International Crystal Manufacturing Company, Inc.
10 North Lee. Oklahoma City. Oklahoma 73102
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The instrument uses a 10- turn
potentiometer to set its center
frequency to three significant figures. The output is leveled and is
adjustable over an 80-decibel range.
Leveling is within 0.5 dB across the
full frequency range, and within 0.25
dB across any 200- MHz segment. All
spurious and harmonic signals are
down more than 30 dB at full output
and even more when the output level
is decreased.
Priced at $ 1,350, the sweeper
provides for six birdie markers of
either the single- frequency or harmonic type. It can handle a variety
of functions such as external frequency modulation, manual sweep,
continuous- wave operation, and linelocked sweeping. Delivery time is
three to four weeks. The 9062 will be
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You could be paying extra
for rechargeable 1Dattery dimensions
that aren't critical!
Check into these "
Great Financial Shapes"
from Elpower

Shape Number Ten:
The EP 1280 • A2 volt/
8 amp hour,

8.38'

Shape Number Four:

- 2.75H

Tee EP 640

Snape Number Three:

(Lanterfn Battery
.6 volt/4 amp hour

The EP 610
6 volt/1 amp hour

Shape Number One:
The EP 680
6 vole/8 amp hour
-4
1
554'

These four
sizes are unique:

Elpower has designed an exclusive

ligh - speed production system around them. This means that you buy
'amous Elpower hand- made quality at machine- made prices.
Gaim a competitive edge witi more powerfu

bat-

ascover why experienced buyers bLy off expen-

teries for less money. If size is critical, ,00k imo the

ence ... and save money!

standard Elpower line of ov€ rtwo dozen size and

'We have the answers to your questions — by phone,

capacity combinations.

mail., in person and through evaluation samples.

ELPOWER CORPORATION
Swbsiduary

Eldcn Incitistres. Inc

2'17 South Anne Strew
TELEX 69-1E75 ELDON
In Europe: 14 rue de l'Ancien Port I clf-1201 Geneva. Switzerland
Tale. 022/3109 28 ITELEX 845-27045
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Santa Ana.Calitornia 92704 ¡ ( 714) 54O-6tio

In Canada: EldortIndusrries of Canada Inc. I 50 Prince Andrew Place
Don Mills, Ontario Ilele 449-2866
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products
on display at Electro77 next week.
Kay Elemetrics Corp., 12 Maple Ave., Pine
Brook, N.J. 07058. Phone ( 201) 227-2000
[353]

31/2digit multimeter
sells for $ 130
Priced at only $ 130 with four nickelcadmium
cells
and
an
ac
charger/adapter, the model 461
digital multimeter is a 3'/2-digit
instrument with a basic dc-voltage
accuracy of 0.5% of reading ± 1
count. Automatic polarity determination and display and automatic
zeroing are standard. The meter
measures dc voltages from 200 milli-

ifirjr
É

T!!!feepal

;
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1977Answer Book.
It makes your job
easier. $25.
"What companies make the products I
need? How do Icontact them locally?
How do Iget their current catalogs fast?"

Elgin,

III.

60120.

853 Dundee Ave.,

Phone ( 312)

697-2260

[354]

Digital voltmeter
includes printer
Put together atimer, aprinter, and a
digital panel meter, and the resulting
digital voltmeter can record readings
taken at periodic intervals. The
printing DVM can be set by means of
a pair of front- panel thumbwheel
switches to make readings as often
as once a minute or as far apart as
once every 99 minutes. The data is

Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Avenue of the Americas, N.Y., N.Y. 10020
Yes, send me a copy of The Answer Book.
I've enclosed $25 ( USA and Canada only.
elsewhere send $ 35). Full money back guarantee if returned within 10 days.
Name
Company
Street
State

volts full scale to 1 kilovolt, ac
voltages from 200 mv full scale to
600 v, ac and dc current from 200
microamperes full scale to 2 amperes, and resistance from 200 ohms
full scale to 20 megohms. It measures 2 by 5.6 by 4.6 inches and
weighs 1.5 pounds.
Simpson Electric Co.,

Ask The Answer Book. Over 4000
products, more than 5000 manufacturers
with their local contacts and distributors,
directory of trade names and catalogs,
post-paid inquiry " bingo" cards for
5-second ordering of current catalogs.

City

rf

Zip

1
-
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• Versatility.

GOULD/Brush Recorders
have it.

You can: amplify, convertattenuate, suppress,
reject, filter, expand, add, linearize, subtract,
display, multiply, invert, square, divide, integrate,
isolate, detect, alarm, control, demodulate .
Its modular design and interchangeable signal conditioners
mean you gel-a recorder system
"customized" to your needs
with the ability to change input

parameters at will through the
addition of appropriate plug-in
conditioners. Let us tell you more.
Write Gould Inc., Instrument
Systems Division, 3631 Perkins

Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44114.
Or Gould Allco S.A., 57 rue St.
Sauveur, 91160 Ballainvilliers,
France.

For brochure. call Gould toll- free at ( 800) 325-6400, Ext. 77.
In Missouri: ; 800) 342-6600
The product development company
Electronics/April 14, 1977
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VA

VACUUMS ( HM ELM

VACOZET®
Circuits
made easy.

displayed on areadout made of 0.6inch light-emitting-diode digits and
recorded on ordinary office- machine
paper. In its standard form, the 31
/2
digit instrument has a full-scale
range of 1.99 volts and an input
impedance of 100 megohms. It sells
for $ 990.

asemi-hard
magnetic alloy
with rectangular
hysteresis loop
for impulse controlled
self latching relais.

Columbus Instruments International Corp ,
950 North
43204.

Hague

Ave.,

Columbus,

Ohio

Phone Jan Czekajewski at ( 614)

488-6176 [ 355]

Miniature units generate
and measure low dc levels

A complete group of breadboards lets
you develop your own circuitry without
the bother of soldering. Simply unplug and
plug in again to make changes. Cambion
also has all the little extras such as IC
extractors or hand wire-wrap tools to
facilitate your designs. Would acatalog,
samples or one of the sales engineers be
of help? Write to: Cambridge Thermionic
Corporation, 445 Concord Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02138. Phone:
617-491-5400. In California: 2733
Pacific Coast Hgwy., Torrance, CA
90505. Phone: 213-326-7822.
Standardize on

Quango!»

Two small calibrator/potentiometers—one with a five-digit LED readout and the other with anull- balance
detector— both generate and measure low-current and low-voltage dc
signals. Input/output ranges for
both units are identical: 0 to 110
millivolts, 0 to 11 volts, 0 to 22
milliamperes, and 0 to 52 mA. The
compact, portable units can be used
to calibrate thermocouple-type thermometers, pH meters, chart recorders, and similar equipment.
The digital model 1040 is powered
by a built-in rechargeable- battery
pack and contains its own charger.
The null- balance model 1030, which
uses a pair of LEDs to indicate the
null point, uses five 9-v batteries. A
rechargeable battery pack is optional. A special intrinsically safe version
for use where explosive gases may be
present is also available.

pr

•• high

remanence

• adjustable coercitive force
VAÇOZET 200
Hc
Br
Br/Bloc

Aicm
T
0/0

258

655

923

15

30

50

75

1.5

145

1.45

1.25

ca 90

For data sheet and
further information apply to

VACUUMSCHMELZE
GMBH
6450 HANAU
\N - Germany POB 109

Transmation Inc., 977 Mount Read Blvd.,
Rochester, N.Y. 14606. [ 356]

Ile Guaranteed Electronic Components
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Creeping up
on daylight
We've just brought the integrated dc-to-daylight frequency synthesizer acouple of
steps closer to reality.
The new Plessey IC's offer aquick and easy way to lower synthesizer costs while
increasing loop response and channel spacing all the way from dc through the HF,
VHF, UHF and TACAN bands.
Start with one of our IC prescalers. They feature input ports for VHF and UHF,
self-biasing clock inputs, TTL/MOS-compatibility and variable input hysteresis for
wideband operation.
Then add one of our twomodulus dividers. All of them
provide low power consumption,
low propagation delay and ECLcompatibility, and most of them
are available in commercial and
M1L-temp versions.
Finally, to make things even
simpler, add the Plessey SP8760
control chip and phase lock your
synthesizer to any crystal up to
10 MHz. All the stability you need
with none of the usual headaches
and hassle.
If it all sounds too good to be
true, contact us today for details
and application notes.
Once you've seen the
data, you'll see the light.
PLESSEY SEMICONDUCTORS
1674 McGaw Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714
Tel: (714) 540-9945. TWX: 910-595-1930
Represented world-wide.

State-of-the-art brought down to earth
Fixed and programmable dividers D Linear and digital communications circuits
Electronics/April 14, 1977
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MATSU«) CAPACITORS.
NOW! STYPES, 22 CASE SIZES,
348 STANDARD RATINGS.

Matsuo developed the world's first
=.=
—q resin dipped tantalum capacitor in
,.MiuMM12215111Bafflial 1960. Today, Matsuo delivers abroad
04

p"=.

ffl
—,N,,,EELImm e.w.

moors)

range of capacitors to meet your needs.
5types, 22 case sizes, 348 ratings. And
one standard of excellence.
That's why Matsuo capacitors

perform better. We build them better.
And because we do, we can talk about things like failure rates
and leakage current when no other manufacturer does. Here are
some highlights.

DIPPED TANTALUM
WITH LEAD FRAMES.
Type 221. 7case sizes, 188 standard ratings. We not only build
them better, we pretest longer-48 hours at full voltage. That's
why we offer the lowest failure rate—less than 2% per 1,000
hours-60% confidence level. Selected units at 1% FR. Better DC
leakage control—.01XCV. Selected units at . 001XCV. Fixed lead
spacing. Square leads that " bite" corners so Dip stands upright
even during soldering.

NEW! MICRODIPS ®

Shown
actual
size.

Type 203. 3subminiature case sizes for high component
density. From . 110" to . 126" diameter; . 177" to . 236"
high. 31 standard ratings. Color coded. Solid tantalum,
wire leads. Matsuo µ Dips exhibit superior electrical
characteristics. Better DC leakage control-01XCV.

NEW! DIPPED TANTALUM
WITH WIRE LEADS.
Type 202. 7case sizes, 55 standard ratings. Flexible wire leads for
point to point wiring. High reliability. Better DC leakage
control-01XCV. Designed for superior performance where
minimum cost is required.

NEW! MOLDED TANTALUM.
Type 242. 1case size, 38 standard ratings. Pretested for 48 hours at full
voltage. Lowest failure rate—less than 1% per 1,000 hours. Better DC
leakage control—.01XCV. Uniform lead location.

TANCHIPS. THE CHIPS ON STILTS.

Lilj

iType 262. Now, 4 case sizes instead of 3.
. Each size now available in 3lead styles.
36 standard ratings. Stilt-like leads
keep capacitor away from hot solder,

preventing heat transfer. Also, facilitates
cleaning of solder flux, allows visual check of connection,
eliminates moisture entrapment. Pretested 48 hours at full voltage.
Lowest failure rate and better DC leakage control (. 01XCV).

You should also know: Most orders are filled from stock.
And Matsuo prices are competitive and then some. For more
information, engineering samples, prices, just write or call.

MATSUO
ELECTRONICS

831 S. Douglas St., El Segundo, CA 90245 • ( 213) 679-0379
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The only pushbutton ...without giving fits
that gives flexibility to to the people who
designers...
wire it.
Until now, you
wouldn't have counted on
good-looking pushbuttons
to look nearly as good when
it's time to wire them.
But the AML
(Advanced Manual Line)
from MICRO SWITCH has
changed all that.
AML devices combine
button height, bezel size
and compatibility of square
and rectangular shapes to
harmonize your panel. And
the line is so broad, you
won't need different-looking
units to perform different
functions.
Displays range
from split
screen and
hidden color
to aunique,
three-segment lens
cap indicator, all with transmitted or projected illumination, and achoice of lamps,

including aT-1% wedge
base lamp, neon and LED.
AML units also offer
electrical flexibility, with
features like three different
electrically rated switches in
the same size housing. Solid
state pushbuttons that
operate at 5V or 6-16V with
abuilt-in regulator, sink
('r1L) and source ( CMOS).
Electronic control from
logic switching to 3amps,
120 VAC. And power control
up to 10 amps at 120 VAC.

All AML pushbuttons
offer the same shallow depth
for unique, single-level termination and easy wiring.
You either snap them in
place from the front, or sub-

panel mount them, using individual, strip or matrix
mounting hardware.
And every AML device is designed to meet
IEC, CEE24, UL and CSA
standards.
Write for
our "Control
Panel Layout
Design
Guide": Contact your
nearest
MICRO
SWITCH
Branch Office or Authorized
Distributor. Or call
815/235-6600.
Either way, you'll end
up with apushbutton that
works as well as it looks.

MICRO SWITCH
FREEPORT

A DIVISION

MICRO SWITCH products are available worldwide through Honeywell International

ILLINOIS

OF

61032

HONEYWELL

Yout 110011 dittributor invile gou to
We've made it easy for you to
experience the unique design
production, pricing and
customer service benefits
other Licon switch users
have enjoyed for years.
Free of charge
without
any strings of any kind'

DRIVE
11

.

Here's all you need to
do. Ask your nearby
Licon distributor ( he's
listed below) for acopy
of the New Licon
Switch Selection
Guide Pick out the
model you'd like from
the list of Licon li
and non- lightedghted

1

'
loon®
1

pushbutton switches
and single and doble
u
break basic switches Fill
out the postage- paid card
that senclosed
and we II
take it from there'

11,
1e><e
7

We'll rush you the Licon
switch you choose
You can weigh it. measure it plug
it into your product or prototype bite
it kick it, sniff it life test it
do
whatever you want It's yours

SW11. 011

You've nothing to lose So call or write for atest
drive today . Offer good in the U S A only . Licon A
Division of Illinois Tool Works Inc. 6615 West Irving Park
Road Chicago Illinois 60634 Phone ( 312) 282-4040
TWX 910-221-0275

LICON

4

DIVISION OF ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS INC

00

Coll your tICOR distributor for oTEST DRIVE
ARIZONA
Phoenix/Cramer Electronics
(6021 267-7321

ILLINOIS
Chicago/Newark Electronics Corp
312) 638-4411

MICHIGAN
Detroit/File Electric Supply Company
1313) 963-1160

OHIO
Akron/Akron Electronics Supply
i
216) 762-8816

CALIFORNIA
Burlingame/Rose Electronics Distributing
Co
14151 692-5700
Los Angeles/Electric Switches Inc

Chicago/Electronic
Expeditors
13121236-1088

Wyoming/Newark
Industrial Electronics
1616) 241-6681

Dayton/Esco Electronics Inc
1513) 226-1133
PENNSYLVANIA
Mc1K
2e
1e
7
sp
51
hrt/B
59 6a
6rno Radio

1213) 660-1310
Los Angeles/Kierultt Airline Supply
1213) 724-6600
Santa Clara/Fisher Browned
1408) 244-6182
Sun Valley/Richey Electronics
(213) 768-3800

KANSAS
Wichita/Radio Supply Company Inc
1316) 267-5214
MARYLAND

COLORADO
Denver/Cramer Electronics

INDIANA
Indianapolis/RA DIS Co
1317) 637-5571

Kensington/Marine Air Supply
1301) 949-1353
MASSACHUSETTS
Newton/Cramer Electronics

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis/Stark Electronics Supply
( 612) 332-132514
NEBRASKA
Lincoln/Scott Electronics Supply
l
402) 466-8221
NEW JERSEY
Hackensack/Nassor Electrical Supply Co
( 2011 342-3737

Philadelphia/Pynronics Industries
12151643-2850
TEXAS
Houston/Lenert Company. Inc
( 713)225-1465
Dallas/Wholesale Electronics Supply
(214) 824-3001

NEW YORK
'617) 969-7700
Binghamton/AS)Electronics Inc
WASHINGTON
Bellevue/Bell Industries
13031 758-2100
( 206) 747-1515
West SpringfieldiTectrol Associates
Buffalo/Summit Distributors Inc
CONNECTICUT
( 413) 733-3695
( 7161884-3450
WISCONSIN
Hartford/L E Whelan Company
Watertown/Sterling Electronics
Farmingdale/Iris Electronics. Inc
Milwaukee/Electronic Expeditors
( 617) 926-9720
( 516) 420-8400
( 414) 228-8100
1203) 246-5694
FLORIDA
NORTH CAROLINA
Orlando/Cramer Electronics
Winston-Salem/Kirkman Electronics
(3051894-1511
'9191722-9131
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New products

Having
The

Microprocessors

BLC80/10

contains

the

INS808 microprocessor central pro-

Computer boards
are compatible

cessing unit, 1 kilobyte of on- board
random-access memory, sockets for
4 kilobytes

of on- board

read-only

memory or programmable read-only
memory, complete serial input/out-

National Semiconductor aims
microcomputer and memory

put

capability

grammable

and

ports

software control

six

that

8- bit

pro-

allow

true

of peripheral

i/o.

boards at SBC 80/ 10 market

The BLC 80/10 fits on a single 6.75-

Look for action in the 8- bit micro-

National's

computer

MM2111

by- 12- inch board.

Ni GHT M ARES
about
transistors?

Wake
Up!
to

The 1- kilobyte RAM is made up of
marketplace

considerably

now

to

that

heat

up

National

low- power

devices.

Extra

static
ROM

or

programmable ROM may be added in

Semiconductor Corp. has decided to

I- kilobyte

introduce a new line of board- level

MM2708 or the equivalent masked

increments,

using

the

KERTRON
TRANSISTORS

microcomputers and memory boards

ROM, up to a maximum of 4 kilo-

NPN-PNP Complemeniary Pairs,

compatible with the Intel 80/10. The

bytes.

move comes less than a year after

serial communications ports are pro-

Discretes, Monolithic Darlingtons,
High Voltage, Fast Swi:ching,

National

vided for either 20- milliampere cur-

High I
s/B rating,

rent

Chips and Hybrids.

introduced

the

INS8080,

ds version of Intel Corp.'s, MSC- 80.
The

National

microcomputer

Synchronous/asynchronous

loop

for

teletypewriter or

for

RS- 232- C- compatible peripherals.

board, the BIC 80/10, is priced at

The INS8080 has a basic instruc-

$265 when purchased in quantities

tion time of 1.95 microseconds. Data

of 100 or more. The memory boards,

words are 8 bits, while instruction

designated the BLC 016 and

size may be 8- bit,

BLC

I6- bit, or 24- bit.

406, are priced at $ 527 and $ 189

The

each in 100- up quantities. According

may be addressed singly or in pairs

six

general-purpose

registers

to Donald J. Schare, business man-

for single or double precision. The

ager of the Series/80 systems, these

maximum power supply, exclusive of

prices are 10% lower than those for

PROM, I/O drivers, and terminators,

competitive

is 5 volts dc at 2.9 amperes, + 12 v

units

in

similar

quantities.

OEM

dc at 150 MA; — 5 v de at 2 mn, and

High Cs/13 rating,

2N5003

2N6249

2N5004

2N6250

2N5008

2N6251

2N5009

2N6306

2N5038

2N6307

2N5039

2N6308

2N5671

2N6338
2N6339
2N6340

2N5672

2146341

2N5685
2N5686
2N6127

2N6128

Kert rim transist ors art. used in
switching po‘% .er supply
applicat ions, deflect ion
amplifiers, hammer drivers,
lamp drivers and motor controls.
Kcri ron manufactures to high
quality industrial and military
standards. All transistors utilize
high reliability construction with
ultrasonic aluminum lead bonds
and hard solder die bonds.
All standanl JE DEC :Jack ages
and special

hybrids evadable.

KERTRON
7516 Central Industrial Dr.
Riviera Beach, Fla 33404 U.S.A.
Tel. 305/848-9606
TWX 510/952-7611
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ELIMINATE NOISE
PROBLEMS WITH DELTEC 'S

COMPUTER
POWER
CONDITIONER
5KVA FOR LESS THAN $ 1,500
Only One Computer Power Conditioner Eliminates All Noise Problems.
Noise on acomputer power line causes data and memory loss as well as
mysterious crashes and errors. This noise can pass through voltage regulators and dedicated power lines.
Deltec DLC Series computer power conditioners eliminate noise and
regulation problems. Unique shielding provides 120 dB ( 1,000,000:1)
reduction for: Transients—Voltage Spikes—Ground Loops— Line Noise
caused by RF Ior EMI (
radiated noise).
The DLC regulates voltage within 3% over a 30% input voltage range.
RANGES:

1200VA - 30KVA 10
9KVA - 90KVA 30

DELTEC

DELTEC, 980 Buenos Ave..
San Diego, CA 92110
Phone (
714)275-1331

Circle 184

CORPORATION
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SPANKING NEW VOLKSMETERS
Now with an internal current measuring function
and those astounding new Rollaball switches.
All fitted into the same small case and at the
usual low prices.
To add an internal current measuring function (up to 1 ampe re)
to its line of miniature digital multimeters, NLS developed new
miniature Rollaball rotary switches.

Rollaball switches also

increase the maximum input voltage for dc and ac voltage
measurement - 1000 vdc or vrms ac. Rollaball switches are
of an unbelievably simple design which makes them extremely

MOM 1M 44

wear-free and they exhibit outstanding electrical characteristics. No external jumperwires are used, eliminating bend-

v C.'

• ! Mu

ing and breaking of wires. Check the specifications and prices
below and then compare prices, performance and the variety
of NLS' Digital Multimeters to any DMMa anywhere. Volksmetars have more capability andperform better at lower prices.

NLS' Silver Jubilee Products!
MODEL

RANGES

DC ACCURACY

RESOLUTION

LM-3A

VDC, VAC, DCznA 5: ACmA

*1% Rdg

1 mV

LM-3.5A•
LM-40A
LM-4A
Size:

1, 10, no 3,

1000

OHMS
1144 10kit, 10016), 11V1S2 di 10 MS2
"100% over -range - 1000 VDC
or VRMS AC (1: 1A maximum.

1.9" H x 2.7" W x 4,0" D

*0.5%

184

Box N, Del Mar, California 92014

PRICE

$125

1 mV

3-1/2

$147

*0.1% Rdg

100 µV

4

$190

100 µV

4

$227

*0.03%

Rdg

Rechargeable Batteries 8: Charger Unit Included.

See your local distributor!

Originator ol the digital voltmeter.

11E1011

3

Rdg

Non- Linear Systems, Inc.
rnth

DIGITS

Distributor inquiries invited.

New products
— 12 y dc at 150 m. The board
weighs 14 ounces.
The BLC 016 contains 16-k by 8
bits of RAM, implemented with 32
MM5271 dynamic memory devices.
Onboard circuitry refreshes by 64
bit positions in all 32 devices every
29 milliseconds if read or write
cycles are not active. When R/W
cycles are in progress, refresh cycles
are inhibited until the operation is
complete.
The BLC 406 has 24 sockets for
up to 6- k- by8 bits of ultravioleterasable PROM or masked PROM in
256byte increments. The sockets
improve modularity and reduce inventory costs.
The BLC 016 and the BLC 406
provide direct memory expansion to
64 kilobytes via the system's buses.
Fully buffered, all address, data, and
command signals are compatible
with transistor- transistor logic. In
unit evaluation quantities, the BLC
80/10 is priced at $445, the BLC
016 is $878 and the BLC 406 is
$315. Delivery is stock to three
weeks from National and its authorized distributors.
National Semiconductor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara, Calif.

95051

[401]

Rockwell adds six
one- chip computers
Rockwell's MM77 one-chip microcomputer is being joined by six new
members of the PPS-4/1 family.
Three of the new devices are almost
identical to the MM77 except for
different amounts of on-chip random-access memory and read-only
memory. The MM76 has 640 bytes
of ROM and 48 4bit words of RAM;
the MM76E also has a48 by-4RAM,
but its ROM is expanded to 1,024
bytes. The MM78 has 2,048 bytes of
ROM and 128 4- bit words of RAM.
For the record, the earlier MM77
has 1,344 bytes of ROM and 96 4- bit
words of RAM. While they have some
minor differences in instruction sets,
all four of these microcomputers
have 31 input/output ports.
The fourth new microcomputer is

Telephone ( 714) 755-1134
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Big enough Small enough
to ido your
to care.
custom jobs.
Let us help you put your design into an LSI chip in the
most efficient and cost-effective manner. We're good at it!

We do custom MOS and CMOS design and fab. And
because we're set up to work on your project at the
earliest possible stage ( even when the black box is just a
gleam in your eye). we can guide you into the most
efficient design.

MOSand 010 S

We like to go one-on-one with you. Your understanding
of the application coupled with our experience in MOS
and CMOS circuit design makes us an unbeatable team.
Everything we do is depletion mode Silicon Gate. and
you can choose P-Channel, N-Channel or CMOS, whichever's right for your application.
If your next project is going to require alot of random
logic on one chip, we're the guys to see. Let us show you
how small your big, complex LSI circuit can get when we
unleash our experts on it. We do the toughest part— the
layout design— by hand. This results in chips that are
typically 30% smaller. Takes a little extra effort, saves
alot of bottom-line money.
Specifically...
Here's asampling of the types of custom projects we've
been working on recently.
•16- bit µP
• Automatic phone dialers
•Word processor control logic • CMOS timing circuits
•Power demand control circuits • CMOS paging systems
•Touch-Tone* decoders
References?
We have alot of happy customers. Because their custom
parts work. If you want to get happy. just pick up the
phone and give Bob Cushman acall at ( 408) 984-8900.
If all you need is our short form catalog which also
describes our standard product line, contact us at
3050 Coronado Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051.
TWX 910-338-0135.
*Touch-Tone is atrademark of the Bell System.

Svnertek.
Solutions.
Not problems.

Call
Synertek.
Circle 185 on reader service card

VOLTS

AMPERES

WATTS

New products

multi- range

POWER MEASUREMENT

with amps/volts/watts readouts simultaneously
This versatile unit combines within asingle instrument the capabilities of several, with ranges of 2through 50 amps, 15 through 600 volts, and 30 through
30,000 watts. Readouts are nonblinking digital displays simultaneous for all
three functions, are true RMS, and are accurate to better than one percent.
Simple input/output connections, pushbutton range control, overload protection, AC/DC operation. Request literature today on this advanced all- in-one
instrument for testing and certifying
electric motors, equipment, and
appliances.
OAT,.

see our catalog In

THomcicr
or call us toll-free at

MIII

800828-7844
(except New York State)

MAGTROL, INC.
70 GARDENVILLE PARKWAY WEST

BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14224

716-668-5555

a minimum-cost device. Called the
MM75, the single-chip computer has
22 1/0 lines, 640 bytes of ROM and 48
4- bit words of RAM. Unlike the
others, which are housed in large 42or 52- pin dual in- line packages, the
MM75 comes in a28- pin DIP.
The remaining two units are the
MM76C and MM76D, both of
which are identical to the MM76,
but with an added feature. The 76C
includes a high-speed up/down
counter, while the 76D offers a 12bit analog- to-digital converter and
six additional 1/0 lines. Actually, the
76C offers two 8- bit counters.
The MM76, 77, and 78 are available from stock now. The 75 and
76C will be available in production
quantities during the second quarter
of 1977. The 76D is planned for the
third quarter, and the 76E has a 16week delivery time.
Rockwell International, Microelectronic Device Division, 3310 Miraloma Ave., P.O. Box
3669, Anaheim, Calif. 92803. [ 403]
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I NDUIT'
CABLE TIES

Fast, Economical Harnessing
•The preferred OEM line. Proven design; quality engineered
for highest performance.
•Most complete line of sizes, styles and colors. For bundles
up to 12" dia.
•Quickly installed by hand or with PANDUITft tools.
Wide range of mounting accessories.
•Versatile, strong — 100% nylon; up to 250 lbs.
loop tensile strength.
•Applicable sizes U.L. recognized.
Military approved.
FREE
SAMPLES

Sold through
Authorized
Distributors

TInley Park, III 60477 Phone. ( 312( 532-1800
In Canada Panduit ( Canada) Limited

186

Visit PANDUIT at ELECTRO 77 in Booth
Circle 260 on reader service card
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Analog I/O devices
added to Motorola line
Oriented toward the original-equipment manufacturer, two data-acquisition modules and an analog-output
module from Motorola are buscompatible with the company's Exorcisor and Micromodule systems.
The MM5A is an eight-channel
differential- input data- acquisition
unit that contains an input multiplexer, a high-gain instrumentation
amplifier, asample-and- hold circuit,
a 12- bit analog- to-digital converter,
logic for interfacing with the system
bus, and a dc-dc converter. It can
handle input voltage ranges from
± 10 millivolts to ± 10 volts and
input currents of either 4 to 20
milliamperes or 10 to 50 m. The
gain of the instrumentation amplifier
is programmable between 1 and
1,000. The MM5B is similar to the
MM5A except that it has 16 singleended inputs.
The MM5C is a four-channel
analog-output module. It contains
four 12- bit digital- to- analog converters, a I
2- bit latch, control logic, and

Electronics/April 14, 1977

Guildline's radical 7-1/2 digit
precision digital voltmeter,
Model 9577 features standards
laboratory accuracy and stability
The 9577 is equally at home on the work bench
or in a system application via programmable
BCD or IEEE Standard 488.
FEATURES:
•Capability — DC volts, AC ( rms) volts, ohms, and ratio
•0.0004% DC accuracy • Resolution — 1btv on10 volt range
•2Oppm per year stability
•Self- Check via front
panel or system mode
•500 readings per second
• > 1000GII input resistance • Digital Filtering

Make the HAL Connection
•8080A MPU

New products

•24 lines of

• 1K Monitor/Debug

Parallel 1/0(8255)

Software in

•Hardware "front

2708 EPROM or

panel" on board

2-3624 PROMs

•Optional
•On board space
Accessories:
CRT Terminal
for: 4K ROM
Board, BASIC in
(2708), 2K RAM
7
EPROM, 'Audio
(2102A-4)
Cassette Interface,
•TTY Current Loop or
7K RAM Expansion Board/
RS- 232C serial I/O ( 8251)
EPROM Programmer, Power Supply.
MCEM-8080 from$375 ( 2-3624 ROM/1K RAM) 0r$445 as shown ( 2708 EPROM/2K RAM)

and solve your lab or OEM computer problems
1. Connect to the 24 lines of Parallel I/O
and ASCII or Baudot Serial I/O.
2 Connect to processor bus to add memory expansion board/EPROM programmer, I/O devices, or our unique CRT
Terminal Board.
3 Connect to our power supply or use
your own.
Lab users and OEM's alike will find solutions to their computer problems with the
MCEM-8080 computer. All essential corn-

puter system elements are incorporated in
this fully assembled, tested single-board
computer. Some unexpected features of
the HAL MCEM-8080 are: hardware "front
panel" which allows setting a breakpoint
and manual control of the computer; 1K
ROM Monitor/Debug Software ( with user
callable, Intel® compatible I/O routines)
which greatly simplifies program development; Parallel and Serial I/0 on the board;
and very reasonable prices.

Call or write for further information on the HAL Connection.
You'll be glad you did!

HAL COMMUNICATIONS CORP.
Box 365BG 807 E. Green Street, Urbana, III. 61801
Telephone (217) 367-7373

1111 DC

POWER SUPPLIES
POWER PACKS

POWER SUPPLIES:

A complete line of unregulated high
voltage units:
•Output voltages from 1to 300 KV.
•Current outputs from 3.3 ma to
25 amperes.
NOTE: Consult factory
for data on units with
higher voltage and
current ratings.
Model 8120-8-120KV
8ma, with controller and
HV section.

POWER PACKS:
•A wide range of compact, miniaturized, hermetically-sealed cans, with output voltages
from 2.5 to 60 KV.
•Standard units with simplified
controls.

Model R2OB

Models 50B,
15B & 10B

On

Send for our new 8- page catalog. HP 7206.
H IF,CYT120 1`.7 ICES

HIPOTRONICS, INC.

a dc- to-dc converter. Strap-selectable outputs of 0 to 10 y, 0 to 5 y,
±10 y, ± 5 y, and ± 2.5 y are
provided.
All three modules operate over the
temperature range from 0 to 70°C,
and all of them have a one-piece
price of $ 725.
Technical Information Center, Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P.O. Box 20294,
Phoenix, Ariz. 85036. Or phone Motorola
Microsystems at ( 602) 244-6815 [ 404]

National unveils
one-chip computers
A line of calculator-oriented processors ( COPS) from National Semiconductor is designed to fill the gap
between powerful general-purpose
microprocessors and dedicated custom circuits. According to Orville
Baker, marketing manager for microcontroller products at National,
general-purpose microprocessors are
too expensive for many applications
because of the large number of
pieces that must be added to them to
form a working system. Custom
circuits, on the other hand, often
take too long to develop, and they
are not economical unless they are
used in very large volume.
The COPS units each contain a4bit microprocessor, a clock generator, some control read-only memory,
some random-access memory, parallel inputs, programmable outputs,
and several single- bit programmable
input/output ports. The units differ
in the amount of ROM and RAM they
provide, and in the number and type
of I/O ports.
The MM57140, which has acycle
time of 14 microseconds, contains
630 bytes of ROM and 55 4- bit words
of RAM. The faster ( 10-µs) M M5799
offers 1.5 kilobytes of ROM and 96
words of RAM. The most powerful of
the new computers is really a twochip set: the MM5781/82. It has 2
kilobytes of ROM and 160 words of
RAM.

All three computers are expected
to find wide application as dedicated
controllers in equipment ranging
from vending machines and elec-

Brewster, N.Y. 10509- (
914)279-8031
TWX:710-574-2420 • AMEX Symbol: HIP
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For EPROM sockets,
the
EPROM...
and four
low-cost alternatives.
Motorola's new MCM68708
san 8192- bit erasable ano electriDaily reprogrammable pin-foroin equivalent of the 2708 type
EPROM so popular for system
debugging and other non-volatile,
reprogrammable ROM applications. The 68708 is organized as
1024 bytes of 8bits, has amax.
access time of 500 ns, uses standard + 12V. + 5V, and — 5V power
supplies, and is TTL compatible.
It's pin-for- pin compatible with
popular 8Ks and upward compatible with 16K ROMs. For pricing
and delivery, please contact your
authorized Motorola distributor
or Motorola sales office.

Mask programmable
ROMs are the low-cost
alternative.
When you really need that
reprogrammable EPROM, there's
no better choice than our
MCM68708. However, there are
plenty of applications where
mask- programmable ROMs will

All from Motorola.
do as well, and they're much
easier on the budget. We supply
four of these low- cost, maskprogrammable alternatives, two
8Ks with 68708/2708 pin-outs,
and two 16Ks witn nearly identical
pin-outs.
The MCM65308 is ametalgate 8K ROM with an access time
of 350 ns. for systems that require
three power supplies. The other
is the silicon-gate. depletion- load
MCM68308. This high performance 8K ROM nas an access
time much faster than the 500 ns
printed on the data sheet, and it
requires only asingle + 5V supply.

You can put 16K of ROM in
those sockets where only 8K fit
before with our metal-gate
MCM65317 to achieve lowest
costs in three-supply systems.The
MCM68316E is the silicon- gate
16K for single-supply, extended
temperature range applications.
Turnaround on these maskprogrammable types is super.
Contact your authorized Motorola
distributor or Motorola sales
office for your next requirements.
Data sheets are available
from Motorola Semiconductor
Products Inc., P. O. Box 20912,
Phoenix, AZ 85036.

MOTOROLA Semiconcluc tors
still the production house
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Fast, On-the-Spot Analysis of
Distortion, Frequency Response and
Very Low Frequency Audio Spectra
-

The first truly portable, complete FFT
Spectrum Analyzer—our new SD340—is
a " smart" instrument that does alot of
your work for you. It's microprocessorbased, but you don't have to be acomputer expert to use it effectively in designing, testing and trouble-shooting.
You can read out broadband and narrowband (analyzed) levels in engineering units—volts, dBV, dBM, Hz. The flick
of one toggle expands any spectrum
area five times to full CRT width for detailed study. Use it to study filter shapes
...isolate harmonic terms... measure
distortion levels...check channel-tochannel crosstalk and noise pickup.
The SD340 is equally at home with
the R&D engineer and with the technician in production checkout or trouble-

D

shooting. Its simplicity, its versatility
—plus being the lowest priced FFT
Spectrum Analyzer on the market—
makes the spectrum analyzer as practical and indispensable ameasuring tool
as the universally used oscilloscope.
Check these hard facts...
400-line resolution
V 0.25 Hz to 20 kHz analysis
V 0-100 Hz to 0-20 kHz analysis
ranges
V 60 dB dynamic range
V FF7' operation; all-digital stability
Micro-processor based
V Built-in averaging
V Completely portable: only 30 lbs.
with carrying case
Send for complete information and
specifications.

V

V

Spectral Dynamics Corporation

OF SAN DIEGO
P.O. Box 671, San Diego, Calif . 92112 ( 714) 565-8211. TWX 910-335-2022

ALL

MODEL S0340 MiL*1 MICRO FEY ANALYZER
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New products
tronic scales to specialty calculators
and computing instruments.
National Semiconductor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051
[405]

Triple-output bench supplies
can power microprocessors
Most triple-output supplies consist
of afairly high-current 5-volt supply
and a pair of tracking bipolar
outputs. The model 6236B and
6237B can perform this function,
but they also have a continuously
adjustable tracking- ratio control
that allows the user to adjust the
relationship between the tracking
outputs. Specifically, the negative
output can be set to any negative
voltage between 5% and 95% of the
positive output.
The bipolar outputs, each of which
is rated at 0.5 ampere, can be
connected in series to provide 40 yat
0.5 A. Regulation is within 0.01%
plus 2millivolts, and ripple and noise
are rated at 1.5 my peak to peak.
The third output is what distinguishes the two supplies. The 6236B
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HELP WANTE

While it is not our policy to encourage job hopping—
quite the opposite. in fact—the headline above must
have got your attention for a reason.
Perhaps you should turn to the back of this issue

to our Classified Section. One of the job descriptions
might fit you.
190

provides 0to 6Vat up to 2.5 A, while
the 6237B puts out up to 1A from 0
to 18 Y. Both units sell for $ 345, and
both have a delivery time of two
weeks.
Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Rd.,
Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 [407]

Video terminal works with
TI 990 computer family
The model 911 video display terminal is a relatively inexpensive unit
that was designed to work with
the 990 computer family from

SEMICONDUCTOR
FUSES.
Type, size, ratings, performance...they're
all easy to find, because the Buss Fuse line
is acomplete line. The ordering's easy, too,
with Dnly one source to deal with: totally
reliable Bussmann.

û

BUSS SEMICONDUCTOR FUSES:
We've given them extremely low
1't ard 1p Let-thru values to give
you excellent protection.
Buss FVVP and FBP 700 volt Semiconductor
Fases give you the speed and current- limiting
performance you need to protect diodes, SCRs
and other semiconductors. And we have abrand
new 12- page bulletin out with all the charts to
prove it. Ask for your free copy ( Bussmann
Bulletin SCFP) so you can check us out.

BUSS

BUSS

BUSS

Fuse

Fuse

Fuse

BUSS
'
Fuse

û

MS!
Fuse
LI/

Ib

TRON* RECTIFIER FUSES, TOO.
There .salso acomplete line of TRON Rectifier
Fuses...from 1
/
2to 1,000 amperes, up to 600
volts. Theyre ideal for protecting all solid state
devices and anywhere else extremely fastopening. rea-current-limiting/low-let-thru
perfo7-mance is needed. Ask us for this bulletin,
tco. ( Bussmann Bulletin TRFS.)
*A member of the TRON family of marks. Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

EVERY KIND YOU
NEED YOU CAN GET
Buss
FROM US, _
27g*dtusES
--

Peg.

BUSSMANN MANUFACTURING
a McGr-.vv Edison Company Division
St

LULlIF.

M I-3!3(1111'1

11(1/
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TECH NOTES No.1

New products

Update report on the development and
production of RE/microwave amplifiers
in the " KILOWATT+. power range.

KILOWATT
POWER BREAK-THRU
•COMBINATION COMMUNICATION & JAMMER SYSTEMS
•ELECTRONIC WARFARE JAMMING SIMULATOR SYSTEMS
'POWER CALIBRATION SYSTEMS
•RFI TESTING SYSTEMS
Since it was founded in 1967, MPD has achieved
considerable technological progress .... to a point
where we are now widely recognized as a principal
leader in the field of solid state RF/microwave
high power amplifiers.
Particular emphasis has been placed on raising the
"state-of-the-art" in power levels obtainable with
transistorized amplifier systems.

For some time,

1000

watts had been considered a major "milestone" to be
attained.
That important goal was recently reached
with the delivery of several MPD equipment systems for
applications requiring power levels of 1000 watts or
greater.
Some of these are described below.
For additional information about these systems, or
about the unique concepts and techniques we've
developed for high power solid state amplifiers, call
your local MPD representative or contact the factory.

30-80 MHz,

1000-WATT

LINEAR AMPLIFIER
SUBSYSTEM
Special systems available
to meet a variety uf
custom requirements such as
frequency range, harmonic
rejection, switchable
output filters and high
efficiency power supplies
for minimum energy
consumption.

OR'
imme:Ue
em".99im

MON

mom

Texas Instruments. It consists of a
display unit, a separate keyboard,
and a controller. The controller is
contained on a circuit board that
plugs into a990 computer chassis.
The display uses an 8.5- by- 5.5inch monitor with 5- by- 7- dot-matrix
characters. It comes in two versions:
the 960- character unit uses 12 lines
of 80 characters each and the 1,920character model is organized as 24
80-character lines. Display features
include dual intensity and a blinking
underline cursor.
The keyboard is connected to the
display by a five-foot cable.
The 1,920-character version of the
911 sells for $ 1,700 each, dropping
to $ 1,088 in lots of 50. Deliveries
will begin in July.
Texas Instruments Inc., Digital Systems Division, P.O. Box 1444, M/S 784, Houston,

5- BAND, 2-500 MHz,
1000-WATT LINEAR OUTPUT
AMPLIFIER SYSTEM
Designed for broadband
communication, this system
finds application in many
military requirements for
high power transmitters.

MULTI- BAND KILOWATT
1000-WATT, 225-400 MHz
POWER AMPLIFIER

POWER METER
CALIBRATION SYSTEM

System includes synthesizer,
pulse generators and function
generators.
Class A/B
operation permits all types
of input signals to be
amplified to 1000 watts.

High power stable signals
for the accurate calibration
of power meters at 1000
watts or less.
Broadband
untuned amplifiers simplify
calibration procedures while
requiring a minimum of units,

MICROWAVE POWER DEVICES, INC.
Adams Court. Plamview, N.Y. 11803 • Tel 516 433-1400 • TWX 510-221-1862
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CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
Usually the best opportunity to grow in your field lies within your
present company. You have made an investment in them.
They have an investment in you.
But occasionally the best opportunity lies somewhere else.
No one can decide but you.
Companies looking for good people run their recruitment ads in
our Classified Section in the back of this magazine. Perhaps you'll
find an opportunity there that's worth following up.
192

Texas

77001.

Phone

Computer

Systems

Marketing at ( 512) 258-5121 [ 408]

Microcomputer is built
around TMS-9900 processor
The TEC-9900-SS is a single- board
microcomputer built around the
Texas Instruments TMS-9900 16- bit
microprocessor. The basic unit includes RS- 232 and 20-mA currentloop interface capabilities along with
an erasable programmable read-only
memory programmer. The board has
room for 2 kilobytes each of Rom,
erasable PROM, and random-access
memory. Additional memory boards
can be added to expand the total
memory to 65 kilobytes. The system
sells for $ 399 and a kit form is also
available at $ 299.
Technico

Inc.,

9130

Columbia, Md., 21045

Red

Branch

Rd.,

Phone ( 800) 638-

2893 [ 409]
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Che 10-min. course in stepping motor control.
's anew concept in step motor
.mtrols — and in learning about
iem. A ten minute, no-nonsense,
chnical course. Brief— but comlete. In one cassette, much about
ep motors and the capabilities,
iterfacing, selection of control
rives. Engineer-to-engineer.
,t $ 5.00, you buy expertise in an
merging, vital technology worth
tany times the modest tuition.
:omplete with aprinted abstract
lat helps you sum it up.
,nd Superior has the product
lax measures up. New Slo-Syn
_)ntrols that cost less, do more
:inverting digital information to
techanical motion. With moduir translator. Preset indexer. For
uilding-block freedom while
ieeting exact performance
7iteria.

low it's no longer cost-effective
)
do your own circuitry design in

stepper control — not when you
can save up to 50% by assembling
your tailored system from
Slo-Syn modules.
Of course you can buy your drive
system fully assembled. Complete
with panel-mounted controls.
And at acost/performance ratio
that will still surprise you.

Whether you need simple bydirectional positioning or amatrix
of task-oriented motions, there is a
Superior control drive for you.

A step ahead
in positioning.

•

Superior Electric
Bristol, CT 06010 ( 203) 582-9561
Circle 193 on reader service card

Send in this coupon
today— and get
Positioning Tape # 1.
The first in the series.
Keep astep ahead.
Send me your
10- minute cassette course on stepping motor control
drives. $ 5.00 check
or money order
enclosed.
Send me new free
flliterature
on SloSyn control drives.

I'd like acall
flfrom
my nearest
Superior sales
engineer.

Name

Title

Company

Street

City

State

Zip

Why should you join the
Payroll Savings Plan now?
Maybe you'll find out later.

dz.

eec

[SHOP GPD
FOR ALLYOUR
GERMANIUM
POWER NEEDS!
Save time, save costs with one- stop
shopping at GPD because if we don't
make the device you need, chances are
nobody does. Yet it doesn't mean that we
can't custom design the germanium
power transistor especially for you.
Our standard 26- package pellet
combinations include TO- 3to TO- 68 with
power dissipations from 1to 75 Amps,
DTG and MP types, EIA, PRO ELECTRON, and over 50 JAN devices.
Germanium Power Devices answer
all your needs. We're the recognized
specialists with the world's broadest line
of geimanium power transistors. Call us
with your shopping list!

Germanium
Power
Devices Corp

PO. Box 65 Shawsheen Village Station
Andover, Massachusetts 01810
(617) 475-5982 Telex: 94-7150 GPD And r

'4,
441h

zs.1

4.1

e

de.1

The future can be too late
for saving. So if you want
security, you'd better start
today.
The Payroll Savings Plan
makes it easy. Because an
amount you choose is automatically set aside from
each paycheck to buy U.S.
Savings Bonds. That way,
your savings build.year
after year.
So start today. Because
tomorrow, today will he
yesterday.
Now E Bonds pay ee interest when held to materity of
5years. 41
2 % the first year. Bonds arc replaced d lost,
/
stolen or destroyed. When needed. they can be ccshed at
your bank. Interest is nor subject to 1,10 or local income
taxes, and federal tax may be deferred until redemption.

7.0

"¡I
;
4
4.

Take
.stock
inAmerica.
Join the Payroll Savings Plan.

terdrigee.rgregel
eNtelMeeterefre2.3:
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ALEOSIMITH
Offers your best choice in compact 7/8 - diameter
Oil- Tight Controls including; Pushbuttons, Turn to
Lock or
Joy

Unlock, Wobble, Rotary Lever, Keylock,

Stick, etc.

Easy Snap- In

contact blocks with

choice of options provide a 10A - 300 VAC rating.
Also in 600 VAC types, too. Meets requirement
per NEMA, U.L., etc. Call or write for full particulars.

„

rei

Call ( 617) 685-4371
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC.
1,1
61

ill, • 1,1

OSGOOD STRIFE,

NORTH ARDOR.

NA

01805 U

710 3.41

P.

„

AUGAL
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. \
replace primary
batteries,
%el type generators
& power lines
silicon sclar cell
power systems provide
continuous, fuel &
maintenance free
operation at low cost!

olug' into
the sun!

Radio/telephone. telemetry lavigation
aids, signaling— wherever conventional
methods of powering communications systems are unavailable. costly Lit difficult to
maintain —" plug into the sun. Solarex
systems in operation from Al.ska to the
Middle East. Compare parto mance and
reliability and you'll switch to the sun, too.
Our systems design specialists will show
you how and follow through with total
engineering support

eSOLAREX'
CORPORATION

(301) 948-0202/TVvX 710-828-9709

Cable SOLAREX/1338 Piccard Drive
Rockville, Maryland 20850

Optical
BCD Encoder...
LED Light Source Heavy
Duty Industrial Design ...
BCD Output at DTL/TTL
Compatible Levels High
Speed ... Low Torque
# Operation
Accurate electrical output in BCD format is
yours with the Decitrak Optical Absolute Shaft
Encoder
range to 999999 ... non contacting optical design provides high
speed. low torque operation .. uses long life
LED light source... one power requirement,
5 VDC
no external electronics required.
A 'Theta Applications Engineer is alwcys ready to help you with your
special application or system requirement.
LITERATURE: Write for descriptive
li -erature and your free copy of
Digital Solutions to Automatic
Control

44
.4!
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INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
Fçurfieict New,,tegey
Circle 262 ui) redder :,, erviLt.-: card
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New products

Packaging & Production

Prototyping kit
is solderless
Interconnection system uses
insulation- piercing contacts
and special hand tool
A kit for wiring prototype circuit
boards borrows from a reliable solderless technique often used for
connectors for mass- terminating
tape cable. The designer mounts
U-shaped insulation- piercing contacts on a prototyping circuit card
and uses a special tool ( not part of
the kit) to push AWG 30 Kynarinsulated wire onto the sharp contacts. Kit- maker 3M Co. uses the
same approach in its Scotchflex
connectors, and the technique also
resembles Quick-Connect, used for
some time in manual and automated
form at Bell Laboratories [
Electronics, Feb. 19, 1976, p. 104].
The 3383 breadboard kit contains
a prototype printed-circuit card and
36 eight- terminal breadboard strips.
The 41
/2
by-6%- inch card has printed
busses and floating multiple connections with agrid of holes on 100- mil
centers. The contact strips have a
thermoplastic body and berylliumcopper insulation- piercing contacts

with gold-over- nickel plating.
Circuit cards are designed to mate
with either the Scotchflex 40-position edge connector with 100- mil
pad spacing or a 44- position cardedge connector with 156- mil pad
spacing. As an added option, a
Scotchflex 40 position header can be
soldered to the board for interconnection to a socket connector-cable
jumper.
The company has further developments on this system in the works.
To come out soon is a more
advanced strip that will allow auser
to plug a dual in- line package
directly into the contact strip rather
than soldering the DIP to the board.
In addition, 3M and a large manufacturer of automatic machinery are
looking into automating the process.
Price of the breadboard kit is
$34.94 in single units. Additional
contact strips cost 60 cents each in
100- per-carton quantities. The hand
tool costs $ 3.28.
3M Co., Department EP7-9, Box 33600, St.
Paul, Minn. 55133 [ 391]

Bare board tester has
built-in test fixture
The cost of continuity testing of bare
pc boards could tumble with a new
test system, the CV50 Circuit Verifier. In the case of relatively short
runs and a multiplicity of board

U Il It II d II
11111111
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Brawn for your brainchild.
Computer Grade Aluminum
Electrolytics. No one needs to tell
you how vital capacitors are to
the operating competence of a
computer. A single surge or
cut-back in power can potentially
cause an entire system to
malfunction. That's why Nichicon
makes Computer Grade
Capacitors under the strictest
quality control procedures. We
supply the brawny reliability
to make sure that your brainchild
works properly.

Series, NSB Standard Series and
NHB High- Ripple Series. Nichicon
computer grade capacitors feature
top quality pressure sensitive
safety vent construction with PVC
insulating sleeves.
Long life reliability is built into
every unit. In an operating
temperature range of — 25°C
through + 85°C. These aluminum
electrolytics offe adependable
low- leakage current, high- ripple
capabilities and low ESR.

Nichicon has the right capacitor
for every computer design need.
These include our NKB Compact

•

•

Computer Grade Capacitors are
excellent examples of Nichicon's
continuing emphasis on reliability
as the dominant design criterion.
We also manufacture every other
type of capacitor including all
types of aluminum electrolytics,
ceramic discs, film, oil filled—
without PCB's, metallized paper
and wax paper capacitors for
standard or specialized
applications.
Send for your free catalog and
engineering samples today.
Simply write to us on your
company letterhead.
You'll hear from us soon.

The pulse of the industry.

nicruicon

NICHICON ( AMERICA) CORPORATION • 6435 N. Proesel Ave. • Chicago, IL 60645 • ( 312) 679-6530
Division of NICHICON CAPACITOR, LTD., Kyoto, Japan
Electronics/April 14, 1977
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New products

patterns, each new board usually
requires a new fixture. But the new
system avoids this requirement.
Packaged as a single, portable
bench- top unit, the CV50 combines
a microprocessor-controlled, all-solid-state tester with novel vacuumactuated fixturing. This combination
substantially cuts system and interchangeable- test- head cost. A basic
system with 2,048- point switching
and interface capacity sells for
$13,250. The interchangeable test
heads, which accept boards up to 10
by 14 inches, are priced at $ 275 plus
$1.15 per test point.
The system provides go/no-go
circuit verification with a capability
for board- fault analysis. System test
time is 250 microseconds per point.
Combined cycle time, including fixture actuation is 1.5 seconds maximum, so throughput is essentially
limited by operator speed. A self- test
mode indicates faults in the instrument's switching network and test
head.
The system is initially programmed from aknown-good board.
Nominal programming time is 2/
2
1
minutes. An optional cassette tape
recorder may be used to permanently store the program.

One more proof.

Rotron has a
way with air
Here's the quietest, most powerful, rugged six inch fan on the
market.

E 240 cfm at free delivery, 150 cfm at 0.35 inches H20
E With exclusive Feathered Edge" blades for acoustical
ratings as low as NC-47

E From the company that invented the precision air moving

Everett/Charles, 2806 Metropolitan Place,

business, in 1949

Pomona, Calif. 91767 [ 392]

D From the developers of more new and better products
than the rest of the industry combined

Connector holds LCDs

And Rotron's skilled application engineers will help you get the
most from the new Patriot or any Rotron product. Get the rest
of the Rotron Patriot story. See what's in it for you. Write or
call now.

perpendicular to pc boards
A connector for liquid-crystal displays is designed to hold the displays
at right angles to a printed-circuit
board. The heart of the assembly is a

ROTRON INC.

ROTRON

• : •

79 - 2.
1u1

i,VX 510

ORPORSTED

2,9(14
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OUR
DETECTORS
ARE
INTO EVERYTHING
THANKS TO OUR
APPLICATIONS
ENGINEERS
What does a light detector have to do
with E. tomato? Plenty, if your job is to determire ripeness by color analysis. That's
a big jump from missile guidance systems,
but it's tne range of applications our detectors
work in every day. And, thanks to our engineers, it's the right detector for the job.
Put UDT into you product or process. We make all kinds
of light detection devices, instruments and systems— and we
can show you how to apply them. It doesn't matter whether you're into:
Medical Electronics (
such as blood analysis with our UV or blue enhanced photodiodes)
Consumer Products (monitoring digital displays with our LED measurement systems)
Communications (
communication links with our Low Noise series or Detector/Amplifier
Combinations)
Office Machines (
character recognition with the UDT Lcng Lines)
Photographic Processes (
measuring thickness of film c:oating with our General Purpose PIN-10DP)
Navigation (
star tracking or missile guidance with our Position Sensors)
Industrial Process Control (
non-contact, optical alignment with the " SC" position sensor or the
131A Linear Displacement Monitor)
Food Processing (
color analysis with our large area, low cost PIN-220DP or any of our other General
Purpose detectors)
Research & Development (
photometry/radiometry with the UDT 111A, 40X, 80X)
The right light detection and measurement solution car reduce your costs while improving accuracy,
efficiency and reliability. Let UDT provide the products, know-how and design assistance you need.
Get us involved today! Call ( 213) 396-3175.

Years Ahead in the Detection, Measurement and Application of Light.

U
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UNITED DETECTOR TECHNOLOGY, INC.
2644 ROTH STREET, SANTA MONICA, CA 30405 • TELEPHONE ( 213) 396-3175 • TELEX 65-2413
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New products

ENVIROMENTAL
SYSTEMS
DEPENDABLE BENCH- TOP HUMIDITY CHAMBERS

Zebra 1010 elastomeric connector —
aflexible plastic element made up of
alternating conductive and nonconductive layers. The Zebra connector
is positioned in a dielectric holder
with zero insertion force, and an LCD
of any design up to 2.760 inches long
is then placed in the holder and
secured with ametal clip. The entire
assembly is then mounted on a pc
board with two pairs of nuts and
bolts. Assembly and disassembly are
rapid and require no soldering.
Low cost bench-top temperature- humidity
chambers available in 2and 5ft. 3 models
with temperature ranges from 0°F to
+200°F ± 1/
2°F and humidity ranges from
20% to 98% RH ± 5%. Included as standards: solid-state RFI free controllers,
stainless steel interiors, forced air circulation, high temp failsafe and freeze and
vapor generator failsafes. Options include
programmer- recorders, windows, lights
and ports. Floor model temperature- humidity chambers available in 4, 8, 27, and
64 ft. 3 with ranges — 100°F to + 350°F ±
1°F and 10% to 98% ± 2% RH.

SALT SPRAY CHAMBERS
Associated also offers salt
spray chambers for corrosion testing. Constructed
of clear lucite in 4, 8, 16 ft. 3
so the operator can view
specimens without opening chamber— bench- top
styling — stainless- steel
base— meets all MIL and
federal standards on corrosion testing- options for
auto refills for long term
testing. Lucite is impervious to salt fog and many
other corrosive agents and
acids, insuring longer life
and easier maintenance.
Associated also manufactures a complete line of
high/low
temperature
chambers both liquid CO2,
LN2 and mechanically
cooled and walk-in rooms

Technical Wire Products Inc., 129 Dermody
St., Cranford, N.J. 07016. Phone ( 201) 2725500 [ 393]

Automatic probing system
handles 5-inch wafers
An automatic wafer- probing system
that combines microprocessor control with air- track handling can
accommodate wafers with diameters
as large as 5 inches. The model
1038X prober can be programmed to
operate in both English and metric
units on 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5- inch wafers.
Faster than its predecessor, the

ISSIC111111 ITIVETIF1 systems
360 MERRIMACK ST, LAWRENCE MASS. 01802 (617) 683-9501
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Simpson

The
DIGITAL MULTMVIETER
FAMILY KEEPS GROWING!
Here's our latest addition
For $ 130: New Compact Portable Model

461

Complete with nickel-cadmium
batteries, AC charger/adapter,
test leads and instruction manual
8 FULL HOURS continuous battery operation ... a full day's
work without interruption
±0.5%
-

DC V accuracy
(±0.25% typical)
Large bright 0.3" LED display
Automatic zero and polarity
100mV, 0.1?, 100 nA sensitivity
26 pushbutton selected ranges
High energy fuse safely contained in case
Folding bench stand

pI I

1'1

M'

!IWIM

Only 2 x 5.6 x4.6";

11/2

lb.

Reliable overload- protected LSI circuitry
Easy-to- read 31
2
/
digit red LED displays with automatic polarity
Performance proven with a 200- hour burn- in, backed up by a one-year guarantee
Complete line of accessories is available
res••

elf"

Popular Priced Model 464A
0.1% DC V accuracy
28 pushbutton ranges including 10A AC/DC
Bright 0.43" LEDs,
automatic zero
High- impact case with
tilt-view adjustable
handle
For AC line operation.
Optional AC/rechargeable version available
tor $ 247

Fe« $ 285:

For $295:

cor $ 257:

Deluxe 460-3A
0.1% DC V accuracy,
custom MOS/LSI circuitry
32 ranges including low
power resistance ranges
and 10A AC/DC current
Bright 0.43" LEDs, automatic ZERO
Calibrated auxiliary
analog meter
For AC line operation.
Optional AC/rechargeable version available
for $322

Autoranging Model 465A
Automatically selects and
displays the proper
measuring range
High 0.1% DC V accuracy, custom MOS/LSI
circuitry, 0.43" LEDs
Measures DC voltage to
1000 V, AC voltage to
600 V. resistance to 20
megohms, low power
ohms ranges AC/DC
current to 10A
AC line operation.
Optional AC/rechargeable version available
for S'332

Digital YOM — the 360-2
AC line and rechargeable
operation standard
0.25% DC Vaccuracy
exclusive MOS/LSI circuitry, automatic zero
29 ranges including low
power resistance
Calibrated zero center
analog meter
Recorder output

CHOOSE THE ONE THAT'S BEST FOR YOU
AT YOUR LOCAL ELECTRONICS DISTRIBUTOR

rAitu
, eli
u telial
INSIRUPA

HIS

THAT

STAY

ACCUILIM

SirVIPSON ELECT hie COiviPAN
853 Dundee Avenue, Elgin, Illinois 60120
(312) 697-2260 • Cable SIMELCO • Telex 72-2416
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Series #635

Series # 690

New products
1034X, the 1038X can be made even
faster by the addition of an automatic alignment option. Provision is
made for six inker positions, including two for in- place inking. The base
price of the prober is $ 30,500;
adding the automatic-alignment option increases the price by $ 10,000.

Series # 680

Electroglas Inc., 2901 Coronado Dr., Santa

Series # 672

Clara, Calif. 95051. Phone Al Harmon at
(408) 246-6500 [ 394]

All TO-3coolers are
not created equal!
These six heat sinks afe only afew of the
TO- 3coolers available from Wakefield.
This broad variety lets you select exactly
the cooler you need to meet your particular packaging consideations. cooling requirements and cost limitations.
If you need aTO-3cooler. ;here is
nobody that can give you abetter choice.

Try one free.

Li
[1
Li
Li
Li
Li

I
1
II

An automatic machine that inserts
axial- lead components into circuit
boards is fed by up to 48 cartridges
(or atotal of 48 reels and cartridges
in any combination) so that up to 48
values of, say, resistors can be
handled with no need for presequencing. The machine sequences
and inserts in one operation. Sequence operation is numerically controlled by punched paper tape. As
one component is inserted, the next
is selected, its leads are formed, and
the operator positions the board to
receive it.
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SEAT 7
DISSIPATED ,.WATTEF

Price

Performance

(5,000 quantity)

13'C/W
1O'CAN

0.0534
0.0564
0.1104
0.160e
0.250e
0.650e

8.5°C/W
6.0°C/W
5.5°C/W
5.0uCAN

Amistar Corp., 2675 Skypark Dr., Unit 203,
Torrance, Calif. 90505. Phone Ed Booth at
(213) 538-1303 [ 395]

Ultrasonic soldering unit
works without flux

WAKEFIELD ENGINEERING INC.
i
/AUDUBON ROAD WAKEFIELD MA 01880 ( 61 7) <245 5900
TWX 710-348-6713

s

48 component values

30

See for yourself. Indicate which of
these units you want to try and we we be
happy to send afree sample.

Series No
631
672
635
689
690
680

Inserter accommodates

Om m

n EGEG

AN e

CON1PANY

am NB im mi im mi MI Ma Blà MI OM nil MI MI ali IM Mimi elli
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HELP WANTED

de

Sonosolder is an ultrasonic production tool for soldering or coating a
variety of nonferrous metals without
aflux. The technique not only eliminates flux and its attendant postsoldering cleaning operations, but it
also permits soldering to materials

While it is not our policy to encourage job hopp ng—
quite the opposite, in fact—the headline above must
have got your attention for areason.

Perhaps you should turn to the back of this issue
to our Classified Section. One of the job descriptions
might fit you.
202
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Even if you have room
for the state of Texas...

You'll want this
space saving 20-pin
4k PROM
6341

6349

6349

11F- r

Features
• 54% reduction in space over
24 pin 4K
• Available in volume now (25K from
stock)
• Fastest guaranteed access time
(70 nsec max on 4K)
• Lowest cost per bit
• Cerdip product at plastic prices
• Direct drop in replacement for
TI devices

Now you can put two 4K bipolar
memories into less space than that
required for one 24 pin package.
This is aspace savings of 54%.
Monolithic Memories' 5/6308 and 5/6348
series is asolid second source to the
TI SN54/74 series of 20 pin 2K and
4K bipolar memories.
And ... we can deliver!
It takes tenacity to run with the
"big guy," but that's what we've got—
and you get the price and availability
you want when you deal with
Monolithic Memories.

Monolithic
Memories
Part #

Replaces TI
Part #

5308-1
5309-1
6308-1
6309-1

SN54S470
SN54S471
SN74S470
SN74S471

2K
2K
2K
2K

256
256
256
256

x8
x8
x8
x8

OC
TS
OC
TS

Military
Military
Commercial
Commercial

80
80
70
70

80
80
70
70

5348-1
5349-1
6348-1
6349-1

SN54S473
SN54S472
SN74S473
SN74S472

4K
4K
4K
4K

512
512
512
512

x8
x8
x8
x8

OC
IS
OC
TS

Military
Military
Commercial
Commercial

80
80
70
70

85
85
75
75

Size Organization Output

Unites States
Monolithic Memories. Inc.
1165 East Argues Avenue
Sunnyvale. CA 94086
Tel: ( 408) 739-3535
TWX: 910-339-9229

Introducing
Monolithic Memories
"TENACITY DEVIL"

Electronics/April 14, 1977

Temperature

mmti° ,

TI

Europe
Monolithic Memories. GmbH
8000 Munich 80
Mauerkircherstr. 4
West Germany
Tel: ( 089) 982601. 02. 03. 04
Telex: ( 841) 524385
Far East
MMI Japan KK
Parkside-Flat Bldg.
Sendagaya Shibuya-Ku
Tokyo 151. Japan
Tel: ( 3) 403-9061
Telex: ( 781) 26364

Monolithic Memories
Circle 203 on reader service card
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Monolithic capacitors have been
our business for nearly three decades.
We build them better

Now we're offering Adjustable- Fixed
Chip Capacitors in two sizes
Your interest in our first planar ' VEE CAL'
Adjustable Fixed Chip has led us to develop
an additional body size — the popular . 08" x
.05" ( 2.03 x 1.27mm) package.
Now you can obtain the original VC2A
(.12" x . 10"/3.05 x2.55mm) in values 3to 47
pF — and adjust it within ± . 25 pF of any
value.
Or you can select the new VC3A and adjust it within 2-3 pF of any value in its 15 to 32
pF range.

You can adjust ( add or subtract) capacitance in or out of circuit on both WO parts —
and arrive at afixed value each time.
We've also developed aprobe card system
that allows you to adjust the VC2A to within
t . 25 pF of any value in 30-45 seconds.
Thinking of making some adjustments in
your chip capacitor usage? Then think of our
'VEE CAL' Adjustable- Fixed Chip Capacitors. In fact, call us at ( 203)268-6261 and ask
for your free sample.

Vitramon North America
Division of Vitramon, Incorporated
Box 544, Bridgeport, Conn. 06601
Subsidiaries: Vitramon Limited ( London) • Vitramon GmbH ( Stuttgart) • Vitramon France
S.A.R.L. ( Paris) • Vitramon Pty. Limited (Sydney) • Vitramon Japan Limited ( Tokyo)
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Good ones
might
cost you
12C
...bad ones $2000.
It can be one of the real frustrations of manufacturing
eectronic products: a simple 120 IC fails and shuts down an
expensive piece of equipment you have in the field under
warranty. To make it right you send aservice engineer out at a
cost of anywhere from several hundred to several thousands
o dollars. All for a 120 part.
How does abad IC get through both your supplier's tests
aid your own in-house screening? And what can you do
about it?
First, asimple GO/NO GO test does only part of the job.
It spots the dead-on-arrivals, but not those doomed for infant
mortality.

All ICs, from the most simple to the most complex. need
to be preconditioned before testing. We can take one of your
ICs and put it through a series of preconditioning steps that
packs ayear's worth of living into less than aweek.
That's a lot of stress, but semiconductors don't wear out
merely through normal use. They die from some kind of congenital defect.
Our preconditioning—tailored to your specific devices
and the environment in which they're used—turns up

those defects, and in a hurry, before you invest time and labor
into them.
We've been doing this longer than just about anybody
else— since the mid- sixties.We have 3 labs for quick nationwide service. And last year over 40,000,000 ICs of all kinds
went through those labs.
There are two steps to our service. Step 1: we calculate
the optimum, most economical preconditioning and testing
procedures for your devices. And step 2: we do the work.
We're successful because we've saved our clients hundreds of thousands of dollars, yet that first step costs even less
than our hypothetical 120; its free. Call us.
Free. Basic Handbook of
Preconditioning and Testing
Semiconductors
Here's your quick guide to some of the important ins and outs. It won't
replace your need for experts— but it will certainly help you get the most
out of them. Included: " Testing— how much, how little?""The cost of
testing vs. not testing: -How to test the test labs. - And more.
Just call or write for your free copy.

datatron, inc.

MICROELECTRONIC TESTING LABORATORIES DIVISION
1562 Reynolds Avenue • Irvine. California 92714 • ( 714) 540-9330 • TWX 910-595-1589
11 Esquire Rd. • No. Billerica, Mass. 01862 • (617) 667-2191 . TWX 710-390-1447
178 Warren Allen Dr. • Wood Dale, III. 60191 • ( 312) 595-0440 • TWX 910-256-4845

Semiconductor Testing
Electronics/April 14, 1977
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TIMEX
BELIEVES
IN LCDs
WE SELL DISPLAYS FOR YOUR PRODUCT.
Timex believes in the
future of Liquid Crystal
Displays. The demand for
increased applications in
consumer industrial and
defense products is overwhelming. And the needs
are growing every year.
We make LCDs in many
sizes. Small ones for digital
watches, big ones for gas
pumps. Custom displays for
something special.
In fact almost any place
or anywhere you use a
changing number, letter, or
graphic design.

The LCD has many distinctive technical advantages
which we like. Most of all
its simplicity. This outstanding feature provides it

production and technical
expertise that made Timex
a world leader in watches
and other products.

with a high performance
level. Makes it dependable,
durable, plus it gives it a
very, very long life.

And to prove to you we
mean business, we bought a
business from RCA. Now

We know its future is also
very, very bright.
We like a product with the
LCD profile. Although the
technology is still in the
pioneering stage, we plan to
meet the challenge. By
giving LCD the same

we're in the Liquid Crystal
Display business . . . for
you. We plan to work with
you on any projects that use
LCDs.
Send
for our " Timex
Believes
in
LCDs"
brochure. Timex Components, Inc. 115 Belmont
Dr., Somerset, N.J. 08873.

TIMEX COMPONENTS, INC.
Today, Tomorrow, Beyond
208
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New products
we hold the energy level tighter than
can be done with discretes, and the
oscillator is turning on and off," says
Robert Maigret, product engineer.
"With discretes, the capacitor is
being charged all the time. They
require idling current of about 200
milliamperes,
compared to 20 mi
Eight- pin DIP combines
for the MCC 139."
monolithic IC and
The MCC 139-1, optimized for 3vsystems, is priced at $ 1.68 in quanapower transistor
tities of 100. The MCC 139-2,
intended for 6-v systems and with a
A hybrid control unit that acts as a typical on voltage of 0.3 y at 3 A,
dc- to-dc converter for xenon flash sells for $ 1.61. The MCC 139-3, for
lamps promises tighter control and 6-V systems, has atypical on voltage
higher efficiency than comparable of 0.4 yat 4Aand costs $ 1.26.
discrete units. Designed by Micro Micro Components Corp., 99 Bald Hill Rd.,
Components Inc., the MCC 139 Cranston, R. I. 02920 Phone ( 401) 463-6000.
consists of a monolithic integrated [382]
circuit and power transistor in an
eight- pin dual in- line package. It is
expected to find use in strobe units Switcher delivers
for commercial and consumer cameras, as well as in battery-operated
120 amperes at 5volts
instruments, beacon lights, and
switching regulators.
Although it measures only 3.5 by 8
Built into the ic are afree- running by 13 inches, the model 712 power
oscillator, a temperature- com- supply can deliver up to 120 amperes
pensated voltage- reference regula- at 5volts. The 20- kilohertz switcher
tor, and two comparators. The oscil- is able to produce 1.6 watts per cubic
lator, with a frequency programmed inch because of its high ( 75%) effiby an external resistor, drives the ciency. For maximum reliability it
power transistor. The transistor op- produces 600 watts without using
erates as an efficient switching parallel-connected power transistors.
amplifier and can directly drive a
For users who need more than
transformer at peak currents of 4 120 A, two or more 712s can be
amperes, or an average of 1.4 A. In
typical strobe applications, the transformer charges acapacitor to several
hundred volts through a diode. The
capacitor is discharged when the
strobe is triggered and then recharged.
The comparators use a resistive
voltage divider to monitor the capacitor voltage. The reference regulator
establishes a reference for the comparators. One of them provides a
current to illuminate aLED indicator combined by simply connecting their
that shows less- than-desirable volt- outputs in parallel. No master/slave
age levels that would result in a connection is required. The power
weak flash. The other turns the oscil- supply is protected against both
short circuits and overvoltage. In
lator off at aset input level.
Once the oscillator is turned off, addition, a thermostat monitors the
the capacitor loses charge slowly. case temperature and allows full
The ic turns the oscillator back on to output until the case reaches 80°C.
charge the capacitor when the voltFor quantities up to 99 units, the 712
age drops to the set level. "This way, sells for $650. Small quantities are

Subassemblies

Dc converter

controls flashes
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Build better
resolution,
accuracy and
stability
for alot less
money!
ri

1K

emu

FUNCrON•
MODULES, INC

416— Bn
DIGITAL-to- ANALOG
CONVERTE

made Ir I.; SA
An
all- new lineup of
high- resolution D/A Converters
Compare these features!
• Selectable current or voltage
output
• 14 and 16-bits binary available
• 4and ±
-4k≥ digits BCD
• Low non- linearity and
non- linearity drift
• 168 hours burn- in at 85'3C
• Delivery ot-tne-shelf
You'll enjoy more resolution, accuracy
and temperature stability for the price
with the complete team of Irlech/
Function Modules hign-resolution
Digital-to-Analog Converters than
from any cthers available . . anywhere. Each DAC—packaged in a
2" x3" x. 4" case— has abuilt-in
temperature-compensated reference
network, ±
-2ppml °C binary or BCD
weighted wire-wound resistor network, fast current switches and
op-amp. Plus, every model provides
oeonal external offset and gain
adjustments, too!
MODEL

RESOLUTION

4*4-13IN
416- BIN
416- BCD
418-BCD

T4-Bit Binary
16-811 Binary
4.1Digi! BCD
±414- Digit BCD

Acci.eAcv
.0.003%
=0.0C2%
±-0.0(15% t0.005/

STABILITY F
iteiV
.3pprn/°C

me OCr

-t2ropm/°C
-

StBrWO.
$ 167-00 .
±-3pprn!°C $ 2DE 00
1
-3ripm/°C

DAC s . . off-the-shelf.
today!
Details. .. for the asking ... today!

intechifunction modules
282 Brokaw Road
Santa Cara, Calif. 95050
Phone (408) 244-0500
TIM: 910-338-0254
Circle 209 on reader service card

LOW COST

How do you
resolve two signals
spaced 1Hz apart
at 2MHz?

Low Current
CMOS OSCILLATOR
MODEL C130MS

DIMENSIONS:
Height — 0.5" ( 1.27 cm)
Width — 1.5" ( 3.81 cm)
Length— 1.5" ( 3.81 cm)
FREQUENCIES AVAILABLE:
24.4Hz to 250k Hz

SUPPLY VOLTAGE:
Any fixed voltage from
+ 5Vdc to + 15Vdc ± 5%

STOCK FREQUENCIES:
Binary Countdown from
400k Hz or 500kHz

SUPPLY CURRENT:
1to 5 ma, depending
on frequency and supply
voltage, higher frequencies
have lower supply current

FREQUENCY STABILITY:
±.1%
TEMPERATURE RANGE:
+0 C to + 50 C

DELIVERY:
5weeks ARO

OUTPUT WAVEFORM:
Squarewave, duty cycle 50%
Standard CMOS Output

CONNOR-WINFIELD CORP.
West Chicago,
Illinois 60185 U.S.A.
Ph.: (312) 231-5270
TWx 910-230-3231

Circle 265 on reader service card
With an EMR Model 1510 Digital Real- Time Spectrum
Analyzer and EMR Model 1520 Digital Spectrum
Translator. Simply add the optional EMR Model 1521
Range Extension Module to the 1520 Translator, and
you have real-time spectrum analysis at frequencies
up to 2MHz!
The CRT photograph illustrates the
result. The input
signal consisted of
two discrete frequencies spaced
1.0 Hz apart, with a
50 dB difference in
amplitude. The frequency range covered
is 25.6 Hz centered
about 1.990000 MHz,
and the frequency
resolution is 0.1 Hz!
Only EMR offers that much resolution at frequencies
up to 2 MHz in real time.
So if you have an analysis problem requiring highresolution/high-f requency real-time spectrum analysis, contact EMR ... we will arrange for ademonstration or detailed information.
Sangamo Weston, EMR Telemetry Division
P.O. Box 3041, Sarasota, FL 33578
813-371-0811

SANGAMO WESTON

Schlumberger
210
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Thermopile
Detector
is here
Its Initially high cost limited
the thermopile to defense and
space applications. Sensors patented production process lowered
the price of the thermopile, permitting its use in gas analyzers,
non- contact temperature monitors
and fire detection systems. Our
latest price milestone places the
Sensors thermopile in a new realm
of applications.
The thin film thermopile detector has long been the choice
infrared detector in many instruments and
systems
It
is
rugged, stable, and is especially
suited for DC measurements. It
is a low noise, low impedance
device that has a flat response
from the UV to 40 microns.
If your application does not require 5000 detectors yearly to
take advantage of our S10 price,
we offer similar price advantages
in lower quantities.
Could Sensors thermopile detectors lower your component
cost' Find out how . Call today
for quick answers or circle our
reader service number

sensors,
inc.
3908 Varsity Drive
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Telephone: 313/973-1400
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RIM?

New products

r

available immediately from stock.
RO Associates Inc., 3705 Haven Ave., P.O.
Box 2163, Menlo Park, Calif. 94025. Phone
R. D. Okada at ( 415) 322-5321 [ 386]

PERMAG

Module links CAMAC system
with IEEE interface bus
To allow the easy interconnection of
standard CAMAC modules (
IEEE
standard 583) with instruments that
incorporate the general-purpose interface (
IEEE standard 1975-488),
KineticSystems has added the model
3388 GPIB Interface to its line of
CAMAC modules. The doublewidth module allows up to 14 instruments to be connected via standard
GPIB cables.
The unit can function as acontroller, talker, and listener. For systems
containing another controller, the
3388 also has acontroller- idle state.

Permanent magnets, assemblies,
Alnico,Ceramics, Ferrites, and Beryllia.
24 hour off- the- shelf delivery.
Design and engineering assistance.
Complete magnetizing ,grinding and
cutting facilities. Call or write
for our new catalogs.

,

199

CC,tilv

1976
Consult your Yellow Pages lor address and ferephone number or Permag near you
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¡MPH 1 EAST/ WORLDEXPO '77
NEW YORK HILTON— JUNE 21-24, 1977

The Greatest Global
Trade Event Ever!

The unit is supplied with either the
24-contact connector specified by
IEEE 488 or with the 25-contact
D-connector specified in Europe by
the IEC. In small quantities, the
model 3388 sells for $ 850.
KineticSystems Corp.,

11

Maryknoll

On June 21-24 leading buyers and industrialists from the Middle- East— and 26
other countries will come to New York City to participate in an all- encompassing
International Trade Showcase and Forum.
Middle East/WorldExpo ' 77 represents aunique opportunity to introduce, sell
and strengthen your Company's products, technologies, know-how and services
to the most lucrative purchasing audience in the world! All assembled under
one roof! In New York City! Close! Convenient! Cost Saving!
Participation will afford you "face-to-face" contact with the largest international
concentration ever of influential Industrial Decision Makers seeking to expand
and diversify their holdings through imports, product and technology acquisitions,
joint ventures, equity financing ...

Dr.,

Lockport, III. 60441. [ 387]

10-watt,

5- kilovolt supply

Don't miss this single opportunity for growth and profits! Complete and mail
the coupon below for details or call ( 212) 755-3500.

occupies only 6.4 in.'
Capable of delivering up to 2
milliamperes at 5,000 volts, the
model RVF5-10 is an adjustable
power supply housed in a module
measuring 2 by 4 by 0.8 inches. A
built-in 10- turn potentiometer allows!
adjustment of the output voltage
from 2to 5kilovolts, or an auxiliary
5-kilohm pot can be employed for

•

•

I

Patents International Affiliates Ltd.
99 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
Send, without obligation, full details and information on Middle East/
WorldExpo ' 77. I
am especially interested in:
D Middle East/WorldExpo ' 77 Exhibit Participation
D Trade Registration/Participation
Telephone
Name

Title

Company
Address
City

State

Zip
EL.

Type of Business
"
W Mism NNI
Electronics/April 14, 1977
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PHOTOELECTRIC
PAPER TAPE READEh

New products

This highly-reliable reader has only

remote setting of the voltage. The
unit's output terminals are both
floating, so either or neither can be
grounded depending upon system
requirements.
The RVF5-10 operates from
—55°C to 100°C. It requires an
input voltage of 25 to 31 y dc at a
current of no more than 650 mn.
Load regulation is within 2%; line
regulation within 0.1%. The device is
compliant with the requirements of
MIL- E-5400. It sells for $ 295 and
has adelivery time of 10 weeks.

one moving part, reads 150 cps,

Spellman High Voltage Electronics Corp., 7

and is priced as low as mechanical

Fairchild Ave., Plainview, N.Y. 11803. Phone

readers. The solid state read head

Dom Galluzzo at ( 516) 822-2203 [ 384]

e
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can be purchased alone or with a
case, interface and power supply.
Afanfold box or spooler is available.
Write for specifications.

*

•

•

.00

•

•

•

•

ADDMASTER
CORPORATION

416 Juniper° Serra Drive
San Gabriel, California 91776

Designers and manufacturers of MARCHANT calculators and office equipment,
and ADDMASTER computer peripherals — parallel entry printers and accessories.
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FREE

burglar —
fire
alarm catalog
over 900

Ilaffl
—

•

A-dunit in DIP converts
8bits in 900 nanoseconds
With atotal conversion time ( including start command) of only 900
nanoseconds, the model MN5101 is
believed to be the fastest 8- bit
analog- to-digital converter available
in a dual in- line package. The unit,
which will be shown at Electro77
next week in New York, can run
even faster if its resolution is
reduced. It performs 6- bit conver-

systems,
detectors,
controls,
sounders,
tools, locks,
supplies

TO PROTECT HOMES,
BUSINESSES, INDUSTRY

Huge selection of hard- to- find security
equipment from stock. 64 fact-filled pages
loaded with 100's of highest quality professional alarm products, technical notes,
diagrams.

ONE- STOP SUPERMARKET
SELECTION INCLUDES:

ultrasonics, radar, infrared, undercarpet
mats, magnetic contacts, smoke & heat detectors; Controls; Alarms: bells, sirens,
phone dialers, lights, guard panels. Large
selection of tools, relays, wire, holdup
alarms, books. Fills need for industry, alarm
cos., businesses, homes, institutions. Order
your copy today.
(
Outside U S.. send $ 1.00 )

MORE
Size Variations

You can pick the exact size you need.
Double or single row, 1to 30 terminals,
2thru 90 amps, and avariety of contact
spacing are all shown in our new
catalog. With this kind of choice, there
is no need to compromise.

mountain west alarm
4215 n. 16th st.
phoenix, az. 85016

sions in 650 ns, and 4- bit conversions
in 400 ns. Linearity is within half a
least significant bit over the full
operating temperature range, while
accuracy is within 1LSB at 25°C and
2LSBs over temperature.
Two versions are offered. The
MN5I01 operates from 0 to 70 °C
and sells for $ 234 in unit quantities.
The MN5101 H works from — 55 to
85°C and is priced at $ 354 in the
same quantities.
Micro

Networks

Corp.,

324

Clark

St.,

01606. Phone John F.
Munn at ( 617) 852-5400 [ 385]
Worcester,

Mass.

(602) 263-8831
Circle 268 on reader service card
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In the lab or in the field

at night or in broad daylight,

our Pritchard photomefer can measure virtually any
light source— in commercial, industrial or military/aerospace applications. The reason? Three fully automatic

adds the convenience of automatic zeroing of dark
current.
The Pritchard measures displays gown to 0.0001' in
diameter. Ancl options a-e available for micro or tele-

features designed to reduce manual operat ons and

photometry, color, uniformity, contrast or MTF of dis-

human error while
reagout

plays, and pulsed- light measurements.
In short, tiese Pritchard features combine to make
light wcrk of your light work.

maintaining

a precise,

absolute

Without manual computations. the Patented cornputer-kilçe AutoCcmpTM feature provides direct digital
readout— regardless of filter or aperture setting— for
error- free readout,
reliability.

insured accuracy and higher

Without any operator adjustments, the ALtoRange

Use coupcn for full data or applications assistance.
Or call ( 213) 849-6017, collect.

e"PHOTO

RESEARCH

A Division of Kollmo-gen Corporation

3000 No. Hollywood Way, Burbank, CA 91505

feature covers 4 full ranges providing direct readout of
any 6 decades between 10
and 10' foot-Lanberts.
And for ease of operation, the AutoZeroTM feature

(213) 849-6017 • Telex 69-1427

The light measurement people

TO PHOTO RESEARCH 3000 N. Hollywood Way, Burbank, CA 91505
Please send me your new, comprehensive 16-oage Pritcharg catalog.
My application is

Name

Title

Company
Address
City _ _
Telephone No.: Area Code (
Electronics/April 14, 1977

State_ _

Zip

D

Please have your rep contact me.

Circle 213 on reader service card
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Electronic Load Cells...
1702A MANUAL EPROM PROGRAMMER
Features hex keypad, two
digit hex address and two
'iii
digit hex data display. Controls include load, clear, go!
I t ti
(step), key/copy, data in/
f—nd
data out, and counter up/
Ulm" ii
down. Profile card includes
i
high voltage pulse regulator,
...11111.0011.1•1111W
timing, 8 bit address and 8
bit data drivers/receivers. Two 6V2" x 9" stacked cards with
spacers. Allows programming in 20 minutes — copying in
5 minutes. Requires + 5, — 9, and +80 volts.
ASSEMBLED
$ 299.95
KIT
$ 189.95

_

Unte

_11,

NOW
The best of two worlds... use our 1702 EPROM programmer
as a manual data/address entry programmer . . . or connect it
to your processor.
IMSAI/ALTAIR computer interface ( requires 3 output ports,
+1 input port) and software
$49.95
Briefcase unit with power supplies and interface conne cto rs
(assembled and tested only)
$599.95

ANNOUNCING
Our NEW 16K Byte Pseudo-Static, IMSAI/ALTAI R comp atible RAM. Single card slot. Uses less power than eq u i
valent
low power RAM. All memory chips socketed. Uses all prime,
factory fresh ICs. High quality, two-sided, through- holeplated circuit board. Crystal controlled, totally in v isibl e
refresh system requires NO software management. Just pl u g
it in and use like STATIC memory.
Complete kit
$ 349.95
Assembled, tested, and burned in
$549.95

ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS

12444 Lambert Circle • Garden Grove, CA 92641
(714) 539-0735

Precision Force Measurement
Want tc measure 'orce, weight, thrust— with precision? Start with
accurate, dependabe instrumentation at the source'
Super- Mini, strain gage load cells— with capacities from 10 to
1000 pounds—prov.de aguaranteed error band kx non-Inearity,
hysteresis AND repeatability of less than ± 004%— are thermally
compensatec to within 8PPMCF—operate in tension or compression with 3mV ,Voutput, nominal— are priced from $ 16 ,
3eacn.
Five pound to 100 ton capacities offered in other models— all
with 2 year warranties Interface, Inc, 7401 E Butherus Dr.
Scottsdale, Arizona 95260 USA. ( 602) 948-5555. Te.ex 668-394

Low Profile

Sealed Super- Mini

Menibearn

wrcerface
ADVANCED FORCE MEASUREMENT

Circle 214 on reader service card

Circle 270 on reader service card

MDB SYSTEMS presents... The NOW Connection
GP Interface Modules • Peripheral Controllers • Communications Interfaces • Accessory
Hardware
New: Four or Eight Channel
Multiplexors • Multiple I/O
Controller
MDB Systems products always
equal and usually exceed the
host manufacturer's specifications and performance for a
similar interface. MDB interfaces
are software and diagnostic
transparent to the host computer.
MDB products are competitively
priced ;delivery is usually within
14 days ARO or sooner.
Here are some MDB Systems
connections to Data General
NOVA computers:
D General Purpose Interfaces:
GPIO similar to Nova 4040,
with PC'd interface logic
and wire wrap section for
105 wire wrap devices.
Full wire wrap hoard for 215

sockets or DIP devices.
0 Device Controllers for most
major manufacturer's
Printers
Card equipment
Paper Tape equipment
D Four or eight channel Multiplexors, Nova 4060 compatible, with many additional
program controlled features.
Full modem control contained on board. Optional
panel for multiplexor provides standard 25 pin communications connectors for
each channel.

0 Multiple I/O board for TTY
and/or RS-232 Controllers.
Options include Real Time
Clock and modem control.
D Accessory Hardware
Front loading expansion
chassis, optional power
supply configurations,
chassis may be terminated
or daisy chained.
Terminator modules.
Extender boards.
Check first with MDB Systems
for your NOVA computer
interface requirements.
MDB also supplies interface
modules for DEC PDP-11* and
Interdata computers and for
DEC's LSI-11 microprocessor.

MDB SYSTEMS, INC.

1995 N. Batavia St., Orange. Caleornia 92665
714/998-6900
TWX: 910-593-1339
M. Data Cc ncral I. .. rp e I
hgital Equipnunt Uorp.

CIRCLE 271 FOR NOVA;272FOR PDP-11;273FOR INTERDATA;275FOR LSI-11.
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New literature
Measuring forward voltage drop. A
three- page article from Westinghouse explains how to measure the
forward voltage drop of power
diodes and thyristors. Tech Tips 4-6,
"Forward Voltage Drop Measurements," includes a simplified diagram of atest circuit that is essential
for correlating such measurements
with those of the device manufacturer. It is useful both for incoming
inspection and as a matching criterion for selecting devices to be
operated in parallel. Copies are
offered by the Semiconductor Division, Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Youngwood, Pa. 15697. ( In Europe
write to S. Zambelli, CDS Westinghouse, BP107, 72003 LeMans Cedex, France.) Or circle reader
service number 421.
Using avector voltmeter. Application
Note 22, " Vector Voltmeter Measurement Techniques," is a 12-page

paper that tells how to use a vector
voltmeter to measure such quantities
as group delay, scattering parameters, gain, phase, amplitude, attenuation, and power over the frequency
range from 1.5 megahertz to 2.4
gigahertz. Copies are available from
Harris Corp., PR D Electronics Division, 6801 Jericho Turnpike, Syosset, N.Y. 11791 [ 422]
Everything electronic. A 64- page
catalog from Mouser Electronics,
11511 Woodside Ave., Lakeside,
Calif. 92040, includes data and
prices on a wide variety of passive
and active components, transformers, tools, hardware, switches, and
test equipment. [ 426]
Power supplies. The line of ac-to-dc
power supplies and dc-to-ac power
inverters made by Abbott Transistor
Laboratories Inc., is described in
the company's " Industrial Power

Supply Catalog." Copies may be
obtained from the company at 5200
West Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles,
Calif. 90016 [423]
Electrical test equipment. Instruments and systems for measuring
high and low resistance, insulation

Blomation is on the move.

See us at ELECTRO 77 Booths 1214-20
Electronics/April 14, 1977
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New literature
integrity, earth gradient, earth resistance, etc., are covered in a 12- page
catalog put out by James G. Biddle
Co., Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.
The catalog also includes data on
cable- fault- locating equipment,
transformer turns- ratio test sets,
power- factor test sets, frequency
meters, and stroboscopes, as well as
tachometers. [ 424]

terminals, butt splices, snap terminals, and quick-disconnect terminals
are described in detail in aselection
guide to solderless terminals that is
available from Zierick Manufacturing Corp., Radio Circle, Mount
Kisco, N.Y. 10549. The guide also
gives details on four types of handoperated attaching tools. [427]

Wire and cable. An electronic-engineering data package includes wire
and cable samples as well as technical data, applications information,
and a product-selection guide. The
material in the package is specifically aimed at designers of computers and computer peripherals. It is
offered by Essex Electronic Wire
Products, 1601 Wall St., Fort
Wayne, Ind. 46804 [ 425]
Solderless terminals. Many types of
insulated and noninsulated solderless

Finding a device. For engineers who
work with solid-state devices, the
1977 " RCA Solid State Replacement Guide" cross-references more
than 123,000 devices made in the
U.S. and abroad that can be
replaced with RCA'S SK-Series parts.
The series consists of transistors,
rectifiers, thyristors, and integrated
circuits. The 195- page book also
carries an index of SK-Series semiconductors and accessories, significant characteristic and application
information, line drawings of dimensional outlines and terminal arrange-

ments, and a list of mounting hardware. The suggested optional list
price of the guide is $ 1.50. It is
available from distributors or from
RCA
Distributor and Special
Products division, Box 85, Runnemede, N.J. 08078 [428]

3new waveform recorders to ¡mi
If you need to track and study fleeting physical
phenomena— events that happen at nature's
whim or occur under difficult-to-duplicate
circumstances, Biomation's three new waveform recorders can improve your aim.
Briefly described, awaveform recorder
captures one-shot analog event data, translates it into easily stored digital data and
holds it in memory to shoot back at you whenever you need it. That gives you an accurate
instant replay you can analyze anumber of
ways: visually, on ascope; with an XYplotter;
with astrip chart recorder; or, through direct
216

digital linkup. with acomputer.
Biomation's recorders equip you with the
startling capability to actually start recording
an event before you know it's going to begin —
"pretrigger recording" it's called. Imagine
the new insights that could provide.
If you're still struggling with ascope
camera or storage oscilloscope, ademonstration of one of our recorders in your envirónment, capturing the phenomena you're
working with, will convince you that you've
been doing things the hard way.
Or, if you've been making good use of a

Biomation recorder, the significant advancf
marked by these three new products will
make immediate sense to you.
Consider the amazing sampling rate
of our new 6500. Its 500 MHz maximum i
five times faster than any other recorder
available.With conversion intervals as shor
as 2ns, it provides 6-bit data word resolutio
for each of its 1024 word memory capacity.
Our new 820 incorporates aCRT
display with apowerful graphic analysis
capability. With dual cursors and alphanumeric readout of time and voltage, this is ti
Electronics/April 14, 1977

Peripherals from DEC."Supplies and
Accessories," a new 56- page color
catalog from Digital Equipment
Corp., includes pictures and descriptions of 200 replacement and enhancement items for use with DEC
peripheral equipment. Listed are

Digital systems study. A 72- report
from the U.S. Department of Commerce's Office of Telecommunications compares actual modem performance measurements with modem performances predicted theoretically. The study was prompted by
the fact that although the increased
interest in digital communications
systems has inspired a number of
theoretical studies based on ideal
modems and filters, experimental
verification is either rare or nonexistent. The report is entitled " Measurements of Digital Systems in
Gaussian Additive Noise and Interference." It describes how the performance of five different digital
modems was measured with respect
to Gaussian noise and interference.
Designated OT Report 76-104, the
report is available at $4.50 per copy
from the National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Va.
22191 [ 431]

media for disk and magnetic tape
drives; paper supplies, baskets, and
ribbons for printers, plotters, paper
tape, and card readers; terminal
stands, chairs, tables, and other
convenience accessories. The book
includes order blanks and is available from Digital Equipment Corp.,
Communications Services, 444
Whitney St., Northboro, Mass.
01732 [429]
First edition. The "Temperature
Measurement Handbook," 176
pages of information on products as
well as data on thermocouple, thermistor, and RTD data, is now available. Grouped in a 38- page data
section are the latest complete
temperature- millivolt tables for all
practical thermocouple calibrations
prepared by the National Bureau of
Standards. The free book is available
from Omega Engineering Inc., Box
4047, Stamford, Conn. 06907 [ 403]

we your aim at fleeting events.
order to choose if your task requires
ial parameter measurement. Precise 8-bit
olution at 20 MHz, with a2048 word
mory, ensures capture of abroad range
tnabg signals. Dual recording enables you
Tilt the memory so you can record and
npare two signals.
With our new 1010, you get unpreceIted high dynamic range and resolution
awaveform recorder with a10 MHz
npl•ng rate. At rates up to 10 MHz, it
,vides resolution of one part in 1024. The
18 word memory can be doubled with an
Electronics/April 14, 1977

optional plug-in card. Proven features such
as dual time base, digital trigger delay, selectable plot rates and auto plot provide you
with versatile capabilities.
MEMORY
SAMPLING
LENGTH
BANDWIDTH RESOLUTION (words)
RATE
1024
500 MHz
WOMHz
8-bd —
2048
100MHz
25 MHz
8-bit
2048
20 MHz
4MHz
256
6-bd
10 MHz
25MHz
125 MHz
8-bd
2048
5MHz
1024x4°
0025 MFtz
10-bd
01MHz
2048
or
2.5 MHz
10.191
1010
10 MHz
4098
Four channel

MODEL
8500
8100
820
610
805
1015

Call now to arrange ano-obligation
demonstration. Ask for Roy Tottingham,
Product Manager. ( 408 ) 255-9500. Or
write for more information: 10411 Bubb
Rd., Cupertino, CA 95014.

biornation
Circle 217 on reader service card
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If high start-up costs
have delayed your expansion,
contact Georgia.

The Bettmann Archive, Inc.

We're wired into the
needs of the electronics
industry And we'll
come to you with
profit incentives you can
appreciate.
Like available
buildings and lowcost construction. A
skilled and
stable work
force that

we'll train free. Fiscallyresponsible government,
excellent transportation
and dependable utilities.
You'll also find good
support from allied
companies. In addition to lower operating costs, we offer
important opportunities for
higher education. Including
the country's

second largest electrical
engineering school at
Georgia Tech. And the
cultural amenities
that help provide a
pleasing lifestyle. %,„,,
For more information contact Milt Folds,
Commissioner, Georgia
Bureau of Industry &
Trade, P.O. Box 1776,
Atlanta, Georgia 30301,
Dept. EL-776.

GeorWa
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767 009

Introduclory offer
to new members of the
COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS'
BOOK CLUB

DIGITAL SIGNAL
PROCESSING
by A. V.
Oppenheim and
R. W. Schafer
Pub. price, $ 22.95
Club price, $ 18.95
353/387
MINICOMPUTERS
FOR ENGINEERS
AND SCIENTISTS

767/653
Ilee'
atz)

a

tle -e ,
;
(1
,
rrAa

Pub. price, $15.50
Club price, $13.15
768 641

by G. A. Korn
Pub. price, $ 23.45
Club price, $ 15.50
MICROPROCESSOR
APPLICATIONS
MANUAL
by Motorola, Inc.
Pub. price, $28.50
Club price, $ 22.50
768/862
THE DESIGN
OF THE
MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
by D. Q.
Matthews
Pub. price, $ 12.95
Club price, $ 10.95

BUCHSBAUM'S
COMPLETE
HANDBOOK OF
PRACTICAL
ELECTRONIC
REFERENCE DATA

Be sure to consider these

Pub. price, $ 19.50
Club price, $ 14.50
768/03X

as well-

767'130

768 714

768 719

OPERATING
SYSTEMS
THEORY

WHY
INFORMATION
SYSTEMS FAIL

APPLYING DATA
STRUCTURES

by W. H.
Buchsbaum

by E. G.
Coffman, Jr.
and P. J.
Denning

by H. C. Lucas,
Jr.

MICROPROCESSOR/
MICROPROGRAMMING
HANDBOOK

Pub. price, $ 17.95
Club price, $ 13.50

Pub. price, $ 17.95
Club price, $ 14.50

by T. G. Lewis
and M. Z. Smith
Pub. price, $15.95
Club price, $12.25

Pub. price, $11.00
Club price, $ 8.95

e

gm

99HIS new professional club is designed to meet your day-to-day on-the-job
JI. needs by providing practical books in your field on a regular basis at below
publisher prices. If you're missing out on important technical lite-ature-if
today's high cost of reading curbs the growth of your library-here's the solution
to your problem.
The Computer Professionals' Book Club was organized for you, to provide an
economical reading program that cannot fail to be of value. Administered by
the McGraw-Hill Book Company, all books are chosen by qualified editors and
consultants. Their understanding of the standards and values of the literature in
your field guarantees the appropriateness of the selections.
How the Club operates: Every month you receive free of charge The Computer
Professionals' Book Club Bulletin. This announces and describes the Club's
featured book of the month as well as alternate selections available at special
members' prices. If you want to examine the Club's feature of the month, you do
nothing. If you prefer one of the alternate selections-or if you want no book at
all--you notify the Club by returning the card enclosed with each Bulletin.
As a Club Member, you agree only to the purchase of four books ( including
yodr first selection) over a two-year period. Considering the many books published
annually, there will surely be at least four you would want to own aryway. By
joining the club, you save both money and the trouble of searching for the best
books.
Electronics/April 14, 1977

MICRO.
PROGRAMMABLE
COMPUTER
ARCHITECTURES
by A. B.
Salisbury
Pub. price, $ 13.50
Club price, $ 11.40

books

767 475

COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS'
BOOK CLUB

by B. P. Lientz
Pub. price, $ 12.95
Club price, $ 10.95

MINICOMPUTER
SYSTEMS
Structure,
Implementation
and Applications
by C. Weitzman

Special $ 1.89 bonus book comes to you
with your first club selection

save time and money
by joining McGraw-Hill's new

COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS
IN OPERATIONS
ANALYSIS

766/770

values up
to $28.50

770 271

by R. H.
Eckhouse

767/289

89

for $e
only

MINICOMPUTER
SYSTEMS
Organization and
Programming
(PDP-11)

Pub. price, $ 15.95
' Club price, $ 12.50

of these great
professional books

768 / 773
THE DESIGN
OF AN
OPTIMIZING
COMPILER
by W. Wulf,
R. K. Johnson,
C. B. Weinstock,
S. O. Hobbs and
C. M. Geschke
Pub. price, $ 13.50
Club price, $ 10.95

well*
Wes

any one

435/278

AUTOMATA
THEORY
An Engineering
Approach
by I. Aleksander
and F. K. Hanna

r--

389/209
ANALYSIS,
DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF
INFORMATION
SYSTEMS

by Brice Ward

by H. C. Lucas

Pub. price, $9.95
Club price, $ 8.45

Pub. price, $ 13.95
Club price, 911 50

MAIL THIS COL PON TODAY

COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS/Book Club
P.O. Box 582 Princeton Road, Hightstown, New Jersey 08520
Please enroll me as a member and send me the two books indicated. I am to
receive the oonus book at the introductory price of $ 1.89 plus my first selection,
plus tax, potage and handling. If not completely sahslied. 1 may return the books
within 10 days and request that my rtmmbership be cancelled. If I keep the books.
I agree lo t he a minimum of three additional books during the next Iwo years al
spectal Clut• prices ( guaranteed 15k. discount. often more). I will receive the
Club bullet, 12 Itmes a year. 11 I want to examine the featured selection, I need
take no action. II will be shipped automatically. If. however, I want an alternate
selection- of no book at all- 1 sImply notify the Club by returning the convenient
card always enclosed I will always hare a rrinnnum 01 10 days in which to return
the card and you will credll my account fully, including postage, if this is not the
case. Membership in the Club is continuous but cancellable by me al any lime
alter the loor.book purchase requirement has been filled. This order subject to
acceptance by McGraw•Hill. Orders from outside the continental U.S. must be
prepaid. Company, business, or institutional tax exemption status in not applicable
ro purchase made through indiyidu.,1 Club memberships. All prices subject to
change wittr.li notice. Offer good for new members only.

Write Code # of $ 1.89 bonusof
book selection here

Write Code It
first selection here

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP
EXTRA SAVINGS: Remit in full with yo.dr order, plus any local and state
tax, and McGraw-Hill will pay all postage and handling charges. P39200 j
Circle
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An integrated
bridge rectifier in a
miniature
dual in-line package

from...

Xerox University Microfilms
300 North Zeeb Road,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
(313) 761-4700

PLEASE WRITE FOR
COMPLETE INFORMATION

DUAL IN- LINE BRIDGE
NEC

POS

The
AC

8

fabulous Phi- Deck family
of 5cassette transports
under$100 in quantities of 10

AC ACTUAL
SIZE
PACKAGE

• 4- pin, low- profile DIP

Featuring:

• Leads on standard . 10"
(2,54 mm) grid

•Die-cast frames
•Remote controllable
•Precise, fast head

• Compatible with automatic
testing, handling and inserting

engage/disengage
•Quick braking
•Search FF/rewind 120 ips
•Speed ranges from

• 1Amp at 40°C (10)
• 25V to 1000V ( Wm)
• 25A Peak One- Half
Cycle Surge ( I
Fsm )
• Two devices will
fit into standard
14- pin DIP socket

.4 to 20 ips

Electronic packages and mag heads for most applications
For application in:
1. Micro processing

7. Security/automatic warning

2. Data

systems

recording/logging/storage

8. Test applications

3. Programming

• Moisture resistant
epoxy package
• Call Lee Miller 214/272-4551,
Ext. 206 for more information.

9. Audio visual/education

5. Industrial Control

10. Telephone interconnect
11. Hi Fi

6. RS232 Data storage

12. Point of sale

4. Instrumentation

Tdpiei

A Division of the Economy Co.

.
-1

4605 N. Stiles P.O. Box 25308
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73125 (405) 521-9000

• 100V; 100,000 qnty.
Design us in . . . we'll stay there

VARO

VARO SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
P O BOX 676. 1000 N SHILOH. GARLAND, TEX 75040
(214) 272-4551 TWX 910-860-5178
EUROPEAN OFFICE: UK: VARO SEMICONDUCTOR INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Deepdene House, Bellegrove Road, Welling, Kent, England DA163PY, 01.304-6519/0
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Circle 220 on reader service card

E Iam interested in application no
EHave Representative call D Send application notes
I Name
I Company Name
I Address
City
L Phone Number

I

Title

State

Zip

_J
Circle 92 on reader service card

Measure Ur* and a full range
of semiconductor parameters
for under $3001

with the B& K- PRECISION Model 530
New from B & K- PRECISION, the Model 530 semiconductor testercan actually perform more tests, on more devices, than any other
competitively priced semiconductor tester. In the engineering lab, the 530 provides afull range of accurate data including an exclusive bipolar transistor gain- bandwidth product measurement capability to 1500 MHz.
In- circuit tests include:
• Positive good/bad tests for bipolar transistors, FET's,
diodes, aid SCR's
• Polarity identification of all semiconductor devices, including identification of N or P channel FET's
• Identification of all leads of bipolar transistors
• Gate leaa identification of FET's
• Identification of all leads of SCR's
Out- of- circuit tests include:
•Transistor gain- bandwidth product(fr) up to 1500 MHz
•Transistor beta using two collector current ranges

The 530 is not only one of the mos: complete
semiconductor testers available, its one of the easiest
and fastest to use No charts, tables or calculations
are required for basic operation, nor is additional
equipment required. The 530 is adirect reading standalone instrument. Even unskilled assembly line
workers can perform quality control tes:s with minimal
training. Both visual and aural test indications are
provided.

The B&K-PRECISION Model 530 is priced at only $295.
For additional information or for immediate delivery
see your nearest !MK- PRECISION distributor.

• Gm of FE.T's—including high- power devices
•Nondestructive testing of transistor, SCR and diode breakdown voltages up to 100 volts

*Gain- bandwidth product or unity-gain freq.Jency.

•Reverse leakage from 0.5 p. Ato 5mA for transistors, SCR's
and diodes
•I
Dss and gate leakage of FET's
• Identification of device as bipolar transistor, FET or SCR
• Plus all in- circuit tests and many more parameters

PRODUCTS OF DYNASCAN
6460 W. Cortland Avenue, Chicago, IL 60635 312/889.9087
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Circle 93 for Product Demonstration
Circle 221 for Additional Information
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With MINI

BUS
New products/materials

It's the PC card bus bar
that saves space on aPCB.
Saves money too. Makes

An epoxide impregnant designed
specifically for high- temperature applications is intended primarily for
use in coils, transformers, and solenoids that may have to operate

board design and layout easier.

all these DIPs

lefo gito %

How can you put 30 DIPs
on a 30 sq. inch board without

%

using costly multi- layer PCBs?

go on a 5"x 6"
2- sided PCB

continuously at temperatures as high
as 450°F. Eccoseal W-67 has a
volume resistivity in excess of 10' 5
ohm-centimeters and a dielectric
strength of at least 450 volts per mil
(17.5 kilovolts per millimeter). It
can withstand short exposures to
temperatures as high as 550°F.
Emerson &

Cuming Inc.,

Canton,

Mass.

02021 [ 476]
Take Voltages
and Grounds off the
board with MINI/BUS.
Use all the board geometry for interconnecting DIPs.

like this

An emulsion hardener for emulsion
screens used in circuit printing,
Chroma Set is said to more than
double the life of any direct/indirect
or direct emulsion screen. Its use is
particularly recommended when
high image resolution is critical,
especially on long runs or when high
humidity is a factor. The biodegradable material is easy to use—
just spray it on after image washout
and then wash it off.
Chromeline Inc., 4832 Grand Ave., Duluth,
Minn. 55807 [ 477]

With MINI/BUS,
you'll save design
and layout time. You'll
save space on the board.
And you'll save money — up
to half the cost of atypical 4- layer PCB.

Rogers Corporation Chandler, Arizona 85224
Phone: (
602) 963-4584
EUROPE: Mektron NV, Ghent, Belgium
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Inks for thick-film applications typically must be applied and fired, layer
by layer, during the fabrication of a
hybrid circuit. Eliminating the need
for drying operations and multiple
firings, ElectroTherm thick- film
inks stay solid at room temperature,
become fluid on aheated screen, and
then freeze solid again as the

JAPAN: Nippon Mektron, Tokyo

Electronics/April 14, 1977

Rsk
Control Data

CYBERNET® Services
for a more logical way to do
digital logic design, fault
simulation & test generation

We have it.
CC-TEGAS3

is the application program that you've been looking for
if you're developing or manufacturing digital logic
products. And it's available, together with all the
computer power you need, at any CYBERNET Service
Center across the country.
CC-TEGAS3 is a total package. Use it to do
design, fault simulation, test geheration. And use the
same input language and network description for all
functions.
Lse it in batch or interactive modes. Easily,
because the free format input language eliminates the
heed to organize data in specific card co umns. It also
nas a built-in model library.
CC-TEGAS3 is one of a series of
electrical application programs available
with CYBERNET. Others include SYSCAP
ll system o circuit analysis programs,
MICROLIB--a library of microprocessor
support software, and TESS—a program for transient
ac/dc analysis of linear and nonlinear circuits.
For information circle the hurr ber below: contact
your nearby CYBERNET Service Center: write to
CDC, Box 1980, Twin Cities Airport, MN 55111; or
call our hotline, collect 612/853-7600.
CYBERNET Service Centers are in more than 60 U.S. cities.

@D
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CONTROL DATA
CORpORATION
Circle 223 on reader service card
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What good is •
Micro-Computer
if gou can't make it work?

Startup time on micro- computers
can be a real problem. We know
that. That's why we've developed
The Mini- Micro- Designer. The first
complete package of hardware,
software and educational materials.
All with one purpose: to speed
microprocessor system design.
How? By providing the only
microprocessor test and development system with solderless
breadboarding capabilities. At its
heart: the 8080A processor chip,
providing all signal functions. A
panel that monitors the address

Fan®
lag

New products/materials
substrate cools upon separation from
the screen.
The inks can be used with most
existing screening machines after a
fairly simple modification, involving
insulating the screen frame and
supplying a source of low-voltage
current across the screen itself.
Alternatively, an automatic screening unit for ElectroTherm inks has
been developed by Cladan Inc. of
San Diego, Calif. Besides electrode
inks, the line of ElectroTherm inks
will eventually include other conductors, resistors, dielectrics, and passivity glasses.

and data busses of the microprocessor and allows data I/O
with or without an asynchronous
terminal. And the Bugbook V, E&L's
innovative approach to selfteaching micro- electronics.
So experiment. Design. Test.
Because now there's a system
that's caught up with imagination.
The Mini- Micro- Designer from E&L
Instruments. $ 422.50 suggested
U.S A. resale price. Contact your
local representative listed below.
OEM and educational discounts
available.

E&L INSTRUMENTS, INC.

Ferro Corp., 4150 East 56 St., Cleveland,
Ohio 44105. Phone Raymond B. Jones or
Sean D. McKinley at ( 216) 641-8580 [ 478]

Vapor-deposition materials of extremely high purity are offered in a
wide variety of shapes and sizes.
Included are 99.999% aluminum,
99.999% silver, 99.995 +% gold, and
aluminum mixed with either 1% or
2% silicon — each refined to
99.999%. Lower purities are also
available for nonelectronic applications.

1

61 First Street, Derby, Conn. 06418
(203) 735-8774 Telex No. 96 3536

J.B. Cooper Division, Sterndent Corp., 320

Authorized Stocking Representatives
Los Angeles. Calif
(213) 377-0975
San Francisco, Calif
(4151961-2828
Woodbridge, Conn
(203) 397-1461
Denver. Colorado
(303) 534-1356
Orlando, Florida
(305) 351-1841
Chicago, Illinois
(312) 956-8090
Kansas City, Kansas
(913) 649-8952
New York, N Y
(201) 467-8585
Syracuse, N Y
(3151 699-2651

Dayton, Ohio
(513) 222-0011
Philadelphia. Pa
(2151 723-8733
Dallas, Texas
(214) 328-5484
Fairfax. Virginia
(703) 273-1803
Seattle. Washington
(206) 938-4166

Washington St., Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10553

Vancouver,
British Columbia
(604) 687-2621

[479]

A ferrite U core for applications
involving high flux densities is
intended for use in power transformers and chokes. Made of 3C8
material ( a manganese- zinc ferrite),
the U64 core offers medium permeability, high magnetic- induction saturation, and a high Curie temperature.

Canada

Edmonton. Alberta
(403) 455-4122
Winnipeg, Manitoba
(204) 774-6286
or 772-9295

UM Ilia INN Ill» UM

Ferroxcube, Saugerties, N.Y. 12477 [ 480]

Circle 224 on reader service card

1977 Answer Book.
It makes your job
easier. $25.
Who makes what? Over 4000
products, more than 5000
manufacturers with their local
contracts and distributors,
directory of trade names and
catalogs, post-paid inquiry
cards for 5-second ordering of
current catalogs.

—

Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020

Yes, send me a copy of The Answer Book. I've enclosed
$25 ( USA and Canada only, elsewhere send $ 35).
Full money back guarantee if returned within 10 days.
Name

A water-soluble soldering flux known
as Alpha 850 is recommended for
use in automatic soldering machines,
especially in high-speed applications.
It has yielded bright clean solder
joints, free of icicles and webbing, at
wave- soldering speeds up to 20 feet
per minute. The flux, which is as
highly activated as most organicacid fluxes, does not require the
neutralizers or other rinse aids
normally used with other waterwashable fluxes. After being washed
in plain hot water, Alpha 850 leaves

Company
Street
L

City

State

Zip
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HOBBY-WRAP

WIRE WRAPPING, STRIPPING, UNWRAPPING TOOL FOR AWG 30 (. 025 SQUARE POST)

MODIFIE
G CHARGE CI.GO

WOO

GD ,..4„ieS TAX

TYPES OF WRAP

RE GU LAR
W XAP

PART No.

• A " Regular" bit wraps the bare wire around
the terminal. A " Modified" bit wraps a portion
of insulation around the terminal in addition to
the bare wire. This greatly increases the ability
to withstand vibration.

WSU-30

HOBBY-WRAP

WIRE-WRAPPI

CHARGE $ 1.00
TAX

STRIP

UNWRAP

WRAP
OK MACHINE

& TOOL I'0111'011_ITION

3455 CONNER STOLE I 40050

NEW 4,4e,

TELEX
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4 Y 10475 USA

• PHONE 12r, UUTT•E 400

12ECDI TILE% 232395

Circle 225 on reader service card

225

New system for dynamic burn- in of semiconductors
achieves high temperatures via " Exsert Connection"

CRITERIA IV

"EXSERT CONNECTOR'
PROVIDES DYNAMIC BURN IN
TO 200°C

DYNAMIC OR
STATIC BURN IN

Designed for production burn- in, the
Criteria IV achieves 200°C dynamic
capability by means of an " Exert Connection" ( having the socket board extend through the oven wall). An externally connected driver cord generates
all stimulation for the devices.

Let Reliability, Inc. solve your burnin needs. Our Houston burn- in facility
has served major components manufacturers and OEM's with service on
billions of items since 1970. Call or
write today for full details.

The inherent flexibility allows for
simultaneous burn- in of any type of
device. Typical system capacities vary
from 11,000 4K RAM's to18,000 14 pin
IC's. Criteria equipment has over 10
billion device burn- in hours in Reliability's burn- in facility. Let this experience help in planning your burn- in
capability.

LET US DEMONSTRATE
COST EFFECTIVENESS

BURN IN UP TO 11.000
RAMS AT ONE TIME AS LOW
AS $600 PER POSITION

CD

Reliability,_Inc.
P. O. Box 37409/Houston, Texas 77036
713/666-3261/TWX: 910-881-1739

Circle 226 on reader service card

OneThomas Edison is not enough.
training in advanced electronics. We can take aqualified
young man or woman with no prior training, and, in afew
months, have him well on the way to being not only an
electronics expert, but aconfident, mature individual.
Then, when his education is completed, he'll have
the opportunity to see much of the world while he works
with the most sophisticated electronic equipment he'll
ever see. For which he'll receive agood salary as well as all
Navy benefits.
We'd be happy to send more information about the
Navy advanced electronics program. Simply send in the
coupon below.
Because you may be helping someone who can help
the world.

The Navy.
Capt. Robert W. Watkins
Navy Opportunity Information Center
P.O. Box 2000, Pelham Manor, N.Y. 10803

The world, with all its problems and difficulties, needs
all the Edisons it can get. And while true genius is rare, there
will always be aneed for people who can continue what he
began.
But there are two problems. Finding talented people.
And developing their talents.
You can help with the first problem if-you know ahigh
school graduate who is interested in electricity or electronics.
If so, we can solve the second problem. The Navy
offers what we believe to be some of the world's finest
226

Please send more information on the Navy's Advanced
Electronics Program. ( If you don't want to wait, call
800-841-8000 toll- free, anytime.)
)
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Laie scale
integRation
LSI
LSI
LSI
LSI
Electronics
Book Series

The Electronics Book Series
offers you a handbook on the
current and revolutionary
impact of LSI on digital
design. This 220- page book
presents a unique opportunity
for circuit designers, systems
designers, and engineering
managers and supervisors to
bring their expertise into line
with today's LSI design
requirements.

Thousands of electronics firms use these highly
effective products routinely. You will too, once
you've tried them.

Electronics Book Series
PO Box 669. Hightstown, N.J. 08520
Send me
copies of " Large Scale
Integration" at $ 9.95 per copy.
Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund full
payment if the books are returned after ten
day trial examination.
D Payment enclosed
O Bill firm
Credit Cards Charge My Book To
American Express
D Diners Club

SAFELY! EFFICIENTLY! ECONOMICALLY!
MS- 190 and MS-190HD ( Heavy Duty) flux
removers clean up flux quickly, completely,
without harm to components. Used with
patented Cobra Solvent Spray Brush
(illustrated), the aerosol solvent is converted
into an accurately directed, metered spray
combinec with scrubbing action of the brush for
maximum cleaning with minimum waste. Risk of
contamination ( as in " dip" method) is
eliminated. Nonflammable.

SEND $ 5FOR TRIAL PACK
One 16 oz. can MS- 190; one Cobra Solvent
Spray Brush. Money back if not satisfied.

O Bill me

D Master Charge
D BankAmericard

Acct. No.

miller-stephenson
chemical co.,inc.

Date Card Expires
Interbank No

Danbury, Connecticut 06810 ( 203) 743-4447

1st No's above name on Mastercharge only.

D Enclosed is my check for $ 5. Please send Trial Pack,

Name

D Please send me data and prices on MS- 190, MS-190HD
and MS- 226 ( Cobra Solvent Spray Brush).
E-4V

Title
Company

Intended Use

St
reet

Name

City
State

Company

Zip

Signature

L

Electronics l
e
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FOR
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Title/Dept

Address
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Ï

City

State

Zip

_J

Since our products are For Industrial Use Only, government labeling regulations prevent our sending these
trial units to your home address.
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO • DANBURY, CONN • TORONTO

Circle 94 on reader service card

A NEW

INTRODUCING

New products/materials

REVOLUTIONARY
MULTI— DIGIT

SOLID STATE READOUT
aresidue of only 3.43 micrograms of
sodium chloride per square centimeter of board area.

BELOW $

Alpha Metals Inc., 600 Route 440, Jersey

1•

City, N.J. 07304 [ 371]

Thick-film resistors fabricated from
800 series pastes have as- fired resistance distributions of only ± 2.5% at
the one-sigma level. In most applications, therefore, trimming is not
necessary. The material, which is
fired at 850 °C, is compatible with
most thick- film conductor pastes. It
yields resistors with surface qualities
that are suitable for use as potentiometer elements. Available surface
resistivities range from 25 ohms per
square to 10 megohms per square.
Pricing is about $ 2per gram in evaluation quantities and about half that
in production quantities.
Cermalloy, Cermet Division of Bala Electronics Corp., Union Hill Industrial Park, West
Conshohocken, Pa. 19428 [ 372]

CUJeoese iergeecle.itlet

Conformal coating PC 54 is a twopart epoxy resin system that may be
applied by dip, spray, or brush to
printed-circuit boards and components to preserve the integrity of

Non- fatiguing ELECTROLUMINESCENT
light
Space saving thin profile
Wired

for multiplexing

Low a.c.

power consumption

Compatible with

IC

logic

decoders and segment drivers
Rugged, pluggable laminated
plastic construction
SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER
ORDER FROM STOCK at
any of

the

97C

per digit,

following multi- digit

readouts having 2 to

5 digits:

1/2" high with 9- segments
0.6" high with 7- segments
(minimum order--$ 10.)

TIP T.L. ROBINSON CO . INC.
P.O. BOX O. EAST AURORA. N.Y. 14052
TEL. 17161 652-2111 TELEX: 91566

Circle 228 on reader service card

FOR BIT ERROR
RATE TESTING ...
of Coaxial, Optical,
Satellite and Digital
Radio Systems

El Low cost
12 Mass production
Applications

1. Plasma display panel
2. Thermal printer head
3. Multi layer HIC etc.

CORP

their surfaces. It forms athin, tough
coating that provides protection
against moisture, most chemicals,
and the rigors of handling. Pot life is
more than eight hours after mixing
at a temperature of 20°C. Included
in the coating material is a fluorescent compound that aids in the
detection and identificaton of irregularities such as bubbles, pin holes,
and dry spots when the coated part is
inspected under ultraviolet light.

25-1, Minami-cho 6-chome, Fuchu,

Multicore Solders,

Tokyo, 183 Japan
Tel. 0423-68-3341

[373]

228 Circle 95 on reader service card

Westbury,

N.Y.

11590

PTS-107, one of our line of digital
test sets. Other models cover data
rates to 1GHz. User features:
Clock recovery, auto phasing,
burst and continuous data
measurement and error injection.

tau-tron

Inc
11 Esquire Road.reerth Billerica, Mass. 01662
Tel: (617) 667-3870

Circle 99

on reader

service

card

New way of Soldering

New books
Designing with Operational Amplifiers, Jerald G. Graeme, McGrawHill ( Burr- Brown Electronics Series), 269 pp., $ 17.50.
Advanced Electronic Troubleshooting, Derek Cameron, Reston Publishing, 325 pp., $ 16.95.

SINGLE—HANDED
SOLDERING— PISTOL
KAGER—KL 3000
• Automatic solder feed mechanism.
• One hand only needed leaving
other hand completely free.
• Automatic solder feed provides
pre-set quantity of solder.
• Single- hand tool for all industries.
Can be used for practically any
kind of soldering work.
• Light weight, less than 1lb.,
compact — easy to hold — problemfree.

Electronic Drafting and Design, 3rd
ed., Nicholas M. Raskhodoff, Prentice- Hall, 555 pp., $ 16.95.
An Introduction to Operational Amplifiers, Luces M. Faulkenberry, Wiley, 257 pp., $ 14.95.
Operational Amplifiers and Linear
Integrated Circuits, Robert F.
Coughlin and Frederick F. Driscoll,
Prentice- Hall, 312 pp., $ 15.95.
The 1977 Radio Amateur's Handbook, Headquarters Staff, American
Radio Relay League ( Newington,
Conn.), 704 pp., $ 7.50 ( paper).
Electronic Power Control and Digital
Techniques, Bryan Norris, ed.,
McGraw-Hill ( Texas Instruments
Electronics Series), 216 pp., $ 16.50.
Switchgear and Control Handbook,
Robert W. Smeaton, ed.. McGrawHill, 980 pp., $ 32.50.

U.S. patents granted. Now available for the first time in the U.S.A.
Made in Western Germany and already sold extensively in Europe
by the KAGER-Group of companies.
For Further
details write:

K

ŒEUR

International

Suite 505
1180 So. Beverly Drive
Los Angeles
California 90035

Circle 229 on reader service card

Use Quick-Wedge to
install abus, connect a
motor, mount ap.c.
hoard, cinch up a
connector

Gas Sensing Semiconductor

FIGARO
GAS
TGS

SENSOR

Digital Computer Electronics, Albert
Paul Malvino, McGraw-Hill, 404
pp., $13.95.

quickly senses
even small
amount
of gas.

AC Motor Design with Conventional
and Converter Supplies, H.C.J. De
Jong, Oxford University Press, 106
pp., $10.50.
Semiconducting Devices: A Bibliography of Fabrication Technology,
Properties and Applications, A. H.
Agajanian, Plenum Publishing, 944
pp., $57.50.
Function Circuits: Design and Applications, Y.J. Wong and W.E. Ott,
McGraw-Hill (Burr- Brown Electronics Series), 291 pp., $ 18.50.
Manual of Solid State Circuit Design
and Troubleshooting, Vester Robinson, Reston, 413 pp., $ 18.95.

1. \atural Gas- Leak Alarm
2. Propane Gas- Leak Alarm
3. Carbon Monoxide
Detector
4. \ woman, Fan Control
5. Ilft. vl.irrr Dt•;et ring

.tozz=

QUICIMEDGE

cata/e/i, and por o

See your dealer or write to:
Salt Lake City, Utah 84125

ontained in smoke)
6. Alcohol Detector
(Detector for drunken
driver)
7. Air Pollution Monitor

tylfr,rrn.ilrnr,

FIGARO ENGINEERING INC.

17 sizes

Unconditionally guaranteed.
BUY ASET TODAY

iombustible gases

Pld'a+t , contact ar,"1 the eltitt,,e, below tt rot ti, /
or

•Head Office 3 73 1
City. Osaka. 560, JAPAN TELEX 05286155
FIGARO J CABLE. FIGARO TOYONAKA
TEL ( 06) 849-2156

Screw- holding screwdrivers

Kedman Company, P.O. Box 25667,

Electronics/April 14, 1977

Applications

They do all that ordinary
screwdrivers do, PLUS they
hold and start the screw

c..
o

tJ

o

•North America. 3303 Harbor Boulevard. Suite

Cl

assified

section

CLASSIFIED SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Atlanta.. . Joe Lane .. . 404/892-2868
Boston ... FloIt Buchanan.. . 617/262-1160
Chicago . Bill Higgens
312/751-3733

Cleveland
Dallas
Denver
Detroit

Mac Hueste
Mike Taylor
Shirley Klotz
Mac Huestis

FOR ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
216/781-7000
214/742-1747
303/837-1010
313/873-741n

SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING
ENGINEERS
The Allentown Works of the Western Electric Company's
Electronic Components Division has a need for Engineers with
experience in semiconductor manufacture. Superior candidates
with demonstrated ability and expertise will be considered for
openings in the following typical areas:
Integrated Circuit Development Engineer
Positions open for creative individuals to develop, characterize
and introduce new production techniques for volume manufacture of large scale MOS and Bipolar integrated circuits. These
openings are in the fields of diffusion, photolithography, chemical
treatment, metal and insulator deposition also testing and failure
mode analysis. Applicants should have BS or MS degree in EE, ME
or Ch.E. plus minimum 3 years of experience in semiconductor
manufacture.
Integrated Circuit Product Engineer
Positions involve engineering responsibility for introducing new
LSI I.C.'s into manufacture. Individuals will work in close liaison
with device designers and with process development engineers to
optimize and improve processes. A working knowledge of LSI
technology is essential. Applicants should have BS or MS degree
in EE plus minimum 3years of experience in MSI/LSI manufacture.
SIC Test Engineer
Position includes testing of high volume complex silicon devices
involving the development of. software for programming large
commercial test systems to completely exercise the devices
including speed and high temperature performance. Also included
is the failure mode analysis of defectives and the association of
the fault with specific manufacturing processes. Candidate
should have familiarity with the application of logic and memory
devices. A background in solid state device processing would be
helpful. Applicants should have aBSEE degree plus minimum 3
years of experience in integrated circuit manufacture.
SIC Packaging Engineer
Position involves the development of mechanical assembly
processes associated with the packaging of silicon integrated circuit chips. Experience is required in such areas as high volume
machinery, quality control and possess ability to diagnose and resolve production problems. Applicants should have aBS or MS
degree in EE or ME plus minimum 3years of experience.
Microprocessor Systems Engineer
Position open for individual who will have engineering product line
responsibility for microprocessors. This position encompasses
areas such as telecommunications systems applications, device
architecture, development of test programs, and test result
analysis. Applicant should have BS or MS in EE, plus appropriate
experience.
W.E. offers excellent salaries and professional growth potential
plus comprehensive benefits and relocation assistance. Please
send resume, including salary history and requirements to:
Engineering Personnel Dept. # 41, Western Electric Company,
555 Union Boulevard, Allentown, Pa. 18103.

Western Electric
ALLENTOWN

Houston • . Mike Taylor .. 713/659-8381
Los Angeles . Stan Kassin . 213/487-1160
New York ... Dave Hawksby . 212/997-3594

San Francisco. M.E. Kenny . . 415/362-4600
Stamford
Holt Buchanan. 203/359-2860

Philadeohia. . Dan Ferro .... . 215/568-6161

XEROX 400 TELECOPIER .

Pittsburgh ...

Dan Ferro . . .. 412/391-1314

212/997-6800

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEERS
Leading process control instrumentation company requires individuals with experience in digital circuit logic design.

OPPORTUNITY:
To act as aproject leader on several minor or amajor
project. Direct designers, draftsmen, technicians and
other engineers as assigned to develop engineering
drawings and other specifications for release of specifications to manufacturing in accordance with performance, cost, and time goals.

REQUIREMENTS:
Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering with
minimum of 5years pertinent experience. Additional
background in communications, analog and microprocessor application desirable.
Send resume with salary requirements to:
John H. Hawkins

TAYLOR INSTRUMENT COMPANY
95 Ames Street
Rochester, N.Y. 14601

SYBRON Taylor
An Equal Opportunity Employer M.

500 Electronic Companies Are Waiting
To See Your Resume $ 16-30K
JUST MAIL IT with present salary to:
P B Consultants
P.O. Box 264, Wayne, Pa. 19087
THE ENGINEERS WHO TALK.YOUR LANGUAGE
FOR UNADVERTISED POSITIONS NATIONWIDE

RATES $46 per advertising inch Chi"). Commissionable.
SIZES e" to 10" deep in widths of one column ( Pe), two ( 33/e"),
three ( 51 ), and four ( 7").
CLOSING Two weeks prior to mailing.
MAILING One week prior to issue date.
ISSUE DATE Every other Thursday
AD ORDERS/BOX NUMBER ANSWERS Send to Electronics,
Post Office Box 900, New York, N Y 10020

WORKS

-In Lqual Oppornrruil Lrnplirle r
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14 °Engineers

\TAKE li•Ol'R
NEXT
‘10V

STEP

IN THE
Rican
DIREcTioN

The road to professional
fulfillment can be areal jungle. We can help you find the
right path. Our affiliation with

ennel

Nat

al

-.Wsoclates,

keeps us informed of opportunities in the ELECTRONICS
industry from coast to coast
as they occur. Together with
over 175 associates, we
offer our knowledge and expertise at no charge to you.
Fees are company paid.
ANDERSON-TAYLOR
P.O. Box 21
Exton, Pennsylvania 19341
(
215) 363-1600
AVAILABILITY, INC.
Engineering Consultants
1300 N. Westshore Blvd.
Tampa, Florida 33607
(
813) 872-2631
STAFF DYNAMICS, U.E.
26 Sixth Street
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
)203) 324-6191
ALFRED J. ALLEN
&ASSOCIATES, INC.
999 N. Sepulveda Blvd.,
Suite 704
El Segundo, California 90245
(
2131776-6852
CAREER SPECIALISTS
PERSONNEL SERVICES
4600 El Camino Real, Suite 206
Los Altos, California 94022
)415) 941-3200
PERSONNEL INC.
Jim Trexel
836 National Road
Wheeling, West Virginia
26003
(
304) 233-3000

The Boeing Company in Seattle, Washington has immediate requirements for experienced engineers in a variety of important assignments on a wide range of products as follows:
AVIONICS ENGINEERS for:
• Antennas and Radomes
• Crew Systems
• Digital Avionics
• Electronic Countermeasures
• Fire Control Systems
• Navigation Systems
• Radar and Optical Avionics
• Software Data Processing
ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS for:
• Analog and Digital Circuits
• Electrical Power Systems Design
• Electronic Packaging
• Electromagnetic Compatability
• Flight Control Systems
• Ground Support Equipment
• Instrumentation Subsystems
• Micro Electronics
LOGISTIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERS for:
• Maintenance'Maintainability
• Spares
• Technical Publications
SOFTWARE & COMPUTING SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
for
• Computers & Displays— Design and Development
• Microprocessor Software/Firmware Design and
Development
• Real-Time Operational Software Development
• Signal Processing Software Development
• Software/Computing Systems Design Analysis
• Software & Computing Testing and Evaluation
• Support Software Design and Development
SYSTEMS ENGINEERS for:
• Product Systems
• Systems Analysis
• System Configuration Development
VEHICLE TEST ENGINEERS for:
• Electrical/Electronic Testing
• Flight/Mission/Systems Testing
• Test Program Requirements & Planning
MANUFACTURING TEST ENGINEERS for:
• Analog and Digital Circuit Analysis
• Automatic Test Development
• Custom Hybrid Microcircuit Assembly and Test
• Photo- Voltaic Cell Process and Test Procedure
Development
• Test Equipment and Component Design
Candidates must have U.S. citizenship and an appropriate BS degree or higher. Attractive salary. fringe benefits and moving allowances will be offered qualified candidates. And living is a pleasure in the unspoiled Northwest
with its many recreational and sports activities and relaxed
life-styles.
Look into these outstanding opportunities.
Send your detailed résumé now to The Boeing Company,
P.O. Box 3707-LDU. Seattle, WA 98124.
An equal opportunity employer.

Getting people together
Electronics/April 14, 1977
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THERE ARE A FEW
ENGINEERS IN
THIS CuUNT
WHO WILL
TRAC
TH

FREE
Your
dream job
We

hope

you're

happy in your current position, but
there's always that
ideal

job

prefer

you'd

if you

knew

about it.
That's

why

it

makes sense to have
He represents a major electronics manufacturer who has a series of vital,
long term projects that must be staffed now with highly skilled engineers.
DIGITAL DESIGN ENGINEERS
You will need a BSEE or technical degree in a related area
plus 3-7 years experience in GENERAL PURPOSE LOGIC
DESIGN using high speed integrated circuit logic devices
and familiarity with State-of-the-Art digital devices and
computer aided design techniques You should also have
experience in DIGITAL CIRCUIT DESIGN. including A/D
and D/A Converters and Worst Case Design.

SIGNAL PROCESSING
DESIGN ENGINEERS

Background should include a BSEE and 8-15 years'
experience in Digital Logic Design (emphasis on Signal
Processing techniques) and athorough knowledge of Digital
Hardware, Radar Principles, Timing, Coding "Decoding.
Formatting, Data Transfer and Control Logic. including
Worst Case Analysis

pnase arrays), knowledge of computer applications and a
familiarity with RF amplifier design, various type microwave
and solid state devices, pulse modulator circuit design, fault
sensing logic design

WHY WAIT FOR A CHANCE
MEETING AT ELECTRO 77?
Let's get in touch now ,

If your qualifications meet the above specifications, please
forward your resume, including salary history, in complete
confidence to LRK ASSOCIA'TES, 6845 Elm Street ( EL-5),
McLean, Virginia 22101. Or call us. Monday through Friday,
at ( 703) 790-8640. U.S. Citizenship required Representing
an equal opportunity employer m/f/h.

Manpower Register,
a computerized data
bank containing the
qualifications

of

career- conscious
ELECTRONICS
readers

just

like

yourself.
You'll benefit from
nation-wide

expo-

sure to industry firms
privileged to search

MICROWAVE DESIGN ENGINEER
Background should include conceptual definition through
design and development of microwave circuits 8
components necessary in design of antennas ( including

your resume on file
in the Electronics

ASSOCIATES

the
system,
and
since the computer
never forgets, if you
match up with their

INFRARED OBSERVATORY
requires electronics engineer to
operate and maintain computer control
system for new 92-inch telescope. 1618 K. No previous astronomy experience required per se. EOE.

Write Dr. W. T. Grandy, University Sta'
bon, Box 3905, Laramie, WY 82071
or call ( 3071766-6150

job
OVERSEAS JOBS GUIDE

Job Hunters Guide It Directory of
600 firms. $6.00 +$. 50 P&H ( US $
check or MO only). foreign— add
$2.00. Friar Books, Dept EL, 8956
EArdendale, San Gabriel, CA 91775.

POSITION WANTED

Patented and proven Automotive
Device. Box 223, Naperville, II.
60540.

Engineering technician with 10 years
hands-on experience in analog,
digital, rf, prototype design or
assembly and troubleshooting. Mark
Worley 1710 Arizona Flint, MI 48506
(313)785-2602.

Experienced Product Innovator and
Engineering Administrator— Fifteen
patents, several successful products
and various publications. Admin.
experience includes OD, product
planning, resource allocation, etc.
Searching for rapid growth or turnaround situation. Objective is to
make meaningful contribution to
significant technical programs. Ideall
to participate in " State of the Art '
advances in controls, instrumentation, or EDP technologies. PW-4051,
Electronics.

POSITION VACANT
RATES $46 per advertising inch ( s" ). Commissionable.
SIZES
to 10" deep in widths of one column ( 158" ), two ( 3381,
three ( 5' ,"). and four ( 7").
CLOSING Two weeks prior to mailing.
MAILING One week prior to issue date.
ISSUE DATE Every other Thursday.
AD ORDERS/BOX NUMBER ANSWERS Send to Electronics.
Post Office Box 900. New York. N.Y 10020.
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requirements

you'll

be

together

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
How To Earn Money As A Consultant
(including specimen contracts) $ 17
Business Psychology Intl 2407/44
Pacific Virginia Beach, Va. 23451.

POSITIONS WANTED

brought
in

confi-

dence.
To take advantage
of this free service,
mail your resume to
the address

below.

We'll do the rest.

ELECTRONICS
MANPOWER
REGISTER
Post Office Box 900

Engineers/Scientists: Over 800 firms
in Eastern U.S. pay our fees to
recruit Top-Caliber professionals in
all technical areas. Send detailed
resume,
in confidence. Wallach
Associates, Inc., 1010 Rockville
Pike, Rockville, MD 20852.

New

York,

N.Y.

10020
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Electronics Engineers

)111111CIPAL
ELECTRONICS ENGINEER
Experienced in new product design and development with heavy
emphasis on semiconductor power control circuitry— inverters/
converters. Requires successful engineering track record for high
quality commercial/industrial electronic products— medium to
large volume. Total design responsibility from concept to finished
product.

NEW ENERGY SAVING TECHNOLOGY
Lutron Electronics is the established leader in solid state light
dimming systems utilizing both thyristor and high power transistor control technology. New energy saving/energy management
systems for lighting control are essential to power saving in
modern office and industrial buildings. Energy saving technology
offers unique challenges, rewards and innovative opportunities.
Live and work in the beautifu: Allentown, Pennsylvania area— an
award winning All-American City. Two hours from New York City,
1hour from Philadelphia.
Excellent salary and benefit package including profit sharing and
incentive bonus programs. Send complete resume to: Don
Mershon, Vice President, Lutron, 205 Suter Road, Coopersburg,
Pa. 18036.

LUTRON ®
setip PHONE

(215) 2E12- 3E100

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

N

Power Supply Packaging Specialist
The Aerospace Division of Control Data is seeking a
Mechanical Engineer experienced in the mechanical packaging of power systems/power supplies.
This position entails:
• The designing of power supplies to meet Aerospace's standards of productability and maintainability as well as compliance with performance
specifications required by military environmental
conditions.
• Providing the packaging expertise to incorporate
both electrical and thermal performance factors.
• Ideally this individual should have aknowledge of
military specs. as well as thermal design.
If you desire to be akey member of an engineering staff, to
work on both afunctional and project basis, to occasionally
supervise professional and non-professional personnel and to
be constantly challenged in atechnologically advanced environment, send your resume and salary history or call collect:
D.T. Caskey
CONTROL DATA CORPORATION
Aerospace Division
3101 E. 80th Street Box 609
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440
1612) 853-4631

CONTROL DATA
CORPOR,ATION
An Affirmative Action Employer M F
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Join IITRI for
career advancement in
ELECTROMAGNETIC
COMPATIBILITY
The most advanced work in this critical, far-reaching
field continues to be done at the Electromagnetic
Compatibility Acalysis Center in Annapolis, Md. In a
creative environment that spurs our top- rank staff to
continuing achievements, you will find a satisfying
combination of stability, recognition and personal
growth potential. If you qualify for one of these current openings, we urge you to contact us for details
that will be of great interest to you.

PROJECT ENGINEERS

COOPEPSBURG PA 1E5036
\

Are your goals
as unique as ours?

... with interest in EMC problems and in the frequency
allocations and assignment processes which affect
communications, radar, navigation and other
electronic systems. Must be capable of using validated
digital computer models and computer data bases to
solve specific RIC problems encountered on various
projects and/or capable of validating untested digital
computer models by comparing model predictions with
measured data. BSEE required.

ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERS
... with irterest in communication system modeling.
Must be capable of developing digital computer
adaptable models of digital detection processes,
analog detection processes, interfering signal
voltages, or unintentional man-made radio noise
voltages encountered in modern day communication
systems. An understanding is required of one or more
of the following areas: time domain analysis of realizable linear filter responses, random variables,
transformation of probability density functions, advanced modulation techniques involving frequency
hopping or spread spectrum schemes, and formulation
of digital detection schemes which are optimum according to given criteria. BSEE required. MSEE desirable.
Attractive salaries and benefits. U.S. Citizenship required. Please send resume, and salary requirements
to:
Powers, or Call Collect (
3011267-2458.

111

UIT
Research
-

Institute

P.O. Box 1711
Annapolis, Maryland 21404
An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F
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MIL- C-5 5 302 and Commercial Specifications Printed Circuit and Related Applications. REPC Connectors are Removable,
Re Entrancy, Crimp Contact Types.

Classified and employment advertising
F J Eberle, Manager 212-997-2557
Boeing
Control Data
IIT Research Institute
LRK Associates
Lutron Electronics Co.
National Personnel Assoc.
P'n B Consultants
Taylor Instrument Co.
Western Electric

231
233
233
232
233
231
230
230
230

Frequency Range: 20KHz to 25 MHz
Overall Stability: 1- 0.010%—Model DT1-121
•0005%— Model OT1-221
Temperature Range: 0°C to + 70°C
Output Waveform: Squarewave 50/50 1
-20%t0 drive
1OTTL loads. 0.4V max. " 0- and 2.4V min.
1 level.
Input Power: Voltage + 5v±5%. Current 30 to 120MA
depending on frequency.
Package: 14 pin DIP, glass-filled nylon. Fits into
standard 14 pin socket.
Size: (WLH) Approx. ow.' x0.80"x0.37"
Other Ovenalre Highlights...
State of the Art High Stability Crystal Oscillators
Ovenized Crystal Oscillators • TCXO • VCXO
Crystal and Component Ovens • Thick Film Hybrid
Circuit Custom Services
for additional information contact.

• For more information of complete product line see
advertisement in the latest Electronics Buyers Guide
• Advertisers in Electronics International
Advertisers in Electronics Domestic Edition

ovenake

Division of Walter Kidde 8Company, Inc.
706 Forrest St.—P.O. Box 1528. Charlottesville.
Virginia 22902 • 804-977-8050—TWX 510-587-5461
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LARGEST RADAR INVENTORY IN THE WORLD
SYSTEMS IL
SPARES
AN/ALT-6-7-8
AN-APG-33
AN'APG-51
AN APN-69
AN,APN-102
AN/APN- 169
AN/APQ-50
AN/AP0-55
AN/APS-20
AN/APS-31A
AN/APS-42 - 45
AN/APS-64
AN/AS8-4 9 •
AN/CPS-68
AN CPS- 9
ANION- 32
AN FPS- 6-8
AN FPS- I4-18
AN/FPS-20 - 75
AN/FRC-39
AN TRI -15
AN GPA-30
AN GPA-126
ANAMPC1-4A • I0
AN MPO-29
AN/MPS-I9
AN MPX-7
AN. MS0- lA
AN SPA- 4A
AN/SPA-8
AN/SPN-5
AN/SIPS-58
AN/SPS-6C
ANSRW-4C
ANTPN-12 17
AN 1PS-1D, E
AN IFS- 100
AN ITS- 28
AN 1111-3411
AN TPS-37
AN TPX-21
AN UPA 25-35
AN UPX-4-6
AN UPX-14
HIPAR
ME- 25
Nike Ajax
NikiHercules
SCR- 584

AUTOTRACK ANTENNA SCR- 584
RADAR SYSTEM
360 deg AZ 210 deg EL. Imil. accuracy. Missile vel.
occel and Slew, rotes. Amplidyne control. Handle up
ro 20 ft dish Come control chassis. ALSO in stock
10 cm van mounted rod. system. Conical scan. PPI,
6It dish 300 pg instr. bk en radar. $50.
RF SOURCES
17-27 KHz 200 W CW
125-450 KHz 4 KW CW
2-30 MHz 3 KW Cl/V
4-21 MHz 40 KW CV/
24-350 MHz 100 W CW
80-240 MHz 500 W 2-5 uS
175-225 MHz 300 KW I, 20 uS
200-2000 MHz 40 W CW
210-225 MHz 1MW 5 uS
38.5-575 Mlle 1.5 KW CV/
400-700 MHz 1KW . 03 DC
950-1500 MHz 1KW . 06 DC
900-1040 MHz 5-10 KW . 006 DC
1.2-1.35 Gilt 500 KW 2 uS
1.5-9.0 GHz 150 W CW
3.2-3.3 Glis 10 KW . 002 DC
2 7-2.9 Glis IMW 1uS
3.1-3.5 GH: 1MW 1.3 uS
2.7-2.9 GHz 5 MW 2-3 siS
4.4-5.0 GHz 1KW CV/
5.4-5.9 GH: 5 MW . 001 DC
6 GM: IMW IuS
6.2-6.6 Gel: 200 KW . 37 uS
8.5-11 GHz 200 W CW
9.375 GHz 40 KW . 5-1-2 uS
8.5-9 6 GHz 250 KW . 0013 DC
15.5 175 GH4 135 KW . 33-1-3 uS
15 uS
24 GH: 40 KW .
35 GHz 100 KW . 1uS
MODULATORS
25 KW 5.5 KV 4.5 A; . 0025 DC
144 KW 12 KV 12 A; . 001 DC
250 KW 16 KV 16 A; . 002 DC
405 KW 20 KV 20 A; . 1DC
500 KW 22 KV 28 A; . 001 DC .
1MW 25 KV 40 A; . 002 DC
3 MW 50 KV 60 A; 30 uS
10 MW 76 KV 135 A; . 001 DC
66 MW 160 KV 400 A; . 00

TRACKING SYSTEMS
K BAND
X BAND
X RAND
X BAND
X UND
X BAND
X SAND
X BAND
S BAND
S UND
S BAND

MONOPULSE SE 40 KW E-34
NIKE AJAX/HERCULES
HI RES moNoPutse MOD IV
OCA PAR II
FIRE CONTROL 250 KW M-33
AIRBORNE 50 KW APG-32
MOUE 40 KW AN MPO-29
BEACON 100W AN/DPN-62
10 DISH 500 KW AN/ArIPCFr8
250 KW AN/MPO-10A
250 KW AN/MPS-9
SEARCH SYSTEMS

KU BAND AIRBORNE 135 KW 11-58
X BAND WEATHER 250 KW AN/CPS-9
X SAND WEATHER 40 KW AN/SPN-5
X BAND 7 KW AN/TPS-21
X UND CW DOPPLER AN/PPS-9/12
C BAND HOT FDR IMW TPS-37
C BAND 285 KW ANISPS-58/D
S SAND HEIGHT FINDER 5 MW AN/FP5-6
S SAND COHERENT IMW AbL'FPS-18
S SAND IMW NIKE AJAX/HERC
BAND 40' ANTENNA 500 KW AN/FPS-7s
SAND 500 KW ANITPS-1D/GSS-11
UHF 1MW HELMUT TPS-28
C RAND TRACKER
Pwr: 1.5 MW.
Range: 250 miles.
Reto, aureola.
Deploy: 5" " A" scopes.
10' dish widi lineor or circ. polorization.
SPARE PARTS IN STOCK
Nike Pea, Hercules. M-33, MPS- 19, TPS-1D,
TPS-10D, FPS- 6, FPS-8, SCR- 584. HIPAR.
UPX-6, TPN-12-17, PAR II, UPA35,
MPS.9, FPS- 18, NIC-39. Many mere, write.
SEND FOR FREE 22 PAGE CATALOG

Radio
Research
Instrument
Co., Inc.

ELECTRONICS
REPRINTS
1111,d

-

R-702 World market report 1977 24 pp
$4.00
R-616 Special issue- technology update $4.00
R-614 Power supply choices for sophisticated designs 8 pp $3.00

-

_R-612 Fiber-optic

technology 19 pp $3.00
-

R-606 Special issue- microprocessors

-

$4.00
R-526 How reliable are today's components 16 pp $3.00

Charts
R-516 Electronic symbols $2.00
____ R-213 Electromagnetic spectrum ( updated 1976) $3.00
-

R-326 Optical spectrum ( 6-page report
and chart) $ 3.00

_

R-704 Thermal

2 Lak• Avenue Ext., Danbury, CT. 06810

102 on reader service card

RESISTOR
KIT
$14.95 delivered

235 RESISTORS
49 VALUES
1ohm- 10 meg.
1/4 WATT 5%

CARBON FILM
Bulk Stock
$.08 ea. 5-99
$61100
Kit order no. 235-49Q
Uncond. Guar. Check or M.O.

S. S. Hartness Co.
P.O. Box 28512
Dallas, Tx. 75228

NOTE

communications

special report 24 pp $3.00
R-610 Special report on hybrid-circuit

Books

(203) 792-6666 • 7•11« 962444

Circle

New reprints

__R-703 Special report - memories
16 pp $3.00

design

in

electronics

$5.00
R-701 Applying microprocessorsElectronics Book Series $9.95
R-608 Basics of Data Communications- Electronics Book Series
•
•

NEW McGraw-Hill
EQUIPMENT BULLETIN
The used, surplus, and rebuilt equipment
ads in this Classified Advertising Section
will also appear, at no extra cost, in the
McGraw-Hill Equipment Bulletin.
This new free monthly reprint will reach
an additional audience of qualified costconscious readers ( who have requested
it) in fields served by 27 other McGrawHill publications.
To find out how you can benefit from this
bonus readership when you have items
for sale, lease, or rent- contact the
Classified Advertising representative in
the McGraw-Hill regional office nearest
you, or write to:

McGraw-Hill
EQUIPMENT BULLETIN
P0 Box 900
New York NY 10020

$12.50
R-602 Large Scale Integration- Elec-

-

tronics Book Series $9.95
R-520 Microprocessors- Electronics
Book Series $8.95
R-011 Computer-aided Design 135 pp
$4.00
-

R-032 Active Filters 88 pp $4.00
R-031 Circuit Designer's Casebook 182
pp $5.50 ( outside U.S. $ 12.00)

Payment must
accompany your order
Make check or money order payable to
Electronics Reprints. All orders are shipped
prepaid by parcel post. Allow two to three
weeks for delivery.
Mail your order to:
Janice Austin
ELECTRONICS REPRINTS
P.O Box 669
Hightstown, N.J. 08520
Back issues now available:
1960 to 1969, $5.00 each
1970 to 1973, $3.00 each
1974 to 1976, $4.00 each
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The Electronics Book Series offers you:
APPLYING
MICROPROCESSORS
gnmyry
mrrrtry
rrmy
timmyt
1
,
1,rmer
rImm

mptocessoRs

CS OF
dCITCI
diaTO
dala
daTO
dOTCI
dOTO
dala
dOTO

New hardware,
software and
applicatires
Electronics
Bk

Bectronk:s
Book Series

Series

1
MICROPROCESSORS
This book cuts
through the confusion, presenting
the design and
application potential
of this exciting
technology in a
manner that will
appeal to the design
engineer who needs
to know how to use
microprocessors as
well as the system
analyst who must
assess the tradeoffs
between microprocessors and
other techniques to
accomplish his
system goals.

2

APPLYING
MICROPROCESSORS
This new book
completes the
engineer's transition
from the old methods
of electronic design
to the new world
of microprocessor
engineering. The
book contains the
up-to-date and
ready-to- use
information that
every designer needs
to know about the
new technology.

4
LARGE SCALE
INTEGRATION

BASICS OF DATA
COMMUNICATIONS

"Large Scale
Chances are you are
going to be apart of
Integration" deals
with the entire
the data communirange of design
cations market.
There's no better
applications main
memory systems,
place to start than
peripheral rTIE mories, getting acopy of
memory controllers,
"Basics of Data
on-line industrial
Communications"—
a316- page compilacontrollers, data
tion of essential
acquisition boards,
articles which have
communication
systems, calculators, appeared in Data
Communications
watches, etc.
magazine.

Use form below to order your copy. Prices on 10 copies or more. available upon request.

Electronics Book Series
1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10020

1Ji

Send me

copies of " Microprocessors" at $ 8.95 per copy.

2

Send me

copies of " Applying Microprocessors - at $ 9.95 per copy.

3ri

Send me

copies of " LSI" at $ 9.95 per copy.

4DSend

me

copies of " Basics of Data CommJnications" at $ 12.50 per copy.

'Full payment must accompany my order.
Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund full payment if the books are returned
after ten-day trial examination.
Name

Title

Company
Address
City
Signature

Country

Advertising Sales Staff
Advertising sales manager: Paul W. Reiss
1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020
[2121997-4371
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[3031 837-1010
Detroit, Michigan 48202: Robert W. Bartlett
1400 Fisher Bldg.
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601 Jefferson Street. Dresser Tower
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Los Angeles, Calif. 90010: Robert J. Rielly
Bradley K. Jones. 3200 Wilshire Blvd., South Tower
[213] 487-1160
Minneapolis, Minn. 55435: Robert M. Denmead
4015 W 65th St.
[312] 751-3738
New York, N.Y. 10020
1221 Avenue of the Americas
Michael J. Stoller [ 212] 997-3616
Matthew T. Reseska [ 212] 997-3617
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102: Matthew T. Reseska
Three Parkway
[212] 997-3617
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222: Matthew T. Reseska
4Gateway Center
[212]997-3617
Rochester, N.Y. 14534: William J. Boyle
1175 Pittsford- Victor Rd., Pittsford. N.Y.
[716] 586-5040
San Francisco, Calif. 94111: Don Farris
Robert J. Rielly. 425 Battery Street,
[415] 362-4600
Paris: Alain Offergeld
17 Rue- Georges Bizet. 75116 Paris, France
Tel 720-73-01
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Alain Oflergeld
1rue du Temple, Geneva, Switzerland
Tell 32-35-63
United Kingdom 8 Scandinavia: Robert Ghey
34 Dover Street. London WI
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RF detectors
for every
application
100 kHz to 18.5 GHz
Field replaceable diodes
You can get the detector
suited to your needs from
W ILTRON's broad line.
And in all of these highperformance detectors the
diodes are field replaceable.
Note, too, the variety of
available connectors: BNC,
N, APC and SMA ( see table).
Discounts to 15°/0 in quantity. Stock delivery.
Call Walt Baxter at
W ILTRON now for details.

Model

Range

Connectors
In
Out

71E350

100 kHz3GHz

BNC
Male

BNC
Fem.

±0.5 dB

70

73N50

100 kHz4 GHz

N
Male

BNC
Fem.

±0.2 dB

75

74N50

10 MHz12.4 GHz

N
Male

BNC
Fern.

±0.5 dB

145

74550

10 MHz12.4 GHz

SMA
Male

BNC
Fern,

±0.5 dB

165

75A50

10 MHz18.5 GHz

APC-7

BNC
Fern.

±1 dB

190

75N50

10 MHz18.5 GHz

N
Male

BNC
Fern.

±1 dB

170

75550

10 MHz18.5 GHz

SMA
Male

BNC
Fem.

±-1 dB

170

Flatness

Price
j
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MODEL 640 includes preselector and memory. Display: Split Memory Comparison. " A" is stored
reference pulsed spectrum ( Peak mode). " B" is incoming pulsed spectrum. Frequency and
level differences are easPy measured.

Digital Memory
&I/O Interface

SPLIT MEMORY. Comparison of maximum vs.
instantaneous levels of FM broadcast. 20kHz.tCliv Span
10 dB/Div, " C" is stored max. : evel vs. frequency.
"D" is incoming level, using flicker- free updatad memory
rruode.

100 kHz- 40 GHz
COMPACT N- R600 SERIES
WITH DIGITAL MEMORY

New Dimensions
in RF/Microwave
Spectrum Analyzers

•Eliminate annoying flicker— even when highly selective,
slow scans are used.
•Provide precise on- screen comparisons; dual display of
stored and incoming signals.

N- R600 SERIES provide the absolute calibrated analysis features
needed for today's stringent applications, at very affordable
prices. Select among 5easy- to- use models. Digital Memory
(Option 1) is only one of the N- R600 SERIES' outstanding design
features. Some others include:

•Plot maximum signal level vs. frequency for any desired
time interval.

•LED frequency readout. Absolute level calibrations.

•Have memory I/O interface for remote storage and
recall of standard displays.

•Resolution: 300Hz ( phase- locked) to 1MHz BW,
auto- tracked or selectable.

•Also used for signal processing; " talker" and " listener"
functions. Adaptable to IEEE 488 Bus.
New N- R600 Series Summary
Model
632
630
640
631
641

100 kHz to 2CHz
10 MHz to 40 GHz, 7Bands
630 plus Internal Preselector
10 MHz to 40 Cliz, 6Bands
631 plus Inter- al Preselector

U.S.A. Prices
Without
Including
Memory
Memory
S 7,075
S 5.975
S 7.750
$ 8,850
S10,150
S11.250
$ 7.100
S 8.200
S 9.500
$10.600

•Calibrated 0-2 GHz frequency spans.

• — 115 dBm sensitivity, Model 632. To — 110 dBm, other Models.
Sensitivity conservatively rated @ S+N =2N, 1kHz BW.
•Internal tracked preselector ( Models 640 & 641).
•70 dB Log Scale ( 10 dB/Div.). Also 2dB/Div and Linear Scales.
•Parallax- free internal CRT graticule. Scale illumination.
Std. camera mount.
•Interface for Tracking Generator ( Option 2).
•Compact, portable, all solid-state construction.
Models 630,631 & 632 are 7" high: approx. 40 lbs.
Call or write for complete specifications
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nelson • ross electronics division
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Clairex
optical switches

Order any of our standard
designs of optical switches
and we'll give you the
most reliable units and the
best delivery in the industry.
Custom designs take a

little longer. Tell us your
needs and we'll design to
your specifications. We
may even suggest an alternate, more economical
solution.
Clairex optical switches

are made with hermetically sealed emitters and
detectors for maximum reliability. Glass lenses align
the light beam to improve
target detection, to minimize false triggering from

stray light, and to reduce
dust pickup.
Call ( 914) 664-6602 or
write Clairexe, 560 South
Third Avenue, Mount Vernon, New York 10550.

CIAZOOD

Product Data
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CLAIREX ELECTRONICS
\ Division of Claircx Corporation

